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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, D.C., December 7, 1981.
Hon. JOHN HEINZ,
Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The enclosed background material pre-
pared by the staff is the product of a 6-month review of the per-
formance of the Office of Inspector General, Department of Health
and Human Services. I would like to acknowledge the dedicated
work of David Holton and Bill Halamandaris of the Senate Com-
mittee on Aging in preparing this report. Ed Mihalski provided
support and considerable assistance.

The study focused on the activities of the Office of Inspector
General, Department of Health and Human Services, in combating
fraud, abuse, and waste in Department programs. Particular em-
phasis was placed on the 12-month period from January to Decem-
ber 1980.

While the staff concentrated their work on the investigative
efforts of the IG, their work also included an examination of audit
and health care systems review within the office. Particular atten-
tion was paid to the effectiveness of working relationships between
the IG and operational units within HHS, and between the IG and
units of Government, such as FBI and Justice, outside the Depart-
ment. Hundreds of records, reports, and case files were analyzed.
Extensive interviews were conducted with officials at the IG's
Office, the Office of the Secretary, the Health Care Financing
Administration, the Department of Justice, the General Account-
ing Office, the Department of Labor, the American Law Division
and Division of Public Welfare of the Library of Congress, and
others.

Two additional units within the Department have fraud and
abuse control responsibilities. These include the State fraud control
units, which are under the direction of the IG's Office, and certain
program surveillance activities by medicare fiscal intermediaries
and carriers. An examination of the activities of these units was
not possible in the time allowed.

We appreciate the cooperation of the Department of Health and
Human Services Inspector General, and the Health Care Financing
Administration, Office of Program Validation.

Sincerely,
JOHN ROTHER, Staff Director.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the period immediately preceding the enactment of
Public Law 94-505 establishing the Office of Inspector General in
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (now the De-
partment of Health and Human Services), and the implementing
regulations in 1977, committees of Congress conducted more than
70 hearings concerning fraud, abuse, waste, and the Department's
ability to control these activities. (See appendix B for definition of
fraud, waste, and abuse.)

These hearings demonstrated that the programs under the juris-
diction of the Department, in the words of L. H. Fountain, chair-
man of the House Government Operations Committee, "(P)resent
an unparalleled danger of enormous loss through fraud and pro-
gram abuse."

Virtually every aspect of the health programs and every provider
class was implicated. Problems were found in the operation of
nursing homes, prepaid health plans, boarding homes, medicaid
clinics, clinical laboratories, home health agencies, pharmacies,
suppliers, vendors, and others.

At that time, the loss to the Government due to these fraudulent
activities was estimated at 10 percent of the total medicare. and
medicaid expenses-about $3 billion.' Subsequent estimates have
placed the figure higher.

At the same time, a survey of the Department's ability to combat
fraud and abuse disclosed serious deficiences in the Department's
auditing and investigative procedures:

-Only 10 of the Department's 129,000 full-time employees were
criminal investigators with Department-wide responsibility.

-Multiple audit and investigative units operated out of the De-
partment without coordination or leadership.

-Auditors and investigators reported to officials responsible for
the programs under review.

-Instances were found where investigators were prohibited from
pursuing certain cases.

-There was an absence of meaningful data on the extent of the
problem and an affirmative plan for attacking the problem.

Congress created the Office of Inspector General to address these
fundamental problems of independence, duplication, inadequate re-
sources, and to provide a remedy for the rampant abuse afflicting
the programs.

Despite this mandate, most of the problems identified by Con-
gress in 1975 remain. Problems related to abuse, fraud, and waste
still plague the program. Fragmentation and duplication continue.
Resources are even more limited. The Inspector General has yet to
prove an effective remedy:

I "Fraud and Abuse Among Clinical Laboratories," S. Rept. 94-944, June 15, 1976.



-The HHS IG ranked 9 out of 11 statutory IG's in terms of
questioned costs per dollar expended in 1980.

-The HHS IG ranked 13 out of the 15 statutory IG's in terms of
the number of criminal investigations opened in 1980.

-Only 5 of 41 health cases referred to the Department of Justice
in 1980 by the HHS IG resulted in convictions.

-There has been no apparent impact by the IG in effecting
program change to prevent the recurrence of abusive or fraud-
ulent practices.

-Jurisdictional disputes have emerged, hampering the effective-
ness of the Office in its criminal investigations.

-There is no indication the Office has developed an effective
comprehensive strategy for attacking the major problems
facing the program.

-The HHS IG's Office is understaffed. One State, New York, has
as many criminal investigators as the IG does for the Nation.

BACKGROUND

By any account, the rate of growth in expenditures for programs
under the jurisdiction of the Department of Health and Human
Services has been enormous. In the 6 years since enactment of the
legislation creating the Office of Inspector General, the rate of
growth exceeded 65 percent.

Best estimates are that the proportion of fraud, abuse, and waste
in these programs has remained constant. But the medicare and
medicaid programs, which are estimated to account for the major-
ity of the total losses due to fraud, waste, and abuse, 2 have in-
creased by 126 percent during the same period.

In 1980, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS),
spent about $195 billion. Of this total, $134.4 billion was spent by
the Social Security Administration. Of the remainder, $57 billion
was spent on health care-$35 billion by medicare, $13.9 billion
Federal share for medicaid, and $8.1 billion for the Public Health
Service.

At the time of the creation of the Office of Inspector General,
there appeared a consensus that 10 percent of total medicare and
medicaid expenditures-about $3 billion-was being wasted or
stolen. The first annual report of the Inspector General (March 31,
1978) provided a "best estimate" that for "HEW programs involv-
ing Federal outlays in fiscal year 1977 of $136.1 billion, the inci-
dence of fraud, abuse, and waste-at a minimum ranged between
$6.3 and $7.4 billion." 2

In recent years, there has not been an attempt to quantify the
amount of waste, abuse, and fraud in programs under the Depart-
ment's jurisdiction. In February of 1980, former Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare, Patricia Harris redefined the
problem, indicating she would prefer the terms "program misuse
and management inefficiency." (Appendix A.)

In July of 1980, the Federal Bureau of Investigation in an ap-
pearance before the Senate Finance Committee indicated the prob-
lem was "rampant and pervasive." Spokesmen for the Department
testified the most evident finding of their investigation was "that

2 "Office of the Inspector General: Annual Report," HEW, Mar. 31, 1978.



corruption had permeated virtually every area of the medicare and
medicaid health care industry."3

Congress has repeatedly found that the social security payment
system lacks adequate safeguards. Social security card fraud
schemes, payments to the dead, and fraudulent employment, wel-
fare and other benefits to unqualified beneficiaries are said to have
cost the program billions.4

The Inspector General's recent "Project Baltimore" matching the
death tapes (recorded deaths) with social security payments has
identified over 8,000 improper payments. The IG identified over
$1.5 million lost in a similar fashion in improper payments under
the black lung benefits program. 5

In order to determine the amount of money lost to the Govern-
ment through fraudulent acts, the General Accounting Office ana-
lyzed over 77,000 cases of fraud and other illegal activities reported
by various Federal agencies between 1976 and 1979. Their May 7,1981 report concluded the Government had lost at least $150 mil-
lion through these activities and that something less than 30 per-
cent had been recovered. 6

In 1975, the Department had 129,000 full-time employees. Ten of
these were full-time criminal investigators with Department-wide
responsibilities. Other units were identified by the Department as
having significant responsibility for the prevention, detection and/
or investigation of fraud and program abuse; but the House Gov-
ernment Affairs Committee considered the list incomplete and im-
precise, since there was evidence of confusion in the manner in
which the units were selected and classified.7

According to the March 23, 1981 survey of resources, appendix B,
some 43 components within HHS share with the Inspector General
the responsibility of promoting efficiency and combating fraud and
abuse in the Department. In addition, the Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation has indicated an intent to target significant resources in
this area.

Resources in the Department dedicated to these activities totaled
11,321 staff years at a cost of approximately $427.5 million. OIG
resources accounted for 977 staff positions and $43.3 million of that
total.

3
"Medicare and Medicaid Fraud," Senate Committee on Finance, S. Rept. No. 96-92, July 22,

1980.
* "$60 Million Error: Pensions to 8,000 Dead People," New York Times, Sept. 30, 1981.
* "Draft Inspector General's Audit of Black Lung Benefits," HHS Fact Sheet, no date.
6 "Fraud in Government Programs: How Extensive Is It? How Can It Be Controlled?" General

Accounting Office Report AFMD-81-73, Sept. 30, 1981.
7"Tenth Report-Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (Prevention and Detection of

Fraud and Program Abuse)," House Committee on Government Operations, H. Rept. No. 94-786,
Jan. 26, 1976.



II. CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS AND FINDINGS LEADING TO
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GEN-
ERAL
The creation of the Office of Inspector General, HEW, was the

culmination of intensive investigative and oversight activities. Six
congressional committees were finitely involved: The Senate Spe-
cial Committee on Aging, the Senate Committee on Finance, the
Senate Government Operations Committee, the Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations, the House Government Oper-
ations Committee, and the Oversight Subcommittee of the House
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee.

Table 1 details these activities.



TABLE 1 DISTRIBUTION OF CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS AND REPORTS BY YEAR 1968-1981

SCoA = Senate Committee on Aging HCoA - House Committee on Aging
SGA - Senate Government Affairs HGO House Government Operations
SF - Senate Finance Hqm - House Commerce

HWM = House Ways and Means

Sublect 1968 11969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 197li. 1976 1Q77 19 11979 1980 1981.
General Medi-
care & Medicaid SCoA 1 SCoA 3 SCoA 3 SCoA 2 SGA 1 SF 1
fraud and waste HGO 2 SGA 1 HCm 1 HCoA 1 HCoA 1

HCm 2 HWM 3 HWM 1
H- 0 H L

Medicare/Medi-
caid adminis- SF 2 SF 11 SF 8 HCm 4 HCm 2
trative & rein- SEA 1 SF 1
bursement refrm

,ocial Security SF 8 HWM 1 SF 3 SF I
improvements HWM 1

HGO 3 HGO 7 SGA 3

Estabihment MO3 11 Eof OIG

State fraud
units, anti- SF 2 HCm 3 SCoA I
fraud HCm 1 HWM 2

HMO's (prepaid SGA2 SGA 2 SF 1
health plans) 2Cm 1

SGA 3 HCoA I SCoA 1 SGA2
Home health SCoA 1 HWM 1 SF 1
care - Cm 1 -- GA

Hospitals. HC 4 HCm 1
(Surgery)

Lab fraud 3CoA 2 HCm 4

SoA SCoA 4 SCoA 2 SCoA 6 3CoA 7 r- 2 SA a HCoA 1
LTC/ Nursing

homes HCoA 1 4GA
Cm



SENATE AGING COMMITTEE HEARINGS

The Senate Aging Committee conducted more than 30 oversight
hearings focusing on problems in the medicare and medicaid pro-
grams between 1965 and the publication of regulations establishing
the IG Office in 1977. Testimony before the Senate Special Commit-
tee on Aging in 1968 cited instances of substandard care and exhor-
bitant profits for certain physicians and other suppliers. Subse-
quent oversight hearings by this committee provided a growing
body of evidence of problems in the nursing home industry. The
committee's examination of the trends in long-term care showed
cases of facilities failing to meet quality and safety standards,
patient care abuse, and fraudulent payments. The committee's
review culminated in a series of reports issued in 1974 and 1975.

In September of 1975, the committee reviewed the excesses of
factoring firms and the problems associated with hospitals catering
to welfare patients. In October of the same year, hearings were
held dealing with fraudulent and false billing practices of some
home health agencies in the medicaid program. In December, the
committee found widespread patient abuse and mismangement of
public funds in the Nation's largest nursing home.

In February of 1976, the committee released a report on clinical
laboratories, concluding that $1 out of every $5 spent on laboratory
services under the medicaid program had been ripped off.

In August 1976, the committee completed an intensive review of
shared health facilities (medicaid mills). Among the abuses found
were unnecessary testing, kiting, blatant overutilization, ping-pong-
ing, factoring, percentage contracts, and various forms of false
billing.

Investigators found kickback arrangements to be a way of life.
Pharmacists were required to pay kickbacks to physicians and
nursing home operators. Purveyors of meat, linen and laundry
services, produce, groceries, medical supplies, and cleaning services
were found to be similarly involved.

In 1977, the committee focused for the second time on the grow-
ing tendency to dump patients from State mental hospitals into
boarding homes and the related problems of abuse and theft of
supplemental security income funds.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE HEARINGS

The first Senate Finance Committee hearing in 1969 examined a
range of fraudulent and abusive practices. The hearings were held
in response to preliminary HEW audit and committee staff find-
ings of widespread abuse by recipients and providers of medicaid
services coupled with a lack of effective control mechanisms both
at the Federal and State levels. Actions cited included "gang visits"
by physicians to.nursing home patients, provision of unnecessary
services, fragmentation in billing, conflict of interest situations,
supplier kickback arrangements, and establishment of multiple
bank account numbers making it difficult to trace Federal pay-
ments. The Finance Committee hearings provided additional docu-
mentation of these and related practices such as billing for services
not rendered, and billing by supervisory physicians in teaching
hospitals for services actually performed by residents and interns



without the involvement of these attending physicians. Some of
these findings were restated in the Finance Committee staff report,
issued on February 9, 1970. The report also contained recommenda-
tions for the establishment of a fraud and abuse unit in HEW and
similar State entities. Later that month, the committee began hear-
ings on the staff report findings. While these hearings focused on a
variety of program issues, both the incidence of fraudulent actions
and HEW efforts to improve administration in this area were
noted. Further testimony on fraudulent activities was cited by
witnesses during the committee's hearings on the "Social Security
Amendments of 1970."

Between 1970 and 1976, the Senate Finance Committee held
more than 30 hearings dealing with medicare and mediciad reim-
bursement reform, social security program improvement, and State
fraud control units. Most of these hearings were held to consider
legislative reforms which strengthened antifraud and abuse efforts.

SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS HEARINGS

Beginning in 1976, the Permanent Subcommittee on Investiga-
tions detailed extensive abuse involving residential treatment cen-
ters, substandard hospitals, welfare administrators, prepaid health
centers, and more than $2 billion lost in guaranteed student loans.
Senator Nunn, chairman of the subcommittee, concluded, "No
agency needs a system of fraud and abuse detection more than the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Once HEW writes
a check, there is little ability on the Government's part to deter-
mine if the money is spent properly."8

HEARINGS BY HOUSE COMMITTEES

Considerable evidence concerning fraudulent practices and the
Department's ability to control these activities was presented to
House committees.

In 1975, the Government Operations Committee, chaired by L. H.
Fountain, found "extremely serious deficiencies" in the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare's auditing and investigat-
ing procedures.

Among the deficiencies cited were:
-Multiple audit or investigative units within a single agency,

organized in a fragmented fashion and without effective cen-
tral leadership.

-Auditors and investigators reporting to officials who were re-
sponsible for the programs under review or were devoting only
a fraction of their time to audit and investigative responsibil-
ities.

-Lack of affirmative programs to look for possible fraud or
abuse.

-Instances in which investigators had been kept from looking
into suspected irregularities, or ordered to discontinue ongoing
investigations.

-Potential fraud situations that had not been sent to the De-
partment of Justice for prosecution; and

8 Congressional Record, July 20, 1976, p. 22723.



-Serious shortages of audit and investigative personnel. 9

Specific to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
the Fountain committee found:

1. HEW's operations present an unparalleled danger of enormous
loss through fraud and program abuse.

2. HEW officials responsible for prevention and detection of
fraud and abuse have little reliable information concerning the
extent of losses from such activities.

3. "HEW units charged with responsibility for prevention and
detection of fraud and program abuse are not organized in a coher-
ent pattern designed to meet the overall needs of the Department."
Fraud and abuse units were found to be scattered throughout HEW
in a "haphazard, fragmented and often confusing pattern."

4. Personnel of most HEW fraud and abuse units lack independ-
ence and are subject to potential conflicts of interest because they
report to officials who are directly responsible for managing the
programs the unit is investigating.

5. Resources devoted by HEW to prevention and detection of
fraud and program abuse are ridiculously inadequate.

6. HEW, at least in part because of its fragmented organizational
structures, failed to make effective use of the resources it has.

7. Serious deficiencies existed in the procedures used by HEW for
the prevention and detection of fraud and program abuse.

8. Instances were found where it took as long as 5 years or more
for HEW to take corrective action after deficiencies in its regula-
tions became known. 10

In March 1977, the Senate Aging Committee and the House
Ways and Means Committee held hearings to examine alleged
fraudulent medicare and medicaid billing practices by a home
health agency in California. Evidence was presented concerning
falsification of expense records, use of program funds for operation
of unrelated businesses, and improper financial arrangements
among organizations. The hearing also examined deficiencies in
State and county administration of the homemaker/chore services
program.

Also in March 1977, the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investi-
gations of the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee
held hearings to consider allegations of various nursing home
abuses, particularly in Texas and New York. Evidence was present-
ed pertaining to deficient care, pharmaceutical kickback arrange-
ments, and vendor kickback schemes. The subcommittee also
issued a report on its survey of over 4,000 registered pharmacists;
this survey disclosed that approximately 18 percent of those re-
sponding indicated knowledge or suspicion of kickback activities
between pharmacists and long-term care facilities.

Later that year, the committee's Subcommittee on Health and
the Environment received information on the Department's exami-
nation of payments on behalf of ineligible medicaid recipients.
Approximately two-thirds of the errors were attributable to State
agency actions while one-third were attributable to client errors.
Total medicaid expenditures for ineligible persons were estimated
at $1.2 billion in fiscal year 1977.

9 "Shaping the Inspector General Law," Government Accountants Journal, vol. 28, spring
1979.

to Reference cited in footnote 7.



III. SUMMARY OF LEGISLATION CONCERNING FRAUD,
WASTE, AND ABUSE

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY-OVERVIEW

In response to the problems which has been identified in the
medicare and medicaid programs, both the House Ways and Means
Committee and the Senate Finance Committee included provisions
in their versions of the "Social Security Amendments of 1970"
designed to curtail fraudulent activities. While the 91st Congress
ended before the legislation could be enacted, the provisions were
again considered as part of the "Social Security Amendment of
1972." The final legislation, Public Law 92-603 contained amend-
ments which provided sanctions for program violations and
strengthened program administration.

The Senate-passed versions of both the 1970 and 1972 bills con-
tained an amendment which provided for the establishment of an
Office of Inspector General for Health Administration within
HEW. This unit would have had responsibility for continuing
review of medicare and medicaid in terms of effectiveness of pro-
gram operations and compliance with congressional intent. This
amendment was not approved by the conferees.

In response to the 1975 findings of the House Government Oper-
ations Committee, hearings were held on proposals (H.R. 15390) to
establish an Office of the Inspector General as an independent
entity within HEW. The committee reported H.R. 15390 on Septem-
ber 14, 1976.

The Senate Committee on Government Operations reported a
comparable bill, H.R. 11347, on September 28, 1976. The only sig-
nificant difference between the bills was that title II of the Senate
measure incorporated an additional provision directing the Inspec-
tor General to establish a separate staff to handle investigations
involving the medicaid, medicare, and maternal and child health
programs. This measure was approved by the full Senate on Sep-
tember 28, 1976, and by the House on September 29, 1976; it was
signed into law as Public Law 94-505 on October 15, 1976.

Legislation to strengthen penalties against program violators and
expand disclosure requirements was initially considered by the
Congress during 1976. The Senate approved a measure (H.R. 12961)
on September 20, 1976, which contained several amendments de-
signed to stem fraudulent practices. On the House side, hearings
were conducted by the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Commit-
tee on September 22, 1976, on a number of related measures. On
October 1, 1976, a modified proposal (H.R. 15810) was introduced
for discussion purposes. Because of the lateness in the session,
necessary congressional action could not be completed.

Consideration of antifraud and abuse legislation began early in
the 95th Congress. H.R. 3 was introduced jointly by Congressmen
Rostenkowski and Rogers on January 4, 1977, while a similar



measure, S. 143, was introduced by Senator Talmadge, together
with 32 cosponsors on January 11, 1977.

Because this legislation affected both the medicare and medicaid
programs, H.R. 3 was referred jointly to the Ways and Means and
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committees in the House. On
March 3 and 7, 1977, the Health Subcommittees of these two com-
mittees held joint hearings on the bill. Witnesses focused on the
need to strengthen program penalties, expand disclosure require-
ments, and improve State antifraud efforts; they provided specific
comments and/or recommendations concerning proposed statutory
changes. Major points presented during the hearings were summa-
rized in a Ways and Means staff document issued on March 28,
1977. The Ways and Means Committee reported the bill on June 7,
1977, and the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee report-
ed the measure on July 12, 1977. It was the intent of the two House
committees considering the legislation to recommend very similar
committee amendments when reporting the bill to the House. The
Commerce Committee version included a few medicaid amend-
ments not included in the Ways and Means version because the
latter had already concluded consideration of the measure. More
importantly, the two bills contained substantially different sections
relating to the confidentiality of patient medical records which
fostered considerable debate. The final version which passed the
House on September 23, 1977, did not contain a confidentiality
provision.

The Senate Finance. Committee began consideration of S. 143 on
August 3, 1977, and reported the measure on September 26, 1977.
The Senate passed the measure, which was similar to the House-
passed bill, on September 30, 1977.

Conferees for both Houses met on October 5, 1977, and resolved
the differences between the House and Senate passed bills. The
conference report was issued on October 11, 1977, and approved by
both Houses on October 13, 1977.

Since the enactment of Public Law 95-142, the Congress has
approved several provisions designed to clarify existing require-
ments and further strengthen antifraud and abuse activities.
Public Law 96-272 the "Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act
of 1980" included a provision, added as an amendment by Senator
Schweiker during the floor debate, which pertained to the ex-
change of information on terminated providers.

Public Law 96-499, the "Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1980"
included five pertinent provisions: (1) An extension of the funding
for State medicaid fraud and abuse control units; (2) a technical
provision relating to the reporting of financial interest; (3) expan-
sion of the exclusion of health professionals convicted of medicare
and medicaid crimes to include certain groups of persons such as
operators or administrators of health care facilities; (4) clarification
of criminal penalties for certain medicare and medicaid related
crimes; and (5) amendments designed to improve administration of
the medicare home health benefit provision. The first three of
these provisions were included in both the House Commerce and
Ways and Means Committees' versions of H.R. 4000; the fourth
provision was included in the Commerce Committee's version of
H.R. 4000 and the fifth provision was included in the Ways and



Means and Commerce Committees' versions of H.R. 3990. All five
were subsequently incorporated in the House-passed reconciliation
measure. The Senate-passed reconciliation measure did not include
these provisions, though H.R. 934, as reported by the Senate Fi-
nance Committee, had contained a provision extending funding for
medicaid fraud control units.

Public Law 97-35, the "Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981," authorized the Secretary to impose civil money penalties in
the case of medicare and medicaid fraud. This provision (included
in different versions in both the House and Senate passed bills) was
adopted because the Government previously had no recourse,
except for the collection of overpayments, in instances where fraud
cases had not been brought to trial.

LEGISLATION

The following is an outline of the major antifraud and antiabuse
provisions which have been enacted into law.

PUBLIC LAW 92-603, THE "SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1972"

Public Law 92-603 included several provisions which established
penalties for program violations:

(A) Penalties of up to 1 year's imprisonment, $10,000 fine, or
both were established for persons convicted of soliciting, offer-
ing, or acceptinq bribes or kickbacks; concealing events con-
cerning a person s rights to benefits with the intent to defraud;
and converting benefit payments to improper use.

(B) False reporting of a material fact as to conditions or
operations of a health facility, or both, was defined as a misde-
meanor and was subject to up to 6 months' imprisonment, a
fine of $2,000, or both.

(C) The Secretary was authorized to suspend or terminate
medicare payments to a provider found to have abused the
program. Further, Federal participation was barred for medic-
aid payments which might subsequently be made to such a
provider.

The legislation also barred so called "factoring" arrangements by
prohibiting program payments to anyone other than the physician
or other person who provided the service, unless such person was
required as a condition of his employment to turn his fees over to
his employer.

Public Law 92-603 also included several provisions designed to
improve program administration. These amendments authorized
increased matching funds for installation and operation of claims
processing and information retrieval systems under medicaid, pro-
vided for the establishment of Professional Standards Review Orga-
nizations (PSRO's), and conformed standards for skilled nursing
facilities participating in both medicare and medicaid.

PUBLIC LAW 94-505, ESTABLISHMENT OF THE OFFICE OF INSPECTOR
GENERAL

Public Law 94-505 was intended to correct the problems identi-
fied by the Congress in the prevention and detection of fraudulent
and abusive activities in programs administered by HEW. The
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legislation provided for the establishment of an independent Office
of Inspector General (IG) for HEW. The IG and his Deputy are
appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the
Senate. The law specifies that these individuals shall be selected
solely on the basis of integrity and demonstrated ability and with-
out regard to political affiliation. The IG and Deputy IG may be
removed by the President who is required to communicate the
reasons for such removal to both Houses of Congress. Though not
technically civil service employees, the IG and his Deputy are
subject to restrictions against partisan political activity applicable
to such individuals. The law required the IG to appoint an Assist-
ant IG for Auditing, an Assistant IG for Investigations, and pro-
vided for the consolidation and appropriate transfer of existing
audit and investigative functions.

Public Law 94-505 charged the IG with the following duties and
responsibilities:

(A) Supervision, coordination, and provision of policy direc-
tion for HEW auditing and investigative activities.

(B) Recommending policies for and conducting, supervising,
or coordinating other HEW activities in order to promote econ-
omy and efficiency, and to prevent and detect fraud and abuse.

(C) Recommending policies for and conducting, supervising,
or coordinating relationships between the Department and
other Federal agencies, State and local governmental agencies,
and nongovernmental entities with respect to promoting econo-
my and efficiency in Department programs, preventing and
detecting fraud and abuse in such programs, and identifying
and prosecuting participants in such fraud and abuse.

(D) Keeping the Secretary and Congress fully and currently
informed, by means of required reports and otherwise, of fraud
and other serious problems, abuses, and deficiencies relating to
Department programs; recommending corrective action; and
reporting on the progress made in implementing such correc-
tive action.

(E) In carrying out his responsibilities, the IG is to insure
effective coordination with and avoid duplication of the activi-
ties of the Comptroller General.

(F) In view of the high incidence of fraud and abuse which
had been observed in medicaid and medicare, the legislation
required the IG to "establish within his office an appropriate
and adequate staff with specific responsibility for devoting
their full time and attention to antifraud and antiabuse activi-
ties relating to the medicaid, medicare, renal disease, and ma-
ternal and child health programs. Such staff shall report to the
Deputy."

(G) Public Law 94-505 required the IG to submit annual
reports on the activities of the Office and quarterly reports
covering problems and abuses for which the Office has made
corrective action recommendations, but which in the IG's view,
adequate progress has not been made. The law also required
the immediate submission of reports concerning flagrant prob-
lems or abuses. The IG is authorized to make additional inves-
tigations and reports he deems necessary and to provide docu-
ments or information requested by the Congress or appropriate



congressional committees. All reports and information must be
submitted to the Secretary and the Congress, or appropriate
congressional committees, without further clearance or approv-
al. The IG, insofar as is feasible, is to provide the Secretary
with copies of annual and quarterly reports sufficiently in
advance of their due date to Congress to give reasonable oppor-
tunity for his comments to be appended thereto.

To assist him in carrying out his responsibilities under the act,the law authorized the IG to: (1) Have access to all records, reports,
audits, reviews, documents, papers, recommendations, or other ma-
terial available to the Department relating to programs and oper-
ations for which he has responsibility; (2) request any necessary
information or assistance from any Federal, State, or local govern-
mental agency or unit; (3) subpena necessary information, docu-
ments, reports, answers, records, accounts, papers, and other docu-
mentary evidence (the subpena to be enforceable by order of the
appropriate U.S. district court in case of contumacy or refusal to
obey); (4) have direct and prompt access to the Secretary where
necessary; (5) inform the Congress when a budget request for the
Office has been reduced prior to submission to Congress to an
extent deemed seriously detrimental; (6) select, appoint, and
employ necessary staff; and (7) enter, to the extent provided for in
appropriations acts, contracts and other arrangements for audits,
studies, analyses, and other services with public agencies and pri-
vate persons. Federal agencies are required to furnish information
or assistance requested by the IG, insofar as is practicable and not
in contravention of any existing statutory restriction or applicable
regulations.

PUBLIC LAW 95-142, "MEDICARE-MEDICAID ANTI-FRAUD AND ABUSE
AMENDMENTS"

Public Law 95-142 included provisions designed to strengthen
sanctions for program violations, expand information disclosure
requirements, strengthen State fraud and abuse control activities,
and otherwise strengthen program administration.

Penalty provisions

The law contained the following amendments and additions to
the existing program penalty provisions:

(A) Most fraudulent acts (such as submission of false claims;
solicitation, offering, or acceptance of kickbacks or bribes; and
making of false statements) were redefined as felonies with
penalties increased to a maximum $25,000 fine, up to 5 years'
imprisonment, or both. Further, the types of financial arrange-
ments and conduct to be classified as illegal were clarified. The
penalty provisions were upgraded because the existing sanc-
tions had not proved adequate deterrents against illegal prac-
tices by some individuals, and appeared inconsistent with exist-
ing Federal code sanctions which made similar actions punish-
able as felonies. Further, U.S. attorneys' offices indicated that
the penalty statutes required clarification. The misdemeanor
penalty provisions applicable to medicare beneficiaries or med-
icaid recipients convicted of defrauding the program were re-



tained; however, States were authorized to suspend, for a
period not to exceed 1 year, the eligibility of medicaid recipi-
ents convicted of program fraud.

(B) The bill defined as a felony, instances where contribu-
tions are required as a condition of entry or continued stay at
a hospital, skilled nursing facility, or intermediate care facili-
ty, for patients whose care is financed in whole or part by
medicaid. This provision was adopted as a House floor amend-
ment in response to a General Accounting Office (GAO) report
which stated that many nursing homes had exerted various
forms of pressure on families of patients to obtain contribu-
tions.

(C) The law specified that a physician would be guilty of a
misdemeanor if he knowingly, willfully, and repeatedly violat-
ed his agreement not to charge a medicare patient more than
the coinsurance and any deductible amount when he agrees to
accept assignment of the patient's right to receive payment.
The penalty for conviction would be a maximum $2,000 fine,
up to 6 months' imprisonment, or both.

(D) The legislation required the Secretary to suspend from
participation in medicare, for such period as he deems appro-
priate, a physician or other individual practitioner who has
been convicted of a criminal offense related to his involvement
in either medicare or medicaid. The Secretary is required to
notify each medicaid agency of the suspension action and each
such agency is required to suspend the individual from partici-
pation in medicaid for a period at least equal to the suspension
period under medicare. The Secretary is also required to notify
the appropriate State licensing authorities requesting that ap-
propriate investigations be made and sanctions invoked in ac-
cordance with State law and policy. In his notification of the
State authorities, the Secretary shall request that he and the
Inspector General be kept informed of any actions taken. The
Congress included these suspension provisions in response to
the concern that some program violators were able to continue
their program participation, often without interruption. The
bill permits the Secretary, on the request of a State, to waive a
practitioner's suspension under the State's medicaid program if
he determines that imposition of a suspension would leave the
residents of a health manpower shortage area underserved.

(E) All institutional providers of services and other agencies,
institutions, and organizations are required to fulfill certain
disclosure requirements as a condition of participation, certifi-
cation, or recertification under medicare and medicaid. Such
entities must disclose to the Department or to the appropriate
State agency the name of any person who has been convicted
of a criminal offense against the programs if he either: (1) Has
a direct or indirect ownership or control interest of at least 5
percent in the entity; or (2) is an officer, director, agent, or
managing employee. When an application contains the name
of any such previously convicted individual, the Secretary or
State agency can refuse to enter an agreement or refuse to
contract with the entity. The Inspector General must be in-
formed of the receipt of such applications and any action taken



on them. The Secretary or State agency may terminate any
agreement or contract if the entity failed to make the required
disclosure.

Disclosure provisions

Public Law 95-142 also contained the following additional re-
quirements pertaining to information disclosure. These provisions
were included because the Congress felt that information required
to be provided under the previous law was often insufficient to
facilitate the detection of fraudulent practices.

(A) Providers of services meeting the requirements for par-
ticipation in medicare or medicaid and other individual enti-
ties (other than individual practitioners or groups of practition-
ers) claiming reimbursement under medicaid are required to
comply with certain disclosure requirements as a condition for
program participation, certification, or recertification. In addi-
tion, medicare intermediaries and carriers and medicaid fiscal
agents are required to disclose specified ownership information
as a condition of contract or agreement approval or renewal
under these programs. Disclosing entities must supply full and
complete information as to the identity of each person who: (1)
Has a direct or indirect ownership interest of 5 percent or
more in the entity; (2) owns (in whole or part) a 5-percent
interest in any mortgage secured by the entity; (3) is an officer
or director of the entity, if it is organized as a corporation; and
(4) is a partner in the entity, if it is organized as a partnership.
If a disclosing entity providing services under medicare or
medicaid owns 5 percent or more of a subcontractor, similar
ownership information must be disclosed about the subcontrac-
tor. To the extent feasible, information about a person's owner-
ship disclosed by an entity must also include information with
respect to ownership interest of the person in any other entity
which is required to comply with the disclosure requirements
under the bill.

(B) A provider entity must also comply with specific requests
addressed to it by the Secretary or appropriate State agency
for full and complete information on: (1) The ownership of any
subcontractor with whom the provider has annual business
transactions of more than $25,000, and (2) any significant busi-
ness transactions between it and any subcontractor or between
it and any wholly owned supplier.

(C) The Secretary is specifically permitted access to records
of persons or institutions providing services under medicaid in
the same manner provided to State medicaid agencies.

(D) A provider of services under the medicare program is
required to promptly notify the Secretary of its employment of
an imdividual who at any time during the preceding year was
employed in a managerial, accounting, auditing, or similar
capacity by a fiscal intermediary or carrier who serves that
provider.

(E) The circumstances under which the provision of data or
information would not violate the confidentiality provisions of
law was expanded to include the provision of data or informa-
tion by a PSRO, on the basis of its findings as to evidence of
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fraud or abuse, to Federal or State agencies recognized by the
Secretary as having responsibility for the identification or de-
tection of fraud and abuse activities. Such data and informa-
tion may be provided at the request of the recognized agencies
at the discretion of the PSRO. Data made available to such
entities may not be further disclosed except when the disclo-
sure is made in the course of a legal, judicial, or administrative
proceeding.

Provisions relating to activities of Federal and State agencies

The "Medicare-Medicaid Anti-Fraud and Abuse Amendments"
contained several provisions designed to strengthen the role of
governmental entities:

(A) In order to encourage States to establish effective investiga-
tive units, the legislation provided 90 percent Federal matching in
fiscal years 1978-80 for the costs incurred in the establishment and
operation (including the training of personnel) of State fraud con-
trol units. The increased matching was subject to a quarterly limi-
tation of the higher of $125,000 or one-quarter of 1 percent of total
medicaid expenditures in such State in the previous quarter. Public
Law 96-499 authorized an extension in increased funding for such
entities (see discussion of that legislation).

(B) To be eligible for the increased matching rate, the State
medicaid fraud control unit must be a single identifiable entity of
State government which the Secretary certifies (and annually re-
certifies) as meeting specific requirements. Such entity must be: (1)
A unit .of the office of the State attorney general or of another
department of State government which possesses statewide pros-
ecuting authority; (2) if the Constitution prohibits statewide pros-
ecuting authority, an agency with formal procedures approved by
the Secretary to assure prosecution; or (3) an entity with formal
procedures and a working relationship, satisfactory to the Secre-
tary, for coordination with the State attorney general's office. Any
entity is required to be separate and distinct from the State medic-
aid agency.

(C) The State fraud control unit must conduct a statewide pro-
gram for the investigation and prosecution of violations of all
applicable State laws relating to fraud in connection with the
provision of medical assistance and the activities of medicaid pro-
viders. The fraud and abuse control unit must have procedures for
reviewing complaints of the abuse and neglect of patients by health
care facilities, and, where appropriate, for acting on such com-
plaints or for referring them to other State agencies for action. The
entity is required to provide for the collection, or referral for
collection, of overpayments made to health care facilities. The
entity must be organized in a manner designed to promote efficien-
cy and economy and it must employ auditors, attorneys, investiga-
tors, and other necessary personnel. The entity is further required
to submit an application and annual report containing information
deemed necessary by the Secretary to determine whether the
entity meets these requirements. The Secretary is required to issue
implementing regulations within 90 days of enactment.

(D) The legislation also contained the following amendments with
respect to the activities of Federal agencies:



(1) The Comptroller General of the United States was given
the power to sign and issue subpenas for the purpose of any
audit, investigation, examination, analysis, review, evaluation,
or other function authorized by law with respect to any pro-
gram authorized under the Social Security Act. Subpenas could
be issued to gain access to pertinent books, records, documents,
or other information. In the case of resistance or refusal to
obey a subpena, the Comptroller General is authorized to re-
quest a court order requiring compliance. Personal medical
records in the possession of the GAO are not subject to sub-
pena or discovery proceedings in a civil action.

(2) The annual report submitted by the Inspector General of
HEW must include a detailed description of the cases referred
by HEW to the Department of Justice, and an evaluation of
the performance of the Department of Justice in the investiga-
tion and prosecution of fraud in the medicare and medicaid
programs together with recommedations for improvement.
After the Inspector General submits his report, the Attorney
General is required to promptly report to Congress the details
of the disposition of cases referred to it by HEW.

Other provisions

The legislation contained the following additional amendments
relating to fraud and abuse control:

(A) The ban on "factoring" arrangements was modified to
preclude the use of a power of attorney as a device for reas-
signment of benefits under medicare and medicaid, other than
an assignment to a governmental entity or establishment, or
an assignment established by or pursuant to the order of a
court of competent jurisdiction. However, the law does not
preclude the agent of a physician or other person furnishing
services from collecting any medicare or medicaid payment on
behalf of a physician, provided the compensation paid the
agency for its services is unrelated (directly or indirectly) to
the dollar amount of the billings or payments, and is not
dependent upon the actual collection of any such payments. A
major cause cited for the proliferation of factoring arrange-
ments was the often considerable delay in payment of claims
under medicaid. Therefore, the law also added a provision
requiring State medicaid plans to provide for timely claims
payment procedures.

(B) As a condition for participation in the medicare and
medicaid programs, a skilled nursing facility must establish
and maintain a system to assure the proper accounting of
personal patient funds. Such system must provide for separate
and discrete accounting for each patient with a complete ac-
counting of income and expenditures so as to preclude the
intermingling of other funds with patient funds. Public Law
95-292 extended this requirement to intermediate care facili-
ties.

(C) The legislation required the Secretary to give priority to
requests by Professional Standards Review Organizations
(PSRO's) to review services provided in so-called "shared
health facilities" (often referred to as medicaid mills) with the



highest priority being assigned to requests from PSRO's locat-
ed in areas with substantial numbers of such facilities. PSRO's
were to review services in terms of medical appropriateness
and quality; they were not expected to be fraud detection agen-
cies.

PUBLIC LAW 96-272, SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDMENT

Public Law 96-272 included an amendment which expanded the
requirements pertaining to the exchange of information on termi-
nated or suspended providers. It requires the Secretary to notify
the State medicaid agency when individual practitioners or provid-
ers are suspended or terminated under medicare for making false
statements, submitting excessive bills, or furnishing services in
excess of needs (but not necessarily convicted of a criminal offense).
It also requires the State medicaid agency to promptly notify the
Secretary whenever a provider of services or an individual is termi-
nated, suspended, or otherwise sanctioned or prohibited from par-
ticipating under medicaid. This provision was intended to assure
that providers who have been earmarked for violations under
either medicare or medicaid do not receive compensation for prac-
ticing under either program in any State.

PUBLIC LAW 96-499, THE "OMNIBUS RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1980"

Public Law 96-499, the "Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1980"
included four amendments which modify or clarify provisions of
Public Law 95-142.

(A) This law authorizes Federal matching payments to the States
for the cost of establishing and operating medicaid fraud control
units at the rate of 90 percent for the initial 3-year period and 75
percent thereafter (subject to the same ceilings as under prior law).

(B) Public Law 95-142 required, as a condition of participation in
medicare and medicaid, the reporting of all financial interests of 5
percent or more in any obligations secured by an entity. Public
Law 96-499 amends this requirement to provide that an entity
must report only those individual interests in mortgages or other
obligations equal to at least $25,000, or 5 percent of its total assets.

(C) Public Law 95-142 provided that medicare and medicaid pay-
ment could be denied for goods and services furnished by a physi-
cian or other practitioner convicted of a program-related crime.
Public Law 96-499 broadens the exclusion so as to apply to other
categories of health professionals (e.g., operators or administrators
of health facilities) and extends the exclusion to title XX of the
Social Security Act (relating to social services programs). The law
also clarifies that the Secretary is authorized to bar a professional
who may have participated in only one program from participation
in both programs.

(D) Public Law 95-142 provided that the solicitation or receipt of
any remuneration in return for purchasing, leasing, or ordering
any service or supply covered under medicare or medicaid consti-
tutes a felony, punishable by a fine of up to $25,000, or 5 years
imprisonment, or both. The offer of payment of kickbacks, bribes,
or rebates for such purposes is also a felony, punishable to the
same extent. Public Law 96-499 clarifies that such criminal penal-



ties apply only in cases where such conduct is undertaken know-
ingly or willfully.

(E) Public Law 96-499 also contained several provisions relating
to improved administration of the medicare home health benefit.
The legislation specifies that a physician certifying the need for
such services may not have a significant ownership in or contrac-
tual arrangement with, the home health agency. The law also
requires the Secretary, in determining the reasonable cost of home
health services, to exclude amounts for any new subcontracts when
such subcontract exceeds 5 years' duration or where the amount of
the subcontract is based on a percentage arrangement. In the case
of existing subcontracts, reimbursement is limited to reasonable
amounts.

PUBLIC LAW 97-35, THE "OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF
1981"

Cases of potential medicare and medicaid fraud which are
deemed appropriate for prosecution are forwarded by the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services (HHS) to the Department of
Justice. However, for a number of reasons, many of the cases are
not brought to trial. In such cases, the only recourse for the Gov-
ernment had been to attempt to recover the overpayments.

(A) Public Law 97-35 authorizes the Secretary of HHS to assess a
civil money penalty of up to $2,000 for fraudulent claims under
medicare and medicaid, and to impose an assessment of twice the
amount of the fraudulent claim, in lieu of damages. Whenever the
Secretary makes a final determination to impose a civil money
penalty or assessment, he may bar the person (including an organi-
zation, agency, or other entity) from participation in medicare. He
is also required to notify the medicaid State agency and may
(expect where he approves a request by the State not to take such
action) require such agency to bar the person from participation in
medicaid.

(B) The law provides that the Secretary may initiate proceedings
only as authorized by the Attorney General pursuant to procedures
agreed upon by them. The Secretary may not make any adverse
determinations until the person has been given written notice and
an opportunity for a hearing with a right to be represented by
counsel, to present witnesses, and to cross-examine. The law also
provides for judicial review on the record if a written petition is
filed within 60 days of the Secretary's determination.

(C) In determining the amount of penalty to be imposed, the
Secretary is required to take into account: (1) The nature of the
claims and the circumstances under which they were presented; (2)
the degree of culpability, history of prior offenses, and financial
condition of the person presenting the claim; and (3) such other
matters as justice may require.

(D) When the Secretary s determination is final he is required to
notify the appropriate State or local medical or professional organi-
zation, Professional Standards Review Organization, and State or
local licensing agency.



IV. ORGANIZATION OF THE OFFICE OF INSPECTOR
GENERAL

Congressional intent in creating the Office of Inspector General,
HHS, was to establish an office to "conduct and supervise audits
and investigations relating to programs and operations of the De-
partment to increase their economy and efficiency and to reduce
the likelihood of fraud and abuse." (Senate Committee on Govern-
ment Operations, Report 94-1324.)

In addition, the IG was given specific responsibility for recom-
mending corrective action concerning fraud and other serious prob-
lems, abuses, and deficiencies and for reporting to the Secretary
and the Congress on the progress made in implementing such
corrective action.

Three reporting requirements were identified-an annual report
to the Secretary and Congress on the activities of the Office, quar-
terly reports detailing recommended corrective action on which
adequate progress had not been made, and immediate reports
(within 7 days) to the Secretary and appropriate congressional
committees whenever the Office became aware of particularly seri-
ous or flagrant problems, abuses, or deficiencies.

To meet these responsibilities, the Office of IG is organized with
three essential components: the Audit Division, the Office of Inves-
tigations, and the Office of Health Care and Systems Review. The
Audit Division reflects a complete transfer of functions and person-
nel from the preexisting audit agency. The Office of Investigations
was initially staffed with the 10 investigators of the old Office of
Investigations and Security and 10 investigators from the Social
Security Administration. The Office of Health Care and System
Review had no existing counterpart.

Though the committee report indicates it was not Congress
intent to restrict the transfer of personnel to those of the audit
agency and OIS, no additional personnel or positions were trans-
ferred.

Table 2 was prepared by the HHS IG to illustrate the staff
buildup of the IG and personnel sources through 1980.



TABLE 2.-HISTORY OF AUTHORIZED FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT POSITIONS, 1977-80

Allocation
Appropriated Transfers Total Eeuie H n

management HCRnd Investigation Audit Total

Fiscal year 1977:
1977 establishment......................................... 944................74 870 944
1977 supplemental.......................... 110........110 +16 +20 +74 +110
OIG allotment ......................................................... -6 40 +10 -44 ..............
SSA transfer ......................................................................... 0 .................................... + 1 0 ................ + 1 0

Total, 1977......................... ............ 1,064 10 40 114 900 1,064
Fiscal year 1978: 1978 supplemental ......... ............ 100 ............... 100 .................... + 00 .................... + 100 .............

Total, 1978......................... ........... 1,164 10 40 214 900 1,164
Fiscal year 1979:

1979 increase ........................................... 60 ...... ..... 60 ........................................................ + 60 + 60
HCFA transfer ...................................................................... 20 20 .................................... + 20 ................ + 20
011 allotment................+..5...............................+15 -5 -10 ....

Total, 1979............................ .............. 1,244 25 40 229 950 1,244
Fiscal year 1980:

0IGcallotment80............ .................. +7 ......... -2 ...............

Total, 1980............................ .............. 1,244 32 40 227 943 1,244
Transfer to Education ........ ... 45...................... . . 45..................... 182 ..............................
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A comparison of existing resources between the HHS IG and 14
other statutory IG's indicates the HHS IG is staffed at a level of
one position per 203.5 million program dollars-nearly three times
the workload of the agency with the next highest ratio.

The comparison, also prepared by the HHS IG, is shown in table
3.

TABLE 3.-COMPARISON OF RESOURCES AMONG DEPARTMENTAL
INSPECTORS GENERAL

Department 1981,.1 Cstaff 1980 Department Average per position
outlays (in billions) (in millions)

Agriculture ......... 850 $24.6 $28.6
Commerce .......... 186 3.8 20.4
CSA..................... 54 2.2 40.7
Education ........... 300 13.1 43.7
Energy................... 155 6.5 41.9
EPA..................... 121 5.6 46.3
GSA.................... 538 .4 .7
HHS.................... 957 194.7 203.5
HUD.................... 470 12.6 26.8
Interior.... ............... 226 4.4 19.5
Labor.................... 433 29.7 68.6
NASA.................... 110 4.8 43.6
SBA.................... 122 1.9 15.6
Transportation .... 443 19.0 42.9
Veterans Administration........ 356 21.1 59.2



V. RESOURCES DEDICATED TO THE ELIMINATION OF
FRAUD, WASTE, AND ABUSE

Prior to the establishment of the Office of Inspector General, a
number of HEW units were identified by the Department as
having significant responsibility for the prevention, detection, and
investigation of fraud and program abuse. Two of these units were
located in the Office of the Secretary and had Department-wide
responsibilities-the Office of Investigations and Security (OIS) and
the audit agency.

The audit agency operated through a staff located in 10 regional
areas at approximately 50branch offices. The agency reported 884
authorized staff positions. Staff was supplemented by the use of
public accountants and State audit staffs equivalent to approxi-
mately 2,150 man-years of effort.

The audit agency's primary responsibility was the auditing of
expenditures. Its role in combating fraud and abuse was secondary,
confined to calling attention to possible irregularities disclosed by
audits and the provision of assistance in investigations.

The Office of Investigations and Security charter called for the
exercise of broad responsibility within the Department for investi-
gations and investigative policy. However, the unit's Department-
wide authority was constrained by informal agreements removing
some programs-like those of the Social Security Administration-
from its jurisdiction. The OIS was staffed by 10 professional investi-
gators located at its Washington headquarters and 5 of the 10
HEW regional offices.

Two other non-SSA units had significant fraud and abuse respon-
sibility-the Medical Services Administration's (MSA) Fraud and
Abuse Surveillance Branch and the Office of Guaranteed Student
Loans. In 1975 the MSA Fraud and Abuse Surveillance Branch had
a staff of one. The Office of Guaranteed Student Loans carried a
staff of 14.

The Social Security Administration listed four program bureaus
and its Investigations Branch as fraud and abuse units-the Bu-
reaus of Retirement and Survivors Insurance, Disability Insurance,
Supplemental Security Income, and the Bureau of Health Insur-
ance. The Bureau of Health Insurance was responsible for the
medicare program. These bureaus carried a combined staff of
24,000, but only a small percentage-the program integrity person-
nel-worked exclusively in the fraud and abuse area.

In 1975, SSA had a total of 187 individuals working full time on
fraud and program abuse activities in the four program bureaus.
Nine more spent part time on this activity. An additional 13 per-
sons were listed for the Investigations Branch of the Office of
Management and Administration. The 200 full time employees for
the SSA fraud and abuse units were reported as follows: 1'

I I Reference cited in footnote 7.



TABLE 4

Total Baltimore Field office

Bureau of Health Insurance................................ 122 24 1 98
Bureau of Supplemental Security Income............ 45 15 30
Bureau of Retirement and Survivors Insurance... 19 1 18
Bureau of Disability Insurance ............... 1 1.......
Investigations Branch................... 3 13

Total ..................................................... 200 54 146
1 These figures are based on a House Government Operations survey in April of 1975. A table furnished thecommittee by the Department a month later identified 157 full-time employees in the regional offices of programintegrity and 9 part time. The discrepancy was explained to have resulted from the discontinuance o theregional offices of program validation and the reassignment of the staff involved to program integrity activities.With the reassignment, the number of personnel dedicated to medicare fraud and abuse activities within theBureau of Health Insurance totaled 181.

No attempt was made by the House Government Operations
Committee to quantify the other resources available within the
Department in 1975 sharing responsibility for the prevention, de-
tection, and investigation of fraud, abuse, and waste. The commit-
tee considered the list supplied by the Department to be incomplete
and imprecise and indicated there was confusion in the manner in
which the units were classified.

In 1980, the Inspector General's Office attempted to quantify
current resources directed at controlling fraud, abuse, and waste in
programs under the jurisdiction of HHS. The IG's report, dated
March 23, 1981 (appendix B), lists some 43 divisions within the
Department sharing this responsibility with the Inspector General.

Of the resources identified by the Fountain committee in 1975,table 4 above, 20 positions were transferred to the Inspector Gener-
al in 1977. The Bureau of Health Insurance and the MSA Division
of Fraud and Abuse Control were consolidated into what is now
HCFA's Bureau of Quality Control. The BQC currently reports a
staff of about 200.

The remaining functions specifically identified by the Fountain
committee remain with the Social Security Administration. The IG
found the Social Security Administration directs, 1,487 staff years
($140 million) and 464 audit years ($12.6 million) at activities de-
signed to encouirage program efficiency and prevent fraud and
abuse.

The table that follows details the current resources available
within HHS to combat fraud, waste, and abuse by activity.
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TABLE 5

Resources available
Activity

Staff years Cost (millions)

Investigations......................... 1,689 $148.6
Audits............ ..................... 1,289 48.3
Management systems review................. .. 190 6.6
Fiscal review ....................................................... ..... . . 451 143
Audit-related matters................................................ .. 224 7.0
Utilization review ............................................... ....... 42 1.5
Quality control ........................ 2,098 59.6
Other............................. 5,338 141.6

Total ....................... 11,321 427.5



VI. PERFORMANCE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL-1980

There are no perfect indicators of the performance and success of
an Inspector General in controlling and preventing fraud, abuse,
and waste. However, a number of relative judgments are possible.
With respect to audit activity, these judgments are generally based
on the efficient use of audit resources, audit findings, and recover-
ies per dollar expended. With regard to investigations, meas-
urements can be made based on the number of cases opened (work-
load), their disposition, the time interval necessary for disposition,
number successfully completed and referred for prosecution, ac-
ceptance or declination of the case, indictments, convictions, sen-
tences, restitution, and recovery.

With respect to controlling fraud, abuse, and waste, a critical
measurement is based on the Office's ability to effect necessary
program change to prevent a recurrence of abuses or fraudulent
behavior.

AUDIT AGENCY

When the Office of Inspector General was created in 1976, all of
the functions, powers, duties, assets, and personnel, of the then
existing HEW audit agency were transferred to the IG. The audit
agency of the Office of Inspector General has changed little since
that time. The mission of the agency is "to perform comprehensive
audits of all Department programs, including. those conducted
through grantees and contractors, in order to determine whether
Department programs are operated economically and efficiently
and to provide a reasonable degree of assurance that funds are
expended properly and for the purpose for which appropriated." 12
Public Law 96-226 specifies that the audit activities of the Inspec-
tor General should conform to U.S. General Accounting Office
standards.

In accomplishing this mission, the audit agency conducts or con-
tracts for a variety of audits, the majority of which involve finan-
cial compliance. These audits are geared to measuring compliance
with applicable rules and regulations with particular attention to
the allowability of claimed costs. Over two-thirds of the reports
processed on Department programs in 1980 were done by public
accountants and State auditors. As a result of agency audits, some
$80 million in proposed adjustments were identified in 1980.

STAFFING

Prior to the incorporation of the audit agency into the statutorily
created Office of Inspector General, the agency had 884 authorized
positions, with all of its professional staff accounting or business
oriented. The agency staff was supplemented by the use of public

1 2 Reference cited in footnote 7.



accountants and State audit staffs equaling about 2,150 staff-years
of effort. The agency considered itself substantially understaffed
given a workload which exceeded available resources by 566 staff-
years.

As shown in table 6 below, the staff available to accomplish the
mission remained about the same although unmet audit need had
nearly doubled.

TABLE 6.-STAFF, WORKLOAD, AND UNMET AUDIT NEED

Pre-lG, April 1975 March 1980 Percent increase

Audit agency staff:
Internal .............................................. 884 950 ..........................
External ............................................. 2,158 2,362 ..........................

Subtotal ......................................... 3,034 3,312 9
Audit workload ....................................... 3,680 4,554 24

Unmet audit needs.................... 656 1,242 89
Source: HHS IG.

FOCUS ON FRAUD AND ABUSE

The available resources are poorly targeted. First, they are not
focused on changing those aspects of the programs which allow
fraud, abuse, and waste to occur; second, the resources that are
targeted to prevent fraud and abuse are not focused on those
activities and programs that have the potential for the greatest
amount of fraud, waste, and abuse; and third, these resources are
inadequately integrated with the investigative efforts of the IG.

System changes.-The majority of agency audits involve financial
compliance, and do not provide the evidence as to how programs
are functioning and what can be done to make them better. As the
newly appointed Inspector General has stated, agency auditors
must rechannel some of their efforts from an audit style which
focuses on external financial compliance to one which identifies
needed internal management changes.

Although in 1980 the agency issued 3,877 reports on Department
activities, only 9 of these were identified by IG officials as provid-
ing recommendations for significant program management
changes. (See appendix C.) For the most part, audit recommenda-
tions which are characterized as program management related are
recommendations for changes in accounting procedures and cost
allocation methods. The audit agency operates a management in-
formation system (MIS) which captures audit recommendation
data. However, the system cannot provide listings of outstanding
audit findings and recommendations by program areas. Agency
officials explained that the system would be modified to produce
listings of program specific findings and recommendations. Howev-
er, agency officials stated that audit findings and recommendations
are purged from the system without verification that corrective
action was actually taken by program officials.

87-144 0 - 81 - 3



Potential areas.-In 1980 the audit agency planned to devote
proportionately fewer resources to medicare and medicaid although
those programs, (1) are estimated to account for the majority of all
fraud, abuse, or waste estimated to occur in the Department, and
(2) represent only 25 percent of the Department's budget.

The agency's work force is not targeted in proportion to the size
of individual programs or the estimated potential for fraud, waste,
and abuse.

TABLE 7.-AUDIT AGENCY WORK FORCE 1

Fiscal year 1980, Estimated percent of Fiscal year 1980,
Major audit areas percent of staff years fraud, abuse, and waste percent of Department

planned budget

Health services ..................... 19 65-70 25
Income maintenance and

assistance ........................ 23 7-8 69
Research and human

services ........................... 47
Internal operations........... 10

Total ....................... 100 100 100
1 Office of the Inspector General: Annual Report," HEW, Mar. 31, 1978.

OMB's system of audit cognizance is an external factor which
influences the way the work force is targeted. Under this OMB
policy of relying on a single audit agency to act for all agencies in
auditing multiple-funded entities, the audit agency has assumed
the bulk of the assignments for institutions of higher learning. In
1980, the agency planned to devote almost 17 percent of its re-
sources to audits of higher educational institutions. These audits
produce relatively small findings in relation to the amount of
resources devoted to the audit effort..

Two additional areas characterized by agency officials as "low
producers" are contract closings and cost proposals. The agency is
required by regulation (41 CFR 350.502) to perform contract closing
audits before final payment may be made on cost type contracts of
$100,000 or more. The current audit backlog of HHS contracts is
about 4,000 contracts worth over $4 billion. In 1980, the agency
planned to devote 44 staff years of audit efforts to this area.

The agency is also responsible for performing audits of contract
price proposals. HHS procurement regulations require that con-
tracting officers determine the need for these audits. The requests
for audit submitted to the agency must be handled on a timely
basis to be useful to the contracting officer.

The lack of a general systematic review of all Department pro-
grams and activities aimed at assesssing the susceptibility of each
to fraud, abuse, and waste-vulnerability assessments-limits the
agency's ability optimally to target its audit efforts. Such assess-
ments have not been done. agency officials claim that each audit is
in itself a vulnerability assessment. However, since audits are done
on selected aspects of particular programs, the agency is left with-
out a broad assessment of the entire program.



A recent GAO report states that when all audits are considered
vulnerability assessments ". . . they often produce findings and
recommendations germane only to specific program operations,
grantees, and other units. Generalization of these results to entire
agency programs for comparison with the results of assessments of
other programs would produce questionable results." 13

Integration with investigations.-The audit agency's role in com-
bating fraud and abuse is secondary to its basic audit function. Its
antifraud effort consists of referring indications of possible fraud
disclosed during an audit to the IG s Office of Investigations and
providing specialized assistance in investigations.

There is no direct evidence that agency audits are planned as an
effort to combat fraud and abuse or on an integrated basis with the
Office of Investigations. Furthermore, the 1980 work plan allocates
less that 5 percent of the agency's total direct effort to audit
assistance for Federal and State investigative activities.

EFFECTIVENESS

Audit efforts resulted in $195 million of questioned costs which
were either sustained, disallowed, or pending resolution in 1980.
This amount represents a return of $4.70 for every budget dollar
spent by the Inspector General that year. In comparison to 11
other IG's for which comparable data were available (Fact Book on
the President's Campaign Against Waste and Fraud, July 1981),
the IG's effort at HHS ranked ninth as shown in table 8.

13 "Examination of the Effectiveness of Statutory Offices of Inspector General (AFMD-81-
94)," GAO letter to Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr., B-200598, Aug. 21, 1981.
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RELATIVE STANDING OF DEPARTMENTAL INSPECTORS GENERAL
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Although almost $127 million in audit recommended financial
adjustments were concurred with by the program officials, the
resolution of audit findings is a problem. The backlog of unresolved
audits as of the end of 1980 amounts to almost $70 million. About
$39 million of that amount had been outstanding for more than 6
months-$14 million of which has been outstanding for over 2
years.

OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS

AUTHORITY

The Office of Investigations supervises and conducts investiga-
tions relating to programs and operations of the Department. The
Office has primary jurisdiction over penalty provisions contained in
title 42, USC (essentially penalties for funds involving the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance, other social security programs,
medicare, and medicaid programs). In addition the Office has con-
current jurisdiction with the Federal Bureau of Investigation for
violations of title 18, USC (essentially false claims, mail fraud, and
conspiracy to defraud the Government statutes). Appendix D is a
partial list of statutes under which medicare and medicaid fraud
can be prosecuted. Administrative sanctions are listed in appendix
E.

OPERATION

In medicare, the Federal Government contracts with carries and
fiscal intermediaries to perform various administrative functions of
the program. Carriers are required to (1) make payments for cov-
ered services on the basis of "reasonable" charges (costs in some
instances) in accordance with criteria prescribed by law, (2) estab-
lish procedures and provide opportunity for fair hearings in con-
nection with part B, (3) provide timely information and reports,
and (4) maintain and afford access to records necessary to carry out
the part B program. Intermediaries (1) make determinations of the
reasonable costs of covered provider services, (2) make payments to
providers for services rendered to beneficiaries under part A, (3)
provide financial and consultative services to providers in connec-
tion with part A, (4) provide information and instructions furnished
by the Health Care Financing Administration to providers, (5)
make audits of provider records, and (6) help providers with utiliza-
tion review procedures.

When a carrier or intermediary suspects that a particular situa-
tion involves fraud or abuse, a referral is made to HCFA's Bureau
of Quality Control (BQC). After preliminary investigation by BQC,
Office of Program Integrity (OPI), the case is referred to the IG's
Office of Investigation (01). According to the memorandum of un-
derstanding between the two offices (appendix F) the referral is
made when a reasonable probability of criminality has been deter-
mined. The IG's Office of Investigations completes the investigation
and either returns the matter to HCFA's Office of Program Integri-
ty for administrative remedies or refers the case for prosecution.

Social Security matters are handled in a different fashion. The
Office of Program Integrity (OPI), Social Security Administration
(SSA), conducts criminal fraud investigations, prepares cases for
presentation to the U.S. attorney, and assists in the trial prepara-



tion of beneficiary fraud cases. Referrals to 01 are made when
SSA's OPI has established that a Federal employee violated the
law. Otherwise, based on the cases the staffs reviewed, 01 only
investigates social security related cases when 01 is involved in a
joint agency project. For example, Project Baltimore was a joint
investigation by OIG, Immigration and Naturalization Service, and
SSA, which focused on criminal conspiracies to obtain social secu-
rity numbers for illegal aliens.

"MEDICAID FRAUD CONTROL UNITS

Public Law 95-142 provided Federal matching funds of 90 per-
cent for the costs incurred by States in the establishment and
operation of medicaid fraud control units (MFCU's). federally spon-
sored, MFCU's are separate from the State agencies that adminis-
ter the medicaid program. The IG is the manager and national
coordinator for all MFCU's. The units receive complaints of alleged
fraud and abuse, investigate and prosecute cases, and collect or
refer to a State agency for collection, the program overpayments
the units identify. Nearly half the Inspector General's budget was
earmarked for MCFU activity.

Twenty-one States do not have federally sponsored MFCU's al-
though some States operate similar units. In those States without
units, federally sponsored or their own, medicaid fraud investiga-
tion appears to be a matter for the 01. The extent to which 01 is
able to address medicaid fraud in nonfraud unit States, the effec-
tiveness of existing MFCU's, and the management provided by the
Inspector General is an area which was not investigated.

PERSONNEL AND CASELOAD

After the transfer of personnel to the Department of Education
in 1980, the Office of Investigations had 182 employees. Half of
these were listed as field investigators. (Table 2 supra.) The other
half were said to be clerical, field managers, or headquarters per-
sonnel. The location, number, and workload of field personnel is
shown in table 9.



TABLE 9.-OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL INVESTIGATION STATISTICS

HHS dollars at Current open Anticipated new Insigatve Ant pted

Regions risk fiscal year cial in istns egt 1, 1980 to investigations
1g(blin) agents (as ofSept. by Sept. 30 et 0 on Sept. 30,

30 90 91 1981) 1981

7 111 320 331 100

10 350 464 385 429

16 148 262 274 136

19 195 295 299 191

9 164 267 221 210

11 113 162 109 166
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The-1980 report of the Inspector General listed 145 convictions in
that year and 353 cases opened. In comparison with the other
statutory IG's, the HHS IG ranked 13th in number of cases opened
in 1980 per dollar expended (table 10). Thirty-six percent of the
pending cases listed were said to be 6 months old or older. Twenty-
one percent were reported to be over a year old.
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HHS IG ranked 6th in comparison with the other statutory IG's
in convictions per dollar expended. During the same period the
New York State Medicaid Fraud Control Unit (formerly the Special
Prosecutor for Nursing Homes) lists 305 indictments. Of these in-
dictments there were 154 convictions, 9 dismissals, and 12 acquit-
tals. The balance of the cases were pending.

In addition, the New York Unit reported 63 pending civil suits
($22,401,244) and 53 settled civil suits. -Total recoveries in 1980
exceeded $13 million.

HEALTH CASES REFERRED TO JUSTICE

Because of the apparent concentration of fraud, abuse, and waste
in the medicare and medicaid programs, Congress has expressed
particular interest in the Inspector General's activities with regard
to health. This interest is reflected in specific reporting require-
ments for health cases.

Forty-one health cases were referred to the Department of Jus-
tice by the Inspector. General, Office of Investigations in 1980.
(Appendix G.) Five of the forty-one cases resulted in convictions, all
by plea. As shown in table 11, the longest sentence was 5 months.

TABLE 11.-1980 CONVICTIONS

Case No. Plea Sentence Fine Restitution

1................ Guil ty. 3 yr probation ....................... $5,592.60
2 ................ .. ........... .......................................... (1) (1)3 ....... do. 31 mo probation 5 mo $25,000 2 161,641.00

confinement.
4........ ... do...... (1) .......................................... (1) (1)
5 ....... do. 3 yr suspended 3 mo confinement.. 5,000 10,170.77

1 Information not readily available.
2 Plus interest.

Thirty-one of the forty-one cases presented to Justice were de-
clined. Three were listed as pending at the end of 1980. One of
those was at trial. One case resulted in an acquittal. The resolution
of one case could not be determined since it was not available for
our analysis. Administrative action, civil recovery, and other sanc-
tions were recommended by the Justice Department in 16 of the 31
cases they declined. Sanctions appear to have been made in only
four of these.

Among the reasons listed by the U.S. attorneys for their declina-
tion of cases were insufficient dollar amount, lack of jury appeal,
passage of time, vagueness, lack of criminal intent, lack of evi-
dence, age and poor condition of witnesses, and lapse of the statute
of limitations.

The average age of cases declined from the point the action was
initiated until its presentment to, and declination by Justice, was
480 days. In one case, 1,129 days elapsed between the time the
action was initiated and prosecution was declined. In one-third of
the declined cases, the period between complaint and referral to



Justice exceeded 2 years. In four cases the period between com-
plaint and declination exceeded 900 days.

Four cases were declined less than 66 calendar days from the
time the initial complaint was filed. In one case only 35 calendar
days had elapsed between the time the complaint was made and
the case declined.

Examples of cases declined in 1980 indicate some of the prob-
lems:

-A California physician was said to have overbilled medicare by
over $130,000 during 1976 and 1977. The case was referred to
the Office of Program Integrity by Congressman Waxman and
an investigation initiated in April of 1977. The case was de-
clined in June of 1980 on the basis of lack of evidence. The OIG
agent was not assigned until March of 1980. There is nothing
in the file to indicate any action of any kind between 1978 and
1980.

-A physician was confirmed by 01 to have fraudulent billings
involving 43 patients. The physician had previously been in-
dicted for the sale of controlled substances. The file indicates
the complaint was initiated in September of 1979, the Office of
Investigations first action in January of 1980, and a referral to
Justice in November of 1980. The case reflects 22 man hours of
work. It was dismissed for lack of evidence.

-A Colorado laboratory was accused of overbilling. A complaint
was filed against the company twice-once in July of 1977 and
again in March of 1978. In both cases the source of complaint
was a tip from an employee that fraudulent tests were being
performed. The case was referred to the Office of Investiga-
tions a year and a half after the initial complaint. It was
nearly 3 years before the matter was presented to the U.S.
attorney. The case was declined due to a problem with the
statute of limitations.

-A podiatrist was accused of misrepresenting services and false
billing. The initial complaint was made in March of 1980. The
case was referred to OIG in April, and Justice in June. The
podiatrist was convicted on two counts of false billing. He was
sentenced to 3 years probation and ordered to repay $6,000.

-A physician associated with a skilled nursing facility was ac-
cused of embezzling funds from the SNF and accepting kick-
backs. The investigation was initiated by a complaint to OIG in
November of 1979. OIG's investigation began in December of
1979, and was completed in January of 1980. The case was
declined because the total loss could not be calculated.

SSA CASES

The Social Security Administration utilizes some 8,426 staff
years ($322.1 million) or about 10 percent of its total staffing re-
sources to combat fraud, waste, and abuse. Of that total, 1,487 staff
years ($140 million) were devoted to investigations. Over 464 staff
years ($12.6 million) was spent on audits or audit-related matters.

The Social Security Administration initiated 10,760 cases of pro-
gram fraud in 1980. There were very few referrals to the Office of
Investigations; those that were referred involved mostly employee
fraud. Some 873 cases were referred from SSA regional offices to



local U.S. attorneys with a recommendation for prosecution. Of
these, 283 resulted in convictions (approximately 30 percent).

The case review indicates that these cases were easier to pros-
ecute for the basic reason that social security cases tended to be
simpler and more straightforward. They involved less effort and
little investigatory activity other than verification.

HEALTH CARE AND SYSTEMS REVIEW

The third basic function of the Inspector General's Office is to
prevent the recurrence of fraudulent and abusive practice by effect-
ing program change. Within the HHS IG, this mission is assigned
to the Office of Health Care and Systems Review (HCSR). HCSR
has a staff of 40.

HCSR pursues its mission in three ways:
(1) Audit findings are reviewed for program implications.

When program implications are identified, HCSR transmits
their recommendation for change to the appropriate operating
component.

(2) As of November 1980, investigators are required to file a
management implications report (MIR) at the conclusion of
each investigation. The purpose of the MIR is to identify pro-
gram changes which would prevent the similar fraud from
occurring in future-in short-program vulnerability.

(3) In addition, HCSR undertakes reviews, called service de-
livery assessments (SDA's), to determine the effectiveness of
programs under the Department's jurisdiction.

MIR 's

HCSR records indicate 81 management implications reports were
filed in 1980. As of July 27, 1981, seven of these were said to be
active. Fourteen were pending. The remainder were classified as
inactive. HCSR staff explained most of the early MIR's were of
questionable value and did not contain findings with program im-
plications.

However, the promise of the program was demonstrated in the
emergence, from a MIR filed late last year, of Project Baltimore,
focusing on the timeliness of SSA termination of payments to the
deceased. Office of Investigations staff indicate they are in the
process of revising the process and clarifying the procedure for
filing of MIR's by investigators.

AUDIT

Audit findings with program implications are referred directly to
the principal operating division within the Department responsible
for the program. To the extent HCSR identifies the need to revise
operating procedures based on audit findings, the findings are con-
solidated for tracking.

Two general problems were identified with this procedure. Most
of the findings were audit specific. The corrective action suggested
related to the specific program and agency reviewed. There ap-
peared to be little interest in determining the systemic implications
involved. Second, there were indications-denied by the Audit Divi-
sion-that Audit would not share its findings with HCSR.



Nine audit findings with program implications were identified by
HCSR (appendix C). The impact, if any, of these recommendations
on program operations could not be determined. The appropriate
program components have been asked to evaluate and respond.

SERVICE DELIVERY ASSESSMENTS

Service delivery assessments are described as "analogous to in-
vestigative reporting," the SDA's are conducted by a small group of
in-house staff, and "generally consist of focused discussions with
consumers and service providers." (Appendix H is an executive
summary of the service delivery assessment process.)

Each topic is either identified or approved by the Secretary or
Under Secretary before the study begins.

In 1980, nine SDA's were undertaken: Low-income energy assist-
ance program, community health centers, health and social serv-
ices to public housing residents, title XX program, medicare part B
beneficiary services, national health service corps, availability of
physician services to medicaid beneficiaries, end stage renal disease
program, and restricted patient admittance to nursing homes.

Results of the assessments are said to be "used internally by
Department managers as an additional source of information,
which, when combined with other information, presents a total
picture of service delivery." There is no apparent record of pro-
gram change as a result of this activity.

In addition to SDA's, HCSR develops letter reports and memo-
randa to advise program officials of problem areas. In 1980, 21 of
these memoranda and letters related to health; 16 others were
identified. (Appendix I.)

In general, other than the liberty of raising the question of what
action a program component may have taken based on a particular
recommendation, the HCSR has no way of tracking the IG's recom-
mendations or assessing impact. Provisions, of law require a quar-
terly report to Congress of significant recommendations not imple-
mented. To this point, the quarterly reports have been silent on
this issue.

BUREAU OF QUALITY CONTROL

HCFA's Bureau of Quality Control reflects the consolidation of
the BHI program integrity staff, the MSA Division of Fraud and
Abuse Control.

In 1976, during the debate on the creation of the Inspector Gen-
eral, HEW nearly doubled the number of staff said to be dedicated
to controlling medicare fraud, abuse, and waste by phasing out
regional program validation activities and reassigning those in-
volved to program integrity activities. In 1978, with the creation of
the IG and the assignment of responsibility for criminal investiga-
tions to that Office, the program validation concept was resurrect-
ed.

The Bureau of Quality Control currently reports some 200 staff
members dedicated to validation and integrity activities through-
out the country. Staff are said to be roughly equally divided be-
tween the two activities. Program integrity staff are responsible for
investigating cases, teaching, and monitoring medicare carriers and



intermediaries. Program validation staff are involved in identifying
providers who are abusing the program, testing program policies,
and reviewing contractor procedures.

Through fiscal year 1980, the Bureau of Quality Control esti-
mates savings of $145,037,618 from validation activities. (Appendix
J.) The savings are said to be the result of overpayment recoveries,
corrected operational deficiencies on the part of medicare contrac-
tors and State medicaid agencies, and recommended policy
changes. All but $40 million of the estimated savings are said to be
attributable to changes in policies or operational deficiencies.

JURISDICTIONAL DISPUTES

In practice, the division between validation and integrity activi-
ties is almost indistinguishable. This confusion ahd the conflict it
has created between personnel of the Inspector General, Office of
Investigations, and those of the Bureau of Quality Control, HCFA,
retards the ability of the Department to control fraudulent and
abusive acts.

The committees have obtained documents from several OPI re-
gions questioning the effectiveness of the Office of Investigations.
At the same time documents were obtained detailing serious prob-
lems encountered by the Office of Investigations in obtaining the
cooperation of OPI personnel.

Copies of these documents are appended at K and L. With regard
to allegations against the Office of Investigations (appendix K) they
indicate:

-Many more cases were presented to Justice and declined than
the Inspector General acknowledges;

-the IG has inflated his conviction rate by taking credit for OPI
cases;

-cases were improperly presented to the U.S. attorneys;
-cases were presented without adequate development or expan-

sion of the sample (one case was said to have been presented 4
days after it was received by 01); and

-failure to coordinate activity so that administrative sanctions,
civil recovery, and suspension of payments could be effectuat-
ed.

The General Accounting Office, in a 1980 letter report to the
Senate Finance Committee, confirmed that in 1979, the IG took
credit for some cases it did not investigate.1 4

The examples below illustrate some of these problems:
Two Government employees found to have filed false claims in

excess of $2,500 in 1979, were allowed to resign rather than face
prosecution. The regional OPI was critical of the result and the
fact that there had been no apparent attempt to expand the uni-
verse to fully document the extent of the problem.

In a second 1979 case, an anesthesiologist was said to have billed
for services to two or more patients at the same time. The declina-
tion was said to be based on the limited dollar amount involved-
less than $2,000. OPI was critical of the development of the case.
Records of the physician show the receipt of over $8,000 in assigned

14 "Validation of the Health Care Related Convictions Attributed to the Office of Investiga-
tions of the Department of Health and Human Services (HRD-81-34)," letter to Jay Constan-
tine, U.S. Senate Committee on Finance, B-201407, Dec. 5, 1980.



medicare payments and about $64,000 in unassigned payments in
the period in question. No attempt had been made to expand the
case. Mail fraud statutes had not been considered. Ultimately, the
case was again presented to the U.S. attorney-this time by OPI-
and accepted on the basis of mail fraud.

The third example demonstrates the confusion and conflict be-
tween the two offices. This 1980 case involved a medical equipment
supplier's violation of the kickback statutes. The supplier attempt-
ed to induce medicare beneficiaries to purchase or lease equipment
by offering to provide other items at no extra charge. According to
the regional Office of Program Integrity, the special agent in
charge, Office of Investigations, closed the case based on a judg-
ment "there was no criminal violation."

Six months later, based on an opinion from HHS General Coun-
sel that "the language . . . is most clear, and the described prac-
tice, if conducted, would fall squarely within the prohibition of the
statute," the case was returned to the Office of Investigations.

The cover letter on the referral indicated concern for precedent
and impact on the field if the practice were allowed to go unchal-
lenged. The OPI indicated there were no apparent administrative
sanctions to effectively deal with the problem.

The Office of Investigations expressed its appreciation for the
opinion of General Counsel but disagreed. There has been no fur-
ther action on the case.

At the end of 1980, the Regional Administrator of HCFA, region
IV, summarized the existing situtation in a letter (appendix M) to
the Administrator of HCFA, which stated in part:

Since 1976, with the exception of cases handled to com-
pletion by OPI, there have been no criminal convictions
involving medicare in south Florida. Our past experience
with the area (some 21 criminal convictions obtained by
OPI in the 1976-78 period) and the continuation of the
same kinds of potential criminal activity reflected in the
cases OPI now refers to the Office of Investigations lead us
to believe that a major problem continues to exist in terms
of medicare fraud in that area.

This lack of criminal convictions has had further effects,
the Regional Administrator continued. Due to the large
number of initial complaints of potential fraud and abuse
we received from medicare beneficiaries through Social
Security offices in south Florida, the Social Security Ad-
ministration years ago set up a special unit in the Miami
Beach district office to which all Social Security offices in
the area referred initial complaints. This special unit,
staffed with as many as six field representatives, screened
these complaints and referred on to OPI only those which
had good potential as fraud cases. The volume of com-
plaints has now fallen to the point that the unit was
disbanded several months ago. We believe this drop in the
number of complaints is directly attributable to the lack of
criminal convictions and the attendant publicity such con-
victions receive in the media.

With regard to the Office of Program Integrity (appendix L), the
Office of Investigations documents alleged that:



-The Office of Program Integrity does not refer all criminal cases
to 01;

-OPI has repeatedly refused to assist and support the OI in the
development of cases;

-there has been a significant decrease in the number of cases
referred to 01 and the dollar amount involved; and

-OPI emphasizes civil actions at the expense of criminal actions.
One example provided, documents six requests for assistance

from the 01 to the regional Bureau of Quality Control. Each time
assistance was refused.

The case was initiated by a carrier early in 1981. In July, after
referral from OPI to the Office of Investigations, representatives of
the two divisions met to discuss the case. Allegations concerned a
laboratory's use of a double price list and the filing of false claims.

In August of that year, the Office of Investigations wrote the
Regional Administrator of the Bureau and requested assistance in
reviewing subpenaed records. The U.S. attorney's office had accept-
ed the case and requested the review.

In September, the Regional Administrator, BQC responded: "Our
entire staff is engaged in intensive fiscal year-end activities relat-
ing to our primary responsibilities." Support for validation of the
records in question could not be provided until after October 15,
1981.

.In October the assistant U.S. attorney involved with the case
requested priority consideration. The regional Office of Investiga-
tions renewed its request for assistance.

The regional office BQC responded: "The type of assistance we
contemplated was more advisory than participatory." The response
went on to say the type of work requested seemed "clerical in
nature, and does not appear to be an appropriate assignment for
one of our program analysts."

In November, the special agent in charge, 01, in transmitting the
history to his supervisor, said it was "a typical example of relation-
ships with this office much to the detriment of the. agency's mis-
sion. The audit director and I will take no. further action to at-
tempt to secure services of HCFA Quality Control Division based
on their refusal to assist the OIG and the U.S. attorney's office."

CASE STUDY

The following example indicated the impact of the HCFA OPI/OI
jurisdictional dispute and its consequences.
* On August 12, 1976, the Bureau of Health Insurance initiated an
investigation of a Florida home health agency. It was alleged the
brother and sister who ran the agency had conspired to defraud the
Government. Among the charges questioned were salaries to the
sister, as administrator, of $60,000; and $38,000, to the brother, as
associate director- fraudulent travel and telephone expenses; billing
medicare for first-class travel for themselves and others maid serv-
ice for the administrator; billing medicare for personal legal fees;
and making loans to themselves and others out of agency funds.
The complaint that initiated the investigation was said to flow out
of Senator Chiles' Subcommittee on Federal Spending Practices
investigation of problems in the home health program.



Investigation of the agency was conducted under the direction of
the U.S. attorney's office and a Federal grand jury. Through the
early part of 1977, BHI directed a Blue Cross audit of the agency's
records. The Office of Investigations joined the investigative team
in January of 1977.

After preparing an inventory of investigative activities previous-
ly undertaken, the Office of Investigations assumed the responsibil-
ity of directing the investigation. Subpenas were issued. Witnesses
interviewed were reinterviewed. Due to the length of the investiga-
tion, findings were presented to several grand juries.

In August of 1979, Deputy Inspector General Richard Lowe ap-
peared before the Senate Aging Committee, then chaired by Sena-
tor Chiles, to address problems in home health care. Mr. Lowe
indicated the IG's Office had launched a 3-pronged attack. These
efforts, Mr. Lowe candidly admitted, had been accelerated by the
imminence of the hearing.

The first prong was said to be the deployment of significant
resources in cooperation with the Department of Justice to come to
grips with the most meritorious cases in Florida. Nearly 30 agen-
cies were said to be involved in the investigative initiative. Mr.
Lowe promised to supervise personally the progress of the investi-
gation.

Internal documents obtained from the regional office of Program
Integrity indicate the "significant resources" never materialized.
Despite the presence, involvement, and "lead" of, the Office of
Investigations, the Department of Justice continued to rely heavily
on the program integrity staff.

In April of 1977, the Justice Department attorney in charge of
the case called the regional program integrity office to insist on the
continued involvement of a program integrity auditor. The attor-
ney is said to have threatened that if the auditor were not made
available, she would recommend that Justice drop the case, citing
noncooperation of HEW as the reason.

Two years later, in March of 1979, the Program Integrity auditor
was still involved in the case. Conflict between this auditor and 01
personnel had grown to the extent that the two entities quarreled
publicly as to the source of a recent press leak. The 01, special
agent in charge, threatened the auditor with investigation and the
assistant U.S. attorney on the case was forced to mediate.

On April 2, 1980, 4 years after the investigation commenced, the
grand jury indicted the brother and sister on charges of conspiracy
and filing of false statements.

In November, on request of the U.S. attorney, the indictments
were dismissed. Civil recovery was suggested by the U.S. attorney,
but no recovery has been made.

Following the dismissal of the suit, the U.S. attorney wrote the
Department to discuss the "numerous difficulties we encountered
with medicare regulations relating to funding. This resulted, not
only in the great length of the investigation," the U.S. attorney
reported, "but ultimately in my decision to request that the indict-
ment be dismissed."

The regulations were criticized as being so vague, "Administra-
tors need only back up their questionable activities by stating the
regulations allow them to conduct those activities. There is pres-



ently little incentive to hide what superficially would appear to be
illegal financial and other activities, since regulations permit
them."

The U.S. attorney proposed tightening regulations to require the
board of directors be unrelated to the administrators; prohibit leas-
ing of expensive automobiles for personal use, limit travel to that
necessary to conduct the agency's activities; limit personal ex-
penses, fringe benefits, vacations, and sick leave; control the use of
consulting contracts; forbid passing of personal expenses through
agency account, prohibit the use of agency resources for private
benefit; and prohibit the payment of attorney fees in criminal
prosecution.

At the same time, as a result of the 1979 Aging Committee
hearing, the Bureau of Quality Control, Office of Program Valida-
tion conducted a review of 24 home health agencies in four States.
The findings and recommendations were nearly identical; yet,
other than point of origin, the efforts were unrelated. The Health
Care and Systems Review unit of IG has consolidated the valida-
tion findings with those generated internally. But the HCSR has
not been able to track the recommendations or assure their imple-
mentation.
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VII. LEGAL ISSUES

Part of the confusion surrounding the operation of the Office of
Inspector General, HHS, revolves around Congress intent in creat-
ing the Office.. Among the issues apparent are questions of auton-
omy of operation, resources, law enforcement powers, jurisdiction,
and independence.

A review of these issues by the American Law Division of the
Library of Congress (appendix N) indicates congressional intent to
delegate broad authority for the IG to monitor both auditing and
investigative activities of the agency. The legislation itself, how-
ever, seems to contain inherent obstacles to the exercise of such
broad authority.

The record is confusing and inconsistent. Committee reports on
both sides of Congress indicate concern for the fragmentation of
existing resources, the lack of independence of existing HEW units,
and the need to prevent evident conflicts of interest as well as
centralize existing resources.

But the issue of independence is reflected in the law establishing
the Inspector General only in the way the IG is selected (Presiden-
tial appointment and ratification of the Senate) and in concurrent
reporting requirements.

As for the question of resources, only two of the existing agencies
at the time of the IG's creation were specifically transferred. The
transfer of additional resources though contemplated was not man-
dated.

This confusion is reflected in the disharmony between the Office
of Program Integrity, HCFA and the IG's Office of Investigations
and in growing jurisdictional disputes with other Federal agencies.
Appended at 0 are 10 memoranda of understanding between
HCFA OPI and IG OI in a period of 4 years. The problems contin-
ue. Appended at P and Q are copies of transmittals from the
Federal Bureau of Investigation and. the Attorney General address-
ing jurisdictional issues.



VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The problems Congress attempted to address with the creation of
the Inspector General, HHS, remain. The criticisms of the 1975
Fountain committee are as accurate now as then.
1. Multiple audit or investigative units exist within the Department,

organized in a fragmented fashion, without effective central
leadership.

A March 1981 survey indicates there are more than 40 divisions
consisting of 11,331 staff years within the Department of Health
and Human Services attempting to combat fraud, abuse, and waste.

-There is no effective, centralized leadership for this activity.
Authority, focus, and relationship of these entities with the
Inspector General varies from division to division.

-In one case, relations between the IG and a program division
(the Bureau of Quality Control, Office of Program Integrity)
are so confused 10 memorandas of understanding have been
attempted in a period of 4 years.

-Like agencies are treated differently in their relationship to
the IG. BQC, OPI staff are not considered criminal investiga-
tors. Their role is confined to administrative sanctions and
receiving, processing, and referring all criminal cases to 01.
SSA, OPI personnel are explicitly considered criminal investi-
gators and only refer those cases relating to SSA employee
misconduct to the IG.

2. Auditors and investigators report to officials who are responsible
for the programs under review or are devoting only a fraction of
their time to audit and investigative responsibilities.

Fraud, abuse, and waste prevention and detection units remain
scattered throughout the Department in a haphazard, fragmented,
or often confusing pattern.

-Less than 10 percent of the total resources dedicated to control-
ling fraud, abuse, and waste (977 of 11,321 staff years) are
under the control of the Inspector General.

-HCFA reports nearly 20 percent of its resources (946 staff
years of 4,685) are dedicated to control abuse and waste. Fraud
investigations are no longer the responsibility of HCFA, that
responsibility having been transferred to the IG in 1977. Of
HCFA's 946 staff years directed at abuse and waste, 256 staff
years are in quality control and 178 staff years in audit activi-
ties.

-The Social Security Administration currently utilizes about
8,426 staff years to combat fraud, abuse, and waste.



3. There is a lack of affirmative programs to look for possible fraud
and abuse.

-Other than computer matching activities, there has not been a
serious focused effort to find and eliminate fraudulent activi-
ties.

-Targeting of activities based on programs at greatest risk has
been absent. Though audit and investigative personnel ex-
pressed an awareness of areas offering strong potential for
recoveries or investigation, this awareness was not reflected in
work plans.

-Neither the IG nor any other division of the Department have
demonstrated the ability to attack and control organized ef-
forts to defraud the programs, or major, intrastate activities.

-In October of 1978, the House Committee on Aging received
evidence of the involvement of organized crime elements in
programs under the Department's jusisdiction in 35 of 50
States. There was no indication of any involvement by the IG
in attempting to control these activities.

4. Serious shortages of audit and investigative personnel exist.
-A comparison of existing resources between the HHS IG and

14 other statutory IG's indicates the HHS IG is staffed at a
level of one position per 203.5 million program dollars-nearly
three times the workload of the IG with the next highest ratio.

-The audit agency is staffed below its 1975 level. Estimated
essential workload exceeds the current staff capacity by nearly
40 percent.

-The Office of Investigations is staffed too low to permit proper
development of cases referred to OPI, let alone the initiation of
proactive investigations. One State fraud unit, New York, has
more field investigators than the IG does for the entire Nation.
(Statements from U.S. attorneys supporting the IG's need for
more investigators are appended at R).

5. HHS, at least in part because of its fragmented organizational
structure, has failed to make effective use of the resources it
has.

-The creation of the Office of Inspector General has not simpli-
fied or consolidated the Department's fraud, abuse, and waste
control efforts.

-The continuation of program efficiency and integrity efforts,
essentially unchanged since 1975, has extended the time neces-
sary to bring a case to conclusion and created jurisdictional
disputes, duplication and inefficiency.

-In some instances, the conflict resulting from these jurisdic-
tional disputes has damaged the Department's overall fraud
control effort and caused the loss of good cases.

-Largely because of the failure to commit adequate resources
and the continuation of the preexisting fragmented organiza-
tional structure, the IG's office has been ineffective.

-In comparison with the other 15 statutory Inspector Generals,
the HHS IG ranked third from last in the number of cases
opened in 1980 per dollar expended.



-The HHS IG ranked second from last out of the 11 statutory
IG's with comparable data in dollars recovered per dollar ex-
pended in 1980.

-Thirty-one of the forty-one health cases presented to the De-
partment of Justice in 1980 by the IG were declined. Three
were listed as pending. One was at trial. One resulted in an
acquital. One case was not available for analysis.

-Only 5 of the 41 cases referred to the Department of Justice in
1980 resulted in convictions. The longest sentence ordered was
5 months. During the same time, the New York State medicaid
fraud unit listed 305 indictments, 154 convictions, 9 dismissals
and 12 acquitals. The balance were said to be pending.

6. Instances were found where it took protracted periods of time for
HEW (HHS) to take corrective action after deficiences in its
regulations became known.

-The backlog of outstanding unresolved HHS audits, as of the
end of 1980, amounted to almost $70 million. About $39 million
of that amount had been outstanding for more than 6 months.
$14 million had been outstanding for over 2 years.

-Thirty-six percent of the criminal cases said to be pending at
the end of 1980 were 6 months old or older. Twenty-one per-
cent were reported to be over a year old.

-Although the IG's Office of Health Care and Systems Review
has targetted resources at effecting necessary program change,
these activities are rudamentary. In general, other than the
liberty of raising the question of what action a program divi-
sion may have taken based on a particular recommendation of
the IG's office, the HCSR has no way of tracking the recom-
mendation or assuring implementation.

-Provisions of law requiring a quarterly report to Congress of
significant recommendations for systems change not imple-
mented have been ignored.

Despite the presence of many capable and dedicated investiga-
tors, auditors, and management personnel, the Inspector General's
Office has not performed as Congress anticipated in 1976.

The essential elements necessary to the fulfillment of that poten-
tial are the unification under the IG's leadership of the Depart-
ment's efforts to control fraud, waste, and abuse; targeting of re-
sources; and the elimination of jurisdictional disputes.
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Congress, 1st session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1981. 1034 p.
(97th Congress, 1st session. Senate. Report no. 97-139)
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3. Committee on Finance

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Finance. Medicare and Medicaid. Hear-
inga, 

9
1st Congress, 1st session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1969.

490 p.
Hearings held July 1 and 2, 1969.

----- Medicare and Medicaid; problems, issues, and alternatives; a staff report.
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1970. 323 p.

At head of title: 91st Congress, 1st session. Committee print.

Medicare and Medicaid. Hearings, 
9
1st Congress, 2nd session. Part 1.

Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1970. 192 p.
Hearings held Feb. 25 and 26, 1970, Administration witnesses.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Finance. Subcommittee on Medicare-
Medicaid. Medicare and Medicaid. Hearings, 

9
1st Congress, 2d session.

Part 2 of 2 parts. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1970. 846 p.
Hearings held Apr. 14 and 15, May 26 and 27, June 2, 3, 15, and 16,

1970.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Finance. Social Security Amendments of
1970. Hearings, 91st Congress, 2d session. Part 1. Washington, U.S. Govt.
Print. off., 1970. 339 p.

Hearings held June 17, July 14 and 15, 1970.

Social Security Amendments of 1970. Hearings, 
9
1st Congress, 2d session.

Part 2. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1970. 341-924 p.
Hearings held Sept. 14-17, 21, 1970.

----- Social Security Amendments of 1970; report together with separate, addi-
tional views to accompany H.R. 17550. 91st Congress, 2d session. Washing-
ton, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1970. 456 p. (91st Congress, 2d session.
Senate. Report no. 91-1431)

"H.R. 17550, an Act to amend the Social Security Act to provide in-
creases in benefits, to improve computation methods, and to raise the earn-
ings base under the Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance System,
to make improvements in the Medicare, Medicaid, and Maternal and Child
Health programs with emphasis upon improvements in the operating effective-
ness of such programs, and for other purposes."

Social Security Amendments of 1972; report together with additional views
to accompany H.R. 1. 92d Congress, 2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt.
Print. off., 1972. 1285 p. (92d Congress, 2d session. Senate. Report no.
92-1230)

"H.R. 1, an Act to amend the Social Security Act, and for other purposes."

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Finance. Summary of Social Security
Amendments of 1972: Public Law 92-603 (H.R. 1). Joint publication of the
Committee on Finance, United States Senate, and the Committee on Ways and
Means, House of Representatives, 92d Congress, 2d session. Washington, U.S.
Govt. Print. Off., 1972. 56 p.

At head of title: 92d Congress, 2d session. Committee print.
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U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Finance. Subcommittee on Health.
Medicare-Medicaid Administrative and Reimbursement Reform. Hearings,
94th Congress, 2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976.
604 p.

Hearings held July 26-30, 1976.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Finance. Repeal of consent to suits
respecting hospital provider cost under Medicaid; and Medicare-Medicaid
antifraud amendments; report to accompany H.R. 12961, 94th Congress, 2d
session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. 24 p. (94th Congress,
2d session. Senate. Report no. 94-1240)

Medicare-Medicaid antifraud and abuse amendments; report to accompany
S. 143, 95th Congress, 1st session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1976. 96 p. (95th Congress, 1st session. Senate. Report no. 95-453)

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on-Finance. Subcommittee on Health. Find-
ings of Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations on health maintenance
organizations. Hearing, 95th Congress, 2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt.
Print. Off., 1978. 147 p.

Hearing held May 18, 1978.

Medicare and Medicaid home health benefits. Hearings, 96th Congress, let
session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1979. 430 p.

Hearings held May 21, 22, 1979.
"Serial no. 96-14"

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Finance. Subcommittee on Public Assistance.
Waste and abuse in Social Security Act programs. Hearing, 96th Congress, 1st
session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1980. 336 p.

Hearing held Nov. 16, 1979.
"Serial no. 96-58"

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Finance. Medicare-Medicaid Administrative
and Reimbursement Refort Act of 1979; report to accompany H.R. 934, 96th Con-
gress, 1st session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1979. 172 p. (96th
Congress, lt session. Senate. Report no. 96-471)

"H.R. 934, a bill for the relief of Brian Hall and Vera W. Hall."

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Finance. Subcommittee on Health. Medicare
and Medicaid Fraud. Hearing, 96th Congress, 2d session. Washington, U.S.
Govt. Print. Off., 1980. 49 p.

Hearing held July 22, 1980.

4. Committee on Government Operations/Committee on Governmental Affairs

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Government Operations. Permanent Subcom-
mittee on Investigations. Prepaid health plans. Hearings, 94th Congress,
let session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1975. 328 p.

Hearings held Mar. 13 and 14, 1975.
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U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Government Operations. Subcommittee on
Federal Spending Practices, Efficiency, and Open Government. Efficiency
of the Medicare program in disbursing funds to home health care agencies.
Hearings, 94th Congress, 2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1976. 442 p.

Hearings held April 12, 1976, Tampa, Fla.; May 5, 1976, Miama, Fla.

----- Fraudulent payments in the Medicaid program. Hearing, 94th Congress,
2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. 97 p.

Hearing held Aug. 17, 1976, Miama, Fla.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Government Operations. Problems asso-
ciated with home health care agencies and Medicare program in the State of
Florida. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. 118 p.

At head of title: 94th Congress, 2d session. Committee print.

Conveyance of U.S. interests in certain lands in Salt Lake County, Utah,
to the Shriners' Hospitals for Crippled Children; report to accompany
H.R. 11347, 94th Congress, 2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1976. 14 p. (94th Congress, 2d session. Senate. Report no. 94-1324)

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Government Operations. Permanent Subcom-
mittee on Investigations. Medicaid management information systems (MMIS).
Hearings, 94th Congress, 2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1977. 268 p.

Hearings held Sept. 29, 30, Oct. 1, 1976.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Government Operations. Subcommittee on
Federal Spending Practices, Efficiency, and Open Government. Problems
associated with the fraudulent payments of clients in the Medicaid Program;
a report. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. 34 p.

At head of title: 94th Congress, 2d session.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Government Operations. Permanent Subcom-
mittee on Investigations. Prepaid health plans. Hearings, 94th Congress,
lst session. Part 2. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1977. 329-594 p.

Hearings held Dec. 14 and 15, 1976.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Governmental Affairs. Subcommittee on
Governmental Efficiency and the District of Columbia. Legislation to
Establish Offices of Inspector General-H.R. 8588. Hearings, 95th Congress,
2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1978. 542 p.

Hearings held June 14, 15 and July 25, 1978.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Governmental Affairs. Subcommittee on
Federal Spending Practices and Open Government. Assuring quality of care
in nursing homes participating in Medicare and Medicaid. Hearings, 95th
Congress, 2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1979. 448 p.

Hearings held July 17; Aug. 2, 3; Dec. 8, 1978.

U.S.. Congress. Senate. Committee on Governmental Affairs. Permanent Subcom-
mittee on Investigations. Fraud, Abuse, Waste, and Mismanagement of Pro-
grams by HEW. Hearing, 95th Congress, 2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt.
Print. Off., 1979. 114 p.

Hearing held July 20, 1978.
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---- Prepaid health plans and health maintenance organizations; a report.
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1978. 62 p. (95th Congress, 2d ses-
sion. Senate. Report no. 95-749)

Home health care fraud and abuse. Hearings, 97th Congress, 1st session.
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1981. 153 p.

Hearings held Mar. 13 and 14, 1981.

Home health care fraud and abuse; a report. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.
Off., 1981. 54 p. (97th Congress, lst session. Senate. Report no. 97-210)

B. House Documents

1. Select Committee on Aging

U.S. Congress. House. Select Committee on Aging. Subcommittee on Health and
Long-Term Care. Auditing of nursing homes and alternatives to institution-
alization. Hearing, 94th Congress, 1st session. Washington, U.S. Govt.
Print. Off., 1975. 108 p.

Hearing held July 12, 1975, in Providence, R.I.

U.S. Congress. House. Select Committee on Aging. New York home care abuse.
Hearing, 95th Congress, 2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1978. 260 p.

Hearing held Feb. 6, 1978, in New York, N.Y.

----- Fraud and racketeering in Medicare and Medicaid. Hearing, 95th Congress,
2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1979. 168 p.

Hearing held Oct. 4, 1978.
"Committee publication 95-177"

U.S. Congress. House. Select Committee on Aging. Subcommittee on Health and
Long-Term Care. Special problems in long-term care. Hearing, 96th Congress,
1st session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1980. 679 p.

Hearing held Oct. 17, 1979.
"Committee publication 96-208"

U.S. Congress. House. Select Committee on Aging. Subcommittee on Health and
Long-Term Care. Medicare and Medicaid fraud. Hearing, 96th Congress,
2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1980. 39 p.

Hearing held May 15, 1980.

2. Committee on the Budget

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on the Budget. Omnibus Reconciliation Act
of 1980; report to accompany H.R. 7765. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1980. 661 p. (96th Congress, 2d session. House. Report no. 96-1167)

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on the Budget. Omnibus Reconciliation Act
of 1981; report together with supplemental, additional, and minority views
to accompany H.R. 3982. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1981. 3 v.
(97th Congress, 1st session. House. Report no. 97-158)
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3. Committee on Government Operations

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations. Subcommittee on
Intergovernmental Relations and Human Resources. HEW procedures and
resources for prevention and detection of fraud and program abuse. Hear-
ings, 94th Congress, lst session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1975.
383 p.

Hearings held Apr. 22 . . . June 24, 1975.

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare (prevention and detection of fraud and pro-
gram abuse); a report. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. 42 p.
(94th Congress, 2d session. House. Report no. 97-786)

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations. Subcommittee on
Intergovernmental Relations and Human Resources. Establishment of an Office
of the Inspector General in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Hearings, 94th Congress, 2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1976. 119 p.

Hearings held May 25, 27, 1976.

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations. HEW Office of
Inspector General; report together with supplemental views to accompany
H.R. 15390. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. 20 p. (94th Con-
gress, 2d session. House. Report no. 94-1573)

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations. Subcommittee on
Intergovernmental Relations and Human Resources. Establishment of Offices
of the Inspector General. Hearings, 95th Congress, 1st session. Washington,
U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1977. 856 p.

Hearings held May 17, 24; June 1, 7, 13, 21, 29; and July 25, 27, 1977.

4. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Subcom-
mittee on Oversight and Investigations. Getting ready for National Health
Insurance: unnecessary surgery. Hearings, 94th Congress, 1st session.
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1975. 307 p.

Hearings held July 15, 17, 18; Sept. 3, 1975.
"Serial no. 94-37"

Cost and quality of health care: unnecessary surgery; a report. Washing-
ton, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. 52 p. (94th Congress, 2d session.
House)

At head of title: Subcommittee print.

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Subcom-
mittee on Health and the Environment. Selected data on nursing homes and
home health care; a staff report. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976.
21 p.

At head of title: 94th Congress, 2d session.
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U.S. Congress. House. Committee on.Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Subcom-
mittee on Oversight and Investigations. Problems of Medicaid fraud and
.abuse. Hearing, 94th Congress, 2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.
Off., 1976. 133 p.

Hearing held Feb. 13, 1976.
"Serial no. 94-64"

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Subcom-
mittee on Health and the Environment. Medicare-Medicaid Anti-Fraud Act.
Hearing, 94th Congress, 2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1976. 149 p.

Hearing held Sept. 22, 1976, on H.R. 15536, H.R. 13347 and H.R. 14805,
H.R. 6483 [and] H.R. 6623.

"Serial no. 94-112"

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Subcom-
mittee on Oversight and Investigations. . Delivery of health care: California
PHP's. Hearing, 94th.Congress, 2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.
Off., 1977. 206 p.

Hearing held Nov. 22, 1976, in Sacramento, Calif.
"Serial no. 94-160"

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Subcom-
mittee on Health and the Environment. Fraud and abuse in the Medicare and
Medicaid. Programs; a joint staff report prepared by the Subcommittee on
Health and Environment of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
House of Representatives, and the Subcommittee on Health of the Committee on
Ways and Means, House of Representatives. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.
Off., 1977. 20 p.

At head of title: 95th Congress, let session. Joint Committee Print.
"WMCP: 95-6"

U.S.- Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Subcom-
mittee on Health-and the Environment. Medicare-Medicaid Antifraud and
Abuse Amendments. Joint hearings, before the Subcommittee on Health and
the Environment of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House
of Represenatives, and the Subcommittee on Health of the Committee on Ways
and Means, House of Representatives, 95th Congress, let session. Washington,
U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1977. 499 p.

Hearings held Mar. 3 and 7, 1977.
"H.R. 3, a bill to strengthen the capability of the Government to detect,

prosecute, and punish fraudulent activities under the Medicare.and Medicaid
programs, and for other purposes."

"Serial no. 95-7"

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Subcom-
mittee on Oversight and Investigations. Nursing home abuses. Hearings,
95th Congress, let session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1977.
200 p.

Hearings held Mar. 15 and 16, 1977, on health care delivery system in
nursing homes.

"Serial no. 95-19"

Fraud and abuse in nursing homes: pharmaceutical kickback arrangements;
report. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1977. 30 p.

At head of title: 95th.Congress, let session. Committee print 95-9.
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U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Subcom-
mittee on Health and Scientific Research. Clinical Laboratory Improvement
Act of 1977. Hearings, 95th Congress, lst session. Washington, U.S. Govt.
Print. Off., 1977. 765 p.

Hearings held Mar. 29, and 30, 1977, on S. 705, the Clinical Laboratory
Improvement Act of 1977.

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Subcom-
mittee on Health and the Environment. Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act
of 1977. Hearings, 95th Congress, lst session. Washington, U.S. Govt.
Print. Off., 1977. 642 p.

Hearings held June 14 and 15, 1977, on H.R. 6221, the Clinical Labora-
tory Improvement Act of 1977.

"Committee Serial no. 95-17"

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Medicare-
Medicaid antifraud and abuse amendments; report to accompany H.R. 3 together
with separate and additional views and including cost estimate of the Con-
gressional Budget Office. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1977. 153 p.
(95th Congress, 1st session. House. Report no. 95-393, part II)

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Subcom-
mittee on Health and the Environment. Medicaid paments for ineligible
persons. Hearing, 95th Congress, 1st session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.
Off., 1978. 28 p.

Hearing held Nov. 1, 1977.
"Committee Serial no. 95-48"

--- Medicaid and Medicare Amendments. Hearing, 95th Congress, 1st session.
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1979. 1205 p.

Hearings held Oct. 16, 19, 22, and 23, 1979, to consider various pro-
posals to amend Social Security Act Medicare and Medicaid programs, including
H.R. 4000 and similar bills.

"Committee Serial no. 95-48"

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Medicare
amendments of 1980; report to accompany H.R. 3990 together with additional
views and including cost estimate of the Congressional Budget Office. Wash-
ington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1980. 106 p. (96th Congress, 2d session.
House. Report no. 96-588, part 3)

Medicare and Medicaid Amendments of 1980; report to accompany H.R. 4000.
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1980. 204 p. (96th Congress, 2d ses-
sion. House. Report no. 96-589, part II)

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Subcom-
mittee on Health and the Environment. Various Medicaid proposals. Hearing,
96th Congress, 2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1980. 205 p.

Hearing held Sept. 8, 1980.
"H.R. 7028, H.R. 7029, H.R. 7030, H.R. 7031, and H.R. 7468, bills that

propose fundamental changes in the Medicaid program, with major implications
for program eligibles, particpating providers, and for Federal and State
government."

"Serial no. 96-195"
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U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Subcom-
mittee on Oversight and Investigations. Wasted surgical dollars. Hearing,
96th Congress, 2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1980. 38 p.

Hearing held Dec. 2, 1980.
"Serial no. 96-228"

5. Committee on Ways and Means

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Ways and Means. Social Security Amendments
of 1970; report to accompany H.R. 17550. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1970. 144 p. (

9
1st Congress, 2d session. House. Report no. 91-1096)

"H.R. 17550, to amend the Social Security Act to provide increases in
benefits, to improve computation methods, and to raise the earnings base
under the Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance System, to make
improvements in the Medicare, Medicaid, and Maternal and Child Health program
with emphasis upon improvements in the operating effectiveness of such pro-
grams, and for other purposes."

Social Security Amendments of 1971; report to accompany H.R. 1. Washing-
ton, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1971. 386 p. (92d Congress, 1st session.
House. Report no. 92-231)

"H.R. 1, to amend the Social Security Act to increase benefits and
improve eligibility and computation methods under the OASDI program, to make
improvements in the Medicare, Medicaid, and Maternal and Child Health Pro-
grams with emphasis on improvements in their operating effectiveness, to
replace the existing Federal-State public assistance programs with a Federal
program of adult assistance and a Federal program of benefits to low-income
families with children with incentives and requirements for employment and
training to improve the capacity for employment of members of such families,
and for other purposes."

Summary of Social Security Amendments of 1972: Public Law 92-603 (H.R. 1).
Joint publication of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representa-
tives, and the Committee on Finance, United States Senate, 92d Congress,
2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1972. 56 p.

At head of title: 92d Congress, 2d session. Committee print.

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Ways and Means. Subcommittee on Oversight.
Study of home health services under Medicare. Joint hearing, before the
Subcommittee on Oversight and the Subcommittee on Health of the Committee on
Ways and Means, House of Representatives. Hearings, 94th Congress, 2d ses-
sion. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1977. 59 p.

Hearing held Sept. 13, 1976.

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Ways and Means. Subcommittee on Health.
Fraud and abuse in the Medicare and Medicaid Programs; a joint staff report
prepared by the Subcommittee on Health of the Committee on Ways and Means,
House of Representatives, and the Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives.
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1977. 20 p.

At head of title: 95th Congress, 1st session. Joint Committee Print.
"WMCP: 95-6"
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U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Ways and Means. Subcommittee on Health.
Medicare-Medicaid Antifraud and Abuse Amendments. Joint hearings, before
the Subcommittee on Health of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of
Representatives, and the Subcommittee on Health and the Environment of the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House of Represenatives, 95th
Congress, 1st session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1977. 499 p.

Hearings held Mar. 3 and 7, 1977.
"H.R. 3, a bill to strengthen the capability of the Government to detect,

prosecute, and punish fraudulent activities under the Medicare and Medicaid
programs, and for other purposes."

"Serial no. 95-7"

U.S. Congress. Committee on Ways and Means. Subcommittee on Health. Medicare
and Medicaid frauds. Joint hearing, before the Subcommittee on Health and
the Subcommittee on Oversight of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of
Representatives, and the Special Committee on Aging, United States Senate,
95th Congress, lt session. Part 8. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1977. 811-975 p.

Hearing held Mar. 8, 1977.

U.S. Congress. Committee on Ways and Means. Subcommittee on Health. Medicare
and Medicaid frauds. Joint hearing, before the Subcommittee on Health and
the Subcommittee on Oversight of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of
Representatives, and the Special Committee on Aging, United States Senate,
95th Congress, 1st session. Part 9. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1977. 975-1264 p.

Hearing held Mar. 9, 1977.

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Ways and Means. Subcommittee on Health.
H.R. 3; Medicare-Medicaid Anti-Fraud and Abuse Amendments. Washington, U.S.
Govt. Print. Off., 1977. 34 p.

At head of title: 95th Congress, 1st session. Committee Print.
"WMCP: 95-14\"

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Ways and Means. Medicare-Medicaid Anti-
fraud and Abuse Amendments; report including cost estimate of the Congres-
sional Budget Office to accompany H.R. 3. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.
Off., 1977. 146 p. (95th Congress, lst session. House. Report no. 95-393,
Part 1)

-- Summary of Medicare-Medicaid Antifraud and Abuse Amendments, and Medicare
and Medicaid reimbursement for rural health clinic services. Washington,
U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1977. 15 p.

At head of title: 95th Congress, lst session. Committee Print.
"WHMCP: 95-59"

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Ways and Means. Subcommittee on Oversight.
Intermediary performance regarding Medicare fraud and abuse. Hearing, 95th
Congress, 2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1979. 241 p.

Hearing held Dec. 13, 1978, in Tampa, Fla.
"Serial no. 95-119"
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U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Ways and Means. Subcommittee on Health.
Medicare Amendments of 1979. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1979.
90 p.

At head of title: 96th Congress, 1st session. Committee Print.
"WMCP: 96-36"

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Ways and Means. Medicare Amendments of
1979; report to accompany H.R. 3990. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1979. 93 p. (96th Congress, 1st session. House. Report no. 96-588,
Part 1)

Medicare and Medicaid Amendments of 1979; report to accompany H.R. 4000.
-Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1979. 81 p. (96th Congress, 1st ses-
sion. House. Report no. 96-589, Part 1)

C. Conference Committees

U.S. Congress. Conference Committees, 1972. . Social Security Amendments of
1972; conference report to accompany H.R. 1. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.
Off., 1972. 67 p. .(92d Congress, 2d session. House. Report no. 92-1605)

U.S. Congress. Conference Committees, 1977. Medicare-Medicaid Anti-fraud and
Abuse Amendments; conference report to accompany H.R. 3. Washington, U.S.
Govt. Print. Off., 1977. 96 p. (95th Congress, lt session. House. Report
no. 95-673)

U.S. Congress. Conference Committees, 1980. Adoption Assistance, Child Wel-
fare, and Social Services; conference report to accompany H.R. 3434. Wash-
ington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1980. 70 p. (96th Congress, 2d session.
House. Report no. 96-900)

U.S. Congress. Conference Committees, 1980. Omnibus Reconciliation Act of
1980; conference report to accompany H.R. 7765. Washington, U.S. Govt.
Print. Off., 1980. 204 p. (96th Congress, 2d session. House. Report no.
96-1479)

U.S. Congress. Conference Committees, 1981. Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act of 1981; conference report to accompany H.R. 3982. Washington, U.S.
Govt. Print. Off., 1981. 2 v. (97th Congress, 1st session. House.
Report no. 97-208)

D. Public Laws

P.L. 92-603. Social Security Amendments of 1972. October 30, 1972. 92d Con-
gress, 2d session. 165 p.

P.L. 94-505. Shriners' Hospitals for Crippled Children, Utah. Conveyance.
Office of-Inspector General in HEW. Establishment. October 15, 1976.
94th Congress, 2d session. 6 p.

P.L. 95-142. Medicare-Medicaid Anti-Fraud and Abuse Amendments. October 25,
1977. 95th Congress, 1st session. 35 p.
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P.L. 95-292. Social Security Act Amendment. End Stage Renal Disease Program.
June 13, 1978. 95th Congress, 2d session. 10 p.

P.L. 96-226. General Accounting Office Act of 1980. April 3, 1980. 96th Con-
gress, 2d session. 6 p.

P.L. 96-272. Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980. June 17, 1980.
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APPENDIX A

H{EMORANDUM DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
. "C"1ALSECURrY ADMINISTRATION

All Executive-Staf DATE: February 8, 1980

umi* SAX

M erbert-R7.Dogcette,r.
Deputy. Commissioner (Operations)

Program Misuse'and Management Inefficiency--IFORMATl1uN

In a recent.meeting, Secretary Harris informed us that
in the future, rather than using the phrase, "fraud,
.abuse, and waste," she would prefer "procram misuse
and management inefficiency." I acree that the
Secretary's terminology more accurately reflects what
we are measuring anc worxing to eliminate. The chance
is effective iareediately; please see that is is
effected in your areas of responsibility.

cc:
DC
DGC

OC 9 0393
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Purpose

This survey updates a previous one completed in August 1977

which responded to a question from a Congressional question-

naire to the Inspector General on the total resources (staff

and dollars) available to promote economy and efficiency and/or

combat fraud and abuse in the Department. The Office of Inspector

General (OIG) committed itself to resurvey the Department's

resources once the reorganization from HEW to BBS was accomplished.

Background

The terms fraud, abuse, or waste (inefficiency) were not redefined

from those used in the original survey. This survey did, however,

attempt to encompass a much broader look at the available resources

to combat fraud, abuse and waste (FAW). Its intent was to

include all activities involved in combating FAW beyond "post-

audit" activities.

The following definitions were used:

o Fraud: the obtaining of something of value through

willful misrepresentation.

o Abuse: covers a wide variety of program violations

and improper practices not involving fraud.

o Waste (inefficiency): consists of any and all actions

and or lack of actions leading to the unwise

use of Federal programs, funds or resources,

resulting in costs incurred without the receipt

of full and reasonable benefits.

87-144 0 - 81 - 6
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All Principal Operating Components (POC) including components

of the Office of the Secretary and Offices of Principal Regional

Officials were -asked to re-survey their operations and provide

us with the total resources (staff and dollars) engaged in

combating FAW. The request also called for a brief narrative

or functional statement of duties performed for each component

identified in the survey.

Summary of Survey

The total figures provided represent on-board strength at the

time of the survey (October/November 1980). The survey dis-

closed that exclusive of the OIG, 10,344 staff years at a cost

of $384.211 million are expended toward combating fraud, abuse

and waste in the DHHS. The OIG on-board total resources as

of November 1980 were 977 ($43.320 million) for.a Departmental

total of 11,321 staff years at a cost of approximately $427.527

million.

The survey data was reviewed to insure each POC's adherence

to the general guidance provided by the OIG. We independently

canvassed two major POC's to determine the accuracy and con-

sistency of the data.: For the most pErt, the responding and

responsible components for this review were the respective

Office.of Management and Budget in each POC.* HCFA, SSA and

OEDS' data were all compiled by the Management and Budget

staffs. PES took a different approach and allowed each com-

ponent within that POC to respond to the OIG request. For

this reason it is conceivable that there may be some incon-
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sistency in the PBS data with respect to both staffing and

costs.

As previously indicated this review took a much broader look

at fraud, abuse and waste activities than did the previous

survey which concerned itself mostly with "post audit" functions.

This report therefore reflects a greater increase in the efforts

currently being expended by BHS in the following areas:

... fraud and abuse investigations;

... audits of State and local governments, nonprofit organi-

zations, insurance companies, and internal BHS activities;

... other audit-related matters and/or reviews, e.g.,

monitoring of implementation of audit recommendations,

field examination and compliance reviews by certain

program staff, etc.;

... program integrity activities;

... management surveys and related activities dedicated

to resolving specific programs or operational and

organizational problems; and

... quality control reviews of the various programs.
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These-survey data do not reflect resources available.in-the

Office for Civil Rights or the Center for Disease Control.

Both of these components did not respond to the OIG request.

The following schedules represent each POC's efforts aimed

at combating fraud, abuse and waste.
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Office of the Secretary - 1205 Staff Years $50.639 Million

The Office of the Secretary has four components (including

the Office of Inspector General) with resources available to

combat fraud and abuse and/or promote economy and efficiency

in BBS programs. They are a) the Office of Inspector General

(OIG) 977 Staff Years $43 Million, b) the Assistant Secretary

for Management and Budget (ASMB) 85 staff years $3.0 million,

and c) the Assistant Secretary for Personnel Administration

(ASPA).

General Description of Activities

Investigations

Audits

Management Systems Review

Fiscal Review

Audit-Related Matters

Utilization Review

Other

Total

Resources Available

Staff Years Cost (Millions)

181.0 S 7.958 1/

742.0 32.897 2/

72.0 2.799 3/

135.0 4.370

17.0 .640 4/

9.0 .228

49.0 1.744 5/

1205.0 $50.639

1/ Investigations (180.7 Staff Years $7.958 Million) - The

OIG has the majority of investigations represented here. They

are located within the Office of Assistant Inspector General

for Investigations (175 Staff Years $7.759 Million). This office

provides leadership, policy direction, planning, coordination
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and management of the HS OIG investigative program, conducts

investigation of cases of alleged fraud and abuse in programs

and operations administered or financed by the Department,

including allegations against Department contractors, grantees,

or other entities or individuals funded, .supported or employed

by the Department.

ASPA (5.7 Staff Years $.19 Million) - The Division of Personnel

Investigations assess allegations, conducts investigations,

and makes recommendations for disposition in merit systems

and non-criminal standards-of-conduct cases. It also estab-

lished and maintains an internal employee security program.

2 Audits (742.0 Staff Years $32.897 Million)-- The Office

of Assistant Inspector General for Auditing's major duties

include: 1) audit service to all management levels within

the Department through the conduct of comprehensive audits

which include examinations of the Department, and its grantees

and contractors; 2) developing policies, procedures, standards

and criteria relating to audit activities at all levels within

the Department; 3) determining when audits can be best carried

out by organizations outside HHS, preparing guidelines for

conduct of such audits and reviewing adequacy of reports

prepared by others for HS; and 4) conducting follow-up audits

and special analyses to determine propriety of action taken

by top management on previous audit findings and recommendations.
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/ Management Systems Review (72.1 Staff Years $2.799)

a. Assistant Inspector General for Health Care and Systems

Review (HCSR) - 36.0 Staff Years $1.596 Million - HCSR

reviews management by the Department of its programs,

giving particular attention to management information

systems, quality control systems and program integrity.

The HCSR provides analysis and systems development neces-

sary to keep the Secretary and Congress fully informed

about problems and deficiencies relating to the administra-

tion of Department programs and 2) develops and recommends

policies for the conduct, direction or management of inter-

departmental, interagency, interstate and international

activities relating to promotion of economy and efficiency

in the prevention and detection of fraud and abuse in all

Departmental programs.

b. Assistant Secretary for Management and Budget (ASMB) -

32.5 Staff Years $1,120 Million - The ASMB administers

the Operation Management Systems (OMS) which involves the

periodic reviews of operating component's progress against

major operational plans and objectives; 2) studies the

use of consultant contracts to detect government waste

and abuse; 3) conducts a number of reviews of program

activities with respect to fraud and waste; 4) conduct

reviews of conference management with OS; other activities
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in this category include assisting programs in identifying

operating problems and appropriate corrective actions in

order to improve the efficiency of daily operations.

4/ Audit-Related Matters - 16.5 Staff Years $.640 Million-

a. ASMB, Office of Grant and Contract Financial Management-

Resolves audit findings involving system deficiencies and

cost disallowances of grantee/contractor organizations

which *cut across' POC or Federal agency lines. Develops

policies and procedures on audit resolution and cost

determination related to grants and contracts.

5 Other - 49.2 Staff Years $1.747 Million

a. ASPA - 3 Staff Years $.104 Million - Activities involve

program evaluation, coordination or evaluation with the

Office of Personnel.Management and the development of

evaluation techniques and guidance to principal operating

components and service to personnel offices.

b. OIG (Executive.Management) - 24 Staff Years $1.064 Million-

Responsible for supervision, coordination, and direction

of investigative, audit and HCSR functions in BBS. The

IG's responsibilities and-duties are to promote economy

and efficiency in the administration of and prevention

and detection of fraud and abuse in RBS programs.
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c. Offices of Principal Regional Officials - 22.2 Staff Years

$.579 Million - In this category are functions and duties

which encompass the Division of Cost Allocations, Regional

Offices Facilities, Engineering and Construction and the

Division of Administrative Services activities. Functions

involve claims review for contractors and space management;

relating to news media in reference to fraud and abuse

activities; reviewing and checking of plans and specifica-

tions, bids, change orders, construction, and payments.
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Social Security. Administration (SSA) - 8426 Staff Years $322.1

Million

SSA's data, abstracted from a report on fraud and abuse preven-

tion and detection, submitted to the Subcommittee on Social

Security of the House Ways and Means Committee, represents

approximately 10 percent of their total staffing 
resources.

The total resources identified here include the audit resources

of the Office of Child Support Enforcement (OCSE). SSA's

budget provides for some specific activities aimed 
at assuring

the integrity of SSA - administered programs. For example,

the fiscal year 1981 budget provides about 2500 staff years

and $70 million for the Office of Assessment.

General Description of Activities

Resources Available
-Staff Years Cost (Milions)

Investigations '1487 $ 140.0 1/

Audits/Audit-Related Matters 464 12.6 2/

Quality Control Reviews 
1794 50.0 3/

Management Systems Reviews 
50 1.5 4/

Other 4631 118.0 5/

Total 
8426 322.1
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1/ Investigations - - (1487 Staff Years $140 Million)

a. Continuing disability investigations involve 1272 Federal

staff years and a total of $134 million for Federal and

State involvement. These investigations help insure that

disability insurance and SSI disability beneficiaries

continue to meet statutory requirements.

b. External Fraud -- SSA investigates a large number of poten-

tial external fraud cases each year. In the year ending

September 30, 1980 over 11,000 potential fraud cases were

identified for investigation. 215 staff years ($6 million)

were identified which involve investigations and program

integrity activities.

Among these activities are the development, by the program

integrity staff, of anti-fraud policies and procedures

and investigation of cases of suspected external fraud

and abuse. District office staff-years involved in these

activities number approximately 133.

Internal fraud investigation involving Federal employees

are usually not conducted by SSA, but by the Office of

Inspector General.

2/ Audit (464 Staff Years $12.6 Million)

a. OCSE - (137 Staff Years $5.0 Million) - The Audit Division

of OCSE develops plans, schedules and standards for State
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Child Support Enforcement audits as required by law and

conducts annual audits and other audits of State OCSE

programs.

b. Office of Assessment (OA) - Division of Administrative

Integrity-Internal SSA-fiscal and systems security audits

are conducted by this division both at the local and national

levels. Fiscal audits include

o time and leave practices;

o cash collections;

o petty cash and imprest funds; and

a contractual operations.

Systems Security audits include

o SSI form-8080 turnaround time;

o pre-effectiveness audits of District Office Imput (DODI); and

o pre-and post-award audits of SSA Data Acquisition and

Response System (DARS).

Aimed at internal or employee-fraud and abuse activities are

some 240 staff years ($5.9 million) for internal security in

the district offices. Among other things, SSA is testing

procedures which will require the use of a personal identifi-

cation number for field staff to gain access to the computer.

systems. This will allow SSA to establish an audit trail for

all payment transactions.
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Furthermore, future audits of the Social Security Trust Fund

are proposed. There is a feeling that existing HBS Audit

Agency activities do not serve SSA's needs and that there is

very little coordination between the Audit Agency and SSA.

V Quality Control Reviews - (1794 Staff Years $50.0 Million)

Quality Control functions of the Old Age Survivors Disability

Insurance (OASDI) and SSI quality assurance systems are largely

maintained by the Office of Assessment. These systems provide

.information on the amount and causes of incorrect payments

and help formulate appropriate corrective action plans.

4/ Management Systems Review - (50 Staff Years $1.5 Million)

Efforts expended in this area include -systems security officers

in headquarters and regional offices to help insure that security

is integrated into the management processes of SSA. These

efforts are specifically aimed at internal or employee fraud.

5 Other - (4631 Staff Years $118.0 Million)

In this category efforts are devoted for SSI redeterminations.

The redetermination process verifies continued eligibility

and accuracy of payment amounts. The majority of resources

for this effort are located in SSA district offices. These

redeterminations are major SSA activities which have a fraud

deterrent and detection effort.
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HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION

GLOSSARY OF. PROGRAM TERMINOLOGY

1. An Aberrant Cost Study is a type of program validation review performed on specific
healWroviders reimbursed an a cost-related basis. Such a study is initiated when
statistical patternsindicate the need for onsite independent review of pertinent cost
centers.

2. The Annual Contractor Evaluation Report (ACER) is a formal appraisal of an individual
contractor's operations. Its preparation involves the synthesis of information from
a variety of sources including onsite reviews.

3. The Annual State Evaluation Report (ASER) is a formal evaluation of each Medicaid
State Agency's performance based on the State Assessment and other reviews.

4. Carriers are public or private organizations under contract to administer Medicare
Part Z (Supplementary Medical Insurance).

5. The Contractor Performance Evaluation Program (CPEP) provides for an annual onsite
appraisal of each medicare contractor. This appraisal involves Medicare Part A and/or
Part B reviews in a number of core areas.

6. The Cost Report Evaluation Program (CREP) is designed to measure the quality of
the intermediaries action in reviewing, adjusting, and settling hospital cost reports.

7. Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT) is a program included
in a 1967 amendment to the Medicaid law requiring states to insure the provision

of periodic screening, diagnols, and treatment to eligible children.

3. EPSDT Quality Control (QC) reviews are conducted on State EPSDT programs to insure
conformance with regulatory provisions.

9. Intermediaries are public or private organizations under contract to administer Medicare
Part A (Hospital Insurance).

10. The Medicaid Quality Control (MQC) Program provides for federal re-reviews of a
subsample of state MQC reviews in the areas of Medicaid eligibility determinations,
claims processing, and third-party liability.

11. The Medicare Part B Quality Control Program provides for federal re-reviews of a
subsample of carrier Part B Quality Assurance Reviews.

12. The Professional Standards Review Organization (PSRO) Program provides for a system
of peer review under Title XIB of the Social Security Act. Each Professional Standards
Review Organization (PSRO) is administered and controlled by local physicians who
evaluate the necessity and quality of medical care delivered within their area under
the Medicare, Medicaid, and Maternal and Child Health programs.

13. PSRO Assessments evaluate the effectiveness of PSRO performance.
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14. A Program Implementation Review is performed at States, Me4icare contractors,
or individual health providers when there are indications of unreasonable Medicare
or Medicaid reimbursements resulting from potential or perceived weaknesses in Medicaid
and Medicare program policy or operations.

15. State Assessments are onsite reviews of the performance of Medicaid State Agencies
in a number of core areas, e.g., claims processing, third party liability, eligibility
determinations, reimbursement/financial management, utilization control, and EPSDT.

16. A Systematic Abuse Review is conducted on non-institutional providers, i.e., those
reimbursed on a charge or fee-related basis, when there are indications that inappropriate
payments have been made.

17. Utilization Control Reviews evaluate the effectiveness of State utilization surveys
in which samples of individual patient files are selected for intensive analysis. These
surveys are resp-ired under Medicaid for those facilities that do not accept PSRO
decisions as binding.
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Health Care Financing Administration

$30.612 Million

(BCFA) 946.0 Staff Years-

HCFA's original submission revealed a total of 844.3 staff

years ($19.730 million) devoted.to combating fraud, abuse and

waste. HCFA reorganized in 1979 creating five major components

which now show an increase of 102.1 staff years devoted to

combating abuse and waste. HCFA's response was limited to

abuse and waste (inefficiency) since they are no longer respon-

sible for conducting fraud'investigations. The survey data

represent 20% of HFCA's total resources of approximately 4685

staff years.

General Description of Activities Resources Available
Staff'Years Cost (Millions)

Audits 44.0 $ 1.40 1/

Quality Control Review 256.0 8.196 2/

'tilization Reviews 8.0 .320 3,

Fiscal.Reviews 80.0 2.56 4/

-Audit-Related Matters 178.0 5.71 5/

Management Systems Reviews 10.0 .5766/

Other 370.0 11.85 7/
Other $ -gT-MY

1/ Audits (44 Staff Years $1.40 Million) - The Office of

Program Validation maintains audit activities in 3 areas.

They-are a) program implementation reviews, b) aberrant 
cost

studies and c) systematic abuse reviews. All-three activities
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follow audit protocols in looking at "operations" and "policies".

The Group Health Plans Operations Staff, Bureau of Program

Operations, also maintains audit of cost reports of group

health plans.

& Quality Control (QC) (256 Staff Years $.196 Million) -

HCFA has a Bureau of Quality Control which maintains the

Mediciad QC Program, EPSDT QC programs, Utilization Control

Review programs and the Part A and B Quality Assurance pro-

grams. Regional offices also provide support in the Mediciad

Quality Control (MQC) program, including federal re-reviews

of State MQC reviews, analysis and summary of State MQC

statistical reports; and Medicare Quality Control including

providers cost report evaluation program (CREP) and Part B

Quality Control sampling.

/ Utilization Review (8 Staff Years $.320 Million) - The

Bureau of Program Policy's Utilization Effectiveness Branch

reviews Medicaid State Plan changes; makes Utilization Review

Policy, and reviews Utilization Screens of Medicare contractors.

Y Fiscal Review (80 Staff Years $2.56 Million) - Efforts

are expended both at HCFA headquarters and field officials

in conducting and analyses of providers, groups of providers

or industry segments to identify aberrant benefit expenditures

patterns. HCFA also reviews reimbursement performance of

87-144 0 - 81 - 7
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contractors and state agencies, including interregional coordina-

tion and evaluation activities; develops and administers systems

for recovery of overpayments and reviews budget estimates from

state agencies (SA) and contractors. Other fiscal activities

include reviews of cost effectiveness and accounting aspects

of contractors and state agency ADP systems proposals; reviews.

of contractor and administrative costs; and reviews of states'

claims for Federal Financial Participation (FFP) in Medicaid

programs.

5/ Audit-Related Matters (178 Staff Years $5.71 Million)

The following HCFA components are involved in audit-related

activities.

a. Office of Financial Analysis - Acts as control point

for review and resolution of GAO and HHS-AA audits.

b. Division of Financial Analysis performs oversight of

Medicare/Medicaid audit resolutions; conducts audit

liaison for Bureau of Program Operations;

c. Office of Direct Reimbursement Technical support staff-

coordinate audits of direct-dealing providers.

d. HCFA Regional Offices - Office or Program Validation

staff conduct aberrant cost studies, program implementa-

tion reviews, systematic abuse reviews and sanction

activities. The headquarters staff for these same

activities maintain audit functions following audit

protocols.
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6 Management Systems Reviews (10 Staff Years $.576 Million -

The Office of Management Services maintains the Department's

Operation Management System (OMS) which monitors a number of

savings initiatives.

7/ Other (370.2 Staff Years $11.85 Million) - Captured in

this designation are all other on-going program functions which

work toward promoting economy and efficiency such as:

a. Division of Performance Evaluation (15 Staff Years -

$.480 Million) performs evaluation of contractors and

State agencies; maintains ACER, CPEP, and state assess-

ment programs; maintains oversight of regional office

evaluation of contractor and state agencies performance.

b. Division of Operations analyzes and evaluates nationwide

operating problems in Medicare and Medicaid problems;

including fixed price contracts.

c. Division of Systems Review and Evaluation reviews con-

tractor and state agency automated systems; evaluates

claims processing systems; and reviews request for

increased FFP and EDP changes and upgrades.

d. Corrective Actions Projects Division directs technical

assistance to State agencies or contractors for manage-

ment/systems improvement to reduce erroneous payments.

e. Division of Health Care Cost Containment established

and maintains limits on cost of hospitals, home health

agencies and skilled nursing facilities.
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f. Regional offices -

- performance of PSRO assessments

- conduct -of CPEP reviews; preparation of ACERS; other

contractor performance evaluations;

- performance of state assessments, reviews of State

plans and amendments; resolution of compliance issues;

other state agency evaluations.
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Office of Human Development Services (OHDS) - 397 Staff Years

14.195 Million

The Office of Human Development Services concentrate its major

effort to combat fraud, abuse and waste in three functional

areas; fiscal reviews, management/other reviews and audit or

audit-related activities.

General Description of Activities

Resources Available
Staff Years Cost (Millions)

Audit/Audit Related. 33.0 $ 1.155 1/

Fiscal Review 145.0 5.040 2/

Management/Other Reviews 219.0 8.0

Total 397.0 14.195

1/ Office of Management Services/Division of Grant and Contracts

Management maintains extensive follow-up procedures on audit

findings in the Head Start and Native American programs, also

current regulations mandate annual program/financial management

audits for these same two program areas. OHDS anticipates

to strengthen on-going audit resolution activities and inaugurate

a joint Head Start/Community Services Administration audit

process.

2 Office of Fiscal Operations (OFO) - Financial management

(grants management) specialists conduct extensive reviews of

the fiscal operations of grantees to assess their adherence
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to prescribed Federal, Departmental and OHDS policies and proce-

dures. These reviews are most often independent of program

reviews and oriented toward providing technical assistance

to grantees in the area of financial management procedures.

These reviews are most often independent of program reviews

and oriented toward providing technical assistance to grantees

in the area of financial management. In-depth cost analyses

are also conducted on EDS contracts.

3/ This category involves all those programmatic activities

such as those conducted by the Office of Program Coordination

and Review (OPCR) and program administrative functions within

the Administration for Children, Youth and Families, Adminis-

tration on Aging, Administration for Developmental Disabilities,

Administration for Native Americans and Work Incentive Program

both in headquarters and field. Mandated by OHDS internal

policy, program specialists conduct periodic on-site 
visits

to grantees to ensure program and policy directives 
are followed

and that grantees are in compliance with legislative requirements,

etc.
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Public Health Service (PHS) 347.0 Staff Years $9.981 Million

The Public Health Service responded to our survey with individual

agency response with coordinating effort by their Office of.

Management and Budget. The Center for Disease Control was

the only PHS unit which failed to provide any data for this

report.

General Description of Activities

Audits/Audit-Related Matters

Investigations

Fiscal Reviews

Quality Control Review

Utilization Reviews

Management Systems Review

Program Integrity

Other

Total

1/ Audits/Audit-Related Matters (34.4 Staf

Health Services Administration (NSA)

Resources Avai able
Staff Years Cost (Millions)

35.0 .861 1/

21.0 .632 2/

91.0 2.328

47.5 1.408

25.0 .983

58.0 1.756

17.0 .427

52.0 1.587

347.0 9.981

f Years S.861 Million)

a. Office of Fiscal Services - (7.0 Staff Years $.153 Million)

Conducts audits of Imprest Fund Cashiers; audits and examina-

tions of vouchers and other documents to ensure proper

charges and receipts for direct loans and interest subsidy
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payments; and also maintains audit report resolutions activi-

ties.

b. Indian Health Service - (4.5 Staff Years $.080 Million)-

Audits are conducted in conjunction with the Office of

Fiscal Services. Other activities include implementation

of new budgeting and cost accounting systems.

c. Bureau of Community Health Services (BCHS) - BCHS has no

auditors as such, but they have initiated a requirement

that all BCHS supported projects will have an annual CPA

audit. Even though this is contrary to established DHES

policy, which does not permit annual audits, BCHS believes

this is necessary for adequate monitoring and control.

Health Resources Administration (HRA)

a. Division of Grants and Procurement Management Cost Advisory

Board (1.9 Staff Years $.047 Million) - This staff of

professional accountants performs financial and general

business management reviews of grantee and contractor

organizations when there is evidence or substantial reason

to suspect that agency funds are being used improperly or

inefficiently. The results of these reviews are reported

to the requesting office, higher echelon agency officials,

or HHS' Office of Inspector General.

Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health (OASH)

a. Division of Material Management, ASC/OM - (2 Staff years

* $.043 Million) audit-related activities involve audits

resolution, review of contractor's invoices and vouchers
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to determine allowability and allocability of contractor's

cost billings.

b. Cost and Audit Management Branch (CAMB), DGC/ORM/OM (3 Staff

Years $.154 Million) - Responsible for 1) developing and

implementing policies and procedures for an effective manage-

ment and use of audit reports of PHS contracts and grant

awards; and 2) monitoring audit resolution and audit

recommendations implementation activities through an audit

follow-up system.

Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration (ADAMBA)

a. National Institute of Mental Health (NIMB), St. Elizabeth's

Hospital (SEH) (2.5 Staff Years $.065 Million) - Audit

activities are maintained by the Office of Special Audits,

an "internal Inspector General for SEH".

Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

a. Policy Management Staff, Office of Management and Operations,

Office of the Commissioner - conducts audits of program

operations to assure program integrity in conjunction with

investigations of internal programs.

PBS Regions

There is some regional audit activity in the Division of Bealth

Services Delivery/Clinical Consultation Branch, which includes

audits of medical and dental records, nursing, nutrition and

pharmacy services.
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Region IX's Division of Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health

programs conducts special quick assasments/audits of grantees.

2} Investigation - 20.7 Staff Years $4.632 Million

a. Pood and Drug Administration (FDA) - (18 Staff Years $.540

Million) - The Policy Management Staff, Office of Management

and Operations, conducts investigation of internal programs

and audits program operation to assure program integrity;

establishes policy and procedures for ADP security; and

reviews all appointments for compliance with conflict of

interest regulations.

b. Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration (ADAMBA)-

OM, Division of Personnel Management (.3 Staff Years $.008

Million) - Investigates DHHS hotline and conflict of interest

cases.

c. Health Services Administration (HSA) -

(1) Bureau of Medical Services (1 Staff Year $.025 Million)-

The Bureau is not an investigative body, however, it

does respond to investigations, conducted by others

including the Inspector General's "hotline" cases.

(2) Office of Contracts and Grants (OGC) (1 Staff Year $.038

Million) - In carrying out overview and surveillance

responsibilities the staff pursues through informal

investigations, matters brought to its attention or

identified in the course of its normal activities that
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require or warrant fuller assessment. Matters deemed

important to agency management are brought to the

attention of the Administrator, his staff or the DHHS

Inspector General.

d. Office of Assistant secretary for Health (OASH) - Cost and

Audit Management Branch (CAMB) DGC/ORM/OM - (.4 Staff Years

$.021 Million) - CAMB is responsible for monitoring the

resolution of Office of Investigation's (01) reports forwarded

to them by the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations.

CAMB reviews the reports to determine what administrative

actions should be pursued, and acts as a liaison between

the involved PHS agencies and 01. The investigations involve

primarily fraud and program abuse, although instances of

waste have been documented by the investigations.

e. National Institutes of Health (NIH), Office of Administration,

Division of Management Survey and Review - (12 Staff Years

$.455 Million) - This office investigates specific problem

areas at the request of top management. This staff also

provides advice and assistance to OD staff and operating

officials on management problems.



SClil:DUL. OF RESOURCES WITHIN lillS AIMED
AT REDICING FRAUJ AlBSEAND WASTE

Audit-Related Matters

Fiscal review

aagement Review

Utilization Review

Quality Control

Program Integrity

Audit

Investigation

Subtotal

Total

SSA HCFA 0HDS

;taff Cost (III Staff Cost (In Staff Cost (In Staff Cost (In Staff Cost (in

'ears Millions) Years Millions) Years Millions) Years Millions) Years Millions)

17.0 $ .640 178.0 $ 5.710 2.0 $ .074 27.0 $ .588

135.0 4.370 80.0 2.56 145.0 5.040 91.0 2.328

72.0 2.799 50.0 $ 1.500 10.0 .576 58.0 1.756

9.0 .228 8.0 .320 25.0 .983

1794.0 50.0 256.0 8.196 48.0 1.408

17.0 .427

49.0 1.747 4631.0 118.0 370.0 11.850 219.0 8.0 52.0 1.587

742.0 32.897 464.0 12.600 44.0 1.400 31.0 1.081 8.0 .272

181.0 7.958 1487.0 140.00 21.0 .632

1205.0

11321

$ 50.639

$427.527

8426.0 $322.100 946.0 $ 30.612 397.0 $ 14.19! 347.0 $9.981
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APPENDIX C

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL -- DHHS
HEALTH CARE AND SYSTEMS REVIEW

HCSR INDENTIFIED RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROGRAM CHANGE

Audit number

A.

B.

C.

1. 13-02608

2. 15-00200

3. 15-90250

4. 06-02001

5. 13-12614

6. 12-13087

7. 04-03001

8. 12-13076

9. 12-13105

Date Agency Subject

2-4-80 OHDS Runaway Youth Follow-up,
memo to Manuel Caballo
Deputy Assistant Secretary

6-25-80 SSA Assessmentof Problems found
in the computer process
of SS Enumeration System
(attached to letter to Ted
Murchek from Sheila Brand)

8-22-80 GC Memo to General Counsel re:
Cost Disclosure Requirement.

3-31-80 SSA Review of proceduers for
Reimbursing GSA from non-
recurring reimbursable
work authorizations

6-13-80 HCFA Management of Personal Care
Services Authorized under
Title XIX

6-30-80 SSA Report on State Practices
in refunding the Federal
Portion of Recovered Over-
payments

8-80 HCFA Report on Need for More
Restrictive Policy &
Procedures Covering
Medicare Reimbursement for
Medical Services by Hos-
pital-Based Physicians

10-15-80 SSA Report on Review of Title II
Benefit Payment Withdrawls
& Disbursement by SSA

10-23-80 OS Review of Cash Management
Practices DFAFS

11-3-80 HCFA Report on Review of the
Implementation of the
Requirements for Teaching
Physicians to Qualify for
Reimbursement Under Medicare
and Medicaid

12-1-80 DHHS Review of Internal Controls
Overpayment of Overtime

12-2-80 ASMB Reduction in Energy Use by
HHS



APPENDIX D
A Partial List of Statutes Under Which

Medicare/Medicaid Fraud Could Be Prosecuted

NI EDICARE/M EDICAID MAXIMUM PENALTY
STATUTE CAPTION CASES FINE JAIL

1. 18 U.S.C. § 285 (1970)

2. 18 U.S.C. § 286 (1970)

3. 18 U.S.C. § 287 (1970)

4. 18 U.S.C. § 371 (1970)

5. 18 U.S.C. 5 495 (1976)

6. 18 U.S.C. § 1001 (1976)

Taking or using papers relat-
ing to claims. * ,

Conspiracy to defraud the
Governet with respect to
Claims.

False, fictitious or fraudulent
claims.

Comspiracy to commit offense
or to dvraud it eicd States.

Contracts, deeds and powers of
attorney [forgery].

Stateneints or entries gen.
Oraliy.

$5.000

110,000

United States v. Catena, 500
F.?d 1319 (3d Cir. 197-1). cert.
denied, -119 1.,S. 11)17.

nlited States v. Radesky, 535
F.2d 55i (1i0th Cir. 1976), cert.
4enied, '129 U.S. 1421 (1976).

Ul t'c Suttes v. Cordon, 518
F."d 4.3 (Hili C: . 1977).

Unlite. States v. P adlmk)
(cited above;

United States f. Ne.n., 523
F.2d 771 (

t
hl *... . c.ri). .

rniied. 12!9 1. 817 (1976).

5 yrs.

10 yrs.

$10,'C*)0 5 yrs

Sto000J. S yrs.

$1.000

$10,000

10 yrs.

5 yr;



7. 18 U.S.C. §1002 (1976)

8. I1a U.S.C. 3134 1 (Supp. 1
1977)

9. 18 U.S.c. §1961 (stipp. I
1977)

I'otssiion or fatls patlk-ra to
udefrautd United Stattest.

Frautd% atnd swindles (mail
frattud

IDtiti its [Rackecer Iitllu.
cltted and (;ot4ttpt Orgtn iza.
dionsi.

1,li1ied statc., V'. INIA1k j1, 505

United States~ , Peersn. 488
F.2d 6.15 (5th Cir. 1974), ceTI.
denied. 411W U.S.'828.

litell .Stitiv v. Ma~taniky. -182
F.21! I J 19 (9th Cir. 1 973). cerf.

den if-itd. 1 .1 I.S. 11139.

Unitd State(,t (:. Iacy 75

.21 101 (901 Cir. 1971).

United Stattes v. I1Itidewk -17
F.2d .17 (th Cir. 1972).

Ulnited Sttes' v. Mant,,z '15

F.2td *'91i (5t (ir. I1972), rerl.

Ifidijgd Stwie v.. (iiakittaki,
+19 F..d 315 (5th Cir. 19171).

1i lidted Sta~tes v. R~ktlct ~ky
(cited above).

S 10.000

S 1,(00

325,00o1

5 yT.

5 yr.

20 yr..



NIEDI(:ARE/MEDICAID MAXIMUM PENALTY
STATUTE CApTriON CASES FINE JAIL

11. 26 U.S.C. 1 62(c)(3)

(Stipcp. 1 19)77)

1 2. 26 I .S.C. § 72011 (I170)

14. 31 U.S.C. § 231 (19176)

C:ontcealmttci retim-.:c, or mu*
ilatioct geticrally.

Iracle or ltisisiess Excpense
KitklLcks. Rebcates ilnd Bribes
mkiler Medic ate and Medicaid.

At tempt it) evade or dlefeat
la..

Liablility oif liersis mtaking
fa:a Cl im os.

$2.000

I (tilted Stles V. Smith (cited
abhove).

Unlited States V. iPetcrson. 508
F.2d .15 (5th Cir. 1975). cert.
den~ied, 123 U.S. 830.

$w(1.0 .) 5 yrs.

Forfeit $2,000; plus dou.
hle damages; plus costs
or suit.

tliled suttes V. on~fgs IDrtgs.
fic.., 'IlI F.Supps. I11.1 (S.D.
Cal. 19(76).

*lthiec Statt-s v. hilu. r19761
3 1 el itare/Meclcitaic (CCH)
I 2t(,11X5.

1.1. 31 U.S.C. § 232 (1976)

15. -1- U.S.C. § 1016 (Stipp. IV
19171)

16. -12 U.S.C. § -10H (Supp. IV
19(71)

~iab~ility of psersoncs makinig
rake daIsi u tits: p~rocedusre.

Rep rese citnti (ir claimn tns
bdftre Seacary.

l'mtalt ies [for fratid tinder thte
fedelI ()ldsl.,e Stirvivors,

Uited c St atc.1 v. I 'mig's Drtigs
(Citedl albove).

I Initeci States v. Radcetsky
(thed abhove).

S 1.1100
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APPENDIX E

ADMINISTRATIVE SANCTIONS

I. Employee Misconduct

A. PROSCRIBED CONDUCT BY DHHS EMPLOYEES

Generally: Conduct of DHHS employees is regulated by
rules from a variety of sources. Foremost among these are OPM
regulations (5 CFR Part 735) directing each agency to issue
standards of conduct covering its own employees (and detailing
certain offenses which must, at a minimum, be proscribed by the
agency) and the DEHS Standards of Conduct issued under this directive
(45 CFR Part 73). In addition, various statutes carrying criminal
penalties or requiring mandatory administrative action impose
limits on employee conduct. Finally, miscellaneous OPM regulations
and executive orders further circumscribe federal employee
responsibilities and conduct. Each of the above regulations,
statutes and executive orders is discussed individually below.

OPM DIRECTIVES AND DHHS STANDARDS OF CONDUCT:

The DHHS Standards of Conduct reflect prohibitions and
requirements imposed by criminal and civil laws of the
United States. The list of proscribed offenses contained in
the Departmental Standards is comprehensive, but is expressly
not exhaustive. The Standardsspecify that violation of any
provisions contained therein may be cause for administrative
disciplinary action in addition to any other penalty prescribed
by law. Disciplinary actions available to each supervisor
are outlined in the next section of this paper.

The specific activities prohibited by the Standards of
Conduct are as follows:

1. Gifts, Entertainment Favors: An employee may not
accept or solicit contributions, gifts or anything of monetary
value from anyone who conducts or is seeking to conduct business
with the agency. In addition, an employee may neither solicit nor
make contributions for gifts to an official supervisor, nor may a
supervisor accept such gifts. Violation of the statute governing
gifts to supervisors may subject the employee to criminal penalties
under 5 U.S.C. 7351. (Of course, there are exceptions for birthday
gifts, farewell gifts, and the like). Upon conviction, the
statute mandates removal from the federal service. In addition,
5 U.S.C. 7342 and the Standards prescribed circumstances in which
an employee may accept gratuities from foreign governments which
would otherwise be prohibited by Article I, section 9 of the
United States Constitution.

2. Outside Activities: Generally, an employee is
prohibited from engaging in outside activities which are
incompatible with the full discharge of his official duties.
Such activities include acceptance of fees or compensation
where acceptance creates an actual or apparent conflict
of interest. However, employees are encouraged to engage in
teaching, lecturing, writing and the 3ike where the activity
is undertaken in a personal capacity, on the employee's own
time, and in conformance with the requirements governing
advance approval.
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Certain criminal statutes also prohibit specific outside
activities by federal employees:

o Acceptance of compensation for services as a federal
employee from a source other than the U.S. Government
may subject the employee to a $5,000 fine and/or one
year's imprisonment (18 U.S.C. 209).

o Prohibition against an employee representing another
in prosecuting claims against the Government which
imposes a maximum penalty of $10,000, two years'
imprisonment or both (18 U.S.C. 205).

o Prohibition against an employee's receiving compensation
for representing another in prosecuting claims,
contracts, rulings, etc. which imposes a maximum
penalty of $10,000 and two years' imprisonment,
and removal (18 U.S.C. 203).

3. Financial Interests: An employee or any member of his
immediate family is prohibited from having financial interests which
conflict or appear to conflict with the employee's official
Government duties. Participation by the employee in any matter
in which he, his family, or any organization with which he is
affiliated has a financial interest may subject the employee to
criminal penalties under 18 U.S.C. 208. Finally, an employee
may not engage in any financial transaction in which he is
relying primarily on information obtained through Government
employment.

As a corollary to the above prohibitions, certain employees
are required to report substantial financial interests under the
DHES Standards. Also, the Departmental Ethics Counselor may
waive the financial interest provisions as to certain holdings.

The procedures for resolving any conflicts within the
financial provisions are enumerated at 45 CFR 73.735-904.
Possible methods to be employed by the Department in the event
of violation of the financial interest provisions are:

a. Disqualification from participation in the matter;

b. Change of assignment;

c. Waiver;

d. Mandating that the employee hold the funds in
trust;

e. Requiring divestiture of the interest;

f. Termination of the employee.
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4. Use of Government Funds: Employees may not improperly
use travel, payroll or other vouchers on which Government payment
is based. In addition, an employee may not fail to account for
funds which are entrusted to him. Violation of any of the above
may subject the employee to criminal penalties under 18 U.S.C. 508
and 18 U.S.C. 643 (counterfeiting transportation requests and
failure to account for public money, respectively).

5. Use of Goverment Property: Employees may not use or
approve the use of government property for other than official
purposes. In addition to this general proscription, there is a
specific statutory prohibition against private use of government
vehicles, at 31 U.S.C. 638(a). Under that statute, willful
unauthorized use of a government.vehicle imposes a mandatory
suspension of at least one month, with provison for a longer
supsension or removal from office if circumstances warrant.

6. Misuse of Information: (a) Classified Information: An
employee may not release classified information to anyone other
than an authorized recipient. Unlawful release of classified
information carries criminal penalties under 18 U.S.C. 789.

(b) Confidential Information: Unauthorized release of
confidential financial information in the hands of the government
(for example, trade secrets of corporations) violates the
provisions of 18 U.S.C. 1905, which imposes a maximum penalty of
$1,000 fine, one year's imprisonment and removal.

(c) Privacy Act: Section (i) of the Privacy Act imposes
criminal penalties for willfully disclosing information subject
to the Act. (5 U.S.C. 552a(i)).

Cd) Unauthorized Use of Documents: There is a general
statutory prohibition against using documents relating to
official duties in an unauthorized manner. The penalty is
five years' imprisonment or $5,000 or both (18 U.S.C. 285).

7. Indebtedness: Employees are required to pay just
financial obligations in a proper and timely fashion. Failure
to do so, which reflects badly on the Government, or causes
an official to devote substantial amounts of time to dealing with
the employee's creditors may result in a disciplinary action
against the employee.

8. Gambling, Betting and Lotteries: An employee is
barred from engaging in gambling (including lotteries) while
on Government-owned or leased property. In addition, employees
may not solicit contributions or engage in commercial soliciting
and vending, except as provided for in 45 CFR 73.735-305.
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9. Engaging in Riots or Civil Disorders: Persons convicted
of participating in a riot or civil disorder may not be hired or
continue employment in the federal service (5 U.S.C. 7313).
Information regarding such a conviction is to be referred directly
to the Director of Policy and Evaluation at OPM, who will direct the
agency to remove the employee.

10. Political Activities of Employees: There are detailed
regulations and statutes governing just what political activity
may be engaged in by federal employees, both on and off government
property. Although these proscriptions are too numerous to recite
here, some, such as using one's official position to influence an
election, or making illegal political contributions, carry a
maximum penalty of removal (5 U.S.C. 7323-7325). There are
criminal penalties applicable as well.

11. Other Prohibitions: In addition to the above specific
prohibitions, the Standards of Conduct generally proscribe
conduct which might result in, or create the appearance of:

a. Using public office for private gain;

b. According any person preferential treatment;

c. Impeding government efficiency:

d. Losing impartiality;

e. Rendering a Government decision outside official
channels; or

f. Affecting adversely on the integrity of the
government.

The Standards of Conduct expressly provide that violation
of any of the above provisions may be cause for disciplinary
action. The official responsible for.determining if and what
action should be taken should consider the objectives of the
law: to deter similar offenses and maintain high standards of
conduct. The various disciplinary actions available are discussed
later.

MISCELLANEOUS STATUTORY PROSCRIPTIONS

In addition to those prohibitions enumerated in the Standards
of Conduct (and related statutory requirements), there are a
variety of statutes which bear on employee conduct. These are
briefly summarized below.
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1. Bribery: Prohibition against bribery of a public
official carrying a maximum penalty of $20,000 (or three times
the value of the bribe), and 15 years' imprisonment and removal.
(18 U.S.C. 201).

2. Acceptance or solicitation to Position: Prohibition
against acceptance or solicitation to obtain public office, with
a penalty of $1,000, one year's imprisonment or both. (18 U.S.C.
211).

3. Lobbying: Prohibition against lobbying with appropriated
funds, with a maximum penalty of $500, one year's imprisonment and
removal. (18 U.S.C. 1913).

4. Disloyalty and Striking: Prohibition against disloyalty
and striking, carrying a maximum penalty of $1,000 and one year and
one day's imprisonment and removal. (5 U.S.C. 7311, 18
U.S.C. 1918).

5. Communist Organization Membership: Prohibition against
employment of a member of a Communist organization carrying a
maximum penalty of $10,000 ten years' imprisonment and removal.
(50 U.S.C. 784).

6. Intoxicants: Prohibition against habitual use of
alcohol to excess, which imposes a maximum penalty of removal.
(5 U.S.C. 7352). (OPM regulations and Internal DHHS instructions
require that the agency provide an opportunity for the
employee to seek rehabilitation before disciplinary action
is taken.)

7. Franking Privilege: Misuse of franking privilege
imposes a maximum penalty of $300 fine. (18 U.S.C. 1719).

8. Deceit in Personnel Action: Prohibition against deceit
in examination or personnel action, carrying a maximum penalty of
$1,000 and one year's imprisonment. (18 U.S.C. 1917).

9. Fraud, False Statements: Prohibition against fraud and
false statements which imposes a maximum penalty of $10,000 and
five years' imprisonment. (18 U.S.C. 1001).

10. Destruction of Public Documents: Prohibition against
mutilating or destroying public records, carrying a maximum
penalty of $2,000, ten years' imprisonment and removal. (18 U.S.C.
2971).

11. Embezzlement and Theft: Prohibition against embezzlement
and theft of Government money, property or records, with a
penalty of $10,000, ten years' imprisonment, or both, (18 U.S.C. 641).

12. Wrongful Conversion: Prohibition against wrongfully
converting property, with a penalty of fine equalling the amount
embezzled, imprisonment for up to ten years or both. (18 U.S.C.
654).
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13. Foreign Agents Registration Act: Prohibition against an
employee acting as an agent of a foreign principal registered
under the Foreign Agents Registration Act. (18 U.S.C. 219).

MISCELLANEOUS NON-STATUTORY PROSCRIPTIONS

In addition to prohibitions on conduct which are imposed by
statute there are others arising from executive orders, and
miscellaneous OPM rules and regulations. Some of these are:

1. Misconduct Generally: OPM regulations prohibit
criminal, infamous, dishonest, immoral or notoriously dis-
graceful conduct. (5 CPR 731.202(b)). OPM may use this as a
basis to instruct an agency to summarily remove an employee
during that employee's probationary period. In addition, OPM
may disqualify an employee on the basis of:

a. Intentional false statements,

b. Refusal to furnish testimony,

c. Abuse of narcotics and controlled substances,

d. Reasonable doubt as to the employee's loyalty, or

e. Any statutory disqualification.

2. Unauthorized Absence: An agency may, under Chapter
751 of the Federal Personnel Manual, take disciplinary
action against employees who abuse the rules governing leave.

3. Executive Order 11222: as amended, prescribes general
standards of ethical conduct for government officers and employees.
Most of the pertinent provisions of this Order have been reproduced
in the DHHS Standards of Conduct.

4. Executive Order 10577: amended the civil service rules
so as to prohibit an employee from influencing anyone to withdraw
from competing for a position in the federal service.

The above statutes, regulations, manual provisions and
executive orders are by no means an exhaustive reference for
potential misconduct warranting administrative action against
an employee. However, they do include all of the prosciptions
contained in the major compilations of regulation of employee conduct.
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B. ADMINISTRATIVE SANCTIONS AVAILABLE

There are a number of disciplinary actions available to
a supervisor in the event of employee misconduct. They
include admonishment, reprimand, reassignment, suspension,
demotion, removal and forced leave. Among these, suspension,
demotion and removal are "adverse actions" requiring that
the agency accord the employee specified procedural safeguards.
It should be noted that these procedural safeguards are not
applicable when adverse action is taken against an employee
in the excepted service. Brief explanations of each disciplinary
action, and the accompanying procedural requirements follow.

1. Admonishment (Written or Oral): Admonishment is an
informal disciplinary action, in which a supervisor, either orally
or in writing, dicusses a given problem with the employee.
No record of the admonishment may be placed in the employee's
Official Personnel Folder. It may, however, be used to help
support a more severe administrative action at a later date.

2. Official Reprimand: Although an Official Reprimand is
not an adverse action within the meaning of relevant OPM
regulations, it is more severe than a mere admonishment, so the
employee is afforded an opportunity to respond. The procedure is
basically as follows. A Notice of Proposal to Reprimand
(detailing the grounds for the action) is sent by a supervisor
to the employee. The employee then has 15 days to submit a
reply to the allegations. The decision whether to reprimand
should be made, in writing, within 15 days of receipt of the
employee's response. The employee does not have a right of appeal of
an Official Reprimand. However, he or she may file a grievance under
the internal Departmental grievance procedures outlined in HHS
Personnel instruction 771. Also, if the Official Reprimand
is later used as a basis for a future adverse action, it is
then reviewabl6. Finally, the Official Reprimand becomes a
part of the employee's Official Personnel Folder for two
years from the date of issuance, at which time it is expunged.

3. Suspension for 14 Days or Less: All suspensions
are adverse actions, but the length of time the employee is
placed in a status without duties or pay determines the
procedural rights to which he is entitled. If the suspension
is for 14 days or less, then the employee must receive
advance written notice, be granted a reasonable time to
respond orally and/or in writing, and be given the right to
have a representative present if desired. In addition, the
employee may file an internal grievance concerning any final
decision to suspend. However, he has no right of appeal outside
the Department. Finally, the decision to suspend becomes a
permanent part of the employee's Official Personnel Folder.
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The standard for .imposing a suspension for 14 days or
less is statutorily set at 5 U.S.C. 7503(a), which reads, in
part, ". . .an employee may be suspended for 14 days or less
for such cause as will promote the efficiency of the service
(including discourteous conduct to the public. . ."). The
Federal Personnel Manual Chapter 752 elaborates only slightly
on this general standard. It states that a cause for disciplinary
action is a "recognizable offense against the employer-
employee relationship." Further, the decision to suspend may
not be based on any of the prohibited reasons outlined at 5
U.S.C. 2302 (discrimination, reprisal for whistleblowing or
exercise of any right by the employee, etc.).

4. Removal, Suspension for 15 Days or more, Reduction in
Grade or Pay; Before imposing one of these severe sanctions, an
employee must be afforded the following procedural protections:
detailed notice of the proposed action (at least 30 days unless
there is an emergency), an opportunity to respond orally and in
writing to a designated official of the agency, representation
by anyone of the employee's choosing, and an agency decision
based solely on reasons specified in the notice. The employee
also has the right to appeal the final determination to the
Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB), or to file a grievance
under a negotiated grievance procedure.

The statutory standard for imposition of the above
penalties is, again, a broad one. Section 7513 of title 5
of the U.S. Code permits such action "only for such cause as
will promote the efficiency of the service." Decisions by
the MSPB have made clear that there must be some nexus
between the employee's performance or off-duty conduct and
the agency's ability to discharge it duties/responsibilities,
in order for a suspension to be upheld. (There is an exception,
in that the agency may take into account an employee's
conviction of a crime.) In addition, there are certain
statutes, enumerated above, which mandate the removal of
an employee for conviction of certain crimes. Otherwise,
the decision whether to take such adverse action is left to
the manager or supervisor.

5. Forced Leave: Under certain circumstances, the
agency may force an employee to take leave. Generally, the
agency may do so in an emergency situation constituting an
immediate threat to Government property or to the well-being
of the employee, his fellow workers or to the public; and
when the agency has not had an opportunity to appraise the
situation and decide whether to initiate suspension or
removal action. In such circumstances, 5 CFR 752.404(d)(3)
authorizes the agency to place the employee in an administrative
leave status. This provision may not be used during an
investigation of the employee for wrongdoing (prior to a
final decision to suspend or remove). In that instance, an
agency must observe the appropriate procedural safeguards
governing suspensions.
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II. DEBARMENT AND SUSPENSION:

The major methods available to the Department for guarding
against misconduct by outside entities doing business with DHHS
are debarment and suspension. 'Debarment" is defined as an
exclusion from Government contracting and subcontracting for a
reasonable, specified period of time. "Suspension' is defined
as a temporary disqualification from Government contracting and
subcontracting for a temporary period of time because a concern
is suspected of engaging in criminal, fraudulent or seriously
improper conduct. It is important to note that these actions are
designed to protect the interests of the Government, and are
not intended for use as penalties or punishment. Generally,
the Federal Procurement Regulations and DHHS regulations
promulgated thereunder, outline the causes and procedures
for debarment and suspension of contractors. In addition,
DHHS has issued regulations authorizing debarment and suspension
of recipients of financial assistance (grantees) from the
Department. As a practical matter, although the above
procedures for excluding contractors and grantees have been
in effect for several years, there have been extremely few
actions initiated under them. Recognizing that this problem
existed throughout the executive branch, the Office of
Management and Budget has recently circulated proposed
procedures for debarment which would apply government-wide.
Each of the above regulatory schemes is discussed individually
below.

Debarment and Suspension of Contractors

Debarment: Current Federal Procurement Regulations at
41 CFR 1-6TT0, et seq, set forth the cause for debarment,
as well as the procedures to be followed. The Departmental
regulations governing such debarments (41 CFR 31.6) do not
deviate significantly from the FPR requirement. In short, a
contractor may-be debarred for the following:

1. Conviction of a criminal offense incident to a
contract;

2. Conviction of embezzlement, theft, bribery, forgery,
falsification or destruction of documents, or any
other offense indicating a lack of business integrity;

3. Conviction under the Antitrust statutes;

4. Serious violation of provisions of a previous
contract;

5. Any other cause affecting responsibility as a Government
contractor of serious enough nature as may be determined
by the head of the agency to warrant debarment; or

6. Debarment by any other agency.
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Debarments operate to exclude the contractor from contracting
with any office of the Department. Although no ceiling is
imposed by the regulations on the duration of the exclusion, a
debarment must be for a reasonable, definite period of time,
commensurate with the seriousness of the offense, generally
not to exceed three years.

Within the Department, decisions to debar are made by the
Director, Office of Procurement and Materiel Management of the
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Administration and Management.
That office also provides contractors with a detailed notice of
proposed debarment, and an opportunity for a full hearing prior.
to exclusion. Therefore, any information which suggests cause
for debarment of a given contractor or subcontractor should be
referred, together with a documented file of the case, to the
above Director.

Suspension of Contractors: A suspension is a disqualification
from contracting for a temporary period of time when a firm is
suspected of engaging in criminal, fraudulent or seriously
improper conduct. The suspicion of wrongful conduct must be
based "upon adequate evidence." The Federal Procurement
Regulations require that in determining whether adequate
evidence exists, the following should be considered:

a. Amount of credible evidence of contractor's failures
available;

b. Any corroborating evidence of important allegations;

c. Examination of basic documents such as contracts,
correspondence, etc.

Cause sufficient for suspension of a contractor parallels
that for debarment. Therefore, if there is a suspicion, upon
adequate evidence, of conduct by a contractor constituting a
cause for debarment, the agency may suspend. In addition, suspension
by one agency may be used to support sudpension by another.

The duration of any suspension must be a temporary period
pending the completion of an investigation, and any legal proceedings
that may ensue. In no event may a suspension last for more than
18 months, unless prosecution has been initiated during that time
period.

Both suspension and debarment serve to disqualify the
contractor, and in some cases, its affiliates, from contracting
with any part of the Department for the duration of the action.

Debarment and Suspension of Grantees

Debarment: In 1980, DRHS implemented regulations authorizing
the debarment and suspension of individuals and institutions from
eligibility to receive grants or financial assistance under
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departmental discretionary programs. (45 CFR Part 76). The
grounds for debarring or suspending a grantee are similar
to those listed in the Federal Procurement Regulations pertaining
to contractors. Again, such debarments are not intended to be
punitive, but rather are intended to protect the interests of
the Government.

Final decisional authority as to whether to debar a
given grantee rests with the Secretary, and has not been
delegated. Hearings, if requested, are conducted by a
Hearing Officer, but the ultimate decision is in the hands
of the Secretary. Therefore, any referrals for possible
debarment or suspension of a grantee should be sent to the
office of the Secretary.

The regulations place no ceiling on the duration of debarment,
but again, advise that the duration should be commensurate with the
seriousness of the grantee's offense. Also, a debarment of a
grantee operates to exclude that institution from direct receipt
of grant funds, as well as contracts, subcontracts or subgrants
under any form of financial assistance awarded by DHHS. Therefore,
an entity contracting with an HHS grantee may be debarred.

Suspension of Grantees: The standard required to institute
suspension of grantees is a general one--where the Secretary
believes reasonable grounds for debarment exist (or there is an
outstanding indictment for one of the enumerated criminal offenses)
and immediate action is necessary in order to protect the
interests of the Government, the Secretary may order a suspension.
The maximum duration of the suspension varies depending on the
grounds for the suspension. Generally, however, debarment proceedings
should be commenced within six months. If a suspension is based
on a criminal indictment, it may continue until completion of the
criminal proceedings (or 18 months). Again, suspensions bar
entities from receiving direct grant funds, subgrants or
contracts with DHHS grantees.

Proposed OMB Regulations

On July 16, 1981, OMB circulated for comment proposed
regulations governing debarment and suspension of contractors.
The most notable feature of these regulations is that a
debarment or suspension imposed by any one agency in the
Executive Branch would operate to exclude the debarred
individual or institution from contracting with all
executive agencies. In addition, the regulationflould
impose uniform procedures for initiating debarments and
suspensions.
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III. PROGRAM SPECIFIC AND MISCELLANEOUS ADMINISTRATIVE SANCTIONS

Various programs within the Department may take specific
administrative action in the event of employee misconduct, or
wrongdoing by a participant in the program. For example, fraud
against the Medicare, Medicaid or Title XX programs may result
in suspension from any or all of those programs. In a similar
vein, wrongdoing in the context of a particular grant or contract
may result in suspension from that grant, or termination of the
contract. Finally, failure to follow the rules for release of
documents under the Freedom of Information process may result in
sanctions against the employee. Each of these is discussed
below.

1. Medicare, Medicaid, Title XX (Grants to States for
Social Services): Section 1128 of the Social Security Act
provides for exclusion of certain individuals convicted of
related crimes from participation in Medicare, Medicaid or
Title XX programs. When the Secretary determines that an
individual has been convicted of a crime related to any of
the above programs, the perpetrator of the crime will be
automatically barred from Medicare. In addition, the Secretary
will notify state agencies of the conviction, and require
that the agency bar the same individual from Title XX and
Medicaid. The Department will also notify appropriate state
licensing agencies, requesting that they both investigate
the individual or institution, and keep the Department
apprised of any action taken.

2. Medicare Only: Section 1862(d) of the Social Security
Act preclues p ts for any services provided by one who
has submitted false statements, bills for unnecessary services,
or bills substantially in excess of customary charges to
Medicare. Determinations made pursuant to this section are
transmitted to state agencies participating in Medicaid.

3. General Rights of the Government with regard to Grants:
In addition to debarment and suspension of grantees, the Government
has a number of lesser administrative actions available to it in
the event of wrongdoing by a grantee, or mistake by the Government.
Although each arises from a substantial body of case law, I will
just mention them here. The Government has a right:

a. To enforce terms and conditions of grants by:
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1. Termination of the contract for the convenience
of the Government;

2. Termination of the contract for default by the
contractor;

3. Deletion of work required of the contractor by
a Change Order;

4. The Government may order a contractor to suspend
or delay work under a contract (may be used to
prohibit the contractor from incurring additional
costs while under investigation);

5. Government may recover under any bond posted by
the contractor.

b. Remedies Based Primarily on Common Law:

1. Withholding payment and set-off (if funds are
erroneously paid);

2. Recission and cancellation of the contract (if a
contract is obtained by bribery, or award is tainted
by conflict of interest, the contract may be avoided
by the Government).

5. Freedom of Information Act: The Act provides for
disciplinary action against individuals who arbitrarily or
capriciously withhold requested documents under the Act.
(5 U.S.C. 552a(4)(F)). A prerequisite to such an action is
that a court orders production of wrongfully withheld documents,
finds that there is cause to believe that the agency acted
abitrarily and capriciously, and instructs the MSPB to investigate.
The MSPB and not the agency initiates disciplinary action under
this section.
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APPENDIX F

EMORANDUM DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF TIHE SECRETARY

o Office of Investigations.Staff DATE: September 14, 1978
Office of Program Integrity Staff

Inspector General
Assistant Administrator for Program Integrity

sUzjar Revised OI/OPI Operating Statement

During the summer of 1977, vith the establishment of the
Office of ihd Inspector General and the Health Care Financing
Administration, it -became clear that in the area of criminal
fraud investigations, both the Office of Investigations of
the Inspector General's Staff and the Office of Program
Integrity, HCFA, had been carrying out many similar functions.

In order to more clearly define roles and-responsibilities.
during this period of change,- an operating statement was
signed by the Inspector General and the Acting Assistant
Administrator of Program Integrity. .

As the two organizations have implemented their respective
functions, it has become necessary to more fully define the
respective roles. Therefore, we have prepared and signed a
new operating statement reflecting our revised responsibili-
ties. This new operating statement supersedes the August 24,
1977 operating statement for OI and OPI.

In establishing the new procedures, we recognize there will
be an interim period during which cases presently being worked
by OPI must be handled in one of the following ways:

1. Cases already referred to U. S. Attorneys by OPI will be
completed by OPI.

2. Cases under oin active field i v stigation by OPI wiill
or stay with OPI dependingon th_ of

developmental work alreaddone by DPI. OPI will complete
EH5EE'"Css wihe re continued DPI wvork will result in the
most effective handling of the case. This could be for
a variety of reasons including the extent of work completed,
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special knowledge or expertise on the part of OPI staff
involved, and the extent of informal contact which has
already occurred with U. S. -Attorney. The final decision
on these cases should be reached jointl by or/OPI Regional
Staffs. In the event that a joint decision can-M
reached, the case should be referred to OI/OPI Central
Offices for a decision.

3. Cases where sufficient preliminary review has established
clearly that a case of potential fraud exists will be
referred to 01. :

We believe that this transition can be accomplished smoothly
and that these interim procedures will enable us to handle
all cases now being worked by OPI efficiently, so that the
transfer of fraud cases to 01 can be achieved as rapidly as
possible.

The attached Memorandum of Understanding will be effective.
October 1, 1978.

Thomas D. Morris Don.E. Nicholson
Inspector General Assistant Administrator for

Program Integrity

Attachment
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OPERATING STATEMENT

OFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL/OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS

HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION/
OFFICE OF PROGRAM INTEGRITY

MEDICARE-MEDICAID FRAUD

I. Introduction

This statement sets out guidelines for a cooperative
effort to control Medicare/Medicaid fraud by the Office
of the Inspector General's Office of Investigations (01)
and the Bealth Care Financing Administiation's Program
Integrity Staff (OPI). By law and regulation, the
Inspector General has the responsibility to supervise,
coordinate and provide direction for investigations
relating to all-the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare-(HEW) programs. To meet this responsibility,
the IG's Office of Investigations is staffed by pro-
fessionally qualified criminal investigatErs who are
responsible for all departmental.criminal investigatrons.
The Health Care Financing Administration's (HCFA) Program
Integrity Staff brings to this effort professional staff
with extensive program knowledge who have demonstrated
a strong capability and experience in developing and
investigating cases of Medicare and Medicaid fraud and
abuse. These guidelines are based.on the principle
that, recognizing the Inspector General's responsibility,
the effective control of Medicare/Medicaid fraud can
only take place through the most effective use of the
strengths and skills of both staffs.

II. Preliminary Review

OPI will perform a preliminary review on complaints whiph
it receives and on other information regarding aberrant
practices which it identifies or receives.

A. Fraud

At the point ii the preliminary review where OPI
staff have sufficient information to believe a
strong potential for fraud warranting full-scale
investigation exists, the case will be referred
to 01 and all additional developmental work will
be performed by 01.

87-144 0 - 81 - 9
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The referral will consist of OPI preparing a'
Medicaid/Medicare Fraud Report and transmitting
UEis-to DI T ETRE a-rrat anary of all OPI
activity and information on the case and the
complete case file. The narrative summary will

Tnclude -alist-ing of all administrative actions
taken or Iit-icipated by HCFA.

OPI will immediately refer to 01 any case where
a Medicare or Medicaid fraud complaint has been
received on a matter which is currently under a

1P4 full-scale Medicare or Medicaid investigation by

01, any other Federal investigative agency or by
the State.

Within 45 days of referral, 01 will ilSform OPI
regionally whether they intend to schedule the.
case for investigation; and, if not, will return
the case to OPI for appropriate civil or administra-
tive action (see Section VII C).

Those cases investigated by 01 wherea decision by
the U. S. Attorney is made to prosecute or not to
prosecute criminally, at the option of Ofr will be
1) pursued civilly by 01 (either false claims or -
common law recovery), 2) pursued civilly by 01 with
participation and assistance of OPI as appropriate,
or 3).returned to OPI for administrative or civil
action. Where the-case material was obtained by an
investigative grand jury, 01 will be responsible for
facilitating OPI access to the case material consistent
with applicable law.

OPI will assume responsibility for civil fraud
action on all cases where it is the decision of the
U. S, Attorney to pursue civil negotiation rather
than prosecution of the ciVil suit. In those
instances where civil suit is filed and a civil
prosecution in court is contemplated or where criminal
and civil prosecution are simultaneously undertaken,
01 may, at its option, retain responsibility for the
civil case but will involve OPI in any pre-sentencing
negotiation which involves the settlement of the
civil suij.

B. Non-Fraud Cases

Those situations where aberrant practice exists
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but which do not present potential for fraud will be
developed by OPI for administrative action.

III. Contacts with other Offices and Organizations

A. In view of their ongoing relationship with Medicare
contractors, Medicaid State agencies and fiscal
agents, and Social Security officesLOPI will

A$ (j inform these organizations..upon learninlg that
OTC11Cheepteda- amatter for ciiminal..investiga-
ion, except in those cases where_such notifica-
ion Would in any way compromise the investigation,

t_t Fh Lmay be contacted-by-OI-for infprmation12
to support their investiLgati3on. All other con-
tacts on individual fraud cases (with exception
of those covered in item B) will be ntade by 01.

It is further understood that there may be
occasions when 01 will need direct contact with
the agencies and entities mentioned in this para-
graph, at the very onset of an inquiry. Where
appropriate, 01 will advise OPI of siuh contacts.
OPI will utilize its relationship with these
agencies and entities to educate them to this -

possibility. 01 will apprise OPI of any problems
oin obtaining information fromcontractors-an=

B. With respect to withholding of payments in criminal
cases, particularly where Grand Jury action has not-
begun, OPI will decide the appropriateness of the
withholding action and will instruct contractors and
advise State agencies. At the time of referral to
the U. S. Attorney or earlier if at all possible,
01 will provide OPI access to case file information
consistent with applicable law, necessary to justify
the withholding action and the estimated dollar ,
amount overpaid.

Upon indictment and disposition in any Medicare or -
Medicaid case, 01 will follow the requirements in
the Medicaid/Medicare Fraud Reporting System and
will immediately notify OPI and-furnish OPI with
copies of the judgment so that HCFA can take
appropriate suspension or termination action. In
addition, in the case of a physician or other
practitioner, 01, consistent with applicable law,
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will provide OPI with all information necessary to
determine the length of the suspension.

Continuing contacts with Medicaid State agencies
and fraud control units and contractors for
monitoring and management purposes will be main-
tained by OPI.

Contact with the FBI, Postal Inspector (except in
forgery cases covered in Section V.C. of this
paper) and other investigative agencies on matters
under criminal or potential criminal investigation
will be made by 01. 01 may ask OPI to provide
programmatic assistance to investigative agencies.

E. 01 will consult with-OPI on any restitution of
funds agreement reached in plea bargaining or the
probationary determination process.

F.. OPI will expeditiously notify OI of any suspension
from participation in the Federal Beajtth Care
Programs, of any payment withheld, and of any
termination of a provider agreement, in any case ,
that was investigated by 01 or has been scheduled
for investigation by 01, in any case that has been
referred by 01 to another agency for investigation,
Federal or State, or in any task force effort where
01 had either an investigative or a monitoring role.

G. If access to records is denied during any initial --
review, 01 should be inmediately contacted. Once
the votential f fr.And is identified in theITfaal
review process, all interviews with potential sus-
VeEts or cetandants should be deterred to 01.

IV. State Medicaid Fraud Control Units

OPI will be the lead agency responsible for the certifica-
tion, recertification, and funding of the State Medicaid
Fraud Control Units. 01 will participate in the certifica-
tion and annual recertification process by reviewing and
determining the adequacy of the investigative capacity of
the units and will provide input to-OPI's certification/
recertification.report. OPI will review and determine
the adequacy of the administrative aspects of the units
and their relationship with the Medicaid State agencies.
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V. Special Categories of Cases

A. Primary responsibility for investigation and referral
to U. S. Attorneys of beneficiary/recipient fraud
cases will rest with OP1 unless there is an indica-
Eld Ea -conspiricy with a third party such as an
employee of the paying agent or a medical provider
in which instance the case will be the responsibility
of 01.

B. OPI will refer to 01 without any preliminary
investigation all allegations involving the

,p ' possibility of a crime by (1) a Federal employee,
(2) a contractor or State agency employee, or
(3) oanizea recried-ajor-criminal
elements .

C. OPI will refer forgery cases to the Postal
Inspectors or appropriate local authorities.

D. OPI will handle cases involving assLgpment viola-
tions and will refer cases involving potential
prosecutions to 01 for additional investigation
and submission to a U. S. Attorney.

E. !With respect to complaints involving a practitioner,
OPI will conduct its normal initial review. Once

review process, all interviews ihptnil i
LF in cases involving supplier fraud, OPI will conduct

> its initial review process which will include theanalysis of supplier records, laboratory records,
etc..

G. With regard to institutional fraud, including fraud,
in the certification process, because of gase
complexities and the various kinds of fraud perpet-
ated, it is not possible to formulate the type of-

'jC case to be referred. OPI will have the responsibility
c based on initial development, to document the facts

of a case .which warrant a recommendation.for a full-.field investigation by 01. However.,OPI will advise
and periodically brief 01 on the institutional case
workload in which the potential for fraud may exist.

H. OI will be immediately notified of any allegation or
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information concerning kickbacks or rebates coming
to the attention of OPI. 01 will then assume the
responsibility for that phase of the investigation.

VI. Reporting

Upon referral of a case to 01, OPI will prepare a Medicaid/
Medicare Fraud Report and will send a copy of it to 0I.
01 cases which have not been referred by OPI should be
reported to OPI annotating the Medicaid/Medicare Fraud
Report accordingly; likewise, when 01 is informed that
another investigative body has a Medicare or Medicaid
case, it should prepare a Fraud Report and transmit
it to OPI. Subsequently, OI will send,0PI an update
of the Fraud Report at the time of presentation to an
Assistant U. S. Attorney, indictment, and disposition.
At any point where a full investigative or prosecutorial
action is concluded, OI will update the Fraud Report
and transmit it to OPI. Simultaneous with the accept-
ance of a case by OI, OPI will prepare a Medicaid/
Medicare Fraud Report and send it to theJftdicaid
State agency and, where appropriate, the State Medicaid
Fraud Unit, under the procedures of the Data Exchange..
Agreement. When DPI receives a Medicaid/Medicare Fraud
Report from a State under the Data Exchange-Agreement,
a copy will be forwarded to OI.

VII. Administration

A. In some cases, it may be necessary for OPI staff -

to assistOI/on a specific case. These situations
should be rare _and OPI participation will be
requeste,-na specific case or related group or
cases in a formal memorandum for the record. Such
requests will require CD/DPI cljrAngge. Wherever
possible, staff and time considerations should be
estimated.

B. Case referrals mentioned in this memorandum will
generally be made at the regional level.

C. Issues on general questions of approach and policy
and issutq on specific cases between OI and DPI
should be resolved locally. Issues that cannot
be resolved locally should be submitted to OI and
OPI central office components for resolution.
This includes disputes between OI/OPI Staff on
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whether a case should be investigated for fraud
or handled administratively.

D. This statement supersedes all previous OI/OPI
agreements on the matter of Medicare/Medicaid fraud
development. it remains in effect until it is
itself superseded or specifically withdrawn.

Thomas D. orrs
Inspector General .

Donald . Nicholson -
Assistant Administrator
for Program Integrity
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R*'.L TO OFFICE Of Ilivs5rIGATIOhus

Practitioner Fraud

There are a nla.ber of steps to be considered before referrinc: a c2n

involving practitioner fraud to the Office of lnvestigaticnz (01;

for investigation. The initial review process should co.sid- the

.following items.

A. carnings level

B. practitioner pattern.

C. number of patients

D. prior complaints:

If, upon completing this analysis a decision is made to close the

case, a detailed check of Medicaid statistics should be initiated to

determine if a similar situation exists. If the screening clearly

reflects that additional fraud development is not necessary, then

screening consideration should be given to abuse (a.a., consultation

with-contractor/State agency iedical staff, PSRO, madical society, etc.

Where a decision is made to continue developing the fraud case, tale-
phone or mail contact should be made with 20 beneficiaries. As a rule

of thumb, if 4 or more strong discrepancies are documented, the case

should be referred to 01.

In every instance where there is an alleged discrepancy, pars&nalI

contact with the beneficiary should be made and a statamant outlinina

the facts surrounding the discrepancy taken.



'If the prelitinary review does not i:dicate referral to 0- is warranted,

the case shoulC be sent to the carrir for reoluxcn or the or

contacted pe: sonaliv for any explanation. In eithor instance, an

overpayment should be established.

Institutiond1t raud

With regard to institutional fraud, including fraud in the certificaic

process, because of case complexities and the various kinds c4 fraud

perpetrated, it is not possible to formulize the type of case to be

referred. OPI will have the responsibility based on initial develoo-

ment to document the facts of a case which warrant a recc-endation

for a full field investigation by OI. However, OPI will advise and

periodically brief OI of the institutional c.. 2 workload in which

the potential for fraud may exist.

Supolier Frad

The initial review process will apply as in practitioner fraud case:,

except that OPI may need, during the initial review, supnlier racorus

laboratory records, etc., rather than contacting beneficiric.

Kickoacks or Rebates

Similarly, kickback situations will require an investigative s tratecy,

which should involve the examihation of multiele records as :ells

preliminary contacts with informers before referr) "to 01. osultat
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with GI in these cases is critical at the earliest possible staye

in the process.

General

If access to records is denied. during any initial review, 01 should

be ismediately contacted. Once the potential for fraud is identiried

.in the initial review process, all interviews with potential suspects

or defendents should be deferred to 01.
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Cl assCase I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

late of
niction

Judicial
District

CN

CN

MA

CN

NJ

S-NY

E-NY

S-NY

NJ

W-NY

E-NY

WDC

EPA

4PA

Nature of Offense

Billing for services n
rendered.

Billing for services
rendered.

Billing for services
rendered.

Billing for services n
rendered.

BIllIng for services n
rendered.

Billing for services n
rendered.

Duplicate bill Ings.

Billing for services
rendered.

Kickbacks.

Billing for services

Billing for services r

Billing for services n

Billing for services n

Billing for drugs not
suppi led.

OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS

HEALTH CARE CASES REFERRED TO DDJ IN CY-80

Date Referred
to Date of

U.S. Attorney Indictment Co

ot 7/80

ot 4/80

not 11/80

ot 5/80

of 2/80

ot 1/80

10/80

ot 3/80

2/80

ot 5/80

ot 8/80

ot 5/80

ot 4/80

4/80

Date of
Declination

7/80

4/80

11/80

5/80

2/80

1/80

10/80

3/80

Status Pending
Further

Investiglation

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Pending Decision

Closed

Pending Decision

Closed

Closed

Closed



OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS

HEALTH CARE CASES REFERRED TO 00J IN CY-80

Date Referred
Judicial to

Case I District Class Nature of Offense U.S. Attorney

15 S-FL MD Billing for services not 10/80
rendered.

Date of Date of
indictment Conviction

bTatus lending
Date of Further

Dec ination . Investiatlon

10/80 Closed

16 S-FL OPM Billing for services not
rendered.

17 *-NC -Mo Misreprenting services.

18 E-TN HHA False cost reporting.

19 1-TN SNF False cost reporting.

20 N-iL AMB Billing for services not

21 N-IN MD False claims.

22 N-IL DPM Billing for services not
rendered.

23 CO AM False claims.

24 W-K SNF False cost reporting.

25 W-0K SNF False cost reporting.

26 E-AK OME Kickbacks*

27 E-MD SNF Perjury.

28 NE HOSP False claims.

10/80 Closed

11/80

10/80

9/80

10/80-

12/80

9/80

Pending Civil

Closed

Pending Decision

Pending Decision

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Administrative

Pending Civil

Closed

0 -V
-% M.



OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS

HEALTH CARE CASES REFERRED TO DOJ IN CY-80

Date Referred Status Pending
Judicial to Date of Date of Date of Further

Case I District Class Nature of Offense. U.S. Attorney indictment Conviction Decl ination investigation

29 CO LAB Billing for services not 3/80 3/80 Closed
rendered.

30 UT M Billing for services not 4/80 4/80 Closed
rendered.

31 0 POD Billing for services not 4/80 4/80 Closed
rendered.

32 CO DPM False claims. 4/80 4/80 Closed

33 SD M0 Biling for services not 7/80 7/80 Closed
re dared.

34 CO Ml0 81 ling for services not 4/80 6/80 8/80 Closed
rendered.

35 CO DPM Billing for services not 4/80 5/80 Closed
rendered.

36 MT HOSP Billing for services not 4/80 4/80 Closed
rendered.

37 C-CA LAB Billing for services not 6/80 7/80 Closed
rendered.

38 C-CA DME Billing for services not 8/80 8/80 Closed
rendered.

39 W-WA MD 8iIIing for services not 7/80 7/80 Closed
rendered.

40 E-WA SNIF Billing for services not 1/80 1/80 Closed
rendered.

41 W-WA AWe Billing for services not 4/80 4/80 State Conviction
rendered. (10/80)

o -
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APPENDIX H

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL -- DHHS

HEALTH CARE AND SYSTEMS REVIEW

SERVICE DELIVERY ASSESSMENTS

(CONTENTS) *

A. Executive Summary -- purpose of SDA

B. SUMMARIES -- 1980 SDA'S

1. Low Income Energy Assistance Program (LIEAP)

2. Community Health Centers

3. Health and Social Services to Public Housing Residences

4. Title XX (Social Services) Program

5. Medicare Part B Beneficiary Services

6. National Health Service Corps (NHSC)

7. Availability of Physician Services to Medicaid
Beneficiaries

8. End Stage Renal Disease Program

9. Restricted Patient Admittance to Nursing Homes

*Source: OIG-HHS
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A. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A major responsibility of the Inspector General is to provide
the Secretary with an independent assessment of the effective-
ness of program operations. Service Delivery Assessment
(SDA) is one of the important tools the Inspector General uses
to do this. Created in 1977, SDAs are short-term examinations
of Health and Human Service (HHS) programs and program related
issues. These 3 to 5 month studies provide the Secretary with
timely information about the operations and effects of programs
at the local level.

SDAs are not pure research, compliance reviews, audits, program
monitoring, or traditional program evaluation. Rather, they are
a new form of program evaluation more analogous to investigative
reporting. Designed and conducted by a small group of in-house
staff, SDAs generally consist of focussed discussions with consu-
mers and service providers, and observation at local service pro-
grams. They seek to gain a clear understanding of how programs
are currently operating. Assessment results and recommendations
are used internally by Department managers as an additional source
of information which, when combined with other information, pre-
sents a total picture of service delivery.

Because of the. high interest and importance of these topics, the
Secretary/Under Secretary personally identify or approve each
SDA topic. While the specific objectives of any individual SDA
vary, SDAs can provide a "snapshot" of local operations, consumer
and local provider perspectives, timely reporting, an "early warn-
ing" system, best operating practices, and a useful tool for pro-
gram management.

The Inspector General serves as the functional manger for SDA,
with the Principal Regional Officials (PROs) responsible for
performing the studies. A small core staff (between 3-5 indivi-
duals) are assigned to each of the 10 Regional Offices of Service
Delivery Assessment. These Regional Offices of SDA are under the
direct supervision of the PRO.

To date, SDA teams have visited over 1,100 local sites and have
spoken with over 12,000 consumers, local service providers, and
others involved in service delivery. The resulting SDA reports
are short (i.e. 15 pages) and written in clear, understandable
style. These written reports precede an oral briefing for the
Secretary and top program managers. In the last three years, the
Secretary and Under Secretary have received over 30 SDA briefings
and reports about how various HHS programs are functioning at the
local delivery level. The information obtained by SDAs helps the
Secretary address program problems, thus making HHS programs more
efficient and responsive to the people they serve.
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B. SUMMARIES -- 1980 SDA's

1. LOW INCOME ENERGY ASSISTANC' PROGRAM (LIEAP)

The purpose of this SDA was to provide early warnings of problems
in the implementation of the LIEAP and to identify major issues

for future program consideration.

The assessment findings showed that:

o The flexibility allowed by the program, combined with other

individual State efforts, resulted in each State having its
own distinctive program.

o Categorical programs (.i.e., Special Energy Allowance/SSI)
were relatively easy and inexpensive to administer but were

criticized for not targeting aid to fuel bills.

o Application programs were administratively more costly to
administer, but effectively targeted broad segments of the

eligible population.

2. COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS

The purpose of this assessment was to determine how clients
perceive the quality, accessibility and responsiveness of

Community Health Centers (CHCs).

The assessment findings showed that:

o In spite of some problems and limitations, the centers
appear to be relatively efficient and sensitive

primary health care agencies with high client satisfaction.

o Training, technical assistance and monitoring by HHS
Regional Offices were inadequate.

o CHC's face a dilemma in their efforts to reach the most

needy clients, while at the same time moving toward

greater financial self-sufficiency. It affects the

aggresiveness of their outreach, the services provided,
the size of staff and the use of sliding fee scales.
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3. HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES TO
PUBLIC HOUSING RESIDENTS

This SDA examined the delivery of health and social services to
public housing residents.

The assessment findings showed that:

o Crime, both the reality and the fear, hinders service delivery,
since many residents are afraid to leave the projects and
some providers are afraid to:enter.

o Although most health and social services are provided in or
near projects, most residents are unaware of the available
services. Poor transportation and limited service quantity
make some services in effect unavailable.

o The Public Housing Urban Initiatives Program has had little
or no impact on health and social services to residents.

4. TITLE XX (SOCIAL SERVICES) PROGRAM

This SDA examined the Title XX program with attention given to
resource allocation at the State level, the local social service
delivery system, purchase of services, client experiences, and
service coordination.

The assessment findings showed that:

o Since almost all states are at their funding ceiling,
resource allocation is based on tradition with little
ability to respond to new service needs.

o Purchase of service (contracts) is increasingly the States'
preferred method of providing services, however, little real
competition exists in awarding contracts, and there is little
monitoring of services.

o The working poor are being squeezed out of Title XX services
as States lower income eligibility to stretch Title XX dollars.

87-144 0 - 81 - 10
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5. MEDICARE PART A RENFTCTARY SPETP I

This assessment focussed on the beneficiary's experience with the
accessibility, utilization and effects of the Medicare carrier's
communication (beneficiary services) with clients. Part B of
Medicare covers medical (physician) services and equipment.

The assessment findings showed that:

o The vast majority of beneficiaries are substantially uninformed
about the provisions of the Medicare Part B program and their
individual rights.

o Only about one-third of the beneficiaries ever use beneficiary
services, but the number of service requests is increasing.

o Beneficiaries have an almost blind respect for the Medicare
Program and are reluctant to challenge whatever payment they
receive. when they do request a review of their claim, they
win 60% of the time.

6. NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE CORPS CNHSC)

This assessment examines the experiences of .designated Health
Manpower Shortage Areas (HMSAs) in receiving health care through
the NBCS, the impact on local health care for those manpower
shortage areas without corps assignees, and the characteristics
and conditions in areas which have been unable to recruit or
retain corps staff.

The assessment findings showed that:

o The Corps is producing local health care systems through
small government investments.

o Distribution inequities exist in many of the most needy
areas without Corps assignees.

o Mid-level corps staff (i.e., nurse practitioners) are more

adaptable to remote areas than physicians.

o Health shortage areas prefer voluntary over scholarship
recruits.
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7. AVAILABILITY OF PHYSICIAN SERVICES TO
MEDICAID BENEFICIARIES

The primary purpose of this study was to assess whether Medicaid
clients have adequate access to physicians' services.

The assessment findings showed that:

o Most Medicaid clients, but not all, are able to see a
physician when needed. Twenty-four percent say few or no
doctors in their area accept Medicaid.

o Almost all physicians limit the size of their Medicaid caseload,
citing inadequate reimbursement, excessive and confusing
paperwork, reimbursement delays and undesirable client
characteristics as reasons.

o Hospital emergency rooms, largely because of their 24-hour
accessability, are providing an increasing amount of primary
care for Medicaid clients.

8. END STAGE RENAL DISEASE PROGRAM

This SDA examines patient experiences with end stage renal disease,
including the patients' role in decisions concerning their
method of treatment and selection of service provider.

The assessment findings showed that:

o Largely because of the influence of their nephrologist (kidney
specialist), most clients dialyze at a facility and seldom
switch to home dialysis or undergo a kidney transplant.

o There is no trend toward significantly greater client interest
in home dialysis or kidney transplant or other means of
self care.

o Clients who dialyze in facilities have considerable concern
over the high rates of staff turnover while those who dialyze
at home often note family stress.

o Only about one-fourth of those working full-time at the
time of kidney failure continue to work.
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9. RESTRICTED PATIENT ADMITTANCE TO NURSING HOMES

This assessment describes the extent of and reasons for patients
remaining in hospitals beyond their need for acute care.

The assessment findings showed that:

o A substantial number of patients are kept in hospitals only
because nursing home placements cannot be arranged.

o Backed-up patients are poor, old, and highly dependent.
Hospitals and nursing homes universally define these
patients as "heavy care", meaning that they require exten-
sive staff time and attention.

o Hospitals, physicians, nursing homes, patients, and
patients' families have little incentive to move these
heavy care patients into nursing homes.
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APPENDIX I

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL -DHHS-

REPORTS PREPARED BY HEALTH CARE AND SYSTEMS REVIEW (HCSR)

HEALTH

1. Review of NIH Contracts with Organizations that Employ Current
or Former HEW Employees or Consultants -- November 11, 1978

2. Medicaid Report -- February 1979

3. Review of Cosmetic Surgery Performed at Public Health Service
Hospitals

4. Supplementary Review of NIDA Contract with John A. Whysner
Associates, Inc. -- August 14, 1979

5. FDA 79-151-243/259, PCBs in Valentine Candies and Boxes

6. Report on Heart Murmur Instructional Materials Projects, NMAC
Contract Action

7. A Report on the Management of the Indian Health Service --
January 1981

8. Office of the Inspector General Study of Debt Collection
Practices in Selected Public Health Service Loan, Scholarship
and Award Programs

9. A Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem Perspective for
the Eighties -- Ocotber 1, 1980*

10. Surveillance and Utilization Review (SUR) System Project
(Draft excerpt for Annual Report -- Not Dated)

11. Surveillance and Utilization Review System Project (OIG Brief
Status Report - September 1980)

12. Alternatives to the MMIS General Systems Design (GDS) -- (Executive
Summary -- November 10, 1980)*

13. Alternatives to the General Systems Designs (MMIS) -- September 30,
1980*

14. Suggested Initiative to Act upon Findings of the GAO Report and
our OIG Survey Team Re the Need to Strengthen Medicaid
Management information Systems --- November 29, 1978
(Memo w/ attachments to HCFA Administrator from the Inspector
General)

15. OIG Audit Agnecy Report -- Minnesota -- Audit of Medicaid
Management Information System (MMIS) -- (ACN: 05-00200) ---
May 13, 1980 (Cover Memo w/o attachment from Audit Inspector
General to HCFA Administrator)

16. Alternatives to the Nedicaid Management Information System
(MMIS) General Systems Design (GSD) --- (Draft excerpt for
Annual Report -- Not Dated)

* In cooperation with HCFA
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Page 2
REPORTS

17. Report on the Tuskegee Syphilis Study (with attachments) ---
December 9, 1980

18. National Cancer Institute (NCI) Contracting Operations
(Memo w/attachment to the Secretary froj the Inspector
General) --- May 1, 1978

19. Abstract -- Review of National Cancer Institute Contracting
Operations Performed by the Office of the Inspector General
(Abstract of Suporting Recommendations) -- Not Dated

20. Report on Follow-up Review -- Contracting Operations ---
National Cancer Institute --- Not Dated

21. Response to the OIG Audit Agnecy Follow-up Review of NCI
Contracting Operations (Memo w/attachments to OIG Audit
Agency from Deputy Assistant Secretary for Grants and
Procurement) --- February 3, 1981

NON-HEALTH (Other)

1. Report of Recommended Improvements in the Administration of the
Aid to Families with Dependent Children Program -- June 1, 1978

2. Systems Security at SSA -- September 22, 1978

3. Backup and Recovery of the Automated Data Processing System for
the Guaranteed Student Loan Program (GSLP) -- February 14, 1979

4. Fraudulent Manipulation of the SSI and RSDI Computerized
Disability Determination and Payment Process -- April 2, 1979

5. SSA's Action Plan on Systems Security

6. Management Review of Title XX Social Services

7. Analysis of Program Operations and Grant and Contract Processes
of the Runaway Youth Program -- October 19, 1979

8. Management Review of the Indochinese Refugee Assistance Program --
September 24, 1979

9. Status Report on the Management Problems in the Office of Indian
Education -- March 27, 1980

10. Cover Letter and Two Reports to Mssrs. Murcheck and Schutzman of
SSA on: (1) Description of ALPHIDENT Computer Program Logic and
Data Flow and (2) Assessment of Problems Found in the Computer
Process of the Social Security Enumeration System -- June 25, 1980

11. Debt Collection Practices in Selected Public Health Service Loan,
Scholarship, and Award Programs -- June 30, 1980
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Page 3
REPORTS

12. Outline and Draft Report on SSA's Enumeration System -- July 28, 1980

13. Cost Disclosure Requirement of Consultant Services Contracts --
August 22, 1980

14. A Review of the Social Security Administration Social Security
Number Issuance System -- February 1, 1981

15. Draft Report of Recommended Improvements in the Management of Foster
Care Services -- February 12, 1981

16. HDS Seminar -- Joint Participation -- HDS/OIG Staff -- March 1981
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INTRODUCTION

Program validation was initiated during FY 1979. Fiscal year 1980 was the first
full year of operation. There are three primary purposes underlying our validation
activity which are to: (1) determine appropriateness of Medicare contractor
and Medicaid State agency reimbursement and postpayment review systems;
(2) identify problems with regard to specific providers which may be indicative
of potential fraud, abuse, or waste and provide recommendations necessary to
correct those problems; and (3) examine selected policies or operational procedures
where the potential for inappropriate program expenditures is suspected. Our
validation reviews take on three different forms which we call:

-Systematic Abuse Reviews which focus on providers reimbursed on
a reasonable charge or fee related basis;

-Aberrant Cost Studies which focus on providers reimbursed on a cost
or cost related basis;

-Program Implementation Reviews which may or may not focus.on a particular
provider type but which is designed and conducted primarily to examine
the appropriateness of existing policies as opposed to discovering problem
providers or deficiencies in individual States or contractors operations.

HIGHLIGHTED RESULTS TO DATE

OPV began with FY '80 producing quarterly reports reflecting for each quarter
statistical results and highlighting some of the more significant validation activities.
These reports have been widely circulated within HCFA and have been furnished
the regional offices. Beginning with FY '81, we are going to start sending quarterly
report information to contractors and State Medicaid agencies not only on our
validation activity, but on "best practice" information we become aware of through
regional participation in CPEPs and State assessments. We are in the process
now of compiling an "OPV Annual Report" which will be completed by December 15,
1980 and will include a major section on validation.

The attached selected charts (1-4) provide a level of statistical detail on our
validation activity through FY '80. A brief summary follows:

Reviews Completed - To date we have conducted 245 reviews where reports have
been prepared in draft or final. The central ttabt has produced 33 such reports
while the regions have produced 212. For FY '80 obr work plans called for 185
reviews to be conducted with reports produted-5h draft. Nationally 195 reports
were produced with five regions and central office over target, two regions on
target, and three regions under target. The projected and completed numbers
for 1980 by type of reviews are as follows:

Projected Completed Net Result

SARs 46 50 +4
ACSs 82 89 +7
PIRs 57 -1
Total - 9 _ +t
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Dollar Results - Through 1910 b 44on both final reports and drafts we are
reporting estimated savinks aL514 5 , 3 7

,6 . These dollars are a combination
of:

-overpayments identified specific to individual providers;

-- operational deficiencies on the part of State Medicaid agencies and Me care
contractors which when corrected will result in program savings;

-recommended policy changes which if accepted will result in program
savings.

To date we have not structured our feedback and reporting system to break dollar
amounts into specific categories. We are developing these instructions now and
beginning with FY '81, we will report dollars by category. Our best estimates
are that approximately $40 million of the above relate to ific er practices
with the remainder attributable tosILnges in policies or noted operational deficiencies.

Recommendations to Other Bureaus

To date we have processed k.recommendations to other Bureaus. Of those 12
have been accepted and of this number i.have resulted in some form of implementation
(e.g., revised instructions to contractors, revised regulations, etc.). Two of the
recommendations have not been accepted and 27 are still pending. The numbers
of recommendations by Bureau and status are as follows:

Total Total Total Still
Forwarded Accepted - Rejected Pending

BPP 27 10 2 15
BPO 10 1 0 9
HSQB 3 0 0 3
BSS I I 0 0
Total 41 12 2 27

Some of the more significant of these recommendations include:

1. Physician Reimbursement for Lab Services

The Atlanta Regional Office conducted a review of independent laboratory
services which identified a loophole in the reimbursement for laboratory
tests which allows physicians to bill the Medicare program and receive
reimbursement which exceeds the cost charged for performing the
test by the independent laboratory. Restricting physician's reimbursement
to the amount charged by the laboratory will result in a savings of
over $3 million per year. OPV has been working with policy to implement
this policy change. Final action is expected in February 1981.

2. ODR Reimbursement Under PIP

The Dallas Regional Office conducted a review at Doctors Hospital.
They discover:d that Iie Office oi Oorect ReimLursement (BS5) had
rid ' in erroneous PIP payments to the hospital after the
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date that the hospital had transferred to another intermediary. BSS
has implemented corrective action through a computer override which
will prevent PIP payments to institutions after termination by BSS.
The overpaid amounts have been recovered.

3. Reductions in Hospital Lengths of Stay

The Chicago Regional Office with the cooperation of the regional office
of the Health Standards and Quality Bureau conducted a study of providers
which exceeded the national average for the length of stay. Through
onsite reviews by the OPI regional office and the 39 local PSROs, program
savings through a reduced average length of stay by the subject providers 1-
have exceeded $7 million. OPV is now working with HSQB to extend
the study to a nationwide project.

Selected FY '80 Reviews Highlighted

The level of effort, scope, and results related to each validation obviously varies
considerably. Several of the 245 done to date have had a low yield or produced
no results at all. On the other hand many have been quite significant, a few of
which are articulated below.

Home Health Agency Reviews - Reviews were conducted on 24 HHAs in 4 States
and Puerto Rico. The review on the Puerto Rico HHA revealed enormous problems
which translated to estimated overpayments of $7.3 million. For the remaining
23 HHAs review results indicated program overpayments of over $1.2 million
which averaged $60,000 per agency. As an adjunct to our HHA validation project,
we have produced cost and utilization data ranking HHAs and intermediaries
where statistics indicate a need for focused audit or management attention.
This data has been forwarded to the Regional Administrators and an action plan
detailing regional response has been requested by December 31, 1980.

Nursing Home Rate Reviews - We have initiated a national review which will
eventually include three regions and CO staff to examine State Medicaid agency
rate setting processes and reimbursement methodologies, we have conducted
preliminary reviews in Kentucky, Wisconsin, and Ohio and produced a report comparing
the three States' different systems. During the course of our preliminary survey
work, we have already identified $4.5 million in savings in Ohio as a result of
an error in establishing reimbursement ceilings and $2.8 million in Wisconsin
as a result of paying a separate 10 percent add-on charge for claims handling
by nursing homes the costs of which are already part of the nursing homes cost ,
reimbursement and for other nonallowable costs based on reviews of 8 nursing
homes in Wisconsin. We also determined that $9.5 million in payments to nursing
homes in Ohio is advanced because all homes are reimbursed at the maximum
allowable per diem rate for general and administrative costs. Many nursing homes
will not attain the maximum level so that retroactive adjustments will have to
be made. This could result in at least three inequities to the Federal Government:
(1) foregoing interest on excess. funds advanced to nursing homes; (2) potential
loss of funds advanced where nursing homes go out of business or otherwise leave
the programs; and (3) encouraging nursing homes that have already been paid
at rates exceeding their costs to incur greater costs so they don't have to refund
monies.
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E5RD Survey - We conducted reviews on three ESRD freestanding facilities to
gain base line information to use as a basis for conducting a national review in
FY '81. Extensive review in this area will be performed through the combined
efforts of the central office and seven regions. Based on the preliminary report
we have already issued, we have estimated that as much as $48.5 million could
be saved if needed changes in reimbursement policy were made.

Comprehensive Health Centers - Estimated savings of over $5.5 million are attributable
to review performed on three CHCs in Illinois. Those savings are primarily attributable
to State practices in areas of auditing, program monitoring, and cost reporting
requirements.

Psychiatric Study - Extensive use was made of PSRO staff in conducting medical
necessity reviews on individual psychiatrists identified through a validation review
conducted by New York. Thirty-nine psychiatrists were selected for the review.
In addition to extensive overutilization noted with several of the psychiatrists
under review, four of the physicians were referred for criminal investigation.
Policy recommendations to modify existing reimbursement procedures were made
and deficiencies were noted in carrier processing procedures which are being
corrected.

PLANS FOR FY '81

Numbers and Types of Reviews

Some of our '81 activity will be an extension of what has been initiated in
FY '80. Examples include further reviews related to the ESRD and nursing home
rate review studies. Nationally, we intend to conduct fewer reviews during
FY '81 (155) than planned for FY '80 (185). The 155 may be even further reduced
as regions reexamine their priorities and workload initiatives under reorganization.
The reduced numbers are necessary for a variety of reasons but are primarily
attributable to the fact that we have a number of draft reports in the pipeline
that require work to get the reports in final and ensure that recommendations
are adhered to.

Attached are charts which were published in our FY '81 audit plan which details
by type of review and by region and central office our planned activity. The
155 intended reviews breakdown as follows:

SARs ACS PIRs Total

Central Office 6 18 6 30
Regional Offices 27 46 52 125
Total -5- 964 -'- -5

The text of the annuil audit plan provides limited detail on the specific plans
of each region an. the central office. Pages 2 and 3 identify 14 areas considered
of priority importance. Wc .re estimating salary and expense costs associated
with condei::ing validation reviews to be approximatel y$5 million and estimate
that at 1' $25 million in potential program savings or overpayments will be
identified LIrough our review activity. Attached (Chart 8) is a statement of
our savings initiative as prepared for our OMS submission.
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Validation Support Activities

With 1 1/2 years of operating experience behind us, it is time we focused more
staff attention on some of the ancillary activities necessary to improve and perfect
our validation techniques. These activities have not been ignored, but have often
received short shrift because of the necessities of conducting the reviews and
drafting the reports called for specifically by work plans. Some of the more
significant of these activities are enumerated below.

I. Training - During FY '80 we conducted two training sessions; one for
our nurses and the other oriented toward those performing the accounting/fiscal
auditing aspects of reviews. We are forming a CO/RO training committee
to help in the formulation of our entire training program for the fiscal
year, but right now, we are anticipating three training sessions specific
to validation:

-Team Leader Training - January

-- Auditor Training - February

-Medical Review Training - May

2. Manual Instructions - Most of the written instructions needed for the
validation process ave been developed. However, they have been
released in various forms and some need to be modified and updated.
We are asking our Regional PI Director from New York to come in
for at least 3 days during the week of November 17 to help us to bring
this project to the final stages of completion.

3. Monitoring RO Performance - We have always assumed a central office
responsibility for reviewing regionally prepared draft validation reports.
This will continue and where we determine it appropriate we will 6.
onsite to the RO in conjunction with a formal RO assessment pr'.gram
carried out in another part of OPV. During FY '81 we will prepare *
at least one assessment report for each RO to feedback to the PI Director
and the Regional Administrator the CO impression of each ROs performance.
Also, in FY '81 we will develop a detailed evaluation system to provide
benchmarks and to evaluate both CO and RO validation activities against
those benchmarks. *This evaluating guide will include standards for
quantity, quality and timeliness for use beginning with FY '82. Finally,
we have developed "boilerplate" language for RA and PID use in formulating
their FY '81 work plans which is included as Attachment IX on the
list of attachments.

4. Research - We have recognized a need to develop more structured
approaches in conducting research. We intend to undertake approximately
16 research projects through the use of central office staff and will
request at least 2 research projects per region. We are developing
a structi-e for callingn the assistance of our sister offic:; in the
Bureau:.. areeting W research goals and have already developed a
lour page form for use in recommendingimultiregional reviews based
on research results.
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5. Reporting and Cataloging Validation Results - As mentioned earlier
we have been preparing quarterly statistical and highlight reports.
These reports will continue and we are exploring the use of a computerized
management reporting system to accommodate our reporting needs
and also to assist in research. We also intend to begin reporting validation
highlights and results to contractors and States on a quarterly basis
and provide more structure to our publicity efforts by issuing at least
four press reports during the fiscal year based on validation findings.

SUMMARY

Fiscal year 1980 was a very successful year. We met our numerical targets and
demonstrated a very positive cost/benefit ratio. The validation concept is becoming
more understood and accepted by States and contractors. We are soliciting them
as partners and they are accepting. We have received complimentary reactions
to a number of our review efforts and have attached two such examples (Attachments
X and XI).

We still need to do a better job particularly with HCFA top management and
BPO in providing feedback on validation processes and results. Perhaps consideration
should be given to quarterly briefings following the issuance of our highlight reports.
We also need a better system of categorizing our dollar findings which we are
accommodating with our instructions rewrite. Other needed improvements include:

1. greater capacity to select program areas and providers for review
based on uses of data which suggest aberrancies;

2. improved uses of the computer to provide tighter target
areas once providers or program areas are selected;

3. coordination between QC Programs' CREP activity and the ACS portion
of our validation activity;

4. better communication between ourselves and other HCFA components
in considering the value of recommendations flowing from validation
review findings.

While there is room for improvement in these and other areas, we are pleased
with our progress. We believe that program validation does now and should continue
to play a vital role in searching out ways to conserve program dollars by pointing
up program inequities and inefficiencies characterized by fraud, abuse, and waste.
We are committed to doing everything in our power to make the program work
well and will constantly seek ways to find improvements.
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Attachments

Chart I - Summary of Validation Activity Through FY 1980

Chart II - Reports Issued in Final During Fiscal Years 1979 and 1980
and Overpayments and Other Savings Identified

Chart III - Reports Issued in Draft But Not Finalized As of September 30,
1980 and Tentative Overpayments and Other Savings Identified

Chart IV - Summary of Draft Reports Completed in FY 1980

Chart V - Summary of Total Central Office and Regional Office
Program Validation Review Draft Reports Planned for FY 81

Chart VI - Detailed Listing of Program Implementation Reviews by
Subject Area

Chart VII - Detailed Listing of Systematic Abuse Reviews by Subject
Area

Chart VIII - Operations Management System: Tier I Performance;
Initiative - Perform Program Validation Reviews

Chart IX - "Boiler Plate" Language for RA/PID Use in Formating
FY 81 Workplans

Chart X - Letter from Blue Cross of Southern California

Chart XI - Letter from Ohio State Medicaid Agency
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Reports Issued in Final During Fiscal Years 1979
and 1980 and Overpayments and Other Savings Identified

* nstitutional (Aberrant
Cost tudies)
FY 1979 FY 1980

No. Dollars No. Dollars

Chart II

Region or
Central
Office
Component

Central
Office

Boston

New York

Philadelhia

Atlanta

Chicago

Dallas

Kansas City

Denver

San
Francisco

Seattle

TOTALS

C

.0

0

.0.

41o,4o

0

0

923,499

79434

$1,413,413

Noninstitutional (Systematic
Abuse Reviews),

FY 1979 FY 1980
No. Dollars No, Dollars

$ 0

0

0

0

77,800

0

0

0

0

0 4

0 0

$77,800 16

Program Implementation Ieytevw
FY 1979 FY 1980 Total

No. Dollars No. Dollars N Dollars

$ 0 0 $

0 0

2,405,000 0

0 0

58,022 I

2,371 0

0 0

0 0

1,225 0

0

0

$2,466,618

0

30,600

13,500,000

0

4,439,859

15,487,555

7,357,873

0

0

0 0 0

2 500,000

3 $500,000 5

0 6

207,717 7

$41,023,604 7

$ 1,086,472

246,798

23,206,200

10,293

4,635,681

23,586,608

8,426,424

0

12,053

1 ,073,499

1,013,742

$63,297,775

$ 1,086,472 0

216,198 0

7,301,200 0

10,298 0

60,000 1

8,096,682 0

658,071 0

0 0

10,828 5

0 $ 0

150,000

226,591

$17,816,340



Reports Issued in Draft But Not Finalized As of 9/30/80 and
Tentative Overpayments ind Other Savings IdentifiedChart III

Region or Central
Office Component

Central Office

Boston

New York

Philadelphia

Atlanta

Chicago

Dallas

Kansas City

Denver

San Francisco

Seattle

TOTALS

Institutional (ACS)
Number Dollars

11 $ 382,809

4 8,800

2 205,726

2 804,432

13 694,639

6 2,410,000

8 1,852,665

7 94,628

8 277,671

10 4,900,000

3 437,923

74 $12,069,293

Noninstitutional. (SAR)
Number Dollars

8 $ 290,591

4 336,229

2 575.953

8 2,770,407

4 185,900

4 43,032

0 0

3 23,214

18 2,855

0 0

2 1,458,481

53 $5,686,662

Program Implementation Reviews Total
Number Dollars Number Dollars

$59,406,244

78,400

412,949

1,100,000

2,204,373

0

438,266

0

8,126

0

335,530

$63,983,88

$60,079,644

423,429

1,194,628

4,674,839

3,084,912

2,453,032

2,290,931

117,842

288,652

4,900,000

2,231,934

$81,.739,843



Chart IV

Summary or Draft Reports Completed in FY 1980

Projected
SAR ACS PIR TOTAL

8 16 7 31

4 4 4 12

5 3 6 14

5 7 4 16

5 10 6 21

5 6 6 17

0 8 7 15

4 6 2 12

6 7 5 18

0 10 4 14

4 5 6 15

46 82 57 185

Completed Over/(Under)
SAR ACS PIR TOTAL SAR ACS PIR TOTAL

8 19 7 34 0 3 0 3

4 7 3 14 0 3 (1) 2

5 4 8 17 0 I 2 3

8 6 4 18 3 (1) 0 2

6 9 6 21 1 (1) 0 0

8 8 6 22 3 2 0 5

O 8 8 16 0 0 1 I

3 7 2 12 (1) 1 0 0

6 7 3 16 0 0 (2) (2)

0 10 2 12 0 0 (2) (2)

2 4 7 13 (2) (1) I (2)

50 89 56 195 4 7 (1) 10

Central Office

Bos tc

New York

Philrdelphia

Atlanta

Chic;go

Dallas

Kansas City

Denver

San Francisco

Seattle

TOTALS



Summary of Total Central Office and Regional Office
Program Validation Review Draft Reports Planned for. FY 81

Central Office

Region I

Region II

Region III

Regiol IV

Region V

Region VI

Region VII

Region VIII

Region IX

Systematic Abuse
Reviews

6

2

3

4

5

5

1

1*

2

2

Aberrant Cost
Studies

18

5

3

5

11

3

2

1

3-

11

Program. Implementation
Reviews

6

5

7

3

6

7

5

5.

Total
Reviews

30

12

13

12

22

15

8

Chart v

Region X 2 4 4 9

TOTALS 33 64 58 155



Chart VI

Central Office

Detailed Listing of Program im~plementation Reviews By Subject Area
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Chart VII

Central Office

Detailed Listing of Systematic Abuse Reviews by Subject Area
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DATE

PAGE 3



Cha.tII HCFA PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL WORK PLAN
M E t Cno1 11nIIQ01tcAnIZATIIIACEt OF.,,.L
Regional Quality Control Divisi Directors 10 Regional Offices

ilE S lTU _UPERVISIs SICIIATln_ INC8AL

2=S

KEYT FIRIiCTIOiIS AND OBJECTIVES
Or,] FcI-T I YESAiCCITC. iltT

iSupervise" rnd given executive direction to
the Validation Ieview Branch In the conduct
and reporting of validation studies.

I..

UAViTLiTl

STAUiiAiiiS/RNOS OF PFRM~~ANlCE

TIU~shl!lil.

I I I I Ir
(a) Oversee completion of
validation review reports
to a preliminary draft
report stage (for circula-
tion to other RO components
and OPV Central Office) at
least consistent with the
numbers shon in the HCFA
1981 Audit Plan (HCFA-81-
40006).

(b) Oversee completion of
final validation draft
reports (for circulation to
States, Medicare contractors
etc. for comments and action
plans) to ensure that all
preliminary draft reports
issued In FY 1979 and i980
are issued as final draft
reports and 75 percent of
prelimnary draft reports
issued during FY 1981 are
issued as final draft
reports during FY 1981.

(c) Oversee completion of
final validation reports
(with State and Medicare
contractor casnents and
action plans incorporated.
enalyzed, and rebutted as
necessary) to ensure that

(a) Workload should be spread
out over the year so that a
minhmum of 15 percent of
reports are completed during
the first quarter. 35 percent
are completed by the end of
the second quarter. 65 percen
are completed by the end of
the third quarter, and, of
course. all are completed by
the end of the fiscal year.

(b) Final draft report Issued
with 90 days of Issuance of
preliminary report.

(c) Final report Issued wlth-
In 6 months of issuance of
final draft report.

A v

(a) through (d) All valida
tion reports Including
followup reporting to be
completed consistent with
OPV Issued instructions on
validation reporting stand
ards (currently in letter
instructions which will be
manualized during the
fiscal year).

O . I RORT

1.Ti VAAR I

QUA!L!TY



HCIA PL-Hi-RMANCL APPRAISAL WORK PLAN -

IigaI full _lGllAII ~e 2 g
Regional Quality Control Olv sion Directors 10 Regional Offices

filli.IlYEE'S SIGBIATt1it 11 SUPV.RVISORt'S SICHATURlt 1 1 ILm IIMI E V 5111

Ol l iiXIORIiTY1 STAIIDARKS/RAICES 0F PAER - WICE

KEY FUNCTIONS AND OIECTIVES TIERpgJl~gi5 ~1I CITI~l 1~iIEHSlS~* TRIORIT STMDA DS/A IIESS OF PEFORIA!IC

0 SI oAfii lld__! 1
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ -jQ(KTCI -,IF1M OI~rIYTLlEIIS

al l draft reports Issued
during FY 1979 and 1980 and
25 percent of preliminary
draft reports issued during
FY 1981 are issued as final
reports during FY 1981.

(d) Oversee completion of
final status reports (ensur-
ing that all actions out-
lined to be taken in final
veiidatIon reports have been
accomplished) to ensure that
80 percent of final reports
issued during FY 1979 and .
1980 result in final actions
having been accomplished.

(e) Oversee completion of at
least two research papers
for proposing future multI-
regional validation reviews
(beyond FY 1981). These
proposals should typicaily
be based on findings deter-
mined during ongoing vall-
dation reviews that appear
to have a strong need to
be expanded to a multi-
regional review.

(d) No specific standard on
Individual reports.

(e) At least one to be com-
pleced by March 31. 1981. and
at least one other paper to
be completed by September 30,
1981.

I - 6 - L a ~-..

(e) Prepared in accordance
aith standard protocol for
>roposing eslti-regional
jalidation reviess
(attached).
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All Progr,-m Inte_it- Dire:ors .*

- MIV-13

.=OI :Acting Director
.Division of Validation Reviews
Office of Program Validation, EQC

Cr: Updating of Regional Recroaendations for Iron Implementation Validation
FLevieus

Zr October and NoveabeK of 1978, most OPI Regional Offices resporded to
-a central office requrst and rc-osmeaded rereral potettal a-eas for

program implementation validation reviews- A list of the subject areas'
ehich vour region recormended is attchod (other regions th=t suggested
imil-r validation reviews are noted in pareacheses)-

ecarme 7. are n ra-dy to be in full frplasotati'u of the progrm
*valldztion efffrt, please review the attached list and updato the items
by (1) deleting those subject areas that arc no longer pot.nLially
productive as validation targets, (2) aiding cny posrible target areas
that have core to your attonticn in recent caths, and (3) so-.-:arizing
-each recez--mnd project.

The sucnry sheet for each potrtial progre:2 i-planantatica p'njoct
should not exceod en: or -o pages and shnuld include a srecmnc of
issues and backgrouad (including the est==ted extent of the problem),
the proposed methodology for conducting rhe validation review, the
tctiated resources re-uircd, and the expected results or benef its,
including potential dollar rccoveries, if any. Any other xnforaincon
-which will faciliate evaluotion of the proposal should also be included.
An example of a proposed project suumsary is attached for your convenience.

After the updated lists, with sumaries, are received in central office,
-e -ill evaluate the potential effect and scope (national, regional, or
statewide interect) to detercine those projects in which central
office staff will work with the regions on actual inplementation of
relidation efforts. Your office nay be asked to provide additional
infornation on those tubject areas selected for further cntral office
action.

?leasa roturn the udaced list of recceendJations and sunaries to the
Bureau of Quality Cone..ol, Office of Prograu Validation. Division of
Validation Reviern, by August 20, 1979. vou here any qustions
concernin:: this rsquest, please concoct L's C.. tan, of ny staff, at
(FTS) 9341-726.

Frauk DeLillo

Attachments
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BUflMAU OF QUALTIY CDNBOL (HCrA)
OFFICE OF PMRO1 VA.IDATION - SPECIAL : DVIEWS

'-EICMAL PROPOSALS - NATICAL. PPCG I. VALIDY.TION REVIEWVS

--regional Office: Contact Person:

Title of .Project:

*Sttement of Issxe(s):

.. (In dscribing the issme, this item should include a
sufficient explanation of the condition vhich exists;
the probable cause of the.prob1ens;and the effect
the issue is lM-?g on the Abdicare/Madicaid programs.
The background/justification presented muast substantiate
the key assiumotions upon which the issue is based-and

- should include sufficient proliminary information to
allow a go/no go decisioi.)

Jnomr nded V~ethodology:

(A key element in evaluating the feasibility of a proposal
is the co=-lexity of the proposed job; wl--ilability of
the necessary data and 'policy to suzrport -he issue; and
the presentation of alternative approaci;es for achieving
-he stated objective., Accordingly, this item will
include . concise statennt of the technict-s to be

. ~utilied, availability and accessibility of records,
and the identification of key hurdles to ce overcome.

. In essence, this item will describe ":.hat" needs to be
done and "how" it will be done.)

'-resource Requirerents:

CThis item will include an estimate of .the staff requirements
- needed for the major tasks associated it:h the project (man-

days). Staff needs will be exoressed in terms of nuuber,
skills, and staff day. , and should incorporate the starting
conwiedrations or iner regions. thtch.irn- the right people with
'-.i right job is essential so that indiv -*1, job, and instituticonal

ds are weighed and eshed to produce t. o est oveiall resuits.)
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Tpected Results/Outouts:

(The proposed outcome of the study is en essential factor in
:z.asuring the worth and contribution of a proposed validation
-review. Whether the result is an alternative method of
reimbursenent, clarification or change to ineffective policy,
Improvement in carrier/internediary performance, orpotential
targets for further fraud and abuse investigations, an
evaluation of the expected results should be made before

-resources are comitted or increased. Nhere possible, the
--eected findings will include an estimate of the potential
recoveries/program savings to be generated .from the project.)
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- .EXAMPLE - . . 7

.. 1tle of Project: Carrier-Inte.ediary-2PS' Coortii'ation cn Disallowed
despital Stays

Statfeent of Issues:

On occasion, a hospital, Utilization Rcvicw Cornittee, an intermediary,
a medicaid fiscal agent or a PSRO determines that all or part of an
.inzatient hosaital stay is unnecessary. On this basis, paymentto the
hospital is cut off. Ho-ever, if the-benefiCiary remains in the hosital
and a physician continues to visit the .p-tien .the carrier or the Medicaid
fiscal agent pays. for these vossibly unnecessary visits. Thus, program
funds may be needlessly.expendcd. .. . -

___At present, there exists no mechanism by wdhich an intermediazy notifies a
crriez'of the date on which i stay is determined to be noncovered.

2...Mtxe is also no cross reference between-intermediary and carrier claims
files.. In addition to the situation dest&ribcd above, .this lack of
.czoss checks could lead to other situations of ienroper payments, such as
-office visits being paid while the natient is hospitalized. We need to
determine if either. situation is.ccrring to any significant degree.

-Proosed !Iethodolovry:

Contact internediaries and state agencies for a recent listing of hosrital
cases in which the inpatient stay was either cut .off or denied. From
these lists, select a sanrole of inputient claics.. P.eauest beneficiary

*histories coverine thc sane tite period to dete r.e what medical se-vices
-ere paid for after the cut off. R4.nuest that a .edical consultant nke.
a determination as to the necespity of the services .:. light of the fact
that the hospitalization was unecesszy A.naly::.results of rnamprison.

"Sstirnted Resources: . -

Tho 1.. analysts for anprozirately four ve-'s :t least q medics
. cnsultant for one week.

.-- e-eted 'results:

1) Depending wyon the outcome of the study, arcaese a syste under
which carriers and Medicaid fiscal aents cam receive notification
outinelr when coverare of an inpatient stay 2 terminated.

Propose L -. ns by which this information cm be used.to assure
SI ?-V-, at 1 or .: shanl basis all bills for nedical services
after. * citt-off date hut prior to dir charre arm reviewed for
uedical necessity before pavnent. Solutions = the rroblem
sy differ accordine tn the situation: ?!dicre with or without

PSIO involvement and Medicaid with or withou.PSMO involvement.
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,fETk ,. CREAM

LE 
OFICE OF TE DIRECTOR

CM41CLE $ 1!70=5 30 E- ,- .. 43...,
AssIInDe Cel hI. Oi. 43215

September 23, 1980

Martin L. Kappert. Director
Bureau of Quality Control .
Department of Health and Human Services
Health Care Financing Administration
Baltimore, Maryland 21235.

Dear Mr. Kappert:

Thank you for your recent letter regarding the findings of your office's
preliminary validation review of the department's rate-setting process. :>
This review was particularly beneficial because it was conducted Pt the co
time the department was instituting a new rate-setting methodology.

The review revealed that the audits conducted by the two consulting
firms under contract were deficient in several areas. Such deficiencies
had a material impact in the calculation of one of the components of the
nursing home per diem. As a-result of the timely identification of the
deficiencies, the department is able to initiate corrective action and
avoid the needlessly expenditure of state and federal dollars. The
identification of a potential 6.5 million dollar overpayment constitutes
approximately two percent of the departmcnt's total Medicaid expenditure
for nursing home care.

In fact, the department's experience with HCFA in the development and
implementation of the new nursing home program has been exceptionally
positive. In addition to your office's assistance, the Division of
Alternative Reimbursement has been most cooperative in its timely and
extensive review of the reimbursement policy to ensure its federal
approvability.

The point I'm trying to emphasize in this letter is that expertize provided
while a system is in its development and early implementation phase is
the most beneficial because it prevents problems.

Very t-l u;

CLARK R. LAW
Executive Assistant

to the Director

CRL.dk
cc: Tom Jazwicki

AEqaol Opp..,une, r"pA,
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1.58 SEP j13T.:-.'-13
458-
1-11-0010-06

Mr. Clark Law
Executive Assistant -
Department of Public Welfare
State Office Tower
30 East Broad Street
32nd Floor
Columbus, Ohio 43215

Dear Mr. Law:

The purpose of this letter is to stress the immediate action needed to
correct one of the problems identified during our preliminary validation
survey of Ohio nursing homes last month. During the review, we found that
the maximum allowable rate for general and administrative expenses per
day in nursing homes beginning July 1, 1980 was erroneously computed.
The error in the maximum occurred because it was not based on audited
data which accommodated the State criteria for limitations on nursing
bo-e administrative salaries. As a result, the sample of cost reports
utilized to determine the general and administrative (G&A) maxium contained
nursing home salaries which were greater than Ohio's criteria for allowable
administrative salaries.

Upon my staff's disclosure of this problem to you, the Department of Public
Welfare reco-puted the C&A -,xi=m using the correct criteria for administrative
salary limitations to determine the significance of the problem. Tour
analysis showed that the C&A naximum should be reduced from $10.10 to $9.63
per patient day. Based on last year's patient day statistics of over 14
million Medicaid patient days reimbursed in nursing homes, the $.47 per day
reduction in the G&A maximum should realize a saving of $6.5 million on an
interim basis and approximately $5 million in final payments to nursing homes.

It is our opinion that because of the significance of the error, the present
GLA maximum should be reduced to the proper level immediately. Any payments
already made to nursing homes using this erroneous maximum should be retroactively
adjusted based on the correct amount. Should the State of Ohio, despite our
pointing out the need for an adjustment, reimburse based on the erroneous amount,
it will be paying these costs entirely from State funds as Federal financial
participation in such a clearly unalloiwable expenditure cannot be made. -

87-144 0 - 81 - 12
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I-vould like to take this opportunity to comend you on your timely action
to re.ies.* the citifi.Vcance of the problen. Towever, your further action is
needed to reduce the f7&A naximurm to the correct arount as soon Ps possible.
.Should you have any questions pertaining to Federal financial participation
'in Medicaid expenditures, you may refer them directly to David McNally,
Director, Division of Financial Operations, Bureau of Program Operations,
(301) 597-1397. Also,-if I can be of any assistance-to help you to take
action on this matter, please do not hesitate to. call me.

Sincerely

Martin L. Kappert
Director
Bureau of fuality Control

cc:
Regional Administrator, Chicago
Regional Medicaid Director, Chicago
.Regional PI Director, Chicago
D. McNally. - BPO
Ken Creasy - Director, Department of Public Velfare
H. Kappert
M. Seabrooks
PCIB
D. licholson
F. DeLillo
G. Whooley
L. Berman
Branch
RFCs

FWK-13 LBerman/FDeLillo:gaf 9/11/80
9/15/80
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APPENDIX K

DEfPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUAN., kl,'% I CE'.- -- !

Memorar:;um
FE 0r5 9.. FNV22

Director H R
Bureau or Quainty Control

Subject Lack of Criminal Fraud Convictions in the Miami: Ai; our Memorandum of
December 19, 1980)-INFORMATION

To Regional Administrator
Atlanta

The Acting Administrator has asked me to respond to your very informative memorandum
explaining the prevailing situation concerning criminal fraud convictions and
problems associated with fraud matters in the Miami, Florida area.

I share the concerns you have expressed about the historical problems that exist
in the Miami area in terms of Medicare fraud. I also realize that the drastic
decline in criminal convictions serves as a detriment to the Health Care Financing
Administration's (HCFA's) efforts. Your planned orientation training for acquainting
the Office of Investigations (01) staff with the health insurance programs is commendable.
I am hopeful that it will serve as a means to help resolve the problem in your
region, and, as you have noted, may well serve as a useful tool in other regional
jurisdictions.

In your memorandum, you suggested that HCFA should support a "strike force"
effort to deal with cases in certain areas of the country, particularly in south
Florida. A strike force consisting of the Justice Department's prosecutors and
Federal Bureau of Investigation's investigators would perhaps be a viable remedy
to the problem with regard to manoower needs. However, I believe that a response
to your specific request would be more appropriate after we have had an opportunity
to discuss total strategies of fraud and abuse control with the new departmental
leadership and the new HCFA Administrator.

Undoubtedly, you are aware that our staff has been working with the Office of
the Inspector General's (OIG's) staff centrally regarding pending 01 Medicare
cases across the nation. In December 1980, a memorandum was sent to all Regional
Administrators advising Program Integrity Regional Office (PIRO) staff that
the Special Agents-In-Charge have agreed to more fully represent the administrative
concerns of the PIROs in dealing with the United States Attorneys. Every attempt
is being made to secure OIG cooperation in a national effort to either investigate
and refer our cases for prosecution, or return them to the PIRO for administrative
sanctions action, if appropriate. This approach should enhance HCFA's position
in taking action to help protect its programs.

Date4.
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Thank you very much for bringing this matter to our attention. Be assured you
have my support in these matters. Please contact me if I can be of further assistance.
your staff should direct questions on this subject to Mr. Clarke Bowie, Office
of Program Validation, Field Operations Branch on (FTS) 934-2077.

Attachment
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December 19, 1980 BOC;fcticm

m Regional Administrator Alna/CollieAltman/Collie:
RCFA, Atlanta FORD: RARRIS

Glennie; 0On
Subject lack of Criminal Fraud Convictions in the Miami, Florida, Area

Admin Sig
Due 1/14

To Administrator, ECFA

In 1976, responsibility for the investigation of criminal fraud cases invol-
ving the Medicare program was passed from our Office of Program Integrity to
the Inspector General's Office of Investigations. Since 01 needed time to
acquire staff, etc., only a few cases were actually transferred to 01 from
DPI until early 1978. Since 1976, with the exception of cases handled to
completion by OPI, there have been no criminal convictions involving Medicare
in the South Florida (Miami) area.

Given the large Medicare population and the concentration of Medicare provi-
ders in that area, opportunities are certainly available for fraudulent ac-
tivity. Our past experience with the area (some 21 criminal convictions
obtained by OPI in the 1976-78 period) and the continuatiou of the same kinds
of potentially criminal activity reflected in the cases OPI now refers to the
Office of Investigations lead us to believe that a major problem continues to
exist in terms of Medicare fraud in that area.

This lack of criminal convictions has had further effects. Due to the large
number of initial complaints of potential fraud and abuse we received from
Medicare beneficiaries through Social Security offices in South Florida, the
Social Security Administration years ago set up a special unit in the Miami
Beach District Office to which all Social Security offices in the area re-
ferred initial complaints. This special unit, staffed with as many as six
Field Representatives, screened these complaints and referred on to CPI only
those which had good potential as fraud cases. The volume of complaints has
now fallen to the point that the unit was disbanded several months ago. We
believe this drop in the number of complaints is directly attributable to the
lack of criminal convictions and the attendant publicity such convictions
received in the media.

We have also detected in Medicare carriers and intermediaries serving this
area a change in attitude toward reporting matters of potential fraud to us
as such. They seem to feel that there is almost no chance of any action
criminally and that to report such cases to us can only result in several
years of no action at all followed by the return of the case to them for
resolution. The facts seem to lend credence to their feeles=s. We, of
course, continue to work with them to see that casd# are r rted prope -,D

-, ~ M ni C:)Ok C

-: C:
-J0C

>-, ~ r
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I met with the 01 Special Agent in Charge and OPI representatives in late
summer to present this problem and to offer whatever assistance we could to
resolve it. 01 seems to feel that the problem is caused by other business
(drug cases, immigration, etc.) tying up the U.S. Attorney's Office and that
the Medicare law and regulations are too "loose" and do not contain specific
penalties for specific fraudulent acts. U.S. Attorneys have, of course, al-
ways had many more cases to prosecute than they can ever handle., and Medicare
cases have always had to compete with cases involving a variety of other of-
fenses. With regard to this and the "looseness" argument, I believe OPI's
record speaks for itself.

At the meeting, I proposed a training program or orientation for 01 staff
to acquaint them more adequately with Medicare and Medicaid. The SAC saw
real value in the proposal, and we are now in the process of finalizing the
agenda. I hope that this training can serve as a pilot project for other
regions experiencing similar problems. Other than this training, no concrete
action plan to resolve the problem came out of our meeting.

This leads to the main purpose of this cemorandum, which is to suggest that
we in HCFA offer whatever support we can to recent recommendations by congres-
sional committees and congressional staff that some kind of "strike force"
effort be mounted to deal with Medicare fraud in certain areas of the country
such as South Florida. This "strike force" would reportedly be made up of
Justice Department prosecutors and investigators from the FBI or other simi-
lar investigative agency who would be free of other caseload constraints and
would be able to direct concentrated intentive efforts toward securing crimi-
nal indictments and convictions in Yedicare cases. I believe that such a
force could have significant i=pact In a relatively short period of time. I
believe that any success could only have ro.itive effects in protecting the
program from those who would defraud !t, In revitalizing our fraud detection
system and in recreating the deterrent e::ect on others that only criminal
convictions can have.

f. 7
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Director, Bureau of Quality Control September 14, 1979

Pegional Director, Office of Program Integrity OPI:BF
Atlanta

Medicare Fraud Deterrance

Following the discussions you had with the OPI staff here several
employees created the attached graphics to illustrate their concerns
about the decline in convictions since fraud responsibilities were
transferred to the Inspector General. I am passing them on for your
information.

Attachment A is a graph illustrating the nationwide decline in
Medicare fraud convictions in the last few years. While OPI referrals
to U. S. Attorneys dropped off as soon as 01 arrived on the scene, con-
victions remained high as long as OPI's cases were being adjudicated--
approximately another year.

Attachment B breaks out the data for this region only and illustrates
the same decline locally. I an not aware of any Medicare conviction
OI-Atlnata has achieved independently. Joint investigations have been
unwieldy due to different orientations and approaches of the two staffs
and, hence, have been infrequent.

Attachment C illustrates the close correlation between 01 case presenta-
tions to the U. S. Attorney and prosecutive declinations. On page 69
of his 1978 Annual RePort the Inspector General discusses the rapidity
with which 01 has obtained declinations on what are termd "weak cases."
his is contrasted to figures on declinations received by OPI in the

same period. I cannot understand these figures as we in OPI-Atlanta
have only received perhaps a half dozen declinations in a decade of
activity, none since the creation of 01, and in no case was declination
due to case matit. itigating and extralegal factors (such as one
suspect's pre-existing incarceration for murder) were mentioned to
us by U. S. Attorneys.

O has indicated to us that it seeks a prosecutive commitment from
U. S. Attorneys on our cases bsfore deciding to investigate further.
Under the Memorandum of Undrstaninrg, we :have been referring cases
to OI when they "show a stron, 'ontial for fraud warranting a full-
scale investigation". It w;as nevar our policy to present cases to
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the U. S. Attorney at this stage of partial development and I cannot
be surprised at the high rate of declination (particularly in view of
0's presentation techniques discussed in your meeting here) . The
rate of referrals to 01 has declined slightly due to a reevaluation
on our part of the degree of development exected by 01 before referral.

Attachment D summarizes the figures represented in Attachments B and
C. these figures do not always agree with those presented in the
Inspector General' s Annual Report. In that regard, you may wish to
re-read my earlier memo (Attachment E) . OPI's figures can be supported
with specific case references, but we can only measure ox activities
by what they have reported to us.

I felt you would want these charts for your reference in view of the
public posture the Inspector General'has recently taken in forums
such as the Chiles' hearings. If you have any questions on any of
this data, Chris or I will be happy to discuss it with you.

Frank D. White

HCFA:PI:Fosterskeb 9/14/79
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Eealth Care Financinn AIndinistration

roverber 7, 1970

Frank D.. White. Retional Director Refer To OPI:DS
Office of Progran Intesrity, UCPA/AtLanta

Wayne Bailey
4/b/a Colurbia Yedical P1entals. Irmo, South Carolins
(File A-49-9-5-4)

Special Arent in Charse
Office of Investigations. Atlanta

After re'tiving 7ourmemorandon of Py 7. 19 t. hich states A review
of the file disclosed no criniral violation or other basis to schedule a
crininal investiration." we forwar,!ed the file to our central office for
their review. "e have received their reply which-quotes the Office of
General Counsel's opinion on this case no follows:

"The 1snruae in section 1"77 (b)(2)(P). prohibitinv, the offer of
any reruneratfon in kind tn an- nerson to lduce such person to
.purchase. lease. order... any... Iten is most clear. and the described
practice, if conducted, would Fall scuarely within the prohibition
of this statute.

We realize that you ray not be hanny to see this case anain: however, in
lieht of the 0,.C opinion and for the other reasons fiven below we feel
it is our responsibility to return tie case to you for a second look.

Wayne Railey is a major sunnlter of durable medical evuipment to "edicare
beneficiaries in South Carolin. As a lender in the field. many other
suppliers look to his practices in or!er to judca their own conduct.
If his practice in this case in alloun4d to ~o unchalloneed. ve can expect
other suppliers in South CirollnA and elsewhere to lilewise ofer such a
deal as no suppliers in this very comnetitive field can po lou with such
a coupetitive e3-e.

1?e have no administrative sanction or other action which can effectively
deal with the nroble'.

Under the circu-.stnnces. ve hone that you will review the matter main in
liyht of the "T0 crinion.

T,.Crp. *0"1:!17ri-.--.ons.*-,rrc: 11 /7 1 ̂ 1
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NEDICAME I .. UD CASES
ATIANTA rPXIGN

OPI TO 01 01 TO tEAtty USAtty MJNATIt OPI JOINT 01

2

8

2

13

4

3

1 0 0 17 0 0

10 3 0 12 4 0

51 11 10 U. 1 0

35(52.5) 31(46.5) 20030) 1 0 0

94530 74 5 0

(Projected 1979 totals) OPI:BF.0979



Acting Director
Bureau of Quality Control June 6, 1980

Regional Director
Office of Program Integrity.IiCFA/Atlanta OPI:WDS

Office of the Inspector General (OIG) Cooperation in Case Handling
Development and Disposition--ACTION--your memorandum Dated May 19. 1980

Your memorandum states that the 0IG has contacted you requesting a staff
paper describing ways in which they can assist OPV and OPI in the per-
formance of our functions. In our opinion this is putting the cnrt before

.the horse. What is desperately and critically neeced nre "edicare criminal
indictments and convictions to deal with criminal fraud and to recreate a
deterrent for committing fraudulent acts. We are having no particular
problems in detecting and referring to 0 whit we consider to be very
goand cases of potential fraud. The very best way the OIG can assist us in the
perfhrmance of our functions is~to aggrvssively investigate these cases and
present matters of criminal fraud to U.S. Attorneys.. We stand ready as we
have since the creation of the OIG to assist them in any way we can to secure
these much needed indictments and convictions.

Having said that, there are several specific suggestions which we would
like to offer on how the present process miaht be improved. These follow
the outline contained in your memorandum.

L instances in which cooneration between our organizations
could improve the. performance of cither or b)th units.

Since crfninal indictments and convictions are of paramount imoortance.
no new initiatives or responsibilities such as civil fraud or beneficiary
fraud should be placed upon 01 so that all their efferts can be devoted to
criminal matters.

Discussions of referred cases between OPI case development staff and 0
case agents prior to O1's initiatinq any investigative activity on a *7iven
case would provide 01 with more background into the alleged violztion.
Medicare policies and procedures etc., as well as possible lines of inouiry
they mighit went to follow. This mitcht senm to be an obvirs surgction,
but this kind of discussion does not take place here. The OIG might consider
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making such discussions mandatory.

Currently Os position on suspensions of payments in fraud cases Is that

they simply are not involved, that suspensions are HCFA's concern. not

their's. Since they feel no responsibility for the decision, no priority at

all is given to such cases. This causes us to be extremely reluctant to suspend

payments even in blatant cases of fraud since an Investigation may not even

begin for literally years. In referred cases where we have not suspended

payments, 01 feels no responsibility to notify us if an investiqation does

produce sufficient evidence of fraud to warrant suspension action. We have

been unable to convince them that a, a part of the Department of Health and

Human Services, they have a responsibility to partic'pate in and even

initiate discussions on suspensions to prevent the Department from continuing
to make vrraneous payments to providers. Some attention to these areas by the

OIG would be of help to us.

2. Any palicies or arecedures currently implemented on a e-
gionk basis which have imro the comperatien between
both or anizations.

We have nothing to off-r here.

3. Instances in which OPI's osinion should be -olicit'd prior

to determWininE the final disposition of a case.

There has buen an extremely high incidence of declinations by U.S. Attorneys
of cases that seem to us to have very good prosecutive merit. We would
like to be consulted at the point wh..'n 01 makes a-decisicn to p-esenWa case

to the U.S. Attorney. so that 01 might have the benefit of our suggestions.
views, etc. Also a 'dry run" presentation to some.one'A inowledgeable about

the facts in the case might assist OI in making a abetter." more complete

presentation.

In addition, our being consulted prior to 01's going to U.S. attorneys might

have prov.:nted the -ituations outlined in the attached write-ups of the cases

involving Scott Stein, M.D. and Yolanda Somontaand Maria Santiago.

4. Any police or prcedures that could be implemented to im-
prove our ability to eff.-ctuae -anctioris actions.
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The single most helpful thing OT could do to hl, u in the sanction area

would be to secure criminal ccnvictions. The same comment annles to civil

fraud action as well since a summary judgement is all that in needed to prevail

in a civil case after a criminal conviction.

We hope that these suggestions will be helpful.

Frank D. White

cc: All Regional OPI Directors

HCFA:OPI:WDSimmons: vrc: 6/6/80
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Acting Director, SQC May 1, 1980

Regional Director, OPI OPI:EDS

Joint 01/OPI Effort to Reduce Pending Backlog--ACTIOS--Your Msmorandum
of April 10, 1900

Attached are the completed forms you requested. Per a telephone
conversation with nob Eanuel, we have not completed the column
headed "Date of Complaint(s)" duo to the amount of time necessary
to gather this information. If it is Aeedad later, please let
us know.

This listing of cases pending in 01 includes only cases we have
referred which to our knowledge have not already been referred to
U.S. Attorneys.

We have a number of concerns with what you are proposing to do,
such as:

1. A joint effort between 01 and OPI staff to present a
large nhmber of cases (some 63 in this region) to U.S.
Attorneys represents a major workload we have not budaeted
for. Our Case Development staff is heavily engaged in
CIEPs and State assessments and will be for the remainder
of the fiscal year. What activities are we prepared to
abate in order to do this now activity?

2. Such joint presentations will put us back very much
in the fraud business aqain. U.S. Attorneys recognize
competence and commitment when they see it. many will
accept cases only if we agree to continue to work vith
then. We aren't prepared to do that.

3. These cases will be very difficult to present prop-
erly. One of the first thinqs the U.S. Attorney will
ask is how much money is involved here. we won't know
since the case has not been develoned. We will be obli-
gated to point out from the very beginning that these
cases have not been investigated, so we have very few
facts to present to him. U.S. Attorneys like to deal
in facts, not suspicions; therefore:

4. Wo can expect. a great many if not most of these

87-144 0 - 81 - 13
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cases will be declined. If the problem is a lack of con-
victions, why are we going through all this?

5. Based on our past experience, we can expect a consider-
able amount of opposition from 01. In this region, they
have consistently refused any assistance we have ever
offered. What makes us think they will accept this offer?

6. Mhat assurances do we have that there will be real
coitent of time, effort, etc., necessary to investi-
gate and help prosecute any cases that are accepted by
U.S. Attorneys as a result of this joint effort? Will
we have to go through this again next year to clear out
the pending cases then?

In sumary, we certainly share your concern over the large number of
cases pending in 01. We are deeply distubbed, however, with the plans
you have outlined to deal with these cases and seriously question that
they will in any way be successful in dealing with the real problems.

Frank D. White

Attachment

ocs
All Regional P1 Directors

HcA.PI:flSil5ns2keb 5f/SO8
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Acting Director.
Bureau of Cility Control 2/'8/3

Reizional Director.
Office of Pro .rata Inteo'rity, iICFA/Atlanta PtD

Revised !!erndtrm of Vndarntcan"Int fletwean the Office o -f the
Inspector reneral/Office of Inrvst 1-a t ons a,.,! the 11ealth Care
Finaneiai Pdnia istrat ±o=-Medicare/.4edicaid Fru ATINYu

.irandsa, January 24. l:,')

Ve appreciate the opportunity to co~ent on the proposed ravisud neno-Mrandula
of umerstandln-.

.7a certail--7 a-porove of t'.c nrnnoqal' to stren:,then the !Mby
?IrZn exanipl of whiat the teri3 atron-- potential1 for fraud" really

nsans. Vila his caused roblers in the past which undoubtc.!iv will
continue b-it ninnin- it .!nm snev will jufnitely help. Any furthur
pimnin,! dcwa: you can do vill be anprectated.

The written notice within A:5 dn". of referral will also hcla) corsl'?ably.
We would Ithe to se t.!e s.c'A!r.-.rh n -a-e 3 furtJ~cr strci'thcned
by am=4inq this se.:tion to read -01 v-il1 inforr *,;C!A re!!iumally

In ii as to wle*-, t!-c-v q-' elffc ohiection to the r:n
of enncurro't aciiti/n-einnt ion b-. .CiXA and their re.ions
for Ptich ohiectiln . ;Ie t:oull l1~e to 5wet qorethiin" In here t!"t
would orohib-it such olection 1-anc.d on va-ue feeli? thftr 2CrA
4ctions Will so-,eh10 -na -. m the crinimal act i. In tais qanme
pxrs-raph. we sti'~c~t a.!iUnp, the v-nrea -and when, after "...at
they Intend to sch.c.:ule the case for inves9tlration.

On pa- e 4 with respect to civil fraud, we would like to see some
flexi5111ty rztaine-d on a re-Ion-by-re-lion basis. In re-:ions where

*01 io unable or deccini'n to hanile civil frstzd, MIT 97,ould !:, able to
take up~ the slnck. If t o ult' ti( "01-F as vr~tten, we s.in mnly sa,,
that in our o:Anioa this will effectively e-fl civil fraud actions
in this re.'ion. 01 here :iasa ever s':own any inclinationi to cet involved
with civil 'cuA n:avu ,'r ';tc- nnisl, r. t
crininal invcsti--tiou 13 lore in ., t caes. q4nce civil fzaudl
re-7uires al-rost the sne efrort in i:tvsti-atien. we siirnly -will see
the de-.ise of whnt can be in effactive teol frr 0ejli.-, with: fra-id.
Tnou!-h said.

?r.i2.nk D. Vh1te
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, E.UCArION, AND WELFAR

V N HEALTHCARE FINANCING AUMINISTRATION

II-E-14

Director DATE: j .0

Office of Program Integrity -
FPQ-1

FROM Frank E. DeLillo, Director
Division of Field Operations
Office of Program Integrity

suBJECT:
Continued Need for Program Integrity (PI) Staff To Work Cases Referred
to the Office of Investigations (01)

As you know, I had to commit Joe Birdsong, from our Atlanta Regional
Office, to be available for a period up to 6 months to assist a
Justice Department team of central office attorneys prosecute a major
home health agency chain. This case had been referred through the
HEW Office of Investigations (01). I was trying to limit Birdsong's
future involvement by obtaining a commitment that OI staff would
perform any interviewing or re-interviewing of witnesses required by
Justice. Of course, I understood that Birdsong would be required to
be available in court to explain schedules he had prepared which
traced ownership arrangements and other financial transactions
related to these home health agencies.

Lorna Kent, the Justice Department attorney in charge of the team
working this case, advised me by telephone that she needed Joe ,irdsong
to work with her on the prosecution and unless we make him available
she will recommend that Justice drop the case, citing non-coperation
of HEW as the reason. I explained my quandary regarding Joe and Lorna
said that she could use 01 investigators to interview non-accounting
type witnesses, but she would need Birdsong along on interviews with
any accounting related type witnesses. She explained chat she might

.need Birdsong for 6 full weeks in the courtroom and to have him
available for consultation during a period which could extend to 6
months on this case. Lorna Kent said she had explained to N.than Dick,
of 01 central office, and would be glad to tell anyone else that what
Justice needs from HEW on this type of case is assistance in the form
of someone who has Medicare program knowledge and accountingInAditing
experience.

We do not wish to have Justice drop the case since a conviction could
have significant impact on getting other home health agency chain-type
organizations to stop illegal and unethical practices, deterriig :'-
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establishment of new home health. agency chains intent upon defrauding
the government in a similar manner, and setting precedent for additional
prosecution of other existing home health agency violators. Nathan Dick
agreed to assign a recently hired 01 investigator in the Atlanta region,
who has an audit background, to assist Birdsong in the hope that such
experience would enable 01 to carry similar cases in the future. Thus,
I have-instructed Atlanta OFI to make Birdsong available to work on this
Investigation. This will result in some delay in review efforts and
administrative overpayment recovery actions we anticipated based on
Birdsong' ongoing work related to several other home health agency clains.
I expect to throw some central office accounting office help into this
breach in the form of Joe Brewster, Gary Kramer or both to assist
Atlanta with these other reviews.

Frank E. DeLillo

cc: Vtrank White
Iry Cohen
Bob Dunker
Bob Pilam
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APPENDIX L

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Office of Inspector General

Wasngton, D.C. 20201

Mr. Bill Halamandaris
Investigator, Special Committee on Aging
Room G-233
Dirksen Senate Office Building

Dear Mr. Halamandaris:

In response to your request for background material concerning
HCFA/OPIN levet-of support of the Office of Investigationae
operations, I am enclosing at*opy of the following:

1. Six memorandums from Philadelphia dated August 27, 1981, to
November 10, 1981, documenting HCFA Quality Control
Division's refusal to assist the OIG and the U.S. Attorney.

2. Memorandum from Robert E. Griffin, 01 Special
Agent-In-Charge, Denver, dated December 19, 1980, asking
his HCFA counterpart to note a decrease in HCFA-referrals
and the small dollar amount of past referrals.

3. Memorandum from Special Agent-In-Charge MacAulay, Kansas
City, dated November 7, 1980, pointing out that HCFA/Office
of Program Validation correspondence dated October 17,
1980, (enclosed) allows Regional Program Integrity
Directors to use their own discretion whether to report a
criminal violation to 01.

4. Memorandum from Special Agent-In-Charge Campbell, Seattle,
dated October 7, 1980, and attachment a letter from Denver
Office of Program Integrity (OPI) Director explaining to a
carrier OPI's decreased role in fraud and abuse investiga-
tions.

5. Memorandum from Special Agent-In-Charge Brock, New York,
dated August 15, 1980, which critiques an operating state-
ment proposed by the Acting Director of HCFA's Bureau of
Quality Control (enclosed).

If I or my staff can be of further service to you, please do not

hesitate to call ol us.

Sincerely yours,

Richard P. Kusserow
Inspector General

Enclosures
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V1i i~fe U1 ~~ru~e
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Office of Investigations

Region III ENCLOSURE I

CC: L Momorandum
November 10, 1981

T.: David H. Snipe I*
Acting Assistant inspector General

for Investigations

F- Acting Special Aaent-in-Charge
Philadelphia Field Office, 01

sehi.dI Regional Quality Control, HCFA (Formerly OPI)

Attached are five (5) memorandums and letters involving one case matter
and a three part relationship with HCFA Quality Control, formerly OPI,
U.S. Attorney and Office of Investigations.

The period of time spans 5 months and simply involves requests from
01 and the U.S. Attorney in writing for assistance -from program persons
to work a case. As you may see from this correspondence, it is a typical -
example of relationships with this office much to the detriment of the
agencies mission.

The. Audit Director and I will take no further action to.attempt to secure
services of HCFA Quality Control Division based on their refusal to assist
the 0IG and the U.S. Attorney's office.

This information. is provided to you for whatever action you may deem
appropriate.

This is-another example of why an MOU within the agency has effectively
worked to hamper our functions.

Attachments
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August 27, 1981

Tioothy McLain
Acting Associate Regional Adminintrator
Division of Qtuality Control

Assistant Special Agent-in-Charke, DHIS
Philadelphia, PA

Prorum Assistance
BA.-9-308

In July, 1981, Lou Faiola, Audit ACency, and myself met with Allan
Eaffnan of your staff recarding an investigation being conducted by
this office of - This case was referred by your
office and is assiured to SA George Hallett of this office. It is
alleged that draws blood from Medicaiv beneficiaries
and sends the specimen to for .the required tests.

forwards the results of the tests to M
together with an invoice listing the regular price and a

discounted price.

also attaches individual bills for each beneficiary at the
standard price. pays Nlgg the discounted price.
However, the beneficiary is given the bill with the standard price
which ho/she pays to ODE und subsequently submits to PBS as an unancigned
claim.

It is requested that your office proVide assistance in conducting'a
validation review of the records, to dotermine the excess charge to
Medicare for these unassigned inflated claims for the period of
January, 1979 through February, 1900. Subpoonaed records of

end W are in this office along with payment infornation we have.
received from Pennsylvania Dlue hield. The United States Attorney's J
Office has requested this review be done as soon as possible. 1

Please advise me of your decision before the close of business on
September 11, 1981.

Jerry Von Tempske

. I:JVONTE4PSM:wr:G/27/8l



Memorandur DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION

TO :Assistant Special Agent-in-Charge
DHHS Office of the Inspector General
Baltimore Field Office

FROM Acting Associate Regional Administrator
Division of Quality Control

SUBJECT Program Assistance - BA-9-308 (Your Memorandum of 8/27/81)

At the present time, our entire staff is engaged in intensive
fiscal year-end activities related to our primary responsibilities,
as was previously discussed with you by Allan Hoffman. I do not
expect staff to be available to assist your office in conducting
a validation review of records necessary to determine any excess
Medicare charges arising from this potential kickback case until
after 10/15/81. Should you require our assistance after that time, Jj
I will ask a Program Integrity Branch analyst to participate inIf
your review, if you will provide me with specific information as
to the scope of the review, the review method, and the time frames
anticipated.

Timothy McLain

DATE: SEP 3 1e
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United States A ttorney
Eastern District of Pennsylvania

GSG: sas 3310 United States courthtoase

ladependr.ee Mll West DTICE OF ! ,T1I

601 Market Street EALTI'- 'CE

Philadelpht, Pensytnia 9106 OCT
October 2, 1981

Jerry Von Tempske L,331
Assistant Special Agent-in-Charge
Office of Investigations, Inspector General
P.O. Box 8049
Philadelphia, PA 19101

Dear Mr. Von Tempske:

In July 1979, this office issued subpoenas for
documents to be produced by principals in the case of Ag
gMMiMMUS et al.

,7 Since this case is of interest to the U. S. Attorney's
Office, it would be appreciated if we be advised of the current
status of the investigation and an estimated projection of when
a prosecutive report will be available.

We are aware that investigations of this nature are
complicated and, in many instances, audit assistance is necessary
to examine and analyze the numerous documents involved. We ate
also aware of the many demands made on the limited resources
.of your departnent. However,. in view of previous experience, \
it appears that program validation assistance with audit
supervision and investigative participation is most productive
from the prosecution standpoint. Accordingly, it is requested
that you consider giving this matter some priority so that
we may determine the prosecution merits of the case.

Please advise if we can be of any assistance in
expediting this matter. This letter was not requested by
anyone assigned to the Office of Investigations, Department
of Health & Human Services, Philadelphia, Pa.

Very truly yours,

Peter F. Vaira
United States Attorney

ary S UGlazer S A
.Assista nt United States Attorney
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Ut ice ot Investigations
Region III

October 30, 1981

Timothy McLain
Acting Associate Regional Administrator
Division of Quality Control, HCFA -

Acting Special Agent-in-Charge
Philadelphia Field Office

File #BA-9-308(PH)

In your memorandum of September 3, 1981 in response to our request of I
August 27, 1981, you advised that after October 15, 1981, an analyst f
from your office would assist. on the captioned subject matter to
resolution.

By letter of October 2i 1981, *the U.S. Attorney requested thatprogram
validaion assistance with Audit supervision and investigative '
partidipation be provided on a priority basis to determine prosecutive
merits of the subject matter.

In a telephone conversation with you on October 8, 1981, you advised that
Allen Hoffman of your staff would get back to me on this matter. I have
not been contacted as of this date.

In your memorandum of September 3, 1981 advising your intention to provide
assistance you indicated you would peed specific information as to the
scope of the review, method and the time frames anticipated. The time
frame is anticipated at 40 calendar days and the scope and the method will
be provided by the U.S. Attorney.

Please provide your response to me the week of November 2, 1981. Attached
are copies of our correspondence and the letter from the U.S. Attbrney.

Jerry Von Tempske

Attachments d

Blind cc: David H. Snipe, AIGI
Linda Z. Marston, Regional Director
Gary Glazer, AUSA

01:JVONTEMPSKE:wr: 10/30/81
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M Temorandum HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION

PA 201.2
To :Acting Special Agent-in-Charge 09

Office of Investigations Omaor it!
Region III 

"'MA7;
Regin II ~''"' ReferE to. DQC:R3 (1)

Fo : Associate Regional Administrator

Division of Quality Control

SUBJECT RECEIVED

File #BA-9-308(PH)

This is in response to your memorandum of October 30, 1981, concerning
assistance in the investigation of the subject case.

We indicated in our September 3, 1981 memorandum that we are willing
to provide appropriate assistance in the investigation of this
fraud case. (However, the Lype of assistance we contemplated was
more advisory than participatory.) Under the Memorandum of Under- /{
standing, currently in effect, our organization is responsible for
the preliminary investigation of fraud, and, the referral to the
Office of Investigations of cases that have strong potential for
fraud. The memorandum of understanding stipulates that assistance/
of our organization in full scale fraud investigations shoutd,,,
be /are; and; must be cleared by our central office.

In your memorandum of October 30, 1981, you did not specify the
type of assistance you needed. However, after contact with a
member of your staff, we concluded that the assistance you are
requesting would involve scheduling charges and costs of laboratory
services provided to beneficiaries in a Skilled Nursing Facility.
The type of work involved seems to be clerical in nature, and, does -
not appear to be an appropriate assignment for one of our Program
Analysts. Furthermore, you estimated in your-memorandum that the
duration of the assignment would be 40 calendar days. We are
committed to meeting goals established in a negotiated workplan.
A 40 day assignment of one of our Program Analysts to a fraud
investigation could severely hamper our efforts to meet our goals.
Therefore, I am offering you assistance in establishing procedures i
for reviewing and scheduling data taken from the documents pertinent
to this case. If you feel that this assistance is not sufficient,
you should direct a request for expanded assistance to the HCFA
Regional Administrator, and, the Director of the Office of Program
Validation in the Bureau of Quality Control Central Office.

Timoth . McLain

cc: E. Bryant
R. Howard
D. Nicholson
A. Hoffman



DEPARTMENTOF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

'-1 i

Date:

From:

Subject:

To:

Refer to:

Ollce ot Investigations
Denver Field Offie ENCLUSRE II

Memorandum
December 2, 1980

er tE in, Special Agent-in-Charge

Fraud Referrals to 01 From HCFA/OPI

Frank Ishida, Regional Administrator, HCFA

Beginning October 1, 1978, HCFA/OPI began referring. fraud
cases to 01. During the past year, the number of referrals
has declined and, during the past six months, there has only
been one.

YEAR FY 79 1st OTR 2nd QTR 3rd OTR 4th OTR TOTAL FY 79

HCFA/OPI Referrals 10 2 6 4 22

YEAR FY 80 1st OTR 2nd QTR 3rd QTR 4th QTR TOTAL FY 80

HCFA/OPI Referrals 5 5 2 0 12

YEAR FY 81 1st QTR

HCFA/OPI Referrals 1

Of the 35 referrals made over the 27 month period, 01 accepted 33.
01 closed out five referrals after preliminary inquiries and opened
full scale investigations of the other 28. As of this date, 25
investigations have been completed and the remaining three are still
on-going. These investigations have resulted in four indictments
and two convictions. (Indictments involving the
(D-9-86) had to be dismissed after key witnesses made conflicting -
statements).

An analysis of these 28 cases determined that a large majority were
providers suspected of false billing, double billing, or billing
for services not rendered. A breakdown of the type of providers
referred revealed the following:

Doctors, MD 10
P o d i a t r i s t s 7 - 1 i" I E D w
Chiropractors 1 'ED
Laboratories 4
Ambulance company 1 JAN 5 1981
DME 2
Nursing Home Owners 1
Hospitals 1
Hospital Ancillary Services 1
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Frank Ishida, Reg. Administrator, HCFA
Page 2

A breakdown of these providers by state showed the following:

Colorado 16
Utah 5
Montana 4
SouEn Dakota 1
North Dakota 2
Wyoming 0

A further analysis of these statistics leads to the following
questions:

1. Why has there been such a sharp decline in fraud referrals
to 01?

2. Why have the majority of the referrals been Medicare Part B
providers and relatively small dollar amounts in question?

3. Why has not one Medicare Part A case been referred to Of
during the 27 month period?

I know from previous discussions with you and the HCFA/OPI Regional
Director that there are potentially many answers to these. questions
including: low population and low Medicare/Medicaid utilization
in Region VIII area; lack of referrals from carriers; change in
HCFA.internal structure; etc. I believe all of us realize that
Region VIII does not have the same fraud problems that some of the
other larger populated regions have, but I don't believe any of us
think that we have eliminated fraud in the Medicare/Medicaid programs
in this region.

After you have had an opportunity to digest this material, I would
like to discuss with you and your staff your thoughts on how we
could mutually motivate carriers and others to refer potential fraud
cases for investigation.

Copies to: t'
6
than D. Dick, AIG-I, OIG

Leon Rollin, Regional Director, HCFA/OPI, Region VIII



DEPARTMENTOF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES
ENCLOSURE III

* November 7, 1980 Memorandum
F Special Agent in Charge

Kansas City Field Office

satjW Memo from Don Nicholson to Program Integrity
Directors datet. tctober 17, 1980

Re: Development of Cases Suitable for Civil Fraud/
To Administrative Sanction

To Nathan D. Dick
Assistant Inspector General

for Investigations

Attached-is a copy of the fabove-referenced memo. It
appears thatif .this action is implemented, that the
Regional Program Integrity Directors .will use their
own discretion whether to report a criminal -violation
to 01, or, if in their opinion, it is in HCFA's best
interest that the matter be handled civilly or
administratively.

Ian E. MacAulay

By: Thomas J. Tantillo
Acting Special Agent in Charge

Attachment

O)FFICE OF INVESh1AI r10
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ME ORAINHEALTHCARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION

TO Program Integrity Directors RECEIVED DAT- CT 7 70

OCT " 01980 - FNV21

FROM :Director O- KC
Office of Program Validation

suBJEcr: Development of Cases Suitable for Civil Fraud/Administrative Sanction
Action-ACTION

As I indicated to you during the October 2 conference call, we are recommending
that the regional offices expand their involvement in the identification and develop-
ment of cases suitable for civil fraud/administrative sanction action. The purpose
of this memorandum is to further outline the scope of our recommendations.

In PIRL 80-I ("Reviewing Potential Fraud and Abuse Cases for Exclusion/Termination
Action"), we indicated that regional offices should become more aggressive in
identifying and developing cases for administrative sanction action. As we indicated
in this regional letter, the administrative sanction authorities provide HCFA
flexibility in dealing with situations involving abusive or potentially fraudulent
institutional and noninstitutional providers.

We are now expanding this policy by recommending that when the regional office
(RO) has identified the nature of the impropriety, it must make a determination
as to the appropriate course of action to pursue in dealing with the provider;
i.e., the course of action which best serves HCFA's interest in preserving the
integrity of the programs and ensuring that inappropriate program payments
are stopped.

In the case of medically unnecessary services or services which fail to meet profes-
sionally recognized standards of care, the case should be referred to a Professional
Standards Review Organization for an 1157 determination and possible 1160 referral.
In the case of billings for services not rendered, false cost report entries, or other
misrepresentations or false statements in requests for payment, the RO must
evaluate the nature and severity of the improprieties to determine whether the
case should be referred immediately to the Office of Investigations (01) without
indepth development by RO staff or whether HCFA's interest would be best served
by the RO developing the case for civil fraud/administrative sanction action
prior to referral for 01 development.

In making its determination to refer/develop the case, the RO should carefully
weigh the nature of the improprieties,'the potential for future improper payments
if civil/sanction action is not pursued, and the most appropriate corrective action
to deal with the provider. This will obviously require that RO persbnnel become
involved in case development to a greater extent than they are currently. It
will require that the RO develop the case sufficiently so that (1) any administrative
sanction action taken by HCFA will stand up before an Administrative Law Judge
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(AL3) hearing, and/or (2) any civil suit pursued by the U.S. Attorney will prevail.
This may entail beneficiary contacts, on-site -eviews of records, on-site audits,
etc. Case development of this intensity will require that the RO carefully select
those providers it will review indepth, in order to most efficiently use the resources
available. However, the potential benefits to be realized from developing these
cases and taking sanction action or successfully prosecuting the case in a civil
suit will enhance our ability to deal with institutional/noninstitutional providers
engaged in improper practices and will demonstrate that we are making full use
of the "tools" provided to the Secretary to protect the Medicare and Medicaid
programs.

Our efforts in this area will require establishing and maintaining a relationship
with U.S. Attorneys responsible for civil fraud in order to establish guidelines
for when a case should be referred for civil action, the types of evidence required
to successfully prosecute the case, and other factors relevant to a successful
civil suit. We have contacted the Department of Justice on this matter and they
have agreed to provide someone to discuss this topic at our next conference. I

-thed a draft manual instruction to imniementhese recommendation.
We will be sending a copy of this memorandum and attachment to each Regional
Administrator with a cover note containing suggested language to be incorporated
into vnir 19R1 wnrk-pIns. lease review the material and feel free to submit
written comments. If thire . n oe.ae contact
jLMEEPmE ton (FT5 934-8000) or myself
(FTS 934-8470).

Attachment

87-144 0 - 81 - 14
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Identification and Development of Cases Suitable for Civil Fraud or Administrative
Sanction Action

General.-Once the regional office has identified the nature of the alleged impropriety,
eitheras a result of the contractor's or the RO's conduct of a preliminary review
of the provider, the RO must determine the most appropriat- ente of action
to deal with the provider; i.e., the course of action which best serves HCFA's
interest in preserving the integrity of the programs and ensuring that inappropriate
program payments are not made.

In the case of medically unnecessary services or services which fail to meet profes-
sionally recognized standards of care, the case should be referred to a PSRO
for a determination (pursuant to section 1157 of the Act) of whether a violation
of the obligations imposed under section 1160 of the Act has been committed.

Jr. the case of billings for. services not rendered, false cost report entries, or other
misrepresentations.or false statements in requests for payments, the RO must
determine whether the nature and severity of the improprieties warrant an immediate
referral of the case to 01 for investigation for criminal fraud. The factors which
the RO should consider in determining whether to refer the case immediately
to 01 are as follows:

1) Are the nature and severity of the improprieties so egregious so as to permit
ONs expeditious handling of the case.

2) Is the impropriety one which should be immediately referred to Oh kickbacks,
rebates, and bribes; certification fraud; Medigap fraud (after referral to
BPO)?

3) What are the potential adverse consequerites to the programs and its beneficiaries
'U administrative sanction and/or civil fraud action is delayed? What is the
likelihood that inappropriate program payments will continue-to be made

- to the provider if administrative sanction action is not taken? What is the
amount of the potential program overpayment which has been made to the
provider (including administrative costs and other damages resulting from
the provider's improprieties) and which may be recoverable in a civil suit
against the provider?

Where the RO determines, based on its evaluation of these factors, that it is
in HCFA's best interest to pursue civil fraud/administrative sanction action against
the provider (i.e., civil fraud/administrative sanction action is the most appropriate
and most expedient method of dealing with.the provider and ensuring that inappropriate
program payments do not continue to-be made to the provider), then the RO should
proceed with development of the case for civil fraud/administrative sanction
action.
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Because of the level of proof required to uphold an administrative sanction in
an AL3 hearing and to prevail in a civil action, it will be necessary to fully develop
each case you intend to pursue civilly or administratively. This may necessitate
beneficiary contacts, on-site reviews of records, on-site audits, and other time-
consuming case development activities. Case development of this intensity will
require that the RO carefully select those providers it will review indepth, in
order to most effectively use the available manpower resources. We would anticipate,for example, that no more than 15 such cases would be pending in the RO at anyone time.

Notification to O.-Once the case has been sufficiently developed to warrant
(1) a recommendation to central office to sanction the provider, and/or (2) a
referral to the U.S. Attorney for civil fraud action, the RO should prepare a writtennotification to Of stating that the case has been referred for administrative sanctionand/or civil fraud action. This notification should also indicate the nature ofthe improprieties and findings to date, as well as the adverse consequences tothe programs if civil fraud/administrative sanction action is not taken (e.g., improperpayments). The notification should be sent to 01 at the same time that the recommendationto sanction is sent to central office, and/or the referral to the U.S. Attorney
is made.

If O contacts the RO and states its belief that the case should be pursued criminally,the RO should inform 0f that unless a written statement from the U.S. Attorney
is received by the RO which directs the RO not to pursue civil fraud/administrativesanction action because the U.S. Attorney intends to pursue the matter criminally,HCFA will continue its efforts to sanction the provider and/or to pursue civilaction against the provider.
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UNITED.STATES GOVERNMENT ENCLOSURE IV

DEPARTMENT OF IlEALTII AND HUMAN SERVICESMEMORANDUM OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL
Ms 618 REGION X, SEATTLE

TO Mr. N. D. Dick, Assistant I ector
General for Investigations)1- DATE 10-7-80

REFER TO

FROM : Special Agent in Charge
Seattle Field Office

SUBJECT: Decreasing OPI Activity in Fraud and Abuse

Enclosed is a copy of a letter from the Region X OPI Director
to the Medicare Carrier in the State of Washington. The letter
advises the carrier that OPI will no longer participate in the
development of fraud cases and that the carriers will be res-
ponsible for resolving integrity issues and fully developing
potential criminal cases. These criminal cases are to be referr-
ed to OPI for "coordinating any full scale criminal investigation."

I think that this supports our position in recommending that 01
obtain slots from OPI and that these slots be staffed by Special
Agents whose efforts would be directed toward case development
(enclosed is the proposal we prepared for the SAC-AC relative to
obtaining slots from OPI).-

The State of Washington has a carrier system which is rather unique
in that there are actually 17 different carriers affiliated through
a common contractor. I have been meeting with these individual
carriers to introduce them to 01. I have been advising them that
although they have certain reporting requirements (i.e. to the
common contractor and then on to OPI) that if they wish or have a
need that they can call 01 direct for assistance. In light of
OPI's instructions, I will emphasize this point more strongly. I
think that closer contacts with the claims processing personnel
will increase the number of quality referrals.

Earl M. CampbellA

Enclosures

OFFICE OF INVESTIGAIII"S. nOL-

RECEIVED
/ l,18o
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
REGION X

M/S 715 ARCADE PLAZA BUILDING
1321 SECOND AVENUE

SEATTLE. WASHINGTON 9810
ifEAthl CARE

FINCING ADMINISTRATIO

Refer to: HCFA-ROX
P:CC

Les Wall
Government Programs Director
Washington Physicians Service
4th & Battery Building, 6th Floor
Seattle, Washington 98121

Dear Mr. Wall:

As you know, during the past eighteen months the Office of Program Integrity has begun
numerous initiatives aimed at curbing abuse and waste in the Medicare program. In
particular, we have launched a program validation effort directed both at reviewing provider
performance at the point services are delivered and identifying HCFA policies, specifically
in reimbursement, that may be contributing to inappropriate expenditures. Also, much
greater emphasis is now being given to Medicare and Medicaid administrative sanctions
activities, i.e., implementation of regulations pertaining to Sections 1157, 1862(d), and
1862(e) of the Social Security Act.

As a consequence, our personnel resources which were formerly devoted to integrity reviews
and preliminary full-scale investigations nationally will now be used to augment these new-
initiatives. Therefore, in the near future, the carrier's role in developing Medicare integrity
review cases will be expanded. The Medicare Carriers Manual (Chapter XI) is currently
being revised to provide adequate instructions for the contractors. These revisions will be
forwarded to you under separate cover.

Up until now, carriers have had primary responsibility for accomplishing the major portion
of integrity review development, whether fraud or abuse. Such development was generally
carried out under step-by-step OPI/RO direction, with some carriers being given more
latitude than others in appropriate situations. The participation of carriers in the develop-
ment of suspected fraud cases, in particular, has. been limited to furnishing information
about claims and payments. Under the expanded role, carriers will be responsible for
effectively resolving most integrity review cases, and fully developing those remaining, for
referral to us for coordinating any full-scale criminal investigation.

We anticipate that the transfer of the integrity review function to carriers will take place
beginning December 1, 19S0. We have discussed this matter with the Medicare Regional
Office, and together we do not feel that the function will require additional funding. If need
for additional resources becomes apparent over time, we will be willing to consider the need
for a supplemental budget request.
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My staff is currently in the process of developing a training program in early November to
instruct your staff on the proper procedures for the handling of integrity reviews covered by
the new manual chapters. Also included in this training are several other important subject
areas. We feel the training session will be most beneficial to those staff members directly
responsible for carrying out the functions described in the training agenda. A copy of the
training program currently being formulated is attached. If you have additional topics which
you would like addressed please inform Mr. Len Hagen of my staff who will be contacting
you to arrarZ- 'r the up-coming training session and to answer any questions you might
initially have on the transfer of the integrity review functions. Mr. Hagen may be reached
on (206) 442-0547.

Sinccrely,

J-- ohn W. Daise

Director
Office of Program Integrity

Enclosure
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ENCLOSURE V

'M EM ORANDUM DEPARTMENT OF IlEALTil AND HUMAN SERVICES

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

TO : Assistant Inspector General DATE: August 15, 1980
for Investigations

REFER TO:

FROM : Special Agent-in-Charge, 01
New York Field Office

SUBJECT: HCFA/OIG MOO

As you are aware, the Special Agents-in-Charge Advisory Committee (SACACL
in its role of providing you with input from the field on different mat-
ters,has addressed the issue of Memorandums of Understanding (MOU) with
various components of HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES. Within that context, SACs
have been polled, and unanimously agree that the need for MOUs no longer
exists. The sentiment among all is that the OI/OIG knows its mandate well
under the Act creating it statutorially, presumes that other departments of
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES are aware of their statutory and regulatory
responsibilities, and are prepared to discharge them.

With the above in mind, a copy of the HCFA memorandum, dated 7/14/80, from
the Acting Director, BUREAU OF QUALITY CONTROL, to the Office of the
Inspector General, Subject: "Revised Operating Statement Between the Office
of Investigations/Office of the Inspector General and the HEALTH CARE
FINANCING ADMINISTRATION", was received with the attached revised MOO or
"operating statement". A review of that document points out that the
HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION, as with other operating components of
HS, desires to "do business as usual" which, according to Senator EAGLETON
from Missouri, is precisely what Congress did not want when they created
the Inspector General. There follows an examination, point by point, of
the revisions advccated by HCFA and the feelings of this SAC as to the
disadvantages to 01 if those amended provisions are put into effect.

In their chart, prepared for a comparison of the HCFA version, OIG version,
and revisions made to the OIG version, beginning with the first page
reflecting on II.Al, the matter refers to non-institutional fraud cases
and HCFA's insistence upon a formula to determine whether or not a case
merits referral. Their formula precludes the possibility that a case of
fraud may exist if less than four out of ten violations occur or are
reported. As anyone in criminal investigations knows one such instance
could qualify the case as a strong fraud case if there are aggravating
circumstances that would cause the United States Attorney to feel that the
case has prosecutive appeal.

In addition to the above, with reference to this particular subject matter,
it has been proposed by the SACAC that HCFA/OPI no longer be the conduit

RECEIVED

AUG 2IS
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Assistant Inspector General
. for Investigations
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between the carrier or intermediary and OI. Those referrals should be made
directly to 01, and 01 mak.. '.. determination as to whether or not fraud
exists, and if not to refer it back then to OPI/HCFA for administrative or
civil action. In that way OI becomes the sole judge as to the merits of
the case with reference to investigation of fraud or prosecutive potential
by being able to discuss it with United States Attorneys. In Few York,
for the past several months, HCFA/OPI has only acted as the conduit for all
cases referred by BLUE CROSS/BLUE SHIELD. Aggravating that particular
situation is the instance when 01 has an existing case which has been
referred by BLUE CROSS and subsequent information is developed by BLUE CROSS.
They insist upon routing that new information through OPI/HCFA well aware
that HCFA is not conducting any investigation. BLUE CROSS/BLUE SHIELD OF
GREATER NEW YORK, the major carrier in Region II, insists that it does this
upon HCFA's specific instructions.

Under II.A.1 it appears as though HCFA misunderstood the intent of the CIG
version. They delete the first paragraph, which to us is extremely important.
They take issue with number five and seven because they maintain that under
five the wording is unclear and would seem to indicate that HCFA would be
performing a full scale investigation type activity. That was not the intent
at all of the fifth statement in that paragraph. It meant that in the event
HCFA did perform investigations that they would document discrepancies found.
The paragraph does not suggest that HCFA is to conduct an investigation.
Under seven they maintain that they will not comply with that because "its a-
great deal of effort". This particular point was made at the urging of a
United States Attorney. In the event of prosecution, the United States
Attorney wants to know if HCFA or any other administrative review overlooked
prior unallowable costs without bringing them to the attention of the
provider.

Under V.E HCFA restructures the paragraph and completely eliminates the
preferred meaning stating that they are making the referral process for
institutional and non-institutional cases consistent. This does not assist
us one iota as they are two completely different types of investigation, and
in the instance of the institutional case, unless the preliminary review
determines that the kickback/rebate was reported and offset against reimburs-
able costs, there is no federal violation.

Under V.A there is apparently a typographical error where HCFA version reads
"Responsibility for investigation and referral to U.S. Attorney's a beneficiary/

recipient fraud cases will rest with 01". I'm sure they meant HCFA/OPI.
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Under V.B HCFA maintains that there is no difference in their version from
OIG, yet there is a significant phrase added to the OIG version which is,
"After clearly ascertaining the nature and details of the allegation".
This gives HCFA license to hold up referral of the case and to interfere
in the investigation in the preliminary stages, to no purpose.

Under V.C HCFA is retaining the right to go to the Postal authorities in
Medicare check forgery cases, maintaining that regulations vest HCFA with
check forgery responsibility and that HCFA has established procedures to
handle forgery cases. Even though HCFA maintains that under 42 CFR they
are vested with the authority of check forgery responsibility there is no
way that the Code of Federal Regulations may abrogate statutory law as
included under 42 USC.

HCFA also maintains that under V.C "01 will continue to provide HCFA with
handwriting analysis support through the FBI Document Lab on all cases of
forgery which do not involve postal violations or cases declined by Postal
Service due to manpower limitations". This suggests that HCFA has juris-
diction over forgery cases, which is simply not accurate.

Under VIII.D.HCFA added the paragraph "The 45 day rule mentioned in Section
IIA.1 above will be closely adhered to by HCFA if no written 0 objection
is received in HCFA within this time and there has been no notice that
objection is in transit, appropriate administrative action will be done by
HCFA on the 46th day after referral to OI". This places the onus upon 01 to
report to HCFA, when with every other agency in HHS the AS! as a notification
of a full field investigation is the deterrent to administrative action, and
is the document on which OI should rest.

Under II.A.2 HCFA is ignoring-their responsibilities as the administrating
agency of Medicare. 01 is not an operating entity, a program agency, and
should have no civil responsibilities under the act. The last paragraph
"Should 0 require HCFA assistance in performing its civil fraud responsibilities,
specific requests should be made pursuant to Section VIIIA. Assistance may
then be provided either independent of or in conjunction with 0 so long as
other HCFA workload responsibilities allow such involvement". The whole
paragraph is an insult to the 0I statute which requires cooperation by every
Federal agency including HCFA. For OPI/HCFA to suggest that 0 has civil
fraud responsibilities is to interpret the statute differently from Congress.

Under II.A.1 is stated, under the HCFA version, "In the course of the settlement
of the criminal case, HCFA Regional Office will be actively involved in any
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pre-sentencing negotiations which would have a bearing on HCFA's ability to

take....... And continuing under III.E "HCFA will be actively involved in

the negotiation of any restitution, of funds agreement reached in plea

bargaining or the probationary determination process". Both paragraphs

suggest a complete naivete in the Federal prosecutive process. Any United

States Attorney would take issue with HCFA dictating a rolt in the prosecutive

process. -In any event we could not bind the U.S. Attorney to this agreement.

Under II.B the HCFA version deletes an important paragraph from the OIG

version, and yet under their revisions made to OIG version they state

"Basically no change" when in fact there is a substantial change by

deleting the second paragraph.

Under III.B. I am adamantly opposed to the dissemination of any Report of

Investigation to an operating component who is going to use that Report of

Investigation for an administrative purpose. I see no need for it. The

action of HCFA administratively may be based only upon the result of the final

adjudication of the matter in a court of law and not upon any unadjudicated

raw data that may be contained in an O1 investigative report. I disagree

with the requirement that 01 will provide a copy of the judgment at the time

an action takes place - either the judgment of acquittal or the judgment of

conviction. It's simply not pertinent to the issue. The mere fact that we

report the judgment is adequate without going to-the trouble and possible

expense of getting-copies of.judgments and providing them to OPI/HCFA.

Under VIII.A again HCFA is placing conditions upon its cooperation, and under

the law no such condition is allowable. We may, through courtesy, understand

when they are. not able to provide a particular service but for them to

determine the reasonableness of the request is beyond reason itself.

Under III.A the HCFA version is unnecessary. Contractors, fiscal agents,

Social Security offices need only be advised-one time of O's jurisdiction

and that may be- done by the Inspector General rather than by HCFA. The only

thing that is'needed from HCFA is their assurance that as the administrator

of the program they will insist upon cooperation of the contractors and

fiscal agents with 01.

Under III.C and D second paragraph of HCFA version the parenthesis is not

necessary.

Under IV HCFA adds,- "Quarterly exchange of case listings between the OI/RO's

and HCFA/RO's will be made in order to prevent duplication of investigations".
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This should be reworded since 01 now reports to HCFA on each case it opens,
as it is opened. We should include a statement to the effect that HCFA/RO's
will keep OI/RO's advised of any cases that may cause duplication of effort.
The quarterly exchange would be unnecessary, redundant, and cause considerably
more work for 01.

Under III.G HCFA adds another section "Access to Records". The first sentence
of their paragraph "If access to records is denied during any initial review,
01 should be immediately contacted to discuss the possibility of their
exercising subpoena power". This would be an improper use of the IG subpoena
since the return would be made to an officer of the Inspector General and
custody relinquished subsequently to OPI. This could cause serious problems
because of the lack of security in most OPI offices. In addition, OPI/HCFA
has access to secretarial subpoena power, which would be more proper in these
instances. In addition, they have sanction authority in such an eventuality
of limiting, suspending or terminating any contractor who does not comply with
the regulations under 42 CFR.

The suggested rewording of Section VIII.A by HCFA places them in a controlling
role over 01 which is anathema to independence.

. Richard Brock

Attachment
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APPENDIX M Memorandum
December 19, 1980 BqC;Action

CC; Ebeler/Nevaer.
Regional Administrator Altman/Collier
HCFA, Atlanta FORD: HARRIS

Glennie; 070
Subject Lack of Criminal Fraud Convictions in the Miami, Florida, Area

Admin Sig
Due 1/1

To Administrator, ECFA

In 1976, responsibility for the investigation of criminal fraud cases invol-
ving the Medicare program was passed from our Office of Program Integrity to
the Inspector General's Office of Investigations. Since 01 needed time to
acquire staff, etc., only a few cases were actually transferred to 01 from
OPI until early 1978. Since 1976, with the exception of cases handled to
completion by OPI, there have been no criminal convictions involving Medicare
in the South Florida (Miami) area.

Given the large Medicare population and the concentration of Medicare provi-
ders in that area, opportunities are certainly available for fraudulent ac-
tivity. Our past experience with the area (some 21 criminal convictions
obtained by OPI in the 1976-78 period) and the continuatiou of the same kinds
of potentially criminal activity reflected in the cases OPI now refers to the
Office of Investigations lead us to believe that a major problem continues to
exist in terms of Medicare fraud in that area.

This lack of criminal convictions has had further effects. Due to the large
number of initial complaints of potential fraud and abuse we received from
Medicare beneficiaries through Social Security offices in South Florida, the
Social Security Administration years ago set up a special unit in the Miami
Beach District Office to which all Social Security offices in the area re-
ferred initial complaints. This special unit, staffed with as many as six
Field Representatives, screened these complaints and referred on to CPI only
those which had good potential as fraud cases. The volume of complaints has
now fallen to the point that the unit was disbanded several months ago. We
believe this drop in the number of complaints is directly attributable to the
lack of criminal convictions and the attendant publicity such convictions
received in the media.

We have also detected in Medicare carriers and intermediaries serving this
area a change in attitude toward reporting matters of potential fraud to us
as such. They seem to feel that there is almost no chance of any action
criminally and that to report such cases to us can only result in several
years of no action at all followed by the return of the case to them for
resolution. The facts seem to lend credence to their feelic2s. We, of
course, continue to work with them to see that casAG are rorted prope lyrC

-1 - _n

cm0



I met with the 01 Special Agent in Charge and OPI representatives in late
summer to present this problem and to offer whatever assistance we could to
resolve it. OI seems to feel that the problem is caused by other business
(drug cases, immigration, etc.) tying up the U.S. Attorney's Office and that
the Medicare law and regulations are too "loose" and do not contain specific
penalties for specific fraudulent acts. U.S. Attorneys have, of course, al-
vays had many more cases to prosecute than they can ever handle, and Medicare
cases have always had to compete with cases involving a variety of other of-
fenses. With regard to this and the "looseness" argument, I believe OPI's
record speaks for itself.

At the meeting, I proposed a training program or orientation for 01 staff
to acquaint them more adequately with Medicare and Medicaid. The SAC saw
real value in the proposal, and we are now in the process of finalizing the
agenda. I hope that this training can serve as a pilot project for other
regions experiencing similar problems. Other than this training, no concrete
action plan to resolve the problem came out of our meeting.

This leads to the main purpose of this memorandum, which is to suggest that
we in SCFA offer whatever support we can to recent recomendations by congres-
sional committees and congressional staff that some kind of "strike force"
effort be mounted to deal with Medicare fraud In certain areas of the country
such as South Florida. This "strike force" would reportedly be made up of
Justice Department prosecutors and investigacors from the FBI or other simi-
lar investigative agency who would be free of other caseload constraints and
would be able to direct concentrated Inrtnsive efforts toward securing crimi-
nal indictments and convictions in Ycdiclre cases. I believe that such a
force could have significant i=lpct 1n a relatively short period of time. I
believe that any success could ocly have roiltlve effects in protecting the
program from those who would defraud !t, In revitalizing our fraud detection
system and in recreating the deterrent efecc on others that only criminal
convictions can have.

(Mr., Virginia M. Smyth
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APPENDIX N

'UCnith' Zlatez zcnate
SPEC.Al- COMMITTEE ON AGING

WAsrNGTON.O.C. 20510

November 19, 1981

Joseph E. Ross, Chief
Congressional Research Service
American Law Division
Library of Congress
Washington, D.C. 20540

Dear Mr. Ross:

The Senate Special Committee on Aging, which I chair, and the Senate
Finance Committee, chaired by Senator Bob Dole, have scheduled oversight
hearings on the Office of the Inspector General of the Department of Health
and Human Services for December 9, 1981. In preparing for this activity, we
have encountered considerable confusion with regard to the legislation establishing
the office and its intended operation.

In general, these questions center around issues of authority and independence.
Specifically, we could use your assistance in determining the following:

1) In terms of the Inspector General's operation within the Department
of Health and Human Services, how much autonomy was intended

with regard to budgeting, reporting, hiring, and firing?

2) Was it intended that all existent resources dedicated to the control
of the fraud, abuse and program mismanagement at the time the
office was created be consolidated under the 10? If not, what guidance,
if any was provided by Congress?

3) What documentation must HHS have developed in order to effect
the transfer? Please consider all applicable statutes and regulations.

4) How broadly was the role of IHS IG conceived? WYas it to encompass
all activities relating to fraud, abuse and waste? Was it conceived
to be more limited in authority? Specifically, was it conceived
to be essentially an "audit" function? Or, were there broader concerns
relating to the identification of fraud, abuse and waste; recommendations
for program change; and case investigations to support civil and
criminal prosecutions.

5) What was Congress' intent with respect to law enforcement powers
for the 10? Is there a discrepancy in the treatment of the HHS
10 and other statutory IGs in this regard?

6) What remedies are available under existing statutes to deal with
the problems identified by the IG in the performance of his duties?
Please include civil, criminal, and administrative sanctions to the
extent possible.
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(Please include relevant proposals in the pending criminal code revision
legislation in your review.)

7) What is the legal relationship of the IG, the FBI and the Attorney
General?

8) With regard to questions of jurisdiction and general authority, please
examine the policies contained in the items listed below for their
consistency with Congress' intent in creating the IG, DHHS:

A. Office of Management and Budget
1. Circular A-19 (September 20, 1979)
2. Circular A-73 (December 3, 1979)

B. Executive Office of U.S. Attorney's manual revision (supplied to
Maureen Murphy of your staff -- 11/18/81)

C. FBI transmittal, 7/24/81 from Director Webster to SAC (copy
supplied to Maureen Murphy -- 11/18/81)

D. Office of Program Validation/HCFA

1. Memo, dated September 10, 1981, from Don Nicholson to
David Snipe (copy supplied to Maureen Murphy -- 11/18/81)

2. Memo, dated September 16, 1981, including transmittal from
Don Nicholson (copy supplied to Maureen Murphy -- 11/18/81)

9) Please compare the HHS IG with other statutory IGs for any substantive
discrepancy in authority or independence of operation.

We appreciate your assistance in this matter. If you have any questions
on this matter, please contact Bill flalamandaris or David Holton of my Aging
Committee staff at 224-5364.

A Sincerely,

JfH/bht
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LEGISLATIVE COORDINATION AND CLEARANCE

Circular No. A-19
Revised

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

SEPTEMBER 1979
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

CIRCULAR NO. A-19
Revised

TO THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISHMENTS

SUBJECT: Legislative coordination and clearance

1. Purpose. This Circular outlines procedures for the co-
ordination and clearance by the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) of agency recommendations on proposed, pending,
and enrolled legislation. It also includes instructions on
the timing and preparation of agency legislative programs.

2. Rescission. This revision supersedes and rescinds
Circular No. A-19, Revised, dated July 31, 1972.

3. Background. OMB performs legislative coordination and
clparance functions to (a) assist the President in develop-
ing a positign on legislation, (b) make known the Adminis-
tration's position on legislation for thd guidance of the
ag!n yes and information of Congress, (c) assure appropri-
ate consideration of the views of all affected agencies,
and. (d) assist the President with respect to action on
enrolled bills.

4. Coverage. All executive branch agencies Jas defined in
section 5b) are subject to the provisions of this Circular,
except those agenties that are specifically required by law
to transmit their legislative proposals, reports, or testi-
mony to the Congress without prior clearance. OMB will,
however, honor requests from such agencies for advice on
the relationship of particular legislation, reports, or
testimony to the program of the President. The municipal
government of the District of Columbia is covered to the
extent that legislation involves the relationship between it
and the Federal Government. Agencies of the legislative and
judicial branches are not covered by this Circular.

5. Definitions. For the purpose of this Circular, the
following definitions apply:
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a. Advice. Information transmitted to an agency by OMB
stating the relationship of particular legislation and
reports thereon to the program of the President or stating
the views of OMB as a staff agency for the President with
respect to such legislation and reports.

b. Agency. Any executive department or independent
commission, board, bureau, office, agency, Government-owned
or controlled corporation, or other establishment of the
Government; including any regulatory commission or board and
also the municipal government of the District of Columbia.

c. Proposed legislation.* A draft bill or any support-
ing document (e.g., Speaker letter, section-by-section
analysis, statement of purpose and justification, etc.) that
an agency wishes to present to Congress for its considera-
tion. Also, any proposal for or endorsement of Federal
legislation included in an agency's annual or special report
or in other written form which an agency proposes to trans-
mit to Congress, or to any Member or committee, officer or
employee of Congress, or staff of any committee or Member,
or to make available to any study group, commission, or the
pdblic.

d. Pending bill. Any bill or resolution that has been
idittcouced in Congress or any amendment to a bill or resolu-
tion while in committee or when proposed for House or Senate
floor consideration during debate. Also, any proposal
placed before the conferees on a bill that has passed both
Houses.

e. Report (i~ncluding testimony).' Any written expres-
sion of official views prepared by an agency on a pending
bill for (1) transmittal to any committee, Member, officer
or employee of Congress, or staff of any committee or
Member, or (2) presentation as testimony before a congres-
sional committee. Also, any comment or recommendation on
pending legislation included in an agency's annual or
special report that an agency proposes to transmit to
Congress, or any Member or committee, or to make available
to any study group, commission, or the public.

* The terms "proposed legislation" and "report" do not in-
clude materials submitted in justification of appropriation
requests or proposals for reorganization plans.
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f. Enrolled bill. A bill or resolution passed by both
Houses of Congress and presented to the President for
action.

g. Views letter. An agency's written comments provided
at the request of OMB on a pending bill or on another agen-
cy's proposed legislation, report, or testimony.

6. Agency legislative programs.

a. Subission to OMB. Each agency shall prepare and
submit to OMB annually its proposed legislative program for
the next session of Congress. If an agency has no legis-
lative program, it should submit a statement to this
effect.

b. Purposes of legislative program submission. The
essential purposes for requiring agencies to submit annual
legislative programs are: (1) to assist agency planning for
legislative objectives; (2) to help agencies coordinate
their legislative program with the preparation of their
annual budget submissions to OMB; (3) to give agencies an
opportunity ,to recommend specific proposals for Presidential
endorsement; and (4) to aid OMB and other staff of the
Executive Office of the President in developing the
President's legislative program, budget, and annual and
special messages.

c. Timing of submission to OMB. (1) Each agency shall
submit its proposed legislative program to OMB at the same
time as it initially submits its annual budget request as
required by OMB ,Circular No. A-11. Timely submission is
essential if the programs are to serve the purposes set
forth in section 6b.

(2) Items that are not included in an agency's
legislative program and have significant upward budget
impact will not be considered after the budget is prepared
unless they result from circumstances not foreseeable at the
time of final budget decisions.

d. Number of copies. Each agency shall furnish 25
copies of its proposed legislative program to bMB. These
copies will be distributed by OMB within the Executive
Office of the President.
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e. Program content. Each agency shall prepare its
legislative program in accordance with the instructions in
Attachment A. Agency submissions shall include:

(1) All items of legislation that an agency
contemplates proposing to Congress (or actively supporting,
if already pending legislation) during the coming session,
including proposals to extend expiring laws or repeal
provisions of existing laws. These items should be based.on
policy-leve decisions within the agency and should take
into account the President's known legislative, budgetary,
and other relevant policies. Agencies' proposed legislati,e
programs should identify those items of sufficient
importance to be included in the President's legislative
program.

(2) A separate list of legislative proposals under
active consideration in the agency that are not yet ready
for inclusion in its proposed legislative program. For each
item in this list, the agency should indicate when it
expects to reach a policy-level decision and, specifically,
whether it expects to propose the item in time for its
co4sideration for inclusion in the _annual budget under
preparation.*

' (3) A separate list of all laws or provisions of
law affecting an agency that will expire between the date
the program is submitted to OMB and the end ot the two
following calendar years, whether or not the agency plans to
propose their extension.

(4) All tems in the submissions that are proposed,
or expected to be proposed, for inclusion in the annual
budget shall be accompanied by a tabulation showing amounts
of budget -authority and outlays or other measure of budget-
ary impact for the budget year and for each of the four
succeeding fiscal years. See section 201(a)(5),(6), and
(12) of the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921, as amended
(31 U.S.C. 11(a)(12)). Criteria in OMB Circular No. A-l
shall be used in preparing these tabulations.

(5) All items covered by section 6e(4) above shall
also be accompanied by estimates of work-years of employment
and of personnel required to carry out the proposal in the
budget year and four succeeding fiscal years.
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f. Relationship to advice. Submission of a legislative
program to OMB does not constitute a request for advice on
individual legislative proposals. Such requests should be
made in the manner prescribed in section 7 of this Circular.

7. Submission of agency proposed legislation and reports.

a. Submission to OMB. Before an agency transmits
proposed legislation or a report (including testimony)
outside theexecutive branch, it shall submit the proposed
legislation -or report or testimony to OMB for coordination
and clearance.

b. Agency scheduling of submissions. Agencies should
not commit themselves to testify on pending bills or to sub-
mit reports or proposed legislation to Congress on a time
schedule that does not allow orderly coordination and clear-
ance. To facilitate congressional action on Administration
proposals and to forestall hasty, last-minute clearance
requests, agencies should plan their submissions to OMB on a
time schedule that will permit orderly coordination and
clearance. Particular care should be given to ensuring that
drkft legislation to carry out Presidential legislative
recommendatidns is submitted promptly to OMB to allow suffi-
cient~time for analysis and review.

c. Timing of agency submissions.

(1) Agencies should submit proposed legislation,
reports, and testimony to OMB well in advance of the desired
date of transmission to Congress.

(2) Agencies should include in their submissions to
OMB of proposed reports and testimony a copy of any commit-
tee request.for such reports and testimony, if the request
calls for special information or includes specific questions
to be covered in the reports or testimony.

(3) Depending on the complexity and significance of
the subject matter, the policy issues involved, and the
number of agencies affected, an adequate period for clear-
ance by OMB may range from several days to a number of
months. Agencies shall consult with OMB staff as to neces-
sary periods for clearance, particularly in cases of major
or complex legislation.
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(4) On occasion, very short periods for clearances
may be unavoidable because of congressional time schedules
or other factors. Nevertheless, agencies should make every
effort to give OMB a minimum of five full working days for
clearance of proposed reports or testimony.

(5) Agencies shall state in their transmittal
letters to OMB any information on congressional schedules or
other special circumstances that may 'require expedited
clearance.,

d. Number of copies. Agencies should furnish to OMB 10
copies of proposed legislation and supporting materials and
six copies of draft reports or testimony. If wide circula-
tion or expedited action is required, the originating agency
shall consult informally in advance with OMB staff on the
number of copies to be supplied. Similarly, agencies should
furnish to OMB six copies of their views letters on other
agencies' proposed legislation, reports, or testimony.

e. Submission of legislation authorizing the enactment
of new budget authority.

Section 607 of P.L. 93-344, the Congressional Budget
Act of 1974, requires year-ahead requests for authorizing
thersenactment of new budget authority, as follows:

"Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any
request for the enactment of legislation author-
izing the enactment of new budget authority to
continue a program or activity for a fiscal year
(beginning with the fiscal year commencing
October 1, 1976) shall be submitted to the
Congress not later than May 15 of the year pre-
ceding the year in which such fiscal year begins.
In the case of a request for the enactment of
legislation authorizing the enactment of new
budget authority for a new program or activity
which is - to continue for more than one fiscal -
year, such request shall be submitted for at least
the first 2 fiscal years."

Attachment B sets forth instructions, necessitated
by section 607 of P.L. 93-344, for the preparation and sub-
mission to Congress of legislative proposals authorizing
additional appropriations or providing new budget authority
outside of appropriation acts.
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f. Items to be included in agency submissions.

(1)- Agencies should identify proposed legislation
submitted to OMB by using the number assigned to the
proposal in the agency's legislative program submission;
e.g., Agriculture, 96-12 (see Attachment A). Each legis-
lative proposal shall include a draft transmittal letter to
the Speaker of the House and the President of the Senate as
well as background information and justification, including
where applicable:

(a) a section-by-section analysis of the pro-
visions of the proposed legislation;

(b) comparison with existing law presented in
"Ramseyer" or "Cordon" rule form by underscoring proposed
additions to existing law and bracketing the text of
proposed deletions (This need be done only when it would
facilitate understanding of the proposed legislation.);

(c) budgetary and personnel impacts as described
in sections 6e(4) and (5), including a statement of the
re;ationship of these estimates to those previously incorpo-
rated in the President's budgetary -program. (Public Law
89-554, 5 U.S.C. 2953, requires in certain cases that agen-
cieq.,bin proposing legislation and in submitting reports
favoring legislation, provide estimates of expenditures and
personnel that would be needed. Public Law 91-510, sections
252(a) (2 U.S.C. 190j) and 252(b) imposes similar require-
menlts on congressional committees.);

(d) comparison with previous agency proposals or
related bills inteoduced in the Congress;

(e) an identification of other agencies that
have an interest in the proposal;

(f) an indication of any consultation with other
agencies in the development of the proposal; and

(g) information required by statute or by
Administration policies, as, for example, that noted in
section 7h below.

(2) Similarly, in their letters to OMB requesting
advice on reports or testimony, agencies should identify
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related bills and set forth any. relevant comments not
included in the report or testimony itself. As indicated in
section 7f(1)(c), certain reports or testimony -favoring
legislation are required by law to include budget and
personnel estimates. Where such estimates are not included
in other reports or in testimony favoring or opposing
legislation, agencies should provide in their letters to OMB
a statement of budgetary and personnel impacts as described
in sections 6e(4) and (5), including a statement of the
relationship of these estimates to those previously
incorporated in the President's budgetary program.

(3) In cases where legislation carries out a
Presidential recommendation, agencies should include in the
proposed report or the letter transmitting proposed legis-
lation a statement identifying the recommendation and indi-
cating the degree to which the legislation concerned will
carry it out.

g. Views letters. In views letters to OMB, an agency
should indicate whether it supports, opposes, or has no
objection to all or part of a pending bill or of another
agency's prbposed legislati6n, report, or. testimony and
should state the reasons for its position. If an agency
propokes changes to a pending bill or to another agency's
submission, its views letter should recommend, insofar as
practicable, specific substitute language.

h. Certain statutory and other requirements and Admin-
istration policies. Agencies shall carefully consider and
take into account certain requirements of existing statutes
and Executive orders and Administration policies and direc-
tives that are of general applicability. Agency reports and
proposed legislation shall, to the maximum extent possible,
contain or be accompanied by appropriate recommendations,
statements, or provisions to give effect to such require-
ments, including but not limited to:

(1) Civil rights

(2) Environmental impact

(3) Economic impact

(4) Federal budgetary impact and personnel
requirements
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(5) Federal and non-federal paperwork requirements.

(7) State and local government impact

(8) Urban and community impact

i. Drafting service. Agencies need not submit for
clearance bills that they prepare as a drafting service for
a congressional committee or a Member of Congress, provided
that they'state in their transmittal letters that the draft-
ing service does not constitute a commitment with respect to
the position of the Administration or the agency. Agencies
shall advise OMB of these drafting service requests while
the requests are being complied with, and supply a copy of
the request, if in writing. A copy of each such draft bill
and the accompanying letter should be furnished to OMB at
the time of transmittal, together with an explanatory state-
ment of what the bill would accomplish if that is not con-
tained in the transmittal letter.

j. Use of "no comment" reports. Agencies should submit
no comment reports, only when they have no interest in the
pending legislation or nothing to-.contribute by way of
informed comment. Agencies should submit such reports for
glearance, unless , a different procedure is informally
arianged with OMB. In either event, they should furnish OMB
with one copy of each such report at the time it is trans-
mitted to Congress.

8. Clearance of agency proposed legislation and reports.

a. OMB action on agency submissions.

(1) OMB will undertake the necessary coordination
with other interested agencies of an agency's proposed
legislation or report. If congressional committees have not
requested reports from all of the interested agencies, 0MB
will request other agency views within specified time
limits. OMB will consult with the President, when
appropriate, and undertake such staff work for him as may be
necessary in cooperation with other Presidential staff.. OMB
may request the originating agency to provide additional
information or. may call interagency meetings to exchange
views, resolve differences of opinion, or clarify the facts.

(2) When coordination is completed, OMB will trans-
mit advice to the appropriate agencies, either in writing or
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by telephone. In transmitting advtce, OMB may indicate
considerations that agencies should or may wish to take into
account before submitting proposed legislation or reports to
Congress.

b. Forms of OMB advice. The exact form of OMB advice
will vary to suit the particular case. The basic forms of
advice that are commonly used are set forth and explained
in Attachment C.

c. Agency action on receipt of advice from OMB.

-. (1) Agencies shall incorporate the advice received
from OMB in their reports and in their letters transmitting
proposed legislation to Congress. Advice on testimony is
usually not included in the testimony as delivered unless it
would be likely to have a significant effect on a commit-
tee's consideration of particular legislation or would not
otherwise be available to a committee through a written
report.

(2) In the case of reports, receipt of advice con-
trarV to views expressed does not require an agency to
change its views. In such cases, however, the agency will

review 'its position. If it decides to modify its views, the
agency shall consult with OMB to determine what change, if
any, -in advice previously received is appropriate. If,
after the review, the views of the agency are not modified,
it bhall incorporate in its report the full advice it
received.

(3) In the case of proposed legislation, the origi-
nating agency shall not submit to Congress any proposal that
OMB has advised is in conflict with the program of the
President or has asked the agency to reconsider as a result
of the coordination process. In such cases, OMB will inform
the agency of the reasons for its action.

(4) Agencies are expected to transmit reports and
proposed legislation to Congress promptly after receiving
OMB clearance. Should circumstances arise that make prompt
transmittal inadvisable, the agency shall immediately notify
OMB. Similarly, in the case of cleared testimony, the
agency shall immediately notify OMB if its testimony has
been cancelled or rescheduled.
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(5) Agencies should observe the instructions in
House and Senate rules to forward proposed legislation or
various reports required by law to the Speaker of the House
and the President of the Senate. Reports that have been
requested by committee chairmen on bills and resolutions
pending before their committees should be transmitted
directly to the requesting committees.

(6) Agencies shall furnish to OMB two copies of all
proposed legislation, transmittal letters and accompanying
materials. and reports (including testimony) in the form .
actually transmitted to the Congress. If reports or teqti-
mony cover more than one bill, agencies shall furnish two
copies for each bill.

d. Agency action where prior clearance has not been
effected.

(1) Agencies shall not submit to Congress proposed
legislation that has not been coordinated and cleared within
the executive branch in accordance with this Circular.

(2) If congressional time schedules do not allow an
agency to gend its proposed- report-to OMB in time for the
normal clearance and advice, the agency shall consult in-
f.ormolly with OMB as to the advice to be included in the
proposed report. OMB may advise the agency to state in its
report that time has not permitted securing advice from OMB
as to the relationship of the proposed legislation to the
pirogram of the President. Agencies shall send to OMB six
copies of such reports at the same time that they are trans-
mitted.to Congress. Where appropriate, OMB will subsequent-
ly furnish advice on the report, which the agency shall
transmit promptly to Congress.

(3) In cases where an agency has not submitted a
report for clearance and its views on pending legislation
are to be exprested in the form of oral, unwritten testi-
mony, OMB will undertake such coordination and give such
advice as the circumstances permit. In presenting oral
testimony, the agency should indicate what advice, if any,
has been received from OMB. If no advice has been obtained,
the agency should so indicate.
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e. Reclearance requirements. The advice received from
OMB generally applies to all sessions.of each Congress, but
it does not carry over from one Congress to the next.
Generally, agencies do not need to seek reclearance of
reports on which they have already received advice before
making the same reports on identical bills introduced in the
same Congress, unless considerable time has elapsed or
changed conditions indicate that the need for reclearance is
appropriate or should be rechecked. Prior to transmitting
such reports., however, agencies shall consult informally
with appropriate OMB staff to determine whether reclearance
is necessary. In cases where reclearance does not take,
place, agencies shall include in the subsequent report
appropriate reference to the advice received on the original
report. They shall also send one copy of any subsequent
report to OMB at the same time that it is transmitted to
Congress. The transmittal letter to OMB should identify the
related report that was previously cleared.

9. Interagency consultation. In carrying out their legis-
lative functions, agencies are encouraged to consult with
each other in order that all relevant interests and points
of view may be considered and accommodated, where appro-
pria e, in the*formulation of their positions. Such consul-
tation is particularly important in cases of overlapping
intergsh, and intensive efforts should be made to reach
interagency agreement before proposed legislation or
reports are sent to OMB. In order that the President may
have the individual views of the responsible heads of the
agenbies, however, proposed legislation or reports so coor-
dinated shall be sent to OMB by the individual agencies
involved, with appropriate reference to the interagency
consultation that hAs taken place.

10. Enrolled bills. Under the Constitution, the President
has 10 days (including holidays but excluding Sundays) to
act on enrolled bills after they are presented to him. To
assure that the President has the maximum possible time for
consideration of enrolled bills, agencies shall give them
top priority.

a. Initial OMB action. OMB will obtain facsimiles of
enrolled bills from the Government Printing Office and
immediately forward one facsimile to each interested agency,
requesting the agency's views and its recommendation for
Presidential action.
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b. Agency action. Each agency receiving such a request
shall immediately prepare a letter presenting its views and-
deliver it in duplicate to OMB riot later than two days
(including holidays but excluding Sundays) after receipt of
the facsimile. OMB may set different deadlines as dictated.
by circumstances. Agencies shall deliver these letters by
special messenger to OMB.

c. Preparation of enrolled bill letters.

(1). Agencies' letters on enrolled bills are trans-
mitted to the President and should be written so as to
assist the President in reaching a decision. Each letter
should, therefore, be complete in itself and should not, as
a general rule, incorporate earlier reports by reference.

(2) Agencies' letters on enrolled bills are
privileged communications, and agencies shall be guided
accordingly in determining their content.

(3) Because of the definitive nature of Presidential
action on enrolled bills, agency letters shall be signed by
a Presidential appointee.

(4) Agencies' letters shall contain:

(a) an analysis of the significant features of
thq bill including changes from existing law. OMB staff
will advise the agencies on which one should write the
dqtailed analysis of the bill where more than one agency is
substantially affected;

(b) $a comparison of the bill with the
Administration proposals, if any, on the same subject;

(c) comments, criticisms, analyses of benefits
and shortcomings, or special considerations that will assist
the President in reaching a decision;

(d) identification of any factors that make it
necessary or desirable for the President to act by a
particular date;

(e) an estimate of the first-year and recurring
costs or savings and the relationship of the estimates to
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those previously incorporated in the President's budgetary
program;

(f) an estimate of the additional number of
personnel required to implement the bill; and

(g) a specific recommendation for approval or
disapproval by the President.

(5) Agencies recommending disapproval shall submit
with their 19tters a proposed veto message or memorandum of
disapproval, in quadruplicate, prepared on legal-size paper
and double-spaced. Such messages or memoranda should be
finished products in form and substance that can be used by
the President without further revision.

(6) Agencies may wish to recommend issuance of a
signing statement by the President. Agencies so recommend-
ing shall submit with their letters a draft of such state-
ment, in the same form and quantity as required for a
proposed veto message. In some cases, OMB may request an
agency to prepare a draft signing statement.

(7) 4gencies' letters-on priyate..bills shall cite,
where appropriate, precedents that support the action they
recoipsnd or that need to be distinguished from the action
recommended.

d. Subsequent OMB action. OMB will transmit agencies-'
lebters to the President, together with a covering
memorandum, not later than the fifth day following receipt
of the enrolled bill at the White House.

11. Agency legislative liaison officers. To assist in
effecting interagency coordination, each agency shall
furnish 0MB with the name of a liaison officer who has been
designated by the agency to handle the coordination of
legislative matters under this Circular. From time to time,
OMB will send agencies lists of the liaison officers so
designated. Agencies should promptly notify OMB of any
change in their liaison officers.

12. Communications to OMB.

a. Written agency communications to OMB transmitting
proposed legislation, proposed reports, views letters on
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other agencies' proposed legislation or reports, and letters
on enrolled bills should be addressed to:

Director, Office of Management and Budget
Attention: Assistant Director for

Legislative Reference

The envelope containing such communications should be
addressed:

Legislative Reference Division
Office of Management and Budget
Room 7201, New Executive Office Building

unless a different arrangement is made with an appropriate
OMB staff member.

b. Questions on status of proposed legislation,
reports, testimony, or enrolled bills should be directed to
appropriate OMB staff or to the Legislative Information
Center (telephone 395-3230).

JAMES T. McINTYRE

DIRECTOR

Attachments

87-144 0 - 81 - 16
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ATTACHMENT A
Circular No. A-19

Revised.

INSTRUCTIONS RELATING TO THE PREPARATION OF
AGENCY LEGISLATIVE PROGRAMS

1. Agencies' proposed legislative programs should be

divided tnto two parts:

PART I -- PRESIDENT'S PROGRAM PROPOSALS

Those items that the agency believes are of suffi-

cient importance to be included in the President's

legislative program and given specific endorsement

by him in one of the regular annual messages, such
as the budget message, or in a special message.

PART II -- ALL OTHER PROPOSALS

2. Within each Part, agencies should list the items in

order of relative priority. Each item of proposed legis-

lation should be given a separate--number for purposes of

ready identification, using a numbering system which identi-

.fte the Congress; e.g., Agriculture, 96-12.

*3. With respect to each item, agencies should provide

..the following information:

a. A brief description of the proposal, its objec-

tives, and its relationship to existing programs. Agencies

should include Preater detail on the specific provisions of

proposals included in Part I or where the subject matter of

the proposal contains new policies or programs or raises

complex issues;

b. Pertinent comments as to timing and readiness of

draft legislation;

c. Pertinent references to bills and reports con-

cerning the subject of the proposal in current or recent

sessions of Congress;
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d. An estimate for each of the first five fiscal
years of (1) any budget authority and outlays that would be
required, (2) any savings in budget authority and outlays,
(3) any changes in budget receipts, and (4) work years of
employment and numbers of personnel. These estimates should
be prepared in accordance with the instructions in OMB
Circular No. A-11.

4. The lists of (a) legislative proposals still under
consideration', in an agency and (b) expiring laws (see
section 6 of the Circular) should be presented separately
from Parts I and II. The following special instructions
apply to them:

a. Items still under consideration should be listed
in approximate order of priority and each briefly described
in terms of subject matter and status.

b. Each expiring law should be described in terms
of (1) the subject, (2) the citation, (3) the date of expi-
ration, (4) the agency's views as to whether the law should
be extended or permitted to expire, and (5) other pertinent
infotmation. If an agency recommends extension, the pro-
posal should also be included in Part I or Part II, as
appropriate.

5. * The legislative program submission should be pre-
pared on letter-size paper. General conformance to the
formct of the attached exhibit will greatly facilitate the
use of these programs.
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EXHIBIT FOR ATTACHMENT A
Circular No. A-19

Revised.

DEPARTMENT OF GOVERNMENT

PROPOSED LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM FOR THE SESSION
OF THE CONGRESS

(Items. in each Part are listed in order of priority)

PART I -- PRESIDENT-S PROGRAM PROPOSALS

96-3 Amend the provisions of the 1902 Reclamation Act re-
garding acreage limitation, residency, leasing, excess
land sales, the use of Class 1 Equivalency, contracts
and contracting procedures, and certain administrative
procedures. This proposal would modify and update the
acreage limitation provisions of Federal Reclamation
law to reflect and accommodate modern agricultural
practices, but at the same time retain the basic

concept of the Reclamation program--providing oppor-
tunities for family farms.

*. The Department has recommended that legislation amend-

ing the law reflect the following: Eligibility to
receive project water would be limited to adults--18
years of age or older; Residency as provided in the
Reclamation Act of 1902, and defined as a maximum

distance of 50 miles from the land, would be reimposed
on both lessors and lessees of project lands,' with

specific gdidelines for phasing in the requirement; the
acreage entitlement tor which project water would be
available would be increased to 320 acres owned per
adult individual, with an additional allowance of 160
acres leased, or the entire 480 acres could be leased
(family corporations and multiple ownerships could hold
up to 960 acres without regard to the number of people
in the arrangement); Class 1 equivalency would be auth-
orized for general use for projects with a frost-free
growing season of 180-days or less and would be applied

on a project-by-project basis; contracts with districts
containing provisions for exemption from acreage
limitation provisions upon payout of construction
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charges would be approved; Sale of excess land by the
owner to immediate family members, long-time tenants,
employees, or adjoining neighbors would be permitted;
Charitable and religious organizations holding project
lands on January 1, 1978, would be exempt from acreage
limitations.

Cost: The estimated cost to the government of administering
this proposal would be comparable to the estimated
cost of\ implementing the compliance program under
regulations which are being promulgated at this time.,
The estimated cost of the compliance program for the
5-year period after the final rules are published (not
including EIS costs prior to the final rules) is:

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984

(millions) 2.4 2.4 2.0 2.0 2.0

Personnel requirements: Estimated personnel requirements
are:

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 19,82 FY 1983 FY 1984

r(derk-years) 76 76 64 64 64
(personnel) -85 85 70 70 70

PART II -- ALL OTHER PROPOSALS

96-14 Amend Federal Power Commission Act of 1920. This pro-
posal would andend the Federal Power Commission Act of
1920 to provide that a license will be issued only
after -the Secretary administering affected public
lands makes a determination that the license will not
interfere or be inconsistent with the purposes for
which such lands are reserved. The Federal Power
Commission has interpreted Section 4(e) to require
only consideration of the affected Secretary's
recommendations.

The proposal would also amend the act to provide for
extinguishment of withdrawals created by the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) applications if
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the FERC has not responded to the applicant within 6
months or as of date of denial or expiration,

surrender, revocation, or termination of the license.
Most applications do not result in FPC licenses; yet
the land is withdrawn. The administrative process of

removing the withdrawals is cumbersome and time

consuming and constrains the land managing agency from

fully managing these lands for their resource values
or from using these lands in exchanges. Revocation of

the FERC withdrawal within a specified time period
would be consistent with the provisions of Title II of

the Federal Lands Policy and Management-Act relating
to withdrawals.

No additional appropriations or outlays would be

required.
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ATTACHMENT B

Circular No. A-19
Revised

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PREPARATION AND
SUBMISSION TO CONGRESS OF LEGISLATIVE

PROPOSALS AUTHORIZING THE ENACTMENT OF ADDITIONAL
APPROPRIATIONS OR PROVIDING NEW BUDGET
AUTHORITY OUTSIDE OF APPROPRIATION ACTS

1. Legislative proposals providing authorizations to con-
tinue programs or activities.

Under section 607 of P.L. 93-344, the Congressional BudgetAct of 1974, legislative proposals to extend authorizations
scheduled to expire at the end of a given fiscal year should
be transmitted to Congress by May 15 of the fiscal year pre-
ceding that fiscal year. (For example, if an authorization
expired on September 30, 1979, draft legislation to extend
the authorization should have been transmitted to Congress
by May 15, 1978.) If such proposals were not transmitted or
were not enacted, new or revised proposals with language
covering the budget year (i.e., the upcoming fiscal year)
hould be included in the same bill as proposals for the

budget yeae plus one and subsequent years.

Mar4 specifically:

a. Proposals for agencies and programs that are custom-
arily authorized on an annual basis (e.g., NASA, NSF, State,
Justice, Peace Corps, military procurement and construction)
should cover, in the same bill, proposed language for the
budget year plus one and resubmittals or revisions of previ-
ously proposed authorizations for the budget year. Subse-
quent years should also be included if agencies deem it
desirable and feasible.

b. Other legislative proposals to extend authorizations
for the enactment of new budget authority expiring at the
end of the budget year should cover, in the same bill, the
budget year plus one and such subsequent years as is custom-
ary or deemed desirable for the particular program or
activity involved.
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c. Any proposals that provide for authorizations for
the budget year or the current fiscal year should be

submitted to Congress immediately after OMB clearance.

2. Legislative proposals providing authorizations for new
programs or activities.

a. Proposals authorizing enactment of budget authority

for a new program or activity should include at least two
fiscal years,%unless such new program or activity is pro-

posed to be effective for only one fiscal year and to,
terminate at the end of that year.

b. Proposals that provide for authorizations to begin
in the budget year plus one should, to the extent feasible,

be prepared for submission to Congress no later than May 15
of the current fiscal year.

3.. General instructions for legislation authorizing the
enactment of new budget authority.

. In keeping with the intent of section 401 of P.L.
93-34, proposals including contract authority or borrowing

authority should provide that such authority is to be effec-

tive only to such extent or in such amounts as are provided
in appropriation acts. Backdoor financing provisions may be

proposed only when the exceptions set forth in section
401(d) of P.L. 93-344 apply.

b. As a general rule, bills submitted to Congress auth-

orizing new budget authority for the current fiscal year or
budget year will cdntain specific dollar amounts for those

years. These amounts should be those approved for the

Budget. For subsequent years, the bills should include
"such sums as may be necessary" authorizations unless the
agency and OMB agree that special circumstances warrant
inclusion of specific amounts.

(1) Where specific amounts are included for years
beyond the budget year, those amounts should be consistent
with the five-year projections of budget authority printed
in the Budget pursuant to P.L. 93-344. Such amounts will be

based on the criteria provided for long-range projections in
OMB Circular No. A-11.
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(2) Authorizing legislation covering principally
salaries and administrative expenses which heretofore has
been enacted without specific dollar amounts may continue to
be proposed for "such sums as may be necessary" for all
fiscal years, including the current and budget fiscal years.

c. Agencies should draft their authorizing bills to
incorporate the highest feasible level of aggregation for
new budget kuthority.

4. Required materials.

a. Budget year authorization extensions. Proposed
legislation authorizing the continuation of existing pro-
grams in the budget year should have been submitted to
Congress not later than May 15 of the fiscal year preceding
the current fiscal year. In cases where Congress did not
enact budget year authorizations, new or revised author-
izations should be submitted to Congress at the earliest
possible date after the budget is published.

Accordingly, each agency will--submit to OMB no later
than December 15 of each year 10 copies of drafts of pro-
pqsd',authorizing legislation to extend programs and activ-
ities that are authorized through the current fiscal year,
but-for which it will be necessary to propose new or revised
authorizations for the budget year and subsequent years.

Since the specific amounts of the authorizations to
be included cannot be determined until after decisions are
made in connectioh with the budget, the draft bills as sub-
mitted to OMB should contain blank spaces for these amounts.
When the budget decisions are final, OMB and the agencies
will agree on the figures to be inserted.

b. Authorization extensions for the budget year plus
one. Proposed legislation authorizing the continuation of
existing programs in the budget year plus one must be sub-
mitted to Congress not later than May 15 of the current
fiscal year. To meet this deadline, sufficient time must be
provided for the legislative coordination and clearance
process.
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Accordingly, each agency will submit to OMB as early

as possible but no later than February 28 of each year 10

copies of legislative proposals for programs and activities

that are authorized through the budget year, but for which
an authorization request is necessary for the budget year
plus one and subsequent years.

These draft legislative proposals should include

"such sums as may be necessary" authorizations, unless the

agency and, OMB agree that special circumstances warrant
inclusion of specific amounts. These figures should be the

amounts agreed on as a result of the budget review And

should be consistent with the five-year projections included

in the Budget.

c. Authorizations of new programs or activities. In

cases where decisions have been made during the budget re-

view calling for authorizing legislation for new programs or

activities proposed to begin in the budget year plus one,

draft bills refleqting those decisions should be submitted
to OMB no later than February 28 of each year, as in

paragraph 4b of this Attachment.
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ATTACHMENT C
Circular No. A-19

Revised

BASIC FORMS OF OMB ADVICE

The basic forms of advice and their -implications are set
forth below:

1. "In a-cord (not in accord) with the program of the
President." When an agency or a committee of Congress is
advised that enactment of a bill would be in accord with the
program of the President, the advice means that the bill is
of sufficient importance for the President to give it his
personal and public support. That identification of the
legislative proposal with the President is made in a variety
of ways; e.g., by inclusion in one of his regular messages
(State of the Union, Economic, Budget), a special message,
speech, press conference, letter, or leadership meeting.

"Not in accord". advice indicates that a bill is so con-
t ary to the President's legislative proposals or other
policies or is otherwise so objectionable- that should it be
enacted in its current form, a veto would be considered. It
is-not, however, necessarily a commitment to veto.

2. "Consistent (not consistent) with the Administration's
objectives." "Consistent with" advice is used where the
relationship of a legislative proposal to the Administra-
tion's objectives is direct and the Administration's- ex-
pressed support is desirable, but the item does not warrant
personal identification with, or support by, the President.
"Not consistent with" advice signals to Congress that thereare major objections to a bill, but does not indicate as
clearly as "not in accord" advice that a veto would be
considered if it were enacted.

3. "No objection from the standpoint of the Administra-
tion's program." Advice that there is no objection to a
bill from the standpoint of the Administration's program is
given on the large number of agency draft bills that deal
with matters primarily of agency concern and do not bear a
direct or immediate relationship to the President's program
or the Administration's objectives. In effect, such advice
indicates to Congress that OMB knows of no reason why the
President would not approve the bill if Congress . should
enact it.
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Advice to an agency that there is no objection from the

standpoint of the Administration's program to its submission

of a report (or testimony) on a bill to a committee of

Congress does not indicate any commitment as to ultimate
Presidential approval or disapproval of the bill if it is
enacted. Nevertheless, such "no objection" clearance does
set up certain presumptions. If all agencies' views are.
favorable,.the presumption is that no major objection to the

bill is known and that the agencies affected will recommend
Presidential approval if it becomes enrolled. If all

agencies' views are adverse, the presumption is that the

agencies may wish to recommend a veto if the bill becomes
enrolled.

Infrequently, "no objection" clearance is given to

agency reports expressing divergent views on the same bill.

When this is done, it normally means that there is no objec-

tion to the bill if Congress acts favorably after consider-

ing the adverse views. Occasionally, it means that the
Administration's position is being reserved pending resolu-

tion of the agencies' differences, and this reservation may
be explicitly stated. The interested agencies are advised

of each other's differing views in these cases.

4. Qualified advice. In some cases the advice given is
qualified. For example, the advice may be that there would

be no objection to enactment of the bill from the standpoint
of the Administration's program, or that the bill would be

consistent with the Administration's objectives, if it were

revised in specified respects.
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OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND
BUDGET

lCircular No. A-73; Revised Transmittal
Memorandum No. II

Audit of Federal Operations and
Programs

November 27. 1979.

This Transmittal terourandum
revises DOtI Circular A-73. "Audit of
Federal Operations and Programs." by
replacing laiagraph 7.h. with a new
paragraph 8 (ittached).

The revision requires temiannual
reports to the head of an agency.
procedures for resolving major

.disagreements betweein aut and
program offices, a masimum of six
months to determine agency action in
audit rcommendtiros. and a
requirement for periodic evaluations of
an agency's system.

lmes T. Mlcntyre, Jr..
Diec tcr.

Circular A-73, "Audit of Federat
Operatioos and Programs"

Circular A-73 is revisd by repiluing
piragr ph 7,11. with a new pa: agraph 8.
Other paragraphs are renumbered

.8. Follntup. a. Each agency will
establish policies for prompt and proper
resolution Of audit recommendations.
Timely 't tion on recoinwoodations by
respontile managetoect officials is an
integral pat I of an agency audit system.
and is the key to its efftivieness.

b. Agency followip sysems must
provide for a complete record of action
taken on audit findings and associated
disall-..r'l. suspended. or questioned
costs. Soi systems most provide for the
following:

(I) Designate offici.' ,esponsible for
audit folouap.

(2) Minairn accurate records of alt
audit reports or significant findings until
final resolttion. Records will be
maintainited to insure appropriate
accounting andi collection controls over
amounts determined to be due the
Govero'rien.

(3) MNake wuilten determinations
promptly on all audit findings. and
initiat action to assure that these
deteiunalions are carried i-:!. Such
deletinuialions shall be maide within a
maximum of six months after issance
of the report. Final resiluition should
proceed as rapidly as possible.

(4) Assure that resofltion actitns are
consistent with law and regulation.
oclurting written justification and the
.egal bais for dicisins not to seek

4- A1lt3 01411(09)(.i0-NOV-7 -162603)

recovery of amounts due as a result of Maitgeut itd Budgo.
audit reportv. D.C o0:i

3 
(?02f 3--83

(5) Forvird to the head of the agency SUEENTAoY INFORMATION: I
or to a ihisignee for resolution, all major 10. l97h. a otie s f ii t
disagremunts between the oudit office
and officials responsible for atingti Citcula A-73 nterestod petsuo wee
recommendations. aind all reports or or t subvitit iritter citvts It
recoimendations on which responsible August 1079 Abrut; coniii
officials have filtid to provide a wuritren snte eceised fron Federal ant Ste
determintation within six months. agencies. 'ho comments sere

(1 Provide semiannual reports to ie cousitered in developing tese finil
agency Ibad on the status of all audit regiltios. Although all totomentirs
reports over six moniths old. lie number agreed iith our oijeeir I of
of reports or findings resolved during the agenicv follow"[. svviois.
period, collection,. or offsels ade, and scrisod questioc. or made
demands for payment made. siggentins for clarifying chatgrs 'he

(7) Provide for an evaluation of mire signifcant eomments receil.
whether the audit followup system is ort OMB's rosponns to them ire
adequate and results in tirely and . discussei low.
proper resolution of audi findings and
recommendations. The first evaloation Changes in Final Regution:
will be made within one year of Set forth belos ae changes tat have
implomentation of the system, int been adopted in the boattdlions
itvaluations will be made every two Tbe paragraths are keyed to lie
years thereafter. propued regtiations ptblishei ci July

c. When audit recouniendations to.1979g
requiring correctivec action involve mcre 1. Subparagraph (2) lay becc
than one program. agency. or level of ameolar to clarfy fiat records iost lie
gasernnt the agency making the kept on aidit i oorlatnt utu
udit must oordinate its corrective they ire esl-d.
action with thar ef otIher affected 2 tiiparagi ph if vis revi"I to
orgunization 'm"ke i hat retttrotrfitdit

Circular A-73. "Audit of Federal fntingv sltett Ie avi-ooille iv
Operations and Programs" _ quicky iv possible.

1 t Siibp~aragratph (4). A clauoseuvis
AGENCY: Office of Managieet and added to otaki it clear that the legal
Budget. bais friirrisiis cot to sick, titter

ACTION: Final Policy. of amounts detertined lobe due One
- ci noint ost lie unvfud'(A inttn

SUMMARY: This notice advises that OMB writio ustifcatio for sor itit,
Circular A-73 has bece revised by
replacing paragraph 7.h. with t new Suggestd Changes Not Considered
paragraph 8. Previously. Circular A-73 Nosury:
provided that agencis were to have Gotoo'it One eommenter poitted it
adequate followup systems for resolving tt t I proposal evaluatots
audit recommrodations and findings. mti-iolait opinions on vootrictor
Based upon our assessment of agency's eslimtttt of future rust hich 00' nut
followup systims. including true 'questioned casts." As such, they
recommendations in a CAO report on nerd o he totloded in the name systir
this matter, and subsequent of ecords that accouots (or questioned
Congressional hearings. we are inrurrei vests.
specifying in the Circular the key Iesyotrr We agree the inclosion of
elements each agency 's system must these rosts voul he misleidiig.
contain. I tarver. these reports a sobject to

The revision requires semiannual mostof tho other emtvts of the audit
reports to the head of an agency, follstrp scutim. Spocificaly. tht' rust
procedures for resolving major he riviriei is opet reports until a
disagreements belween audit and writteo deteririnatoo is uare. ard they
program offices. a maximum of six are subject to up managvmente'ietn
months to determine agency action on as pruvidil in paragrap f
audit recomunendations, and i Coiot Sos cormerivr, bet
riquirement for periodic evaluations of contract audits shoili Ie escludeu from
an ugency's systei. some of hr audit fols p
EFFECTIVE DATE: This revision becomes eqotrentrts.
effective upon issuance. Reup Dir review of agentp
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: tollOrva vysloots indurard no nort foe
John 1. Lrdan. Chief. Finantital sich in sopirut exett as soe
Maniigaigrel Brannu. d-ffi'e of to '.n

69510
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Corment: One com-enter suggested
that we qualify the wording in
subparagraph (5) to provide that when a
"designee" is assigned to resolve a
disagreement arising between the audit
organization and a program office that
the designe be independent of the
program office.

Response: We believe this is
understood.
joho j. Lordin,
Chief. Financ.uianameiit Drnch.

.LU. CE St-iM

4-AO3123 Ot49(09)(30-NOV79- 16:26 06)
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE. OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20503

March 15, 1978 CIRCULAR NO. A-73
Revised

TO THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AMD ESTABLISHMENTS

SUBJECT: Audit of Federal Operations and Programs

1. Purpose. This Circular sets forth policies to' be
followed in the audit of Federal operations and programs.

2. Supersession. This Circular suoersedes Federal
Manaaement Circular 73-2, dated September 27, 1973. The
Circular is revised -and reissued under its original
desionation of OMB Circular No. A-73.

3. Summary of sionificant chanaces. The revised Circular
implements the President's memorandum of September 9, 1977,
(copy attached) to the heads of executive departments and
agencies on coordination of audits of qrants to State and
local governments. It also strengthens. the provisions on
audit followup.

4. Backaround. The primary objectives of this Circular are
to promote -imoroved audit practices, to achieve more
efficient use of audit staff, to improve coordination of
audits, and to emphasize the need for early audits of new or
substantially changed programs.

5. Aonlicahility and scone. The provisions of this
Circular are aoplTEjble to all aqencies of the executive
branch of the Federal Government and include all internal
and external audit functions of such agencies.

6. Definitions.

a. The term-"audit" as used in this Circular imeans a
systematic review or appraisal to determine and report on
whether:

(1) Financial operations are prooerly conducted;

(No. A-73)
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(2) Financial reports are oresented fairly:

(3) Applicable laws and reoulations have been
complied with;

(4) Resources are manaqed and used in an economical
and efficient manner; and

(5) Desired results and objectives are beinq
ac-ieved in an effective manner.

'.<e above elements of an audit are most commonly referred to

aE financial/compliance, items (1), (2), and .(3);
economy/efficiency, item (4); and orogram results, item (5).
Collectively, they represent the full scooe of an audit and
D1Ovide the greatest benefit to all notential users of
overnment audits. In develooing audit plans, however, -the

t scope should be tailored to each soecific program
a:.orcina to the circumstances relatinq to the Droqram, the

... naqement needs to be met, and the capacity of the audit
acilities.

b. The term 'audit standards" refers to thooe
standards set forth in Standards for Audit of Governmental
C~.anizations, Proorams, Activities_&. Functions issued by
:'he Ccmz'troller General of the United Stdtes.

7. Policies and procedures. Agencies are responsible for
prvTidingadeouate audit coveraae of their programs as an

ir determining whether funds have been applied
Eff iciently, economically, effectively, and in a manner that
.S consistent with related laws, orogram objectives, and
underivina acreements. The audit standards will be the
basic criteria on which audit coverage and orerations are
cased. Acencies administering Federal grant, contract, and

Dan orograms will encouraae the appropriate aoplication of
z-ese standards by non-Federal audit staffs involved in the
ajCit of organizations administerina Federal nroqrams. Each
agency will imolement the policies set forth in this
Circular by issuina policies, plans, and procedures for. the
quidance of its auditors.

a. Oreanization and staffino. Audit services in
Government are an int Wral oart o the management process.
Aurit services and reoorts must be resoonsive to manaqement
needs. However, it is imoortant in order to obtain the
maxitmtum benefit from this function that agency audit
oroanizations have a sufficient decree of independence in
carrvino out their responsihilities. To orovide an

(No. 4-73)
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appropriate degree of indecendence, the audit orqanization
should be located outside the program manaqement structure,
report to an agency manacement level sufficiently high to
ensure proner consideration of and action on audit results,
and be given reasonable latitude in selecting and carryinq
out assignments. Adeouate and oualified staff should be
assigned this important function. The audit of all programs
under a single Federal department or agency must be
coordinated, and wher*e economies and a more effective audit
service will result, especially in large and geographically
dispersed proarams, the audit operations within a deoartment
should be consolidated. It is also important to establish
close coordination between audit and such other management
review activities as may exist in an aaency.

b. Determination of audit oriorities. Each aoency
will estarlish procedures reouirina oeriodic review of its
individual orograms and overations to determine the
coverage, freauency, and Driority of audit reouired for
each. The review will include ccnsideration of the
followina factors:

(1) Newness, chanaed conditions, or sensitivity of
the oroanizatidn, Drogram, activity, or function;

(2) Its eollar maqniturie afd duration;

(3) Extent of Federal participation either in terms
of resources or regulatory authority;

(4) Manaaement needs to be met, as develoved- in
consultation with the responsible crocram officials;

h (5) Prior audit experience. includinc the adeouacy
of the financial manacement system and controls;

(6) Timeliness, reliability, and coverage of audit
reoorts -preoared by others, such as State and local
governments ani independent nublic accountants;

(7) Pesults of other evaluations; -e.g.,
inspections. jroqram reviews, etc.;

(8) Mandatory reouirements of leqislation or other
congressional recommendations; and

(9) Availability of audit resources.

87-144 0 - 81 - 17



EXECUTIVE OFFICE. OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON. D.C. 3035

March 15, 1978 CIRCULAR NO. A-73
Revised

TO THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISHMENTS

SUBJECT: Audit of Federal Operations and Programs

1. Purpose. This Circular sets forth policies to be
followed in the audit of Federal operations and programs.

2. -Supersession. This . Circular suoersedes Federal
Manacement Circular 73-2, dated September 27, 1973. The
Circular is revised and reissued under its oricinal
dedIination of OMB Circular No. A-73.

3. Summary of sicnificart chanqes. The revised Circular
implements the President's memorandum of September 9, 1977,
(copy attached, to the heads of executive deoartments and
agencie3 on cordination of audits of qrants to State and
local governments. It also strengthens'* the provisions on
audit followup.

4. Backaround. The Primary objectives of this Circular are
to Promote -imoroved audit Practices, to achieve more
efficient use of audit staff, to improve coordination of
audits, and to emohasize the need for early audits of new or
substantially changed programs.

5. Aoplicability and scone. The provisions of this
Circular are anmlTEable to all aqencies of the executive
branch of the Federal Government and include all internal
and external audit functions of such aqencies.

6. Definitions.

a. The term "audit" as used in this Circular means a
systematic review or appraisal to determine and report on
whether:

(1) Financial operations are oroperly conducted;

(No. A-73)
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c. Cross-servicina arranaements. To conserve staff
resources, ?romote etriciency, and minimize the impact of
audits on the ooerations of tne organizations subject to
audit, each Federal agency will aive full consideration to
establishing cross-servicinq arrangements under which one
Federal agency will make audits for another--whenever such
arrangements are in the best interest of the Federal
Covernment and the organization being audited. This is
particularly applicable in the Federal arr-in-aid and
contract programs where two or more Federal aqencies are
frecuently responsible for oroarams it. the same orqanization
or in offices located within the same aeoqaphical area.
Under such circumstances,, it will be the primary
responsibilitv of the Federal agency with tne predominant
-financial interest to take the'initiative in collaborating
with the other aoorooriate Federal oancies to determine the
feasibility of one agency making audits for the ozhers, and
to work out mutually acreeable arrangements for carrying out
the reouired audits orn the most efricient basis.

d. Reliance on non-Federa audits. In dveloping
audit .plans, Federal agenEes acmriistering progi-amsin
oartnershim with orcanizations outsii: o t h Federal
Covernment will consider whcther these orqani:at car nave
oriodic audits. Tni s eseeciv11y neces ry for those
adencies that ad-iniszer Federal.. ani-:n-aza programs
subect to OMB Circulars A-102 (State an2 local ooverrment
organizations) and- i-110 (nloniofit coaanizations). These
Circulars provide standards for financial manacement systems
ot nrant-supported activities, and reouire that such systems

:vide, at a minimu:1, for financial/comoliance audits at
least once every two years. Federal aaencies will
ccirdi nate their audit reouirements witn State and local
ii crnments and nonprofit organizations to the max imum
extent oossible. The scove of individual Federal audits
vill aive full recognition to the non-Federal audit effort.
Reports prepared by ncn-Federal auditors will be used. ir.
lir: of Federal audits, if the rurorts and suuportinc
workoapers are available for review my -he Federal agencies,
if testing by Federal aoencies indicates the audits are made
in accordance with ceneraliv acceoted auditing standards
(including the audit standards issued by the Comptroller
General), and if the audits otherwise meet the reouirements
of-the Federal acencies.

e. Audit olans. Pased on the considerations set fortn
in b, c, and d, above, each aoency will DreDare an audit
plan at least annualiv. .t a :iiinimum, such plans will
reflect the:
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(1) Audit universe (all programs and operations
subject to audit);

(2) Programs and operations selected for audit,
with priorities and specific reasons for selection;

(3) Audit organization that will make the audit;

(4) Audit cycle or frequency, the locations to be
audited, and the reasons therefor;

(5) Scooe of audit coverage to be provided and the
reasons therefor; and

(6) Anticipated benefits to be obtained from the
audits.

The plans should be adjusted as necessary to provide for
audit coverage-of unforeseen priorities.

f. Coordination of audit work.

(1) General. Federal agencies will coordinate and
cooperate with each other in develcoing and carrying out
heir individual audit olans. Sub-h actions will include

continuous liaison; the exchange of audit technicues,
objectives, and plans; and the development of audit
schedules to minimize the amount of audit effort required.
Similar coordination and cooperation should take place among
Federal and non-Federal audit staffs where there is a common
interest in the programs subject to audit.

(2) Audit of St'-te and local oovernments. In order
to facilitate cooraTnTE , eJTT agencies shall make
public the State and local portion of the audit plans
reauire6 by paragrath 7.e., above. The plans will be
available to State and local governments, to the National
and Regional Intergovernmental Audit Forums, and to other
interested parties. The plans will be submitted to the
Office of Management and Budget prior to the fiscal year in
which they are implemented.

g. Audit reports. Reporting standards are set forth
in the audit standards for the guidance of Federal agencies.
With respect to public release of audit reports, each agency
will establish policies in consonance with applicable laws,
including the Freedom of Information Act. To the maximum
extent possible, agencies will orovide for the release of
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audit reports; in whole or in part, to those I-A-terested -to
them.

h. Followu; Each agencv will est&blish policies for
following up on audit recommendations. T'irely action a
recommendations by responsible management 6fficiald is =n
intearal nart of an acency's audit system, and ha a direct
bearino on its effectiveness. Policies will provide fof
desionatina officials resoonsible for follo-wup, Saintainina
a record of the action taken on tee-ormendations,
establishina time schedules for resoonding to and acting on
recommendations, and submittinq oeriodic reDorts to. aoencv
unacement on action taken. When audit recommendations
re-iutrin corrective action involve more than one proaram,
aaencv, or level of government, the agency makino the audit
shol>i coordinate its corrective action with that of other
affected oraanizations.

S. Resoonsibilities. Federal agencies will review the
policies ano tractices currently followed in the audit of
their operations and orograms, ane will initiate such action
as is necessary to comply with the policies set forth in
t-is Circular. The head of each Federal agency will
*es:ona-e an official to serve as the aoency teoresentative
-n 'atters relatina to the imnlementation of this Circular.
Th\ name of the aaency representative should be sent to the
Financial Manacement Branch, Budoet Review Division. Office
of* Manaaement and Budget, Washington, '.C. 20503.

9. Peoortina reouiremenr.s.

3. Fach Federal acencv awardino grants to State 1nd
local governments will submit the State and Iocal portion of
treir annual audit plan to the Office of Manaoement and
Budget prior to the fiscal year it is to be imolemented.
The nlan will show the actions taken to im',rove -nteracencv
coomeration on audits, to increase coordination with. State
and local uditors, and to increase reliance on audits made
ov others.

b. Cooies of agency issuances on the imolementatior. of
this Circular will be available to the oublic uodh reauest.

(No. A-73)
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTO N

September 9, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE

DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES

SUBJECT: Sharing Federal Audit Plans .

The Administration is cormmitted to forgin7 jew ties of

cooperation anong all levels of government. We want to

eliminate the duplication and waeaful effort that too

often has accompanied the management of Federal grants

to State and local governments.

One area where improvements can be ma&e 1s in coordina t:inu

the audit of these crants. All three levela of government

have audit responsioilities, ut it coes nct make sensE

for them all to au.dit the sarm tra-saci ons ,--eref .e

in order to improve coordination, I a oreri:.n all

executive agencies to make public the Stace and local po.
of the annual audit plans recuired by Federal Manazerient Cir-

cular 73-2. The plans will be available tc State ana local

governments, to the National and Recional Intergovernaen-

Audit Foru.ms, and to other interested parties. The plans

would also be available to the general punlic, and would

be submitted to OMB prior to the beginning of the fiscal

year in which thev are to be implemented. They should bE

updated periodicaJlly throughout the year as significant

changes are made.

I expect Federal agencies to use their audit plans as a

basis for making greater efforts to i7pro-v i.ntrazency
cooperation on audits, to increase Federal coordinatic:.

with State and local auditors, and tc increase reliance

on audits made by others.

~72
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

March 15, 1978 CIRCULAR NO. A-73
Revised

TO THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISHMENTS

SUBJECT: Audit of Federal Operations and Programs

1. Purpose. This Circular sets forth policies to be
follTwedin the audit of Federal operations and programs.

2. Supersession. This Circular suoersedes Federal
Management Circular 73-2, dated September 27, 1973. The
Circular is revised and reissued under its orioinal
designation of OMB Circular No. A-73.

3. Summary of sionificant changes. The revised Circular
implements the President's memorandum of September 9, 1977,
(copy attached) to the heads of executive departments and
agencies on coordination of audits-of grants to State and
local governments. It also strengthens- the -rovisions on
audit followup.

4. Background. The orimary objectives of this Circular are
to promote -improved audit practices, to achieve more
efficient use of audit staff, to improve coordination of
audits, and to emphasize the need for early audits of new or
substantially changed programs..

5. Apolicability and scone. The provisions of this
Circular are applicable to all agencies of the executive
branch of the Federal Government and include all internal
and external audit functions of such agencies.

6. Definitions.

a. The term "audit" as used in this Circular means a
systematic review or appraisal to determine and report on
whether:

(1) Financial operations are prooerly conducted;

(No. A-73)
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(2) Financial reports are oresented fairly;

(3) Amplicable laws and regulations have been
comolied with;

(4) Resources are managed and used in an economical

and efficient manner; and

(5) Desired results and objectives are being

achieved in an effective manner.

The above elements of an audit are most commonly referred to

as financial/compliance, items (1), (2), and (3);

economy/efficiency, item (4); and orogram results, item (5).
Collectively, they represent the full scooe of an audit and

provide the greatest benefit to all ootential users of

Government audits. In developing audit plans, however, the
audit scope should be tailored to each specific program
according to the circumstances relating to the program, the

management needs to be met, and the capacity of the audit
facilities.

b. The term "audit standards" refers to those

standards set forth in Standards for Audit of Governmental

Organizations, Programs, Activities & Eunctions issued by

the Cometroller General of the United States.

7. Policies and procedures. Agencies are responsible for

providing adequate audit coverage of their programs as an
aid in determining whether funds have been applied
efficiently, economically, effectively, and in a manner that
is consistent with related laws, nrogram objectives, and
underlying agreements. The audit standards will be the
basic criteria on which audit coverage and operations are
based. Agencies administering Federal grant, contract, and

loan oroc~rams will encourage the appropriate application of

these standards by non-Federal audit staffs involved in the
audit of organizations administering Federal arograms. Each

agency will implement the policies set forth in this
Circular by issuin policies, plans, and procedures for the
guidance of its auditors.

-a. Organization and staffing. Audit services in
Government are an integral oart of the management process.
Audit services and reports must be responsive to management
needs. However, it is imoortant in order to obtain the
maximum benefit from this function that agency audit
organizations have a sufficient degree of independence in
carrving out their responsibilities. To provide an
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appropriate degree of indeoendence, the audit organization
should be located outside the orogram managerent structure,
report to an agency management level sufficiently high to
ensure proner consideration of and action on audit results,
and be given reasonable latitude in selecting and carrying
out assignments. Adequate and oualified staff should be
assigned this important function. The audit of all programs
under a single Federal department or agency must be
coordinated, and where economies and a more effective audit
service will cesult, esoecially in larqe and geographically
disoersed orograms, the audit operations within a denartment
should he consolidated. It is also important to establish
close c'oordination between audit and such other management
review ac.ivities as may exist in an agency.

b. Determination of audit oriorities. Each agency
will estanlish procedures reouirine neriodic review of its
individual programs and ooerations to determine the
coverage, freauency, and eriority of audit reruired for
each. The review will include ccnsideration of the
following factors:

(1) Nowness, changed conditions, or sen-itivity of
the organization, oroqram, activity, or function;

(2) Its dollar magnitude and duration;

(3) Extent of Federal participation either in termw
of resources or regulatory authority;

(4) Mananement needs to be met, as develooed in
consultation with the responsible orogram officials;

-(5) Prior audit experience, includinn the adeauacy
of the financial management system and controls;

(6) Timeliness, reliability, and coverage of audit
renorts oreoared by others, such as State and local
governments and independent public accountants;

(7) Pesults of other evaluations; e.g.,
inspections, orogram reviews, etc.;

(8) Mandatorv reauirements of legislation or other
congressional recommendations; and

(9) Availability of audit resources.

(No. A-73)
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c. Cross-servicina arrannements. To conserve staff
resources, oromote efficiency, and minimize the impact of
audits on the operations of -the organizations subject to
audit, each Federal agency will give full consideration to
establishing cross-servicing arrangements under which one
Federal agency will make audits for another--whenever :-uch
arrangements are in the best interest of the Federal
Covernment and the organization being audited. This is
particularly applicable in the Federal grant-in-aid and
contract programs where two or more Federal agencies are
frecuently responsible for orograms in the same organization
or in offices located within the same qeographical area.
Under such circumstances, it will be. the primary
responsibility of the Federal agency with the predominant
financial interest to take the initiative in collaborating
with the other approoriate Federal agencies to determine the
feasibility of one agency making audits for the others, and
to work out mutually agreeable arrangements for carrying out
the recuired audits on the most efficient basis.

d. Recliance on non-Federal audits. In developing
audit plans, Federal agencies admistcring programs in
nartnership with organizations outside of the Federal
Covernment will consider whether these organizations have
periollic audits. This is especially necessary for. those
agencies that administer Federal grant-in-aid programs
subJect to OMB Circulars A-102 (State and local government
organizations) and "-110 (nonprofit orpanizations). These
Circulars provide standards for financial manaoement nystems
of nrant-su)ported activities, and reouire that such systems
p.:vide, at a minimum, for financial/compliance audits at
least once every two years. 'Federal agencies will
coordinate their audit reouirements with State and local
,jovernments and nonprofit organizations to the 'maximum
extent possible. The scope of individual Federal audits
Viil give full recognition to the non-Federal audit effort.
Reports prepared by non-Federal auditors will be used in
lief of Federal audits, if the reports and supporting
workpapers are available for review by the Federal agencies,
it testing by Federal agencies indicates the audits are made
i accordance with generally accepted auditing standards
(including the audit standards issued by the Comptroller
General), and if the audits otherwise meet the requirements
of the Fed.eral aaencies.

e. Audit olans. Pased on the considerations set forth
in b, c, and d, above, each agency will orepare an audit
plan at least annually. At a minimum, such plans will
reflect the:
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(1) Audit universe (all Programs and operations
subject to audit);

(2) Programs and operations selected for audit,
with priorities and specific reasons for selection;

(3) Audit organization that will make the audit;

(4) Audit cycle or frequency, the locations to be
audited, and the reasons therefor;

(5) Scof e of audit coverage to be provided and the
reasons therefor; and

(6) Anticipated benefits to be obtained from the
audits.

The plans should be adjusted as necessary to provide for
audit coverage of unfore:.-:en priorities.

f. Coordination of audit work.

(1) General. Federal agencies will coordinate and
coonerate with each other in develoPing and carrying out
their in ividual audit plans. Such actions will include
continuous liaison; the exchange of audit technioues,
objectives, and plans; and the develcoment of audit
schedules to minimize the amount of audit effort required.
Similar coor ination and cooperation should take place among
* .eral and non-Federal audit staffs where there is a common
interest in the programs subject to audit.

(2) Audit of State'and local governments. In order
to facilitate coordinaton, Federal aqencies shall makepublic the State and local portion of the audit plans
required by paragraph 7.e., above. The plans will be
available to State and local governments, to the National
and Regional intergovernmental Audit Forums, and to other
interested parties. The plans will be submitted to the
Office of Management and Budget prior to the fiscal year in
which they are implemented.

. Audit reports. Reporting standards are set forth
in the audit standards for the guidance of Federal agencies.
With respect to public release of audit reports, each agpncy

111 establish policies in consonance with applicable laws,
includ.ng the Freedom of Information Act. To the maximum
extent possible, agencies will provide for the release of
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audit reports, in whole or in part, to those interested in
them.

h. Followuo. Each agency will establish policies for
following up on audit recommendations. Timely action on
recommendations by responsible management officials is an
integral nart of an agency's audit system, and has a direct
bearing on its effectiveness. Policies will provide for
desinnating officials resoonsible for followup, maintaining
a record of the action taken on recommendations,
establishing time schedules for resoonding to and acting on
recommendations, and submitting Periodic reports to anencv
management on action taken. When audit recommendations
renuiring corrective action involve more than one prooram,
agency, or level of government, the agency makino the audit
should coordinate its corrective action with that of other
affected ornanizations.

8. Responsibilities. Federal agencies will review the
oolicies and ractices currently followed in the audit oF
their operations and oronrams, and will initiate such acLion
as is nece-sry to comi-v with the oolicies set forth in
this Circular. The head of each Federal agEncV will
desionate an official to serve as the aaency reoresentative
on matters relating to the imnlenentation of this Circular.
The name of the acency representative should be sent to the
Financial Manaoement Branch, Budoet Review Division, Office

anagement and Budget.. Washington, D.C. 20503.

9. Reporting reouirements.

a. Fach Federal anencv awardina grants to State and
local qov'ernmaents will submit the State and local Dortionf of
their annual audit plan to the Office of Manacement and
Pudgoet prior to the fiscal year it is to be imolemented.
1e olan will show the actions taken to imnorove interagency
cooperation.on audits, to increase coordination with State
and local auditors, and to increase reliance on audits made
by others.

b. Conies of agency issuances on the imolementation of
this Circular will be available to the oublic upon rfcuest.
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10. -Inqluiries. Further informnation concerning this Circular
rnav 13- obht -ired by contactinq the cFinancial management

Btach ~ .j~et Review Division, Oieofaaeent and
9ougth, Washinqton-i D.C. 20503, telephone 395-3993.

Q'an.-es T. McIntyre, Jr.
Actinq Dlirector

A t tac hmen t

(No. A-73)
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Congressional Research Service
The Library of Congress

Washington. D.C 20540

December 3, 1981

TO Senate Special Committee on Aging
Attention: Hon. John Heinz, Chairman

FROM American Law Division

SUBJECT Legal Questions Relating To Office of Inspector General,
Department of Health and Human Services

This responds to the issues raised in your November 19, 1981, letter

to Joseph E. Ross, chief of this division. We will attempt to respond to

the nine specific questions you raised in the order presented in your letter.

Insofar as possible our answers will be based upon the legislative history of

the statutes creating the office in question, the Office of Inspector General

(IG), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). For each issue we will,

where possible: (1) state your question, (2) summarize our conclusion, and (3)

analyze the statutes and legislative history that led us to draw the conclusion.

Question 1: In terms of the Inspector General's operation within the
Department of Health and Human Services, how much autonomy
was intended with regard to budgeting, reporting, hiring,
and firing?
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- 1/ 2/
Conclusion: Neither the statutes nor the committee reports and

3/
hearings unambiguously delineate the degree of autonomy Congress intended

for the IG at HS. The legislation contains provisions that provide something

of an independent base for the IG, particularly those permitting direct reporting

to Congress. It also clearly subordinates the IG to the supervision of the agency

head, who, in turn must respond to the President. The act also does not disturb

the broad powers of the agency head with regard to directing resources and work-

forces assigned to the agency to meet the responsibilities conferred on the agency
4/

by law.

Discussion: The legislation contains provisions designed to promote autonomy

and others that clearly subordinate the IG to the authority of the Secretary.

Among the former are: (1) the statement of purpose calling for an "independent

and objective unit," 42 U.S.C. S 3521; (2) the requirement of presidential

appointment and Senate confirmation, 42 U.S.C. S 3522; (3) the prohibition

against removal except by the President and then only upon notification to

both Houses of Congress as to reasons, 42 U.S.C. § 3522; (4) the organizational

1/ Pub. L. 94-504, tit1 2, § 201, 90 Stat. 2429, 42 U.S.C. §§ 3521-3527,
94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976); as amended by Pub. L. 96-226, title II, § 201, 94
Stat. 315, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. (1980), Pub. L. 95-142, S 4 (c), 91 Stat. 1183,
94th Cong. lst Sess. (1977).

2/ H.R. Rep. No. 786, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976); H.R. Rep. No. 1593,
94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976); S. Rep. No. 1324, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976);
H.R. Rep. 96-425, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979); S. Rep. 96-570, 96th Cong.,2d Sess. (1980); H.R. Rep. 95-393, Part II, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977).

3/ HEW Procedures and Resources for Prevention and Detection of Fraud
and Program Abuses, Hearings before a Subcomm. of the Comm. on Government
Operations, House of Representatives, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1975).

4/ 5 U.S.C. § 301, for instance, authorizes "[tlhe head of an Executive
department... [to] prescribe regulations for the government of his department,
the conduct of its employees, the distribution and performance of its business.
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alignment of the IG, reporting directly to the Secretary or Undersecretary,

42 U.S.C. S 3522(a)(1) and (5) the broad administrative powers conferred upon

the IG, including access to agency materials and to the Secretary, subpoena

authority, authority to notify Congress of budget alterations, authority to

seek assistance outside the agency, to appoint subordinates and consultants

and to enter into contracts, 42 U.S.C. § 3525 (a).

The basic delegation of authority from the Congress to the IG, 42

U.S.C. § 3523 (a), seems to point out the ambiguity of the IG's position.

It lists the duties and responsibilities of the IG, according to him only one

duty that seems to be unambiguously independent: "to supervise, coordinate, and

provide policy direction for auditing and investigative activities relating to

programs and operations of the Department." 42 U.S.C. S 3523(a) (1). That

authority or responsibility is rather limited if well defined. It is also

subject to the control and supervision of the Secretary. The other duties in-

cluded in subsection (a) of section 3523 are broader in scope but much less

clearly defined and, it would seem, because they are advisory, more dependent

upon how much managerial authority the Secretary is willing to delegate to the

IG. These duties seem to be very close to the heart of management review and

program analysis, and ultimate agency policy direction. They are:

(2) to reconmend policies for, and to conduct. supervise. or co.
ordinate other activities carried out or financed by the Depart-
ment for the purpose of promoting economy and efficency in the
administration of, or prevnting and detecting fraud and abuse
in,. its programs and operations:

(3) to recommend policies for, and to conduct, supervise, or co-
ordinate relationships betneen the Department and other Federal
agencies, State and local governmental agncies. and nonsovern-
mental eoities ith respect to (A) al nmatters relating to the
promotion of economy and efficiency in the administration of. or
the prevention and detection of fraud and abuse in, programs and
operations administered or financed by the Department, or (B)
the Identification and proncution of participants in such fraud or
abuse; and

(4) $ keep the Secretary and the Congress fully and currently
informed, by means of the reports required by section 3524 of
this title and otherwise, concerning fraud and other serious prob-
lems,. abuse, and deficiencies relating to the administration of
programs and operations administered or financed by the Depart-
ment. to recomcaend correctice action concerning such problems,
abuses. and deficiencies. and to report on the progress made in
implementing such corrective action.
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One other provision of the legislation needs mention: the dual reporting

requirements. According to 42 U.S.C. § 3524, the IG is to present an annual

report to the Secretary and to appropriate Congressional committees on significant

abuses about which the IG has reported but which in the judgment of the IG have

not experienced sufficient progress, and an immediate report to the Secretary

and to Congress seven days later on flagrant deficiencies in program adminis-

tration. In addition, under 42 U.S.C. § 3524(d), the IG is authorized to make

other reports and investigations and to provide information directly to Congress

or its committees. All of these reports are to be transmitted "to the Secretary

and Congress without further clearance or approval," the annual and quarterly

reports to be presented to the Secretary "sufficiently in advance of the due

date for their submission to Congress to provide a reasonable opportunity for

comments of the Secretary to be appended to the reports when submitted to

Congress." 42 U.S.C. § 3524(e). The legislative history indicates that the

purpose of this reporting requirement is "to prevent lengthy delays from . . .

[HHS] 'clearance' procedures." H.R. Rep. 94-1573, at 2.

This statutory scheme seems to indicate the intention of Congress that,

with regard to its investigation of fraud and abuse and in its auditing functions,

the Office of the IG was to be insulated from pressures from the Secretary or

elsewhere within the agency to revise IG studies or investigations in light of

policy objectives of agency officials with program responsibilities.

The specific areas of budgeting, reporting, hiring, and firing which your

inquiry .addressed are each treated slightly differently in the legislation:

(1) Budgeting. The only reference to budgeting contained in the Act is

found in 42 U.S.C. 3525 (a) (5):

87-144 0 - 81 - 18
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[I]n the event that a budget request for the Office
of Inspector General is reduced, before submission to
Congress, to an extent which the Inspector General deems
seriously detrimental to the adequate performance of the
functions mandated by this subchapter, the Inspector General
shall so inform the Congress without delay.

This provision of law clearly contemplates HHS review of IG budgetary requests

and modification of them but places a check upon agency action to the extent

that the IG may directly petition Congress on the basis of a determination that

the agency modification of the budget request is "seriously detrimental to the

adequate performance" of IG functions.

2. Reporting. As mentioned earlier, the legislation seems to contemplate

independent reporting with secretarial action limited to commentary, rather than

alteration of the final report. This provision applies to the quarterly and an-

nual reports specifically, and seems to cover them explicitly when they are in

final form. It is quite possible that informal review of draft reports by the

Secretary or agents of the Secretary would be consistent with Act.

3. Hiring and Firing. The only provisions of the legislation specifically

mentioning these functions refer to the IG's authority to appoint two assistant

inspectors general "in accordance with applicable laws and regulations governing

the civil service," 42 U.S.C. § 3522(e); "to select, appoint, and employ such

officers and employees as may be necessary for carrying out the functions, powers,

and duties of the Office subject to the provisions of Title 5, governing appoint-

ments in the competitive service. . .," 42 U.S.C. § 3525(a)(6); and to obtain

consultants, 42 U.S.C. §§ 3525(a)(7), to contract for services, 42 U.S.C. § 3525

(a)(8), and to approve or disapprove the use of outside auditors. 42 U.S.C. §

3523(b). These seem to give relative autonomy to the IG, but since hiring and

firing of employees, employing consultants or contracting for services fall

within HHS agency matters, for which the Secretary has ultimate responsibility,

it. would seem likely that the IG, being subject to the authority of the Secretary,

would be required to follow HHS agency guidelines on these matters.
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Question 2: Was it intended that all existent resources dedicated
to the control of the fraud, abuse and program mis-
management at the time the office was created be con-
solidated under the IG? If not, what guidance if any
was provided by Congress?

Answer: No. The Act clearly requires only the transfer of functions, powers,

and duties of the HHS (then HEW) Audit Agency and the Office of Investigations.

42 U.S.C. S 3526(a)(1) and (2), along with their "personnel, assets, liabilities,

contracts, properties, records and other unexpended balances of appropriations,

authorizations, allocations and other funds employed, held, used, arising from,

available or to be made available," to them. 42 U.S.C. S 3526(b).

DISCUSSION: The hearings and the Report, adopted by the House Committee on

Government Operations, "Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (Prevention

and Detention of Fraud and Program Abuse)," H.R. Rep. 94-786, at 18-19, identified,

on the basis of department level replies to a Committee questionnaire, five offices

as "having significant responsibilities for prevention, detection, and investiga-

tion of fraud in HEW programs: the Office of Investigations and Security, the

Audit Agency, the Office of Guaranteed Student Loans in the Office of Education,

the Fraud and Abuse Surveillance Branch of the Medical Services Administration in

the Social and Rehabilitation Services Administration, and the Investigations.

Branch of the Office of Administration in the Social Security Administration; two

outside units were also identified as having significant responsibilities: the

FBI and the Program Fraud Unit of the Criminal Division at the Department of

Justice. Id. Identified as "contributing to the anti-fraud effort" were: the

Division of Management Survey and Review of the National Institutes of Health,

the Policy Management Staff of the Food and Drug Administration and the Program

Integrity staffs of the various Bureaus of the Social Security Administration

along with the United States Postal Service, the Internal Revenue Service, the
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General Accounting Office, and the States' Attorneys General. Id. The report,

Id., at 19, quite correctly pointed out inconsistencies in the response to

its questionnaire from the various components of HHS agencies, including the

fact that four program bureaus of the Social Security Administration with a

combined staff of thousands were identified as having anti-fraud responsibilities.

The Committee report examined the data submitted to it and identified the fol-

lowing offices as "major fraud and abuse units": Office of Investigations and

Security, Audit Agency, Office of Guaranteed Student Loans, MSA Fraud and Abuse

Surveillance Branch, SSA Investigations Branch, and SSA Bureaus of Retirement

and Survivors Insurance, Disability Insurance, Health Insurance and Supplement

Income. Id. 21-26. The report concluded, Id., 27, that the organizational

structure was "fragmented and confused, that only two units, the Office of

Investigations and the Audit Agency, had department wide responsibility, and

that "the primary role of the Audit Agency is in the field of economy and

efficiency, and its fraud and abuse activities are only a by-product of its

basic mission," that it did not have trained investigators and its audit work-

load exceeded its available resources. With regard to the Office of Investiga-

tions and Security, the report found that its department wide authority was

nullified by a reportedly unwritten agreement excluding from its purview the

department's major programs, and that even with this limited mandate, its re-

sources were inadequate. Id.

With these findings, the two officers with department wide responsibility,

neither of which was adequately staffed for its severly restricted responsibili-

ties, were the only ones designated by the Act for transfer to the Inspector

General, and no new budget authority was extended with the Act.
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With regard to the other fraud fighting offices, the Act subjects their

transfer to the discretion of the Secretary. Subsection (a)(3) of 42 U.S.C.

§ 3526 effects the transfer of:

such other offices or agencies or functions, powers,
or duties thereof, as the Secretary may, with the
consent of the Inspector General, determine are
properly related to the functions of the Office and
would, if so transferred, further the purposes of
this subchapter.

The one guideline given is that "program operating responsibilities" may not

be transferred under that clause. 42 U.S.C. § 3526(a). H.R. Rep. 94-1573,

at 10, makes the following comment on this provision:

Section 6(a) transfers the functions, powers and duties
of the present Audit Agency and Office of Investigation
to the Office of Inspector General. It also provides
that the Secretary may transfer additional offices or
agencies, or functions, powers or duties thereof, where
appropriate and with consent of the Inspector General.
In order to assure that the independence and objectivity
of the Office is not compromised, transfer of program
operating responsibilities to the Office would be pro-
hibited.

Question 3. What documentation must HHS have developed to effect the transfer?

Answer: Not having access to HHS policy and procedural manuals and HHS

personnel administration operating directives, we are unable to state with

any degree of specificity what documentation would be required.

DISCUSSION: Theoretically new organizational charts, new entries for telephone

directories, new budget and payroll designations, notices to affected employee

official personnel folders, organization and function statements for the newly

created offices, and changes in affected regulations and directives would be

included in such a planned reorganization. If there were an applicable col-

lective bargaining agreement, the organization certified to represent the af-

fected employees might have to be presented with a detailed plan. HHS should

be in a position to respond more fully to this question.
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Question 4: How broadly was the role of the HHS IG conceived?

Answer: The responsibilities delegated by the legislation to the IG seem

to presume broad authority for the IG to monitor both auditing and investiga-

tive activities of the agency. At least one commentary characterizes the

legislative history as evidencing a presidential and congressional intent

the Inspector Generals created under the 1978 Act have broad powers.

Muellenberg, K. and Volzer, H., "The Inspector General Act of 1978," 53

Temple Law Quarterly 1049, 1054 (1978). The HHS legislation, itself, however,

contains inherent obstacles to the exercise of such broad authority. The trans-

fer of only two offices, both of which were known to be not well staffed for the

limited duties assigned to them before the Act was to confer additional duties,

and neither of which had developed investigative staff expertise, was the major

practical obstacle to the IG's exercising broad responsibility at least immediately.

DISCUSSION: The authority delegated to the IG by the Act clearly contemplates

both investigative and auditing responsibilities. The primary duty assigned to

the IG under 42 U.S.C. S 3523 (a)(1) is "to supervise, coordinate, and provide

policy direction for auditing and investigative activities relating to programs

and operations of the Department." The General Accounting Office Act of 1980,

amended the HHS IG act to require conformity with GAO auditing standards and to

clarify the relationship of the IG's investigative efforts with the prosecutor-

ial and investigative responsibilities of the Department of Justice. Henceforth

the IG is under an obligation to "report expeditiously to the Attorney General

whenever the Inspector General has reasonable grounds to believe there has been

a violation of federal criminal law." 42 U.S.C. § 3523(b)(4).
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The kinds of reports the IG is required to make to Congress under 42 U.S.C.

§ 3524 include reports on the progress of investigative activities. The Senate

Report accompanying the legislation establishing the HHS IG contains language

illustrating the intent of Congress that the IG be given broad investigative

authority. In commenting on what was to become 42 U.S.C. § 3524, (d), for

instance, the Report, S. Rep. No. 1324, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976), at 7-8,

stated that the subsection would provide "that the Inspector General may make

such additional investigations and reports relating to the programs and oper-

ations of the Department as are, in the judgment of the Inspector General,

necessary or desirable. The purpose of this langauge is to insure that no

restrictions are placed upon the Inspector General's freedom to investigate

fraud, program abuse and other problems relating to. . . [HHS] activities."

It must be noted that the legislative history seems to accord the IG

something of a subordinate role to the Department of Justice in criminal

investigations. H.R. Rep. 94-1573, at 7-8, in commenting on what was to be 42

U.S.C. S 3523(a), says, "[t]he Inspector General would not conduct prosecu-

tions, decide whether prosecution should or should not be conducted, but

would undoubtedly provide assistance to officers charged with prosecuting such

cases.

Another provision of law clearly pointing to a role in criminal investiga-

tions for the IG is 42 U.S.C. § 3524(a), as amended by Pub. L. 95-142, §4(c),
91 Stat. 1183 (1977), requiring the IG's annual report to include "a detailed

description of the cases referred by the Department of Health and Human Services

to the Department of Justice during the period covered by the report, an

evaluation of the performance of the Department of Justice in the investigation

and prosecution of criminal violations relating to fraud in the programs of
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health insurance and medical assistance,. . . and any recommendation with

respect to improving the performance of such activities by the Department of

Justice" and a requirement that the Attorney General make a report to Congress

on HHS IG criminal referrals. The House Report accompanying the bill that was

to become Pub. L. 95-142, H.R. Rep. 95-393, Part II, 95th Cong., lst Sess., at

54-55 (1977), indicates that the provision was added because the House Committee

on Ways and Means believed that the Department of Justice should develop adequate

resources to investigate and combat medicaid and medicare fraud and because the

Attorney General had agreed to take steps toward that end rather than have

Congress "dictate in law a particular subordinate organization within the

Criminal Division" of the Department of Justice.

Question 5: What was the Congressional intent with respect to law
enforcement powers for the IG? Is there a discrepancy
in the treatment of the HHS IG and other statutory IGs
in this regard?

Answer: Neither the HHS IG legislation nor any other legislation confers upon

the IG or his staff the following powers generally thought to be law enforce-

ment authority: to carry firearms, to execute and serve warrants, arrest

warrants, administrative inspection warrants, subpoenas and summonses issued

under the authority of the United States, to make arrests without warrant for

offenses against the United States committed within their presence or for

felonies cognizable under the laws of the United States upon probable cause.

DISCUSSION Such powers are given to Drug Enforcement Administration personnel,

21 U.S.C. S 878-880, Federal Bureau of Investigation inspectors and agents, 18

U.S.C. § 3052, United States marshalls, 18 U.S.C. § 3053, Secret Service per-

sonnel, 18 U.S.C. S 3056, and other law enforcement agents by specific statutes.

Currently there is an amendment to H.R. 3603 pending which would give certain

of these powers to Department of Agriculture agents under the supervision of
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the Inspector General of that agency for their performance with regard to

the Food Stamp Program. It also might be noted that under 18 U.S.C. § 3105

only an officer authorized by law may serve a search warrant.

Question 6: What remedies are available under existing statutes to
deal with problems identified by the IG in the perfor-
mance of his duties?

Answer: The range of authority in the IG act includes making recommendations

to the Secretary for corrective action, 42 U.S.C. § 3524, and making reports

to Congress. Included among the recommendations could be recommended program

changes and revised auditing controls as well as disciplinary actions against

federal employees or administrative sanctions against private sector suppliers,

health care deliverers, or contractors. Administrative actions against federal

employees would be governed by title 5 of the United States Code and agency

regulations. Section 7513 of title 5, for instance, permits removal for cause

of people in the competitive service. Administrative sanctions against others

would be governed by the applicable legislation. Any administrative sanction

would require procedures guaranteeing due process rights and would probably

be monitored by other offices in HHS.

The HHS IG legislation also includes the remedy of reporting upon rea-

sonable cause suspected violation of federal criminal law to the Attorney

General, 42 U.S.C. § 3523(b)(4). Possible crimes include:

18 U.S.C. § 371, conspiracy to defraud the United States

18 U.S.C. § 1001, making false statement in a matter before an
agency of the United States

18 U.S.C. § 641 stealing a thing a value of the United States

18 U.S.C. § 1702, 1704, 1706-1710, 1721, mail theft

18 U.S.C. §§ 286-288 making false claims against United States
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18 U.S.C. § 1002 possessing with intent to defraud the United
States a false document to enable another to
obtain money from the United States.

42 U.S.C. 2703 embezzling of EEOC grants

42 U.S.C. § 1395, 1396 embezzling from certain SSA health
insurance and medical assistance programs

This is merely a sampling of the statutes under which, with proper factual

circumstances, fraud in matters under the jurisdiction of the HHS IG could be

prosecuted by the United States Attorneys.

Before the current Congress are three bills that would amend the federal

criminal code, H.R. 1647, H.R. 4711, and S. 1630. Senator Thurmond introduced

S. 1630 for himself and for several members of the Judiciary Committee inclu-

ding Senator Kennedy who sponsored similar omnibus legislation in earlier

Congresses. It would consolidate some of the federal larceny statutes and create

a new offense, obstruction of a government process by fraud, a proposal to res-

pond to criticism of current law that it includes conspiracy to defraud as a

crime but has no offense covering the actual obstruction of the government

function. S. 1630 also includes what would be a new offense that would permit

federal prosecution of certain thefts from federally funded programs: failure

to keep a government record. There would also be a lesser included misdemeanor

offense: failure to keep a government record required as a condition of federal

funding with intent to defraud. The federal bribery statutes would also be

extended, under S. 1630, if enacted, to include bribery of an agent of a

state or local government who is charged with the administration of money or

property derived from a federal program where the official duty or action

sought to be influenced involves the administration of the program.
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The reach of the theft provision of S. 1630 would extend current law

to include theft from federally funded programs, a provision designed as a

remedy for the perceived gap in the requirement of 18 U.S.C. § 641 that

money alleged to be stolen by proved to be the property of the United States

government. The S. 1630 provision reflects the Senate Judiciary Committee

finding that while payment of federal funds to a state or local program usually

results in the passage of title, "the Federal government clearly retains a

strong interest in assuring the integrity of such program moneys." S. Rep.

96-533, 96th Cong., 1st Sess., at 694-695 (1979).

Question 7: What is the legal relationship of the IG, the FBI, and the
Attorney General?

Answer: The IG reports to and answers administratively to the Secretary,

except that only the President may remove the IG from office. The Director

of the FBI reports to the Attorney General. Like any other government official

the IG of any agency is required to give the Attorney General, the chief federal

criminal prosecutor, notice of suspected violations of federal criminal laws.

The role of the IG seems to fuse internal audit with investigation of fraud

in federal programs. It is, thus, a hybrid, which includes criminal investiga-

tion and detection. Its main focus, like that of the IRS Criminal Division,

is detection of fraud and other economic or white collar crimes. Its juris-

diction with respect to crimes against the person or the more violent forms

of crimes against property would seem to be much more limited that the FBI.

DISCUSSION The basis of the requirement in the IG legislation that suspected

criminal violations be reported to the Attorney General is the role assigned

to the Attorney General by the Congress in conducting the litigation of the

United States. That role is crucial to understanding the authority that the

Attorney General has over the investigative functions of other federal agencies.
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It is from his authority to advise the President and the executive

agencies and from his authority to pursue litigation in the federal courts

that the Attorney General has the greatest impact upon law enforcement. This

has been described as follows:

By far the greatest contribution of the Attorney General has
been the aid rendered to the President and the heads of
executive departments in the execution of the laws. Although
all officers, agents, and employees of the United States
are concerned in some way with the execution of the laws,
no one approaches the Attorney General in importance. The
first interpretation of a statute after its enactment, its
defense in the courts, prosecution of violators, and ultimate
supervision of the marshal who enforces a judicial decree or
order, all come within the range of the Attorney General's
law enforcement powers.

Law enforcement begins in the offices to which has been
committed the authority to enforce the statues. Frequently
anterior to enforcement is a determination of the meaning and
scope of the law. Under the statutes, it is the Attorney
General's duty to give such advice to the President and the
heads of executive departments. This is a most critical
state of administration, for not only are citizens' rights
involved, but also basic considerations of public policy.

Nealon, R.W., The Opinion Function of the Federal Attorney
Attorney General, 25 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 825, 835-836 (1950).

The basic legal authority for the office of Attorney General derives from

statutes, not from the Constitution directly. Under the Constitution, the

role of enforcing the laws of the United States is assigned to the President:

"he shall take care that the Laws be faithfully executed. . ." U.S. Const. art.

II, § 3. The Constitution assumes the existence of executive departments and

envisions their chief officers as presidential advisors: "The President. . .

may require the Opinion in writing, of the principal Officer in each of the

executive Departments, upon any subject relating to the Duties of their respective

Officers. . ." U.S. Const. art. II, § 2.
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Today, the Department of Justice has broad authority to conduct the
5/

litigative business of the United States. Sections 515-519 of title 28 of

the United States Code detail the statutory function of the Attorney General for

representation of the interests of the United States before the federal courts.

The Attorney General, or any attorney retained for that purpose, is authorized

to proceed generally, and is given the authority to conduct civil or criminal

proceedings in any court of the United States. By section 515(a):

The Attorney General or any other officer of the Department
of Justice, or any attorney specially appointed by the At-
torney General under law, may, when specifically directed by
the Attorney General, conduct any kind of legal proceeding,
civil or criminal including grand jury proceedings and pro-
ceedings before committing magistrates, which United States
attorneys are authorized by law to conduct, whether or not
he is a resident of the district in which the proceeding is
brought.

It is not, however, the only agency with that authority. That fact is recog-

nized by the provision in 28 U.S.C. S 516 reading:

Except as otherwise authorized by law, the conduct of
litigation in which the United States, an agency or
officer thereof, is a party, or is interested, and
securing evidence therefor, is reserved to officers
of the Department of Justice, under the direction of
Attorney General.

If another agency has authority to litigate in behalf of the United States,

the Department of Justice seems to have the authority to coordinate such liti-

gation. Section 519 of title 28 provides:

5/ The general litigation authority of the Department and the arrangements
made with the other departments and agencies having litigation responsibility
are discussed in J. David, Department of Justice Control of Agency Litigation,
Administrative Conference of the United States 17, (1975).
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Except as otherwise provided by law, the Attorney General
shall supervise all litigation to which the United States,
an agency, or officer thereof is a party, and shall direct
all United States attorneys, and special attorneys appointed
under section 543 of this title in the discharge of their
respective duties.

A final piece of authority of the Department of Justice over litigation is

found in 5 U.S.C. S 3106:

Except as otherwise provided by law, the head of an
Executive Department or military department may not
employ an attorney or counsel for the conduct of liti-
gation in which the United States, an agency, or an
employee thereof is a party, or is interested, or
for the securing of evidence therefore, but shall refer
the matter to the Department of Justice. This section
does not apply to the employment and payment of counsel
under section 1037 of title 10. 6/

6/ Section 1037 of title 10, U.S.C. refers to the employment of counsel
for the defense of courts martial before the military departments.
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The phrase "except as otherwise provided by law," appearing in each of these

statutes is the reviser's recognition of the activity of Congress in legisla-

tively authorizing individual independent agencies, and in the enforcement of

particular statutes, executive branch departments, to appear and represent

themselves before the inferior courts of the United States. From this has

developed interagency agreements between the Department of Justice and other

agencies that attempt to resolve disputes and disagreements about the proper

scope and authority of agency attorneys to go into court.

Whatever the situation is with regard to civil litigation, the Depart-

ment of Justice's Criminal Division has closely guarded criminal prosecution
7/

jurisdiction as its exclusively. Rule 54(c) of the Federal Rules of Criminal

Procedure defines "attorney for the government," as "an authorized assistant

of the Attorney General, a United States Attorney, or an authorized assistant

of a United States Attorney."

Buttressing this broad prosecutorial power is broad investigative autho-

rity. Not only is the Federal Bureau of Investigation assigned to the Depart-

ment of Justice, 28 U.S.C. S 531, but the Attorney General has wide authority

to investigate: Section 533 of title 28 provides:

The Attorney General may appoint officials-
(1) to detect and prosecute crimes against the

United States;
(2) to assist in the protection of the person

of the President; and

7/ See United States Attorneys Manual § 5-1.513 (January 11, 1977), cau-
tioning United States Attorneys against delegating prosecutorial authority in
criminal cases by making special appointments of attorneys from other agencies.
To make such appointments approval must be secured from one of the top three
officials in the Department..
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(3) to conduct such other investigations regard-
ing official matters under the control of the Depart-
ment of Justice and the Department of State as may be
directed by the Attorney General.

Another provision of section 533 indicates that this investigative authority is

to be exercised concurrently with other.agencies. It is susceptible to the in-

terpretation that grants of investigative authority to other agencies do not

preempt or limit the investigative authority of the Attorney General: "This

section does not limit the authority of departments and agencies to investigate

crimes against the United States when investigative jurisdiction has been as-

signed by law to such departments and agencies." 28 U.S.C. §533.

This authority together with the prosecutorial authority operates as a

de facto power to supervise the investigative functions of the other agencies

when those agencies refer cases to the Department of Justice for prosecution.

The referral of cases to the Department of Justice for prosecution involves

first a decision on the part of the referring agency that possible criminal ac-

tivities are involved and, secondly, a decision within the Department of Jus-

tice, either at the headquaters level or in one of the United States Attorneys'

offices, as to whether to proceed with a criminal prosecution, whether another

type of legal action is demanded, or whether the case should be turned down.

Factors considered in deciding how or if to proceed with a particular referral

include: the quality of the investigation, the strength of the evidence, the

availability of necessary expert witnesses, the extent of harm caused, the

severity of possible sentencing, the likelihood of future deterrence, and

the available resources. The variation in the success rate of agencies in

securing prosecution for their referrals is marked. Some agencies receive
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8/
constant litigation support, while others receive little or none. Policies

of United States Attorneys in determining which cases to pursue vary amoung the

districts, for the most part determined on the basis of local priorities and
9/

considerations.

In deciding which cases or types of cases to prosecute the Attorney

General through the Criminal Division and the various United States Attorneys

can have a profound influence on investigative techniques and policies of other

agencies. The decision to enforce selectively is often a cooperative decision
10/

between the Department of Justice and other agencies.

In addition to the general authority that prosecutorial discretion confers

on the Attorney General there are other statutory authorities specifically au-

thorizing supervisory responsibility with regard to certain government wide in-

vestigative functions. Title III of the Organized Crime Control and Safe

Streets Act of 1968, 82 Stat. 216, 18 U.S.C. §2516, for example, requires that

the Attorney General, or any Assistant Attorney General specially designated

by the Attorney General "authorize an application to a Federal judge of com-

petent jurisdiction . . . . an order authorizing or approving the interception

of wire or oral communications by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, or any

Federal agency having responsibility for the investigation of the offenses as

to which the application is made." In particularly exigent situations, the

8/ See, Rabin, Agency Criminal Referrals in the Federal System: An Em-
pirical Study of Prosecutorial Discretion, 24 Stan. L. Rev. 1036 (1972).

9/ See, United States Attorneys Manual (1977, looseleaf) discussed in
Beck, L., The Administrative Law of Criminal Prosecution: The Development of
Prosecutorial Policy, 27 Am. U.L. Rev. 310, 313-321, 337-374 (1978). Herein-
after referred to as The Administrative Law of Criminal Prosecution.

10/ The Administrative Law of Criminal Prosecution, 317, n. 24 and ac-
companying text.

87-144 0 - 81 - 19
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Attorney General will move to exert an influence over an agency having investi-

gative authorities. In 1968, for instance, responding to the Supreme Court de-

cision in United States v. United States District Court, 407 U.S. 297 (1972),

holding that the federal government could not conduct electronic surveillance

on citizens without judicial authorization in certain circumstances, the Attorney

General requested that the National Security Agency "immediately curtail the fur-

ther dissemination of such information ... acquired by you through the use of

electronic devices pursuant to requests from the FBI and Secret Service."

Letter, dated October 1, 1968, from Elliot Richardson, Attorney General, to

Lt. General Lew Allen, Jr., National Security Agency. "The National Security

Agency and Fourth Amendment Rights," 5 Intelligence Activities, 
Senate Resolu-

tion 21, Hearings before the Sen. Select Comm. to Study Governmental Operations

with Respect to Intelligence Activities 160-161, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975).

Question 8: Whether the following are consistent with the intent of Congress

in creating HHS, IG.

A. OMB Circular A-19, Legislative Coordination and Clearance

OMB Circular A-73, Audit of Federal Opeations and Programs

DISCUSSION We have not yet examined OMB Circular A-19. It apparently was not

published in the Federal Register. We did, however, find OMB Circular A-73, 44

Fed. Reg. 69590 (Dec. 3, 1979). It prescribes some policies and reporting re-

quirements for agency auditing. It, thus, may be read as adding other criteria

to HHS IG auditing systems. The Act creating the HHS IG does not make reference

to OMB. There are other statutes, however, that recognize implicitly OMB au-

thority to provide guidance to agency personnel monitoring fiscal programs.

Section 15 of title 31 of the United States Code, for instance, sets up the

OMB in the Executive Office of the President and authorizes it to "under such
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rules and regulations as the President may prescribe ... prepare the Budget,

and any proposed supplemental or deficiency appropriations, and to this end

shall have authority to assemble, correlate, revise, reduce, or increase re-

quests for appropriations of the several departments or establishments." This

broad grant seems to imply sufficient authority to monitor the auditing of

agency fiscal controls to insure a degree of uniformity and accuracy in re-

porting among the departments.

B. U.S. Attorney Manual, §9-42.501, Relationship and Coordination with the
Statutory Inspector Generals.

DISCUSSION

This is an internal operating directive within the Department of Justice,

over which the Attorney General has administrative responsibility. As discussed

in conjunction with question 7, the authority of the Attorney General and the

United States Attorneys to bring federal criminal prosecutions implicitly gives

the Attorney General the authority to provide federal investigative agents, such

as the IG, guidance in reporting suspected criminal activities. The 1979 amend-

ment to the HHS IG legislation, moreover, emphasizes congressional recognition

of the need for Department of Justice guidance in this area.

D. FBI Transmittal to All SAC's

DISCUSSION

This document seems to represent FBI internal policy directives. There

appears to be no clear cut legislative directive as to whether the FBI or the

IG's have primary jurisdiction over various title 18 offenses. Some of the

ramifications of the broad statutory grant of investigative authority to the
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Attorney General, under whom the FBI serves, are discussed in conjunction with

Question 7. The broad grant to the FBI of the kinds of law enforcement powers

considered in question 5 might also be pointed out as reinforcement for an argu-

ment as to the central role of that agency in enforcing the criminal laws over

which the IG has jurisdiction.

D. Office of Program Validation/HCFA Memorandum dated September 10, 1981 from

Don Nicholson to David Snipe

September 16, 1981 memorandum to Don Nicholson

DISCUSSION

These documents seem to indicate decisions by one of the HHS program agen-

cies that affect operations of the Office of Investigations, presumably within

the IG's office. The materials submitted do not fully explicate what is in-

volved. Whether this action constitutes subordination of the IG to an officer

of HHS other than the Secretary of Undersecretary is not clear from the facts

presented. One question arises concerning the ability of a program agency to

let a form that the IG depends upon to lapse. It would be interesting to know

whether IG has made recommendations on the forms control program of the depart-

ment.

9: Is there any substantive discrepancy in the authority or independ-

ence of operation of the HHS IG as compared with other statutory

IG's?

DISCUSSION

There appears to be no basic legal difference in the HHS IG authority.

There are, however, differing reporting requirements which are detailed in the

attached copy of a CRS report by Frederick M. Kaiser of the Government Division,

"Inspector General Reporting Requirements," issued in July 1980. In terms of
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the actual operation of any IG office, we are not in position to evaluate the

day to day relationships in any agency. One journalist, J. Nocera, has

attempted to do so. We attach a copy of his work, " Inspector General: The

Fraud in Fighting Fraud," 10 Washington Monthly 31 (1979).

We hope this information is helpful to you. If you have any further

questions please do not hesitate to call upon our office.

M. Maureen Murphy
Legislative Attorney
American Law Division
December 3, 1981



Inspectors General:-
The Fraud
in Fighting Fraud
by Joseph Nocera

Fraud in government is a hot topic Jimmy Carter, who himself has not
these days, thanks in large measure to been shy about deploring waste and
CETA, Medicaid, student loans, fraud in government, was a featured
defense contracts, GSA, and Joseph speaker at the conference, as was
Califano, the inimitable Secretary of Francis M. Mullen, Jr., a heavyweight
Health, Education and Welfare. The at the FBI, who assured the assembled
first five make the newspapers with multitudes that they need not fear for
some degree of regularity because of job security. "There's plenty of fraud
the fraud they have engendered; out there for everyone," he said.
Califano, meanwhile, is in the news In the crowd, minglingwiththestate
almost as much because of his much- and local investigators, the FBI agents
ballyhooed effort to stamp out fraud in and the postal inspectors, was the
his gargantuan ($136 billion in fiscal newest breed of government sleuth: the
1977) department. people who work in the various federal

The Secretary's latest coup was his agencies under the aegis of the
sponsorship, a few months ago, of a inspector general's offices. It was only
national conference on waste, fraud, last October that Carter signed into
and abuse that attracted hundreds of law a bill establishing an Office of
government gumshoes from all over Inspector General in each of 12 federal

.. pthe- cou netryc a:(asw..a wellsas* aha a
beco6me, for Califano, the requisite taking very seriously indeed. Despite
dose of favorable publicity). As he has his well-documented distaste for
in the past, Califano used the occasion personnel matters, Carter has asked
to expound at some length on the basic each agency for the names of the three
theme of his anti-fraud pitch. It might finalists for the position of inspector
be entitled, The Liberal Case Against general, and he is personally
Fraud and Abuse." interviewing the candidates.

The nation, he has said, has been 'Jhe Office of Inspector General is
hurt "by the false claim that many large supposed to house an elite corps of
federal programs, despite substantial internal investigators for each agency
expenditures, do not work.... It was who will serve as the advance troops in
the challenge of liberalism in the 1960s the war against fraud, abuse,
to enact long-delayed and much- mismanagemet, error, theft, and all
needed social programs. It is the the other ways the government wastes
challenge for liberalism in the 1970s to money. They are supposed to have a
manage those programs well." free hand to investigate anything that

strikes their fancy, and enough

Jith Ner, i an editor of The Washington independence and autonomy from
Monthly. their department heads to insure that

The Washington Monthly. February 1979



they can do that.' In addition to their
crime-busting function, inspectors
general are supposed to figure out how
to prevent crimes from happening in
the first place.

To keep a department secretary's
potentially meddlesome hands off his
inspector general, the law strips the
secretary of the power to fire him (only
the president can do that, with due
cause, and GAO must then investigate
the reasons), and it instructs the
inspector general to file reports
periodically to appropriate congres-
sional subcommittees, compiling a list
of what he's looked into and what he's
found. It allows the secretary to
comment upon-but not to edit-the
reports. (Typically, the Justice
Department opposed these features of
the bill when it was first being
discussed, citing the "separation of
powers" doctrine of the Constitution.
An inspector general, Justice said,
couldn't serve both Congress and a
department head at the same time. This
was roundly scoffed at on Capitol Hill,
and after Carter made it known he
liked the bill just fine the way it was,
Justice decided that maybe the idea
wasn't so unconstitutional after all.)

As a companion to the cops-and-
robbers responsibilities, the inspector
general, in theory at least, has a third
job. As the article by Amy Merrill in
.this-.issue, makes 'painfully- clear,: the
higher up one is in the bureaucracy, the
less one sees of the life below. Days
become a mind-numbing mish-mash of
programs and projects, of projeciions
and processes, of inputs and outputs,
of neat little hierarchical boxes on a
blackboard. It is one of the most
natural, if most unfortunate, tenden-
cies of bureaucracy that the more
powerful your position, the more time
you'll spend on any given day listening
to baloney.

The inspector general is supposed to
be the one who can cut through the
layers of baloney and tell the secretary
(and the Congress, which wants in on
all this potentially juicy information)
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth.

Inspectors general are supposed to
be looking at programs with the
jaundiced eye of an outsider; "asking
all the stupid and obvious questions no
one connected with the program has
asked for ten years," in the words of
one administration official; getting out
of their offices and into the field where
the caseworkers and the recipients
reside and where the frustrations are
too immediate to be glossed over; and
in general, finding out the answer to
that eternal if seldom-asked question
of the bureaucracy: "What the hell is
going on out there?"

In theory, at least....
Early on in the administration-

indeed, well before Carter signed the
bill-two agencies set up Offices of
Inspector General. One of these, of
course, was Califano's HEW, where
the Secretary eagerly embraced the
idea, decrying the excessive waste
allowed by the Republicans that had
given H EW a bad name and launching
his "new-liberalism-is-sound-manage-
ment" campaign. In March, 1977, the
HEW inspector general began
operation.

The other agency was the newly
created Department of Energy, where
an Office of Inspector General was
written into the statute that brought
DOE to life. Here the reaction of the
Secretary was quite a bit different from,
Califail'sA"ith6ugh he did not protet
too loudly in public (how would it
look, after all, to say you were against
an office dedicated to wiping out
fraud?), James Schlesinger was not at
all keen about having people around
who would be looking over his
shoulder and questioning his pro-
grams. After a good deal of behind-
the-scenes kicking and screaming,
Schlesinger accepted his inspector
general's office with all the grace of a
kid who's just been ordered to his
room. He promptly exiled the
inspector general to a condemned
building far away from the main
Department of Energy headquarters.

Because both HEW and DOE have
had a head start on the other agencies
in establishing offices of inspector



general, they have track records on like Fitzgerald, they have always been
which their performance may be on "the other side." And for good
judged. Indeed, at HEW, the inspector reason. rhe combination of bureau-
general was put in place early for cratic pressures within the military has
precisely that reason: both Congress thoroughly overwhelmed any desire by
and the administration were curious to an inspector general to do the kind of
find out how the office worked and job the military needs. That can ruin a
whether it should be copied govern- promising career-it makes superiors
ment-wide. Subsequent actions-the mad, superiors who might sit on a
bill having passed Congress in a promotion board, say. The same
landslide, and Carter having signed it forces have made Military inspectors
with considerable fanfare-make it general more than willing to go after
clear that both thought the answer was whistle-blowers instead of those they
a resounding "yes." But a closer look accuse.
reveals that the results in this Deena Weinstein, an associate
experiment in good government have professor at DePaul University who
been a lot more mixed than anyone has spent some time studying the
connected with it has been willing to Army's inspectors general, finds them
admit thus far. At the Department of generally ineffective even in investiga-
Energy, because of Schlesinger's ting something as basic as soldier's
unwillingness to take them seriously, complaints. The problem, she writes, is
his in-house investigators have been that "the I.G. personnel are recruited
neither aggressive nor effective. At from the line officers who, after a brief
HEW, the record is nowhere near that stint, return to the line." Thus, "the
dismal; because of Califano's officer serving in the I.G. has been
boosterism, staff morale is high, socialized to see the value of the chain
attitudes are reasonably aggressive, of command," and doesn't take kindly
and the investigators have scored a to soldiers who complain to him. She
number of victories against fraud. But cites one rather chilling anecdote:
the office has not been the stirring, "Sergeant Hayden filed a complaint
smashing success the secretary likes to against a superior officer charging him
make it out to be. with conduct unbecoming an officer.

An officer of the Inspector General
conducted a two-week inquiry and not

On Te OherSid . ~ -~conl..cnfimedthe: charges- but found
further detrimental information

First, though, some history. Neither against the accused major: . .. petty
theidea nor the title, the actual words theft, drinking on duty, and calling the
"inspector general," are new to Air Force Secretary a meddling fool
bureaucracy. Agencies have always and an idiot.' The Inspector General
had their share of people who were asked Hayden to drop the charges and
supposed to be internal investigators- when Hayden refused he was ordered
and more than a few of them were to the mental health clinic for

called "inspector general"-and they evaluation. There, too, he was asked to
generally have a sordid past. "Bah," drop the charges. His refusal led to his
said A. Ernest Fitzgerald, the king of transfer into the psychiatric facility at
whistle-blwowers, when asked about the another base, Lackland. Fortunately
new push for inspectors general in for Hayden, the doctors at Lackland
government, "they won't do any good. dischatged him with 'a clean bill of
Thei're on the other side." .shealth' after two weeks of examina-

the ofilitarv ha had insnectors tion."*

general since 1813, officers charged
with looking into military abuses,
people formally independent of other
channels of command, but to people

*The Weinstein material is from her book.
Bureaucratic Opposition: Challenging
Abuses at the Workplace, to be published
next month by Pergamon Press.



Of course, that sort of thing doesn't government investigators in recent
go on only in the military. In the State years, perhaps the most telling in this
Department, top-level foreign service regard was one put out by the Nuclear
officers are required to put in a two-or- Regulatory Commission called the
three-year stint inspecting the work of McTiernan Report. Thomas McTier-
our embassies overseas and other State nan was the head of the internal
Department offices. This hardly investigations unit at the NRC, a man
encourages stinging critiques. Here's who had held a number of jobs in the
how the GAO put it recently: "On the government's nuclear establishment
one hand, the Foreign Service Officer and was only a few years from
has extensive experience in the foreign retirement. A year ago last summer,affairs area, but on the other hand, this another high-ranking NRC official,same experience could lead the officer one Lee Gossick, was caught fudging
to accept present operating methods on the truth before two congressional
without raising questions that might committees. Naturally, the committees
occur to an independent observer." demanded a full investigation, and

Not only "could" but does-all the McTiernan was given the task oftime. According to one person who has finding out whether or not Gossick hadseen the process in action, most of the lied. It was not a coveted assignment,evaluation is done over a long, leisurely inasmuch as McTiernan had beenlunch where, for example, the London around a long time, and Gossick hadembassy people complain bitterly been around just as long, and if theyabout the lack ofsupport they get from weren't bosom buddies, they felt athe State Department, while the certain kinship as veterans of theevaluator sits there nodding sympa- nuclear bureaucracy. McTiernan
thetically. Then he writes a report produced a long and windy report thatabout what a great job they are doing went on for hundreds of pages, but hein London under the most trying of could not bring himself to face up tocircumstances. With luck, this might the fact that Gossick probably had lied;get him a transfer to London when his in the summary, he said that Gossicktour of duty as an investigator is up. might have made a misleading

In his forthcoming book, The statement or two, but they certainly
Search fbr the Manchurian Candi- weren't intentional and were made at adate. John Marks notes another time when Gossick was undercommon phenomenon of being an tremendous strain.
inspectbr geneFal-the fear tr
do too good a job, you won't have one, able, empathy for Gossick in thisLyman Kirkpatrick, the longtime CIA report. However at the same timeInspector General had known about McTiernan went after the person whounwitting LSD tests performed by the had blown the whistle on Gossick withCIA. Marks writes, but "had never the bureaucratic equivalent of sharpraised any noticeable objection. He knives. That person, McTiernan
now states he was 'shocked' by the implied in another report, ought to beunwitting testing, but that he 'didn't drummed out of the NRC. One of hishave the authority to follow up.... I superiors, quoted anonymously,
was trying to determine what the suggested he might be a security risk;tolerable limits were of what I could do another thought he might do well to seeand still keep my job.'" a psychiatrist.

And then there is the matter of
loyalty, the misplaced loyalty that puts
the agency and personal friendships Can't Get The Money Back
over any sense of commitment to the
government as a whole and, to be Most of the new inspectors general
blunt, to the truth as well. Of all the have sent around department-wide
thousands of reports issued by memos encouragingwhistle-blowers to

rhc Washington Monthly! February 1979 4



come forward, and for the most part
they have been resolutely ignored.
Given the history of internal
investigations, that is hardly a surprise.
"You're a fool to be a whistle-blower,
but you're a real fool if you blow the
whistle to him (the inspector general),"
said a veteran H EW dissident. Whistle-
blowers have a hard time seeing much
difference between these inspectors
general and the offices they replaced.
Most departments already had in place
an office of audit and an office of
investigations, and the people who
worked in these sections were never
known for their aggressiveness in
finding and pursuing internal
wrongdoing. Which brings us to one of
the biggest hitches with the new
inspectors general: where they come
from.

When the office was set up in each
department, the inspector general had
to take the people who were already
there, those who worked in the old
office of audit or investigations. The
civil service wouldn't have it any other
way-which meant that the auditor
who had been looking at department
books for the last 20 years under the
office of audit would continue to do
that, except that now he would be
doing it for the inspector general.

As a result, long-standing practices
:.have continued of .their. own inertia.
For example, at the Department of
Energy, the audit staff and the
investigations staff (both of which had
existed at ERDA and FEA, the two
chief agencies that combined to form
DOE) had a history of not communi-
cating with each other. That hasn't
changed, even though they now both
work for the inspector general. At
HEW, although they have over 1,000
auditors who regularly find money
misspent or contracts misused, the
department has never been very good
at getting any of the money back. That,
for the most part, is still the case.

"The types of people you're going to
inherit," says one government
investigator, "are so narrow in focus
they will miss the forest for the trees
every time. The investigations work is

incredibly parochial-never looks at a
big picture, never focuses past one
person or one crime. The audit staffs
are still full of green eyeshade types,
people who check the figures all day
and if they add up, give the program a
clean bill of health."

Even the new people hired haven't
improved matters all that much. Most
of the new investigators at DOE, for
example, are former FBI agents (there
is an incredible network of former FBI
agents all working vigorously to hire
each other), who. have been well-
schooled in how to catch bank-
robbers, but not in figuring out whY a
crime took place and how to prevent it,
or in chasing down more complicated
kinds of computer crime. The one
improvement that has been made at
most agencies is ending the practice of
having bureaucrats serve for a few
years as investigators before moving
elsewhere in the bureaucracy.

Carter is said to be looking for
young, sharp lawyers to head the office
of inspector general, people who have
the smoothness to handle the press and
no desire to become career bureau-
crats. But neither Ken Mansfield, the
Inspector General at DOE, nor
Thomas Morris at HEW fits that bill.
Both are career government investiga-
tors known primarily for their ability
to suryve,to compromise and.who
have learned, in Lyman Kirpatrick's
phrase, the tolerable limits of what
they can do and still keep their jobs.

See No Evil....

Mansfield, it is said, got his job
because he is a long-time crony of
Senator Henry Jackson, chairman of
the Senate Energy Committee, and he
has continued to be a survivor. For all
the talk of the independence of the
inspector general, Schlesinger knows
he has someone at DOE who will never
cause him any serious problem or
embarrassment; Mansfield will always
stay under control. As a result
at DOE the inspector general's
office has fallen into the sadly
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typical role of seeing, speaking, and fitness for office of a high-ranking
hearing as little evil as possible. They DOE official, claiming that he had,
are undoubtedly, as Fitzgerald would among other things, falsified his
put it. on Schlesinger's side, and have educational background, claimed two
no more inclination to uncover jobs he never held, claimed an award
problems in the department than he never won, threatened potential
Schlesinger has. Schlesinger and DOT contractors while working for
Mansfield are casebook studies in how that agency, ordered the shredding of
easy it is to render impotent the vision government documents to thwartof an independent inspector general, public access, and committed a host of

That is not to say that DOE does not other sins.
have its own internal critics: the place is Here the inspector general (and
crawling with whistle-blowers. They remember, this is a man with statutorygive Schlesinger the headaches the independence-he can't be fired by theinspector general's office won't-by secretary) showed his mettle. First hisleaking to the staff of the House investigators intimidated the witnesses
subcommittee on energy and power by acting so obviously hostile they feltchaired by Rep. John Dingell. (One of they were being threatened. Then the
the little truisms about bureaucracy is investigators made each witness sign athat whistle-blowers much prefer to single form. This showed witnessesleak to Congress and then let the who else was talking and, morecongressional staffs leak to the press. importantly, showed them that thereThat way, they are insulated from wasn't going to be a lot ofconfidential-
reporters by an extra layer of leakage.) ity in the investigation. Then theDingell's staff is full of good, inspector general turned in his report:aggressive people who like nothing hundreds of pages of notes, interviews,better than to call some high official at and memoranda that failed to identifyDOE on the carpet or to slip a little possible violations of federal laws,
nugget to Jack Anderson, who agency regulations, and standards ofregularly excoriates the department conduct, and ignored the most seriouscourtesy of the subcommittee staff, finding of impropriety. Finally, after

As a result, the DOE inspector the report was issued, the inspector
general has spent very little time general held off taking any action in
finding fraud or waste on hi nwn, and the hope that the official would retire
a good deal of time react ingjtepje voluntarily, as it is rumored he might.
latest'subcommittee charge.'-Alth .ough---Thi'WV0bld keep the inspector general
they should be working together, the from having to do anything unpleas-
inspector general's office and the ant.
subcommittee staff are not on friendly
terms, and the inspector general has
reacted defensively (read: bureaucra- The Numbers Game
tically) to any charge that's made, at _andmemoradathatfaildtoidentif

So when the subcommittee dis- At HEW, the situation is better.covered one DOE employee taking Undoubtedly, much of this springsworthless trips courtesy of the from a genuine desire on Califano's
government and turning in fraudulent part to root out fraud in histravel vouchers, the investigator from department, but it also comes from thothe inspector general's office went to realization that if he didn't do it,the employee's superiors, and asked somteone else would. When Califanothem if he was doing anything wrong. came into office, the rise in the rate ofWhen they replied no, the investigation student loan defaults was on the front
ended. pages, and Medicaid scandals wereIn a more serious case last summer, breaking all around him. Califano had
the subcommittee questioned the reason to worry. If he didn't do
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something quickly, Congress could lr ,

take matters into its own hands' thatnews l c u
budgets could get cut, programs might. pickedhe
be slashed, all the things that, give them e
Cabinet secretaries nightmares. mentioned itj a

So Califano's . inspector general, blamed a great o tiso
Thomas Morris, has been. busy. wate(a osed t.r 'r
working up computer techniques that. iristance, he saidthe al tpas
allow HEW to pinpoint duplicative hospital cost containment billwas one.
welfare payments (savings, according reason the government wasted Iilli
to HEW: $50 million), to identify That was a sound criticis t'

physicians and pharmacists filing care costs'have gotten wayot of
improper Medicaid bills (nine and the governmeht deserves aI
indictments, three convictions, and "54 helping of the blame. This is progi
other cases sent to prosecutors"), to failure of. the.: first magnitude B
reduce the error rate in social security Califano has not allowed the kind
payments ($93 million saved), and to criticism he leveled at Congress to:16e
improve student loan payback rates directed at oii-going HEW prograns
($50 million saved). The inspector by his insector gereral. Although'
general's office has also been quick to Califano hasi not laid out any explicit.
chase down fraud exposed in the directives t6'this effect he has not hiad
papers, and quick to insure that they to; Morris. understands the para-
receiveproper credit. When I was in meters., When I asked him if he felt
the office of Bob Wilson, the inspector restrained in' howfar he could gb in
general's p.r. man, I saw a large stack criticizing' Califanio's beloved HEW
of copies of a letter from Califano:to' progransMorrisfrepliedS I believe i
Rep. John Moss, promising to go after. all 'those progams too .;.
two contractors. This bit of private A t
correspondence had originally' been nL
"leaked" to The Washington Star. ongress and the 'press o -so

The idea has been to show-quick cocidentally the Isp gen
results and large savings. It" is,. a HEW i'At rific atfiing ro
nfumbers game.- To any reporter- 6-1 'ibbe .. Whit' he' 'is" not go od as
Asks. Wilson will gladly hand over a taking the iext (and indeed the mre

two-page list of all the ways the office important)istep. He'can collir all the
-ha''~ ave" oe~r~ni'~iiy'~~6 ucz~~1~adeaultersnr ericai

lias- saved" goerneifni sA~ ca rt

Smg into existence. It adds up . wt he canu tl
hundreds of millions of dollars. Morris -wrong;With'-the istuden't-loan progra'ii

explained in an interview, "We have to' and honw it 'shouldrbe'changed He lii6
depend on numbers because that's. find phonyl eid'atio. consultants H utE
what the Congress and the press look can't explairia'wis hakn' W o
at to show results." To keep Congress edtcationpred'ramt hain'imiroda
and the press happy, Morris has set the Cuait 'f edai ti'n'o grida in
quotas and target levels for reducing this, Califanos inspector:geneial s
waste up through 1981. It all seems office comes comliete with a
terribly efficient, except as one HEW convenient set of blinders, for the gade
investigator said, "I'd hate to be the they are playing is basedo6n the idea*

one to have to prove those numbers." that if you can keep coming up with a:
From the beginning, Califano made steady stream of fraud, you donl:t.have'

dit clear that this was the way hedanted to worry about the; billions wasted

-*the office to run. Soon after th e office 'every .year 'on sheer (but oh-isbogal)"
was established, Califano exclaimed nonsense.

grandly that the office's computers had It would not be completely faiir io.
estimated that between $5.5 and $6.5 say that no one 'at H o

;biIlion was wasted every year at HEW. programs In p the.,i'ie'c't'



office, a department with wt
1,000 investigatorsand auditors l g sIc igrand total of 15 pdople have been' coni laiif slossliscoigiven that vital:assignment Th are this ffi potential th3 t
called the division of '!Health Car aind work" if'WI. thy ifaileddljol
Systems Review." w . as-i ht- ader and ire'imP"rt

Sadly, they do not hav e the pictuethe just ifications. f6i 'th'e;sbureaucrats quaking, partly. because money being spent; evaluatiis of'
Ythey are so terribly understaffed aid whethi:tlie.polic'wa eing cr iedpartly because they have the' edei out, tough loo whether. ti-

problem of . producing unreadable " prgramiimanagerr on
reports, written in the technojargon the situation-.understandable only to a GS-14. As While hy erebuu
long as the buireaucrats are the only thisitheprojeced cos f t
ones who can, understand thes were rising daily (fro 25,reports, they can a iso blitlyb Ibillion), thework had falnminimize their impact." tv is the schedule 61 ad there f
implicit'threat of exposure that makes ,million. barels placed intd grq.uj
any evaluation effective, and that can. three years instead of the hedifldd'5work only if the exposes are written so million, In one of is ioit vithat the congressman on the oversight programs, DOE has cnmpletelf
committee and the reporter on the beat botched, the job aind t li i nspect'ol

-, 'understand them.S general's office wais nowher ei'.tbereviewese threatens no one. 'found witi he driticis th'gvold
have raised he reds flegsTliithr

-A, ___ _____ didn't see or didn ' want
An inspecetor generalhWat,61igT SPRO Fiasco. i .thejrmsecy t Id Io tqed m ld_& i' tmo aveoraised those red flIja'Paps the most telliig ex mle f fi iiv ave k

owanxinspector gereral's offi'a C ngresi; and the puli *tht'4?ailis-the, cae 'fthe Di , 6 1
f Eergy's SPRO prga P

Stratg Petroleum Resere Offior' is,*~~Under cngr e ~n ;wo Pul d ha$v e-saeusil ' 'U and stor eee i a she anyarious locations in the Soawes I ffices f t
and for; the -past three years it has nidrcr' th
osensil beei doing that.i'gues- ii
ionably, this is 'one of thi rmost 'h a ppenedat

important and fuseful things"'the" lamentable nt'their y
government can do these days. With Irris aid Mansfied Kve.flto"
the threat of another. oil shortage tie oldest triapiof ral .ilways hanging over our heads asserting indepeide nce iand.'a &t(witness the recent turmoil in' Ian aid they have come tofctidiosieI
its potential implications: for U.Soil theirrespective biet i tisi',supplies), here was the. prograim that want themi Aould ease us through any: fiture inspector ner

bcrunch, the first line of attack in our wo' t iidimoral equivalent of war. ;2 manager i t
The DOE inspector generVal hals othi,

eei:t here from time to tife tomak fe( i Asure everything was running simioothly vwan'blari askiAd'. legally. According to .soWi
mvolved in those irivestigatio istli , ie.. '
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INSPECTOR GENERAL PERIODIC REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

As with a substantial and growing number of Federal agencies, offices, and

positions, 1/ statutorily established inspectors general (IG) have periodic

(annual or semoiannual) reporting requirements to the Congress. However, the

requirements vary among the different offices of inspector general, since no

one statute applies to all such entities.

I. OVERVIEW

Of the eighteen ICs created by public law, only two-those in the Army

and in the Navy 2/-lack express obligations to report to the Congress.

Interestingly, the Army IG, which was initially established by the Continental

Congress in 1777 at the recommendation of General George Washington and other

general ffar's, 3/ vas the first s'ch esfiblishment and included- specific__'

reporting requirements. The resolution, approved Dec. 13, 1777, determined

that -it is essential to the promotion of discipline in the American army,

and to the reformation of the various abuses which prevail in the different

1/ In the 96th Congress, for instance, more than 2000 provisions in public
laws mandated reports from the President, Executive Departments and agencies,
independent commissions, and public, quasi-public, and private corporations
chartered by Congress. U.S. Congress. House. Committee on House Administration.
Reports to Be Made to Congress; Communication from the Clerk, U.S. House of
Representatives. H. Doc. No. 96-14, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. Washington, U.S. Govt.
Print. Off., 1979.

2/ The present establishment and their authority and duties are codified
at 10 U.S.C. 3039 for the Army and at 10 U.S.C. 5088 fo the Navy.

3/ U.S. Department of the Army. The Army Almanac. U.S. Govt. Print.
Off., 1950. p. 747.
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departments, that an appointment be made of inspectors-general . 4/

The Continental Congress, which then exercised consolidated national authority,

specified three types of information and findings which the IG was to report:

Resolved That the inspectors-general, respectively

shall make this review minutely, man by man, attending to

the complaints and representations 
of both soldier and

officer, sod transmitting to Congress what petitions and

grievances he shall think worthy of notice: that not solely

depending upon the accounts and characters of officers as

given him by the colonels of regiments, the inspectors-

general shall examine the said officers in person,

direct them to command different maneuvres, and take

such measures as shall enable him to give an exact

account to Congress.
Resolved, That these reviews, when closed, be

transmitted to Congress by the inspector-general 
making

the review, who is to furnish the major of the respective

regiments with a copy of the same, and to keep another

for his own government and assistance in proceeding 
to

the next review.
Resolved, That the inspectors-general shall examine,

from time to time, the pay-books of the respective regiments,

which are to be kept in an uniform manner, agreeable to

such:: i : ::h d:. f that purpose; .

giving Immediate notice to Congress of any malversation

or mismanagement which he may discover. 5/

In addition to the inspectors general in the Army and Navy, sixteen other

statutory offices, created by five public laws since 1976, presently exist.

Among these there are three basic models that govern the periodic reports

from the IGs: (1) the Inspector General Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-452), requiring

4/ Journals of Congress, v. 2, Dec. 3, 1777. p. 872.

5/ Ibid., p. 873. An Inspector General's Department was later created

by the Congress, under the Constitution, through 
the Act for the Better

Organization of the General Staff of the Army of the United states, approved

March 3a 1813 (12th Congress, Chapter 52; 2 Stat. 819-820). However, that

enactment did not provide for CC reports to the Congress.
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semiannual reports containing six specified types of information; (2) the

1976 enactment creating an IG for the Department of Health, Education and

Welfare [now Health and Human Services (P.L. 94-505)], including four types

of information; and (3) the Energy Security Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-294), calling

for an IC in the U.S. Synthetic Fuels Corporation, whose annual reports

will differ from its counterparts already established. There is also some

variation in language controlling the submission and transmittal of IG

reports-either directly to the Congress or via the agency head-and

affecting comments which the agency head might append to such reports.

II. SPECIFIC STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

This section examines the periodic reporting requirements of the 16

offices of inspector general established by statute with express mandates to

report annually or semiannually to the Congress. Each of the five public

laws cre thos tii 2fhih cororated in the Inspector

General Act of 1976 and one in each of the remaining four enactments-will

be surveyed with respect tothe following requirements: types of information;

direct submission or transmittal via agency head to the Congress; semiannual

or annual reports; and, where appropriate (i.e. annual reports), calendar or

fiscal year reporting periods.

87-144 0 - 81 - 20
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A. The Inspector General Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-452; 92 Stat. 1101)

This enactment created offices of inspector general in 12 Federal

departments and agencies:

Departments Agencies

Agriculture Community Services Administration

Commerce Environmental Protection Agency

Housing and Urban Development General Services Administration

Interior National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Labor Small Business Administration

Transportation Veterans' 'Administration

In terms of I reporting, the Inspector General Act presents the most

comprehensive requirements. Each IG must submit a semiannual report, by

April 30 and by October 31 of each year, -summarizing the activities of the

Office during the immediately preceding six-month period." Sec. 5(a) directs

that such reports are to include, but need not b. limited to, the following

six items:

L -. (l)a description'of. silgnificatproblemasabus si-and-

deficiencies relating to the administration of programs

and operations of such establishments disclosed by such

activities during the reporting period;
(2) a description of the recommendations for corrective

action made by the Office during the. reporting period

with respect to significant problems, abuses, or deficiencies

identified pursuant to paragraph (1);

(3) an identification of each significant recommendation
described in previous semiannual reports on which corrective

action has not been completed;
(4) a summary of matters referred to prosecutive

authorities and the prosecutions and convictions which have

resulted;
(5) a sumamry of each report made to the head of the

establishment under section (6)(b)(2) during the reporting

period [i.e., the circumstances under which information
or assistance requested by the Inspector General wai

'unreasonably refused" or not provided];

(6) a listing of each audit report completed by the

Office during the reporting period. I
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The report is -furnished to the head of the establishment and shall be

transmitted by such head to the appropriate committees or subcommittees of

the Congress within thirty days after receipt of the report, together with

a report by the head of the establishment containing any comments such head

deems appropriate.' Within sixty days thereafter, the reports are to be made

available to the public by the agency head at a reasonable cost. 6/

B. The Department of Education Organization Act (P.L. 96-88; 93 Stat. 668)

The 1979 creation of a Department of Education also included an office

of inspector general, established in accordance with the provisions in the

Inspector General Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-452). Even though the new Department

was extracted primarily from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare

(HEW) and its inspector general functions were transferred to the new

IG. the Inspector General, Education is directed to conform to the reporting

obligations of the Inspector General Act, rather than to those of its

predecessor office in HEW, which had been created by Congress in 1976.

C. Act of Congress, Oct. 15, 1976 (P.L. 94-505; 90 Stat. 2429)

The first of the recent series of statutorily established offices of

inspector general, the IG for the Department of Health, Education and

Welfare, now the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), has different

6/ In 1979, via the Department of Justice Authorization Act for FY80
(P.L. 96-132; 93 Stat. 1051), a temporary Special Investigator was authorized
for the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). Although the office was
to be staffed by an appointee of the Attorney General, and not a Presidental
nominee confirmed by the Senate, a. in the case of 1Gs established by the
Inspector General Act, the Special Investigator/INS was Airected to abide by
the reporting requirements of P.L. 95-452.
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periodic reporting requirements than those operating under the Inspector

General Act of 1978. Under P.L. 94-505, the IG/HES is to report annually,

not later than March 31, summarizing the activities of the Office during

the preceding calendar year.

The report, which is submitted to the Secretary of the Department and

to the Congress, is to include, but need not be limited to, the following

four categories of information:

(1) an identification and description of significant
problems, abuses, and deficiencies relating to the
administration of programs and operations of the
Department disclosed by such activities;

(2) a description of recommendations for corrective
action made by the Office with respect to significant
problems, abuses, or deficiencies identified and described
under paragraph (1);

(3) an evaluation of progress made in implementing
recommendations described in the report or, where
appropriate, in previous reports; and

(4) a summary of matters referred to prosecutive
- : authorites and t

convictions have resulted.

Three of these four are identical to that required under the subsequently

enacted Inspector General Act of 1978. Item (3) under P.L. 94-505 differs,

calling for -an evaluation of progress made in implementing recommendations

in comparison to the Inspector General Act inclusion of 'an identification of

each signficant recommendation described in previous semiannual reports on

which corrective action has not been completed . . Moreover, the

Inspector General Act also required two types of information that are not

contained in P.L. 94-505: I.e., a summary of the reported circumstances

under which information or assistance was not provided or 'unreasonably

refused' and a listing of each audit report completed by the Office.
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Section 204(e) of P.L. 94-505 also calls for a direct submission of

the IG annual reports to the Congress. 'or committees or subcommittees

thereof . . . without further clearance or approval.' Nonetheless, advance

copies may be furnished to the Secretary, 'insofar as feasible . . . sufficiently

in advance of the due date for their submission to Congress to provide a

reasonable opportunity for comments of the Secretary to be appended to the

reports when submitted to Congress."

D. The Department of Energy Organization Act (P.L. 95-91; 91 Stat. 565)

Within a year after enactment of P.L. 94-505, Congress established a

second office of inspector general, in the newly created Department of Energy,

modeled after the IG in Health, Education and Welfare and following the same

reporting guidelines. The only difference regarding the annual reports is

z-zatha. IGg/Energy, in addition to submitting advance copies to the head of

the Department for comments, is to submit it. when feasible, to another

entity, if applicable: I.e., the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, which

might also append comments.

E. The Energy Security Act (P.L. 96-294)

The most recent statutory establishment of an office of inspector general-

in the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC)-was provided by the

Energy Security Act (P.L. 96-294), signed into law on June 30, 1980. The

periodic reporting provisions, contained in section 122, are an amalgam of

those in the Inspector General Act of 1978 and in the 1976 act creating an

IG/HEW (P.L. 94-505), plus separate unique requirements. Consequently.

the reporting requirements for the IG/SFC represents a tfird basic model:
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i.e., an annual report of the immediately preceding fiscal year's activities,

submitted to the Board of Directors of the Corporation, which, in turn,

transmits it to the President, the Speaker of the House, and the Senate

Committee on Energy and Natural Resources within thirty days after receipt.

The Board may append its own report "containing any comments it deems

appropriate. '

Moreover, the IG's annual report, due not later than Nov. 30 of each year,

is to be made available to the public by the Board of Directors "upon request

and at a reasonable cost within sixty days after its transmittal to the

Congress."

The legal strictures defining the contents of the IC/SFC annual reports

are more abbreviated than the provisions affecting counterpart offices.

Section 122(c) requires only three basic elements:

(1) an identification and description of significant

as.&d4aAece. relating, toXhe.,
-administration of programs and oper'fati'of tlii-

Corporation disclosed by such activities;
(2) a description of recommendations for

corrective action with respect to significant

problems, abuses, or deficiencies identified and

described under paragraph (1); and
(3) a summary of matters referred to law

enforcement authorities and the extent to which

prosecutions and convictions have resulted.

All the ls are required to identify and describe significant problems,

abuses, and deficiences as well as describe the recommendations for

corrective action. The IG/SFC, however, is directed to include a summary

of matters referred to "law enforcement authorities," vis-a-vis "prosecutive

authorities," the language adopted in the Inspector General Act and in the

Act of 1976 creating an IC/HEW. There is no explanation~for this language
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difference in the conference committee report on the Energy Security Act, 7/

although, potentially, "lsw enforcement authorities' encompasses a significantly

broader scope of officials than does 'prosecutive authorites." The latter

refers primarily to Justice Department officials responsible for receiving

IG reports of probable violations of Federal criminal law, 8/ whereas the

former could extend to officials in numerous entities beyond the Attorney

General's office, including other inspectors general, especially the IG/Energy,

the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and other law enforcement units among

the more than 100 of the Federal Government. 9/

7/ As initially passed in the House, NH. 3930 did not include a Synthetic

Fuels Corporation, although the amended Senate version of S. 932 did, when

approved on Nov. 8, 1979. However, the office of inspector general was not

a part of that-initial Senate version, added instead in conference. U.S.

Congress. Conference Committee, 1980. Energy Security Act. Conference Report

to Accompany S. 932. Senate Report No. 96-824, 96th Cong., 2d Sess.

L~sintn..*.ot..rn..Of..980.....
8/ Sec. 4(c) of the Inspector General Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-452) and a

confomng amendment to th 1976 Act establishing the IG/HEV, in the General

Accounting Office Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-226; 94 Stat. 315), instruct the IGs to

report "expeditiously to the Attorney General whenever the Inspector General has

reasonable grounds to believe there has been a violation of Federal criminal law.'

Such reports to the Attorney General would presumably provide the basis for the

summary of matters referred to prosecutive authorites" required of the relevant

IGs. With regard to the IG/SFC, P.L. 96-294 contains a similar directive-to

report to the Attorney General suspected violations of Federal criminal law.

But that would not, conceivably, comprise the bulk of "matters referred to

law enforcement authorites. .

9/ In 1978, the President's Reorganization Project Task Force on Law

Enforcement identified 113 Federal law enforcement units, of which a majority engage

in activities closely related to or overlapping with inspectors general: e.g.,

criminal investigations and enforcement (57 units) and internal employee
investigations (58 units). Where subject matter jurisdiction is appropriate,

many of these entities might be eligible recipients of IG/SFC 'matters
referred to law enforcement authorites." U.S. Office of Management and Budget.

President's Reorganization Project. Federal Law Enforqfment, Police and

Investigative Activities: A Descriptive Report. Wash$ngton, 1978.
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An even more important difference between the contents of IG/SFC reports

and those of other statutory inspectors general is that the former expressly

includes only three types of information, in contrast to the four types required

of the IG/HES (by P.L. 94-505) and of the IB/Energy (P.L. 95-91), or the six

types required for the 12 IGs under the Inspector General Act (P.L. 95-452) and

the .IG/Education (P.L. 96-88). Absent from the IG/SFC annual reporting

reqirements are these items:

-(1) an identification or evaluation of previously recommended
but uncompleted corrective action;

-(2) a listing of each audit report completed by the office
during the reporting period; and

-(3) a summary of instances in which information or assistance
was not provided or -unreasonably refused" by other offices.

As noted above, 10/ the Conference Committee on the Energy Security Act, which

erected an IG in the Synthetic Fuels Corporation, offered no explanation as

..tvhyparticular matters were. included orzexcludedrinfthe IG .reporting1,i._

requirements.

III. SUMMARY OF IG PERIODIC REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

The following table summarizes the significant differences among the

periodic reporting requirements associated with the sixteen offices of inspector

general identified in the previous section. These are the statutorily created

offices with express annual or semiannual reporting obligations to the Congress:

i.e., sixteen offices among the present eighteen statutory IG, operating

10/ See footnote 6/ on p. 5.
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under five public laws of origination. The five statutes include three distinct

kinds of IC periodic reporting requirements, as shown in the table below.

In each case, the chart lists whether the report is annual or semiannual;

whether the reporting period is the calendar or fiscal year, if an annual report;

the final date of submission; whether it is automatically submitted to the

agency head (and another entity) for comments before being transmitted to

Congress or submitted only if feasible; and the number (3, 4, or 6) of

specifically required items in the contents.

Inspector General Periodic Reporting Requirements

Automatic

Annual(A) If annual, advance No. of

Statute or calendar(C) Date of submission specified

Semiannual(S) or fiscal submission to agency items

year(F) head or only ------

Inspector General
Act (P.L. 95-452; April 30
92 Stat. 1101) 6 & Automtic 6

Department of S - Oct. 31

Education Act
(P.L. 96-88; 93
Stat. 668)

IG/BEW Establishing
Act (P.L. 94-505; A C March 31 If feasible 4

90s Stat. 2429) &
Department of Energy
Act (P.L. 95-91;
91 Stat. 565)

Energy Security Act A F Nov. 30 Automatic 3

(P.L. 96-294)

FMK/rls
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I)EPARIMEN1 01' IIlALIII, BoiCArlON, AND WgLFAnV.E IORANDUM QC tllSRT

10 Hr. rrvik 1). Oernorqe D)Alr.! Janiuary 19, 1977
Ansociate Cormirdsuj i Or for
Mnaqemt & Adini-tration. SSA

mom: vputy Director, 01

ItRIj'I: SSA-01 Doo of Undcrstand1ing

Fr loned is the SSh copy; of thc 01-SSA lierorandui of
tindor.-.Aardinq sicned by you and by John U'alsh. Director,
01. VC, share your confidence that this agcreorruwtt will
impport 016cti,'o working relationships between 01 and
SSA for the futuic.

Nathan D. Dick

1 Enclosure
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MURNWU4 OF tNERSTAN=ING

Pursuant to the Unler Secretary's fmcsorandum of October 8, 1976, the
Social Security Administration and the Office of Investigations, Office
of the Inspector General, Office of the Secretary, have reached the following
undecrstanding concerning the rcsponsibilities of the parties in SSA cases
involving criminal fraud and other violations of law.

I. Bureau of Health Insurance-Medicare Program

1. I0/OS will irrediately assume investigative responsibility
for all cases in which there.is evidence warranting presentation
to a United States Atto that a crimn has been cannitted
by a physician, provider, or other supplier of items or services
under the Medicare program.

2a. PII/SA will continue to perform all other present program -
integrity functions designed to identify physician or provider
practices possibly involving fraud or other forms of abuse of
the program, including incuiry into unsubstantiated allegations
or other circumstances that could involve fraud under the Medicare
program; and will advise OI/OS of any case in which it find'
evidence of criminal violations of law warranting presentation
to a United States Attorney for prosecutive interest.

2b. BHI-/SSA will continue to investigate Medicare beneficiary
fraud cases and will make direct referrals of such cases to
the U.S. Attorney as appropriate.

3. BHI/SSA will continue to refer to OI/OS any case in which there
is reason to suspect criminal involvenarnt of a Government employee,
a Medicare administrative agent, or organized crine as soon as
there is reason to suspect such involvement. BI1 will also
continue to refer to OI/OS a .y case in which nore than one bMI
program is substantially involved as soon as such circumstances
are established.

4. 01/OS. at its option, will refer to BHI/SSA unsubstantiated
allegations or other circumrstances that could involve fraud or
abuse for develcprent as dercribed under 2., above.

5. The referrals and reports indicated by the foregoing will
generally b, unde at the regional level; i.e., between the
Health Insurance Regional Office and the parallel 01 Field
Office.
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6. 01 assumption of responsibility for a case under 2. or 3., above,
may be carried out by direct control or nonitoring of SSA iRuiries
depnding on OI's assessment of the nature of the case and its other
czmnitax-nts.

7. All requests for assignnent of IEW staff to U.S. Attorneys' Offices
or Task Forces in connection with medicare fraud matters will be
forwarded to OI/OS for consideration.

8. Complaints concerning handling of Medicare cases by U.S. Attorneys
should be submitted to OI/OS for consultation with Justice.

9. Manpower equivalent to that currently used by Bill for presentation
of evidence to United States Attorney and subsequent case develop-
ment (i.e., investigation and other activities in preparation
for and sipport of prosecution following presentation to the US.
Attorney) should be reprogramned from SSA to 01.

II. Office of Program Operations--Cash Benefit Programs (Retirerent,
Survivors and Disability Insurance and Supplemental Security Income)

1. OPO/SSA will continue to investigate title II and title XVI
fraud cases and will make direct referrals of such cases to the
U.S. Attorney as appropriate.

2. OPO/SSA will continue to refer to 01/OS any title II or title XVI
case in which there is reason to suspect criminal involverant of a
Government esployee, or of organized crime, as soon as there is
reason -to suspect such involvement. OI/OS investigation or advice will
continue to be availablc in any other aggravated situation, and may
be requested in any case, including those involving:

(a) Large scale activities of persons who help or represent
claimants in connection with their claims, and who are
suspected of violating sections 206,. 208, 1631, or 1632
of the Act.

(b) Highly sensitive situations in which prcupt investigation
of suspected violations is necessary to prevent adverse
public reaction.

(c) Suspected violations by persons of high repute in the comnunity
when the district office believes an investigation by its own

people would hampr its future effectiveness.

(d) Unusually conplex cases in which lack of knowledge of
accounting practices or legal problems preclude effective
investigation at the local level.
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(e) Suspected violations in joint claiM situations referred to

the SSA by other eLderal or S;tate agencies and in which such
agencies have an interest.

(f) The U.S. Attorney requests additional evidence or information
not of a routine nature.

(g) Cases involving multiple service-areas or regions when it is

desirable that a single investigator handle the canplete
investigation.

3. OI/OS, at its option, will refer to OPO/SSA unsubstantiated

allegations or other circustanocs that could involve fraud for

develoirnent as described under 1., above.

4. The referrals and reports indicated by the foregoing will generally

be made at the regional level.

5. All requests for assirrment of HE staff to U.S. Attorneys' Offices

or Task Forces in connection with title II and title XVI fraud

matters will be forwarded to OI/OS for consideration.

6. Canplaints concerning handling of title II or title XVI cases by

U.S. Attorneys should be submitted to 01/OS for consultation with

Justice.

III. Violation of Title 18, U.S.C. Involving HEW Employees

1. In accordance with Chapter 5-20, HEW General Administration Manual

(currently being revised), violation of Title 18, U.S.C. by
enployees will be reported to the Director, 01. Title 18 is a

codification of statutes involving crians against the U.S.

2. In accordance with Section 535 of Title 28, U.S.C. and inrtructions

of the Attorney General, the Director, 01, has the responsibility

for the timely referral of Title 18 violations by Department

cuployees to the Department of Justice or local office of the

U.S. Attorney.

3. SSA headquarters personnel will report allegations of criminal

violations by employees directly to the Director, 01, in Washington,

D.C. Field personnel will report allegations to the local 01 field

office located in the Regional Office cities.

Jo J. Walsh, Director F. D. DeCorgo

0fice of Investigations Associate Conmissioner for

1// Hanagant and Administration

E/ta 
Date//17
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MEMORANDUM DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

ATLANTA FIELD OFFICE
OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS

TO :Mr. Thomas Morris DATE: November 10, 1977
Inspector General

Mr. Donald Nicholson
Director, Office -of Program Integrity

FROM :Regional Director, HCFA/PI, IV OFFICAL USE
Special Agent In Charge, 01, Atlanta

SUBJECT:Operating Relationship Between 01 and PI

Re joint memo by addressees 10/28/77, subject as above.

Rememo concerns operating relationships between 01 and
PI Regional staffs and requested a summary of regional
procedures established to ensure proper identification of
case to 01 opened by OPI for full fraud investigation.

OPI has an established internal procedure whereby a
formal decision is made to enter cases into a "full-scale
investigative work load category". When cases move to this
category OPI will notify 01. A form is being developed for
this purpose. (OPI is in the process of reviewing cases
currently in this category and will furnish OI a list of
these cases.)

- Cases ready for referral to the U. S. Attorney are
referred to 01. In practice OPI usually brings the cases
to the attention of 01 prior to them reaching this point.
For example, where appropriate,-OI has been informed about
and invited to participate in confrontation interviews for
the benefits accruing to 01 and OPI. Usually a "pre-referral
conference" is arranged giving OI the opportunity to decide
whether the case is ready for referral or whether OPI should
do additional work before referral. These conferences are
also initiated when OPI thinks early consultation with the
U. S. Attorney is advisable. When a referral is consummated
01 gives OPI a "receipt" thereby indicating formal assumption
of control.

Regional guidelines reached prior to formal national
guidelines and those currently in place under the "Operating
Statement" were informal in nature. These informal procedures
are now being formalized to more completely document discussion,
referral, the 01 decision regarding continuing activity, and
the development of cases done by OPI exclusively to ensure
the responsibility of the Inspector General is met.

U0 F 7 "AL U



Mr. Thomas Morris
Mr. Donald Nicholson
November 10, 1977
Page 2

OFFICIAL USE

The enclosed form has been developed to guarantee
communication and to provide an audit trail showing case
development should it be required. A copy of the form
with accompanying instructions is enclosed.

J/,-Bufred M. Mosley
7i

ank D. White

OFFIIAL USE



IVI ri.LVJ %L , j J.J-J OFFICE O7 Ti SECRETARY

ATLANTA FIELD OFFICE
OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS

DATB:

FROM

SUBJECT.

Reference Medicare/Medicaid Fraud Operating Statement,
OIG/HCFA, 8/12/77.

I. Subject case was =ZI discussed [ referred by
PIS -to SA on_ _

:I. Material furnished = Memo m Report = File

Dete:

LII

LII
LII
LII

rn
El
LII
rn
El
LII
LII

rmination of future activity

Close

PI continue

PI continue under 01 direction

01 accept case

Present to U.S.Attorney District
of on

Presentation by PI

Presentation by 01

Presentation by PI and 01

Post presentation case to be investigated by P1

Post presentation case to be investigated by 01

Post presentation case to be investigated by 01

Post presentation case to be investigated by FB

I
/PI

I

87-144 0 - 81 - 21
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IV. 01 requirements of HCFA/PI on cases with USA when case
is to be investigated by PI.

01 will be provided the following, at a minimum
A. 30 day case briefing memo, and if requested by

01 or HCFA, a briefing
B. Discussion prior to, followed by supporting memo,

involving major case activities, including
1. Subpoena Served by
2. Search Warrant Executed by with
3. Additional subjects
4. Grand Jury
5. Indictment
.6. Conviction
7. Sentence

Bufred M. Mosley
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OPERATING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 01 AND PI
MEDICARE/MEDICAID FRAUD MATTERS

Instruction #1

Attached is one copy of form to which this instruction
relates for your information and assistance.

Each Special Agent of the Office of Investigations,
Atlanta Field Office has been issued a quantity of the
attached forms with instructions to complete one upon each
PI contact. There is no requirement on PI to complete the
form. Copies as applicable will be forwarded to 01 Head-
quarters, HCFA/PI, Region IV, and the case file. This
dissemination will enable the Inspector General to have
current information in order to fulfill his responsibilities
to the Secretary and to Congress.

Items I-III are self-explanatory.

Item IV places reporting requirements on PI. These
requirements are at a minimum. PI Specialists should use
their judgement on matters they feel are of sufficient
import to bring to the attention of the Inspector.General
through OI. Examples might be media interest and inquiries,
unusual resistance or legal activity by subjects, etc.
Appointments should be scheduled to hold formal discussions
and briefings. No appointment will be required on matters
of unusual urgency.

Exceptions to the general requirements are anticipated.
A U. S. Attorney may be interested in a particular matter
prior to discussion with 01. A U. S. Attorney might direct
specific subpoenaes be served. Where the impetus is from
outside PI, the PI Specialist should expeditiously inform
01 and follow with supporting documentation. Copies of the
legal documents involved; subpoena, search warrant with
affidavit, indictment, etc. are required.

For those cases already pending with U. S. Attorneys,
the form will serve as a guideline for preparation of the
briefing memorandum with attachments.
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OPERATING STATEMENT

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL/OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS

HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION/PROGRAM INTEGRITY

MEDICARE-MEDICAID FRAUD

I. Introduction

This statement sets out guidelines for a cooperative effort to

control Medicare/Medicaid fraud by the Office of Inspector

General's Office of Investigations (01), and the Health Care

Financing Administration's Program Integrity Staff (PI). By
law and regulation the Inspector General has the responsibility
to supervise, coordinate and provide direction for investigations
relating to all the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
(DHEW) programs; the Inspector General's Office of Investigations
contains professionally qualified criminal investigators and is
responsible to him for all Departmental criminal investigations.
The Health Care Financing Administration's (HCFA) Program Integrity
Staff brings to this effort a staff experienced in investigating
fraud cases and with extensive program knowledge. These guide-
lines are based on the principle that, recognizing the Inspector
General's overall responsibility, the effective control of Medicare/
Medicaid fraud can only take place through the most effective use
of the strengths and skills of both staffs.

II. Development of Fraud Cases

A. Initial Complaints and Other Indications of Fraud - Except
as noted in IV-B below, PI will ordinarily handle complaints
and other indications of fraud received by PI. At its dis-
cretion, 01 will either refer Medicare/Medicaid complaints
received by 01 to PI for screening and initial investigation
or will develop them directly. Regional 01 and PI will keep
each other informed of complaints that cannot be closed
through preliminary screening and which have passed to the
initial investigation stage.

B. Substantiated Cases

1. 01 will be informed immediately of all substantiated cases
(cases in which fraud has definitely been identified) and
will in turn advise PI of all such Medicare/Medicaid cases
where 01 developed the case. Cases believed to be particu-

larly sensitive or complex by OI or PI will be discussed to
explore investigative techniques and to make personnel
assignments. Where grand jury involvement is anticipated,
this discussion should include methods for the safeguarding
of grand jury proceedings. Also plans to suspend payments
to the suspect should be covered so that this decision can
take into account both program and prosecutorial needs.
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2. PI will bring to OI's attention cases in which it is believed
an initial informal contact to discuss case development with

the U. S. Attorney (USA) is appropriate. At the discretion

of 01, such contact will be made by 0I and PI jointly or by
OI or by PI.

3. in view of their ongoing relationship with Medicare contrac-
tors, the Medicaid State agencies and fiscal agents, and
Social Security offices, contact with such offices for docu-
ments, technical assistance, etc., for use by 01 will ordinarily
be made by PI.

4. Contact with the FBI, the Postal Inspectors and other investi-
gative agencies on individual cases will be made by 01, or
at the discretion of 01 by PI. (Continuing contacts with State
agencies for monitoring and management purposes will be main-
tained by PI.)

III. Formal Referral to the U. S. Attorney

PI will inform OI of all cases which have been subject to
complete investigation and which are ready for formal referral
to the USA or which PI proposes to close. At the discretion
of OI, formal referral of fraud cases to the USA will be made
by 01 or PI or jointly. Referrals of cases developed by PI
will ordinarily be made by OI-PI jointly or by PI.

IV. Special Categories of Cases

A. Primary responsibility for investigation and referral of
beneficiary/recipient fraud cases will rest with PI.

B. PI will refer to 01 all cases involving the possibility
of a crime by (1) Federal employee, (2) a contractor or
State Agency employee or (3) organized crime.

At the discretion of Ol, PI staff may be requested to
assist in the investigation of such a case, but the
control of the case will remain with ol.

V. Administration

A. Requests for assignment of PI staff to USA office or task
forces received by PI will be referred to 01 for consulta-
tion with Justice.

B. Referrals mentioned in this agreement will generally be
made at the regional level.

C. . Issues on general questions of approach and policy and
issues on specific cases between 01 and PI should be
resolved locally. At the discretion of 01, issues on
specific cases may be discussed with the USA for resolu-
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tion. Issues that cannot be resolved locally should be

submitted to 01 and PI c/o components for resolution.

D. OI will assume the lead in providing training to PI in
investigative procedures and will call on PI to provide
or arrange for training in Medicare/Medicaid program
areas.

E. This statement supersedes all previous agreements on
the matter of Medicare-Medicaid fraud development. It
remains in effect until it is itself superseded or speci-
fically withdrawn.

Thomas Morris
Inspector General

f

Donald Nicholson
Acting Assistant Administrator
PI/HCFA

AUG 12 1977
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MEMORANDUM DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
OFFCK Of THLESECRETARY

0 Special Agents-in-Charge, 01 r 6, 1978
Regional Program Integrity Directors

Flow: Inspector General
Director, Office of Program Integrity

usiJEC OP1/0I Relationships; Criminal Investigation

In light of our experience over the past several months,
we have begun to reassess the roles and relationships
of 01 and OPI In the conduct of Medicare and Medicaid
investigations--both those where evidence of fraud
exists and those where administrative and civil action
may be warranted. We hope, over the course of the next
60-90 days, to create and inplement a plan for A ns
ferrino to 01 operational responsibility for all criminal
investigations and to revise our August 1977 Kemorandum
of Understandin4 accordingly.

Our goal in this process is to ensure that both the
Department's investigative and its program integrity
functions are performed in the most effective manner.
We intend to achieve that goal in a way that will
protect the integrity of both those functions as well
as the career interests of all OI and Pi staff.

we will begin by conducting on-site surveys of existing
caseloads and staffing needs in all the regions and then,
with the assistance of senior staff of both offices,
will develop procedures for phasing in a new division
of responsibility. Obviously, this process will require
maxiirum. Cooperation from all concerned, and we will be
in- touch with all SAC's and Regional PI Directors in
the near future to discuss their roles.

Thomas D. Morris Don E. Nicholson. Director
Inspector General Office of Program Integrity,

BCFA
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U.S. Department of Health,HCFA. HCFA. Education, anbi Welfare

legional Office Manual
Health Care
Financing Administration

PROGRAM INTEGRITY GUIDELINES

Transmittal No 3 June 1, 1979

OPI/FPQ21

New Material Page No. Replaced Pages

Table of Contents, Ch. XII -

Chapter XII 12-1 - 12-16

NEW MANUAL -- Effective Date: June 1, 1979

Chapter XII - Administrative Items

The above chapter represents a revision of the former Health Insurance

Regional Office Manual. The revisions take the form of a reorganization

of the material, rewritten portions where appropriate, and a manualization

of pertinent Program Integrity Memoranda. Additional chapters will be

distributed as they are completed.

Don Nicholson
Director
Office of Program Integrity

HCFA-3
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CHAPTER XII

ADMINISTRATIVE ITEMS

Section

Identification Credentials ........................ 9010

Obtaining Handwriting Specimens...................
General* ........................................
Instructions* ...................................
Aids in Determining the Genuineness of a
Document ........................................

9020
9020.A
9020.B

9020.C

Giving the Miranda Warning........................ 9030 12-5

Use of Subpoenas to Obtain Records................ 9040 12-6
General ........................................ 9040.A 12-6
Obtaining Subpoenas ............................ 9040.B 12-7

...................... 9050 12-7

Medicare/Medicaid Fraud and Abuse Reporting
System ............................................ (To be issued in

Q .. . future.)

Exhibit 1: September 14, 1978 01/01I Operating
Statement.. ............................ 9499 12-8
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9010 IDENTIFICATION CREDENTIALS

In the course of conducting Medicare and Medicaid investigations, Program
Integrity personnel require adequate identification to assure those being
interviewed of their authority. The central office has developed special
identification credentials for Program Integrity Specialists to serve
this purpose. However, because of the increased need for some form of
Administration-wide official identification, OPI has established a new
system for issuing and maintaining control of identification cards.

The Administrative and Appraisal staff in OPI's central office is now
responsible for all administrative and procedural aspects involved in
the procurement, issuance, and control of special purpose identification
cards issued to OPI personnel both in central office and in the field.
All requests for issuance or replacement of identification cards should
be made through this staff.

Some control should be maintained in the RO to identify the holders of
the special purpose identification cards by serial number. The Administrative
and Appraisal staff will maintain a similar profile of each RO employee in
possession of the special credentials.

The credentials form is a two portion card inserted in a leather carrying
case which identifies the bearer as an officer of the Health Care Financing
Administration, Office of Program Integrity and states his/her authority
to conduct reviews or investigations for the Medicare and Medicaid provisions
of the Social Security Act.

To request a credentials set, the RO should send a memorandum to the
Administrative and Appraisal staff which includes the following information
on the individual for whom the credentials set is intended:

1. Name
2. Position title
3. Social Security number
4. Organizational location, and
5. Two prints of a photograph of the individual

The photographs should be front views of head and shoulders of the employee
and should measure 1 inch in width and 1 inches in height. They should
be in color and single weight. The employee's name should be written in
pencil on the back of the prints for identification purposes in the event
they are separated from the other material during processing. If official
photographic facilities are not available in the field, the RO should
purchase the necessary prints.

Rev. 3 (6/79) 12-1
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should be obtained which repeat the questioned signature at least five
times, i.e., ONE SIGNATURE ON FIVE SEPARATE SHEETS OF PAPER. In the case
of a questioned handwritten letter that involves a considerable amount of
writing, it will not be necessary to obtain five specimens if the request
writing is sufficient to show clearly the various writing characteristics
of the individual. In such cases, two or three specimens which repeat the
questioned writing will generally suffice.

When procuring specimens of handwriting, the same kind and size of paper
should be used to prepare the known sample as is used in the questioned
document; that is, ruled or unruled, bond, thin carbon sheets, wrapping
paper, letter paper, envelopes, etc. If the endorsement or writing on
a check is questioned, a blank check of the same variety should be used,
or if one cannot be obtained then slips of paper comparable to the size
of the check in question should be used. If any lines appear on the questioned -
document, these lines should be duplicated on the known document before the
request specimens are written. A similar type of writing instrument should
be used in the preparation of the request specimen as was used in writing
the questioned material; that is, black lead pencil (with soft, medium,
hard lead), indelible pencil, fountain pen, ball point pen, etc. In the
event that the questioned writing was prepared with a broad felt tip or
fibre tip pen, specimens prepared with both a broad tip and a regular tip
pen should be obtained.

Conditions identical with or similar to those that existed at the time the
questioned writing was prepared should be duplicated as nearly as possible
when the request specimens are written. For example, if it is indicated
that the questioned writing was prepared when the writer was in a standing
position, some specimens should be obtained with the writer in a standing
position. It is also desirable to obtain specimens written while the writer
is in a sitting position, and sometimes it may even be necessary to obtain
specimens when the writer is in a prone or supine position, as might be the
case with a hospital or bedridden individual.

The words to be written should be dictated, and the writer should not be
allowed to see the document in question until after the handwriting specimens
are obtained. As soon as the specimen has been completed it should be removed
from the view of the writer to prevent him from effectively disguising his
handwriting and copying the disguise on each succeeding specimen. The
specimen should exactly repeat the questioned writing, whether it be a
signature, note, letter, or merely small portions of writing.

It should be noted that a "family resemblance" in handwriting frequently
exists, i.e., other members of the same household often have similar writing
characteristics. Thus, where it is indicated that another member of the
subject's family may have been responsible for the questioned writing, it is

Rev. 3 (6/79) 12-3
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7. Does the document contain mechanical or chemical erasures, different

colored inks, different kinds of type, alterations, interlineations

or substitutions of any kind?

8. Is there good continuity of language and writing style between succeeding

pages; does the typewriting show similar ribbon intensity with other

records of the same date?

9. If the document is a letter, does the envelope (including postage stamp,
postmark, cancellation stamp, and manner of sealing and opening) appear

to be genuine and consistent with the letter itself?

10. Are there indentations or embossments in the questioned document which

may have resulted from writing or typing on a paper which was on top
of the subject document?

11. Do the names, streets, dates or events referred to in the questioned
document appear to be consistent with other evidence developed?

9030 GIVING THE MIRANDA WARNING

When requesting information, records, etc., in connection with a criminal

(full-scale fraud) investigation which the Office of Investigations has

authorized or requested OPI to conduct, there are certain situations in

which the individual from whom the information is requested should be given

the Miranda warning, to allow the admission of the information received as
evidence in court. (See section 4020.G, p. 5-20 for the rights which must

be read the individual.) The following guidelines should be applied in
determining whether the Miranda warning should be given.

When OPI requests information, records, etc., from an individual as part of

a criminal investigation, and that individual is suspected of involvement
in the criminal offense under investigation, the Miranda warning should be *
given the individual prior to requesting the information, records, etc.

Similarly, when OPI confronts an individual to question that individual of

his knowledge of the matters which are being investigated, the Miranda
warning should be given the individual prior to the confrontation.

However, when OPI requests information, records, etc., from a provider,
supplier, practitioner, or other person as part of a program validation
study, integrity review, or other OPI activity, OPI need not give the
Miranda warning to an individual, unless the request for information is
specifically directed to that individual and that individual is suspected
of criminal involvement in an activity under investigation and could by
disclosing the requested information, incriminate himself.

Rev. 3 (6/79)
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effectively absolves the informant from any legal liability.

If the OPT RO determines that. thr is . need for nhaininp as-hnnpn . the
DPT SA h-.A -nntr the AT RO to notify them of OPT'S intpninn t, onhnnona
inforation; 01 may, based on the information in the possession of OPI, wish
to assume jurisdiction and have the subpoena issued by the Inspector General.

B. Obtaining Subpoenas.--Subpoenas can be granted administratively from
the Secretary of HEW, the IG, or the Principal Regional Officials (PROs),
of HEW. ProcedurVs for the issuance of subpoena by the PROs are contained
in Administrative Directive Guides SSA195-3, Section VII - Procedures for
Issuance of Subpoenas. The RO OPI staff will confer with the central office
before recommending to the PRO that a subpoena be issued.

The Inspector General also has subpoena power by law. This authority is
granted to the Inspector General only and is not delegated to Office of
Investigations' personnel.

Subpoenas are also obtainable from the court. The grand jury can issue a
subpoena in its investigation. The OPI staff investigating the case will
make requests for subpoenas to the United States Attorney wh Alts as on
sent ot the erand iury. Court subpoenas for the trial proceedings are
issued in accordance with the procedures contained in Rule 17, Federal Rules
of Criminal Procedure.

9050 OI/OPI OPERATING STATEMENT

During the summer of 1977, with the establishment of the Office of the
Inspector General and the Health Care Financing Administration, it became
clear that in the area of criminal fraud investigations, both the Office of
Investigations of the Inspector General's Office and the Office of Program
Integrity, HCFA, had been carrying out many similar functions.

In order to more clearly define roles and responsibilities during the period
of transition, an operating statement was signed by the Inspector General
and the Acting Assistant Administrator of Program Integrity.

As the two organizations began to implement their respective functions, it
became necessary to more fully define the respective roles of the two
organizations. Therefore, a new operating statement was prepared and signed
to reflect their new responsibilities. This new operating statement dated
September 14, 1978, superseded the August 24, 1977 operating statement. It
was previously issued as Program Integrity Memorandum No. 78-51.

A copy of this revised operating statement is found at Exhibit 1.

Rev. 3 (6/79) 12-7
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EXHIBIT 1 ADMINISTRATIVE ITEMS 9499

MEMVIO RANDUM DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFAR
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

TO Office of Investigations Staff DATE: September 14, 1978
Office of Program Integrity Staff

Inspector General
FROM Assistant Administrator for Program Integrity

suejEcr: Revised OI/OPI Operating Statement

During the summer of 1977, with the establishment of the
Office of the Inspector General and the Health Care Financing
Administration, it became clear that in the area of criminal
fraud investigations, both the Office of Investigations of
the Inspector General's Staff and the Office of Program
Integrity, HCFA, had been carrying out many similar functions.

In order to more clearly define roles and responsibilities
during this period of change, an operating statement was
signed by the Inspector General and the Acting Assistant
Administrator of Program Integrity.

As the two organizations have implemented their respective
functions, it has become necessary to more fully define the
respective roles. Therefore, we have prepared and signed a
new operating statement reflecting our revised responsibili-
ties. This new operating statement supersedes the August 24,
1977 operating statement for 01 and OPI.

In establishing the new procedures, we recognize there will
be an interim period during which cases presently being worked
by OPI must be handled in one of the following ways:

1. Cases already referred to U. S. Attorneys by OPI will be
completed by OPI.

2. Cases undergoing active field investigation by OPI will
go to 01 or stay with OPI depending on the extent of
developmental work already done by OPI. OPI will complete
those cases where continued OPI work will result in the
most effective handling of the case. This could be for
a variety of reasons including the extent of work completed,

Rev. 3 (6/79) 12-8
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EXHIBIT 1 (cont.) ADMINISTRATIVE ITEMS 9499 (cont.)
OPERATING STATEMENT

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL/OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS

HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION/
OFFICE OF PROGRAM INTEGRITY
MEDICARE-MEDICAID FRAUD

I. Introduction

This statement sets out guidelines for a cooperative
effort to control Medicare/Medicaid fraud by the Office
of the Inspector General's Office of Investigations (01)
and the Health Care Financing Administtation's Program
Integrity Staff (OPI). By law and regulation, the
Inspector General has the responsibility to supervise,
coordinate and provide direction for investigations
relating to all the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare (HEW) programs. To meet this responsibility,
the IG's Office of Investigations is staffed by pro-
fessionally qualified criminal investigators who are
responsible for all departmental criminal investigations.
The Health Care Financing Administration's (HCFA) Program
Integrity Staff brings to this effort professional staff
with extensive program knowledge who have demonstrated
a strong capability and experience in developing and
investigating cases of Medicare and Medicaid fraud and
abuse. These guidelines are based on the principle
that, recognizing the Inspector General's responsibility,
the effective control of Medicare/Medicaid fraud can
only take place through the most effective use of the
strengths and skills of both staffs.

II. Preliminary Review

OPI will perform a preliminary review on complaints which
it receives and on other information regarding aberrant
practices which it identifies or receives.

A. Fraud

At the ooint in the prlimia-ry revicw wher- OPT
Staff hst yrFi,1 to believe a

' strono catentl for "raud warranting full-scale
the case will be referred

to 01 and all additional developmental work will
be performed by 01.

&i ' 4t el6 6 e -

Rev. 3 (6/79) 12-10
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EXHIBIT 1 (cont.) ADMINISTRATIVE ITEMS 9499 (cont.)

but which do not present potential for fraud will be
developed by OPI for administrative action.

III. Contacts with Other Offices and Organizations

A. In view of their ongoing relationship with Medicare
contractors, Medicaid State agencies and fiscal
agents, and Social Security offices, OPI will
inform these organizations, upon learning that
01 has accepted a matter for criminal investiga-
tion, except in those cases where such notifica-
tion would in any way compromise the investigation,
that they may be contacted by 01 for information
to support their investigation. All other con-
tacts on individual fraud cases (with exception
of those covered in item B) will be made by 01.

It is further understood that there may be
occasions when 01 will need direct contact with
the agencies and entities mentioned in this para-
graph, at the very onset of an inquiry. Where
appropriate, 01 will advise OPI of s'ich contacts.
OPI will utilize its relationship with these
agencies and entities to educate them to this
possibility. 01 will apprise OPI of any problems
in obtaining information from contractors and
States..

B. With respect to withholding of payments in criminal
cases, particularly where Grand Jury action has not.
begun, OPI will decide the appropriateness of the
withholding action and will instruct contractors and
advise State agencies. At the time of referral to
the U. S. Attorney or earlier if at all possible,
01 will provide OPI access to case file information
consistent with applicable law, necessary to justify
the withholding action and the estimated dollar
amount overpaid.

Upon indictment and disposition in any Medicare or
Medicaid case, 01 will follow the requirements in
the Medicaid/Medicare Fraud Reporting System and
will immediately notify OPI and furnish OPI with
copies of the judgment so that HCFA can fake
appropriate suspension or termination action. In
addition, in the case of a physician or other
practitioner, 01, consistent with applicable law,

Rev. 3 (6/79) 12-12
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V. Special Categories of Cases

A. Primary responsibility for investigation and referral
to U. S. Attorneys of beneficiary/recipiont fraud
cases will rest with OPI unless there is an indica-
tion of a conspiracy with a third party such as an
employee of the paying agent or a medical provider
in which instance the case will be the responsibility
of 01.

B. OPI will refer to 01 without any preliminary
investigation all allegations involving the
possibility of a crime by (1) a Federal employee,
(2) a contractor or State agency employee, or
(3) organized and recognized major'criminal
elements.

C. OPI will refer forgery cases to the Postal
Inspectors or appropriate local authorities.

D. OPI will handle cases involving assignment viola-
tions and will refer cases involving"potential
prosecutions to 01 for additional investigation -

and submission to a U. S.. Attorney.

E. With respect to complaints involving a practitioner,
OPI will conduct its normal initial review. Once
the potential for fraud is identified in the initial
review process, all interviews with potential
suspects or defendants should be deferred to 01. -

F. In cases involving supplier fraud, OPI will conduct
its initial review process which will include the
analysis of supplier records, laboratory records,
etc.

G. With regard to institutional fraud, including fraud
in the certification process, because of case
complexities and the various kinds of fraud perpet-
rated, it is not possible to formulate the type of
case to be referred. OPI will have the responsibility,
based on initial development, to document the facts
of a case which warrant a recommendation for a full-
field investigation by 01. However, OPIwill advise

* and periodically brief 01 on the institutional case
workload in which the potential for fraud may exist.

H. 01 will be immediately notified of any allegation or

Rey. 3 (6/79) 12-14
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whether a case should be investigated for fraud
or handled administratively.

D. This statement supersedes all previous 01/0PI
agreements on the matter of Medicare/Medicaid fraud
development. It remains in effect until it is
itself superseded or specifically withdrawn.

Thomas D. orris
Inspector General

Donald . Nicholson
Assistant Administrator
for Program Integrity

Rev. 3 (6/79)
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SOCIAL STCURITY MI INISTRllON

IF-8-*
All Field Assessment Offic'ers DATE: DEC18 4
Attention: Directors, Integrity Staffs

00i te SLB-1

John B. Schwartz, Director
FROM : Office of Security and Program Integrity

SUBJECT. Policy and Procedures Statement on OI/SSA Program Integrity
Relationship--INFOPUIATION

The attached statement which addresses the interrelationship between
the Office of Investigations and the Integrity Staffs was prepared byDon Dick following your meeting with him. It is intended to implementthe 01/SSA Memorandum of Understanding and to provide a basis for animproved relationship between the two organizations. I think itparticularly significant that the statement stresses that the staffof the Office of Investigations and the Integrity Staffs are fullpartners in the effort to combat fraud and related violations inin SSA programs.

I ae sure you will do your utmost to promote the spirit of cooperationevidenced in the statement.

If you run into problems which you think the statement should havetaken care of, please let us know. If you have questions, you can.call Ron' Santo on CFTS) 934-1688.

hwartz

Attachment .
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o Policy and Procedures to Implement

OI/LSA memorandum of Understanding

1. 01 staff and PIO staff are full partners in the effort
to combat fraud and related violations in SSA programs.
This is not a part time or limited partnership but full
partnership.

2. In the discharge of their duties and responsibilities,
as covered by the MOU, to investigate beneficiary fraud
cases, PI investigators are criminal investigators.
They will be afforded the courtesy of 01 as criminal
investigators regardless of what their position classi-
fication series may be or their position title.

In tlhe performance of this portion of their work they
are conducting criminal fraud investigations, preparing
cases for presentation to the U.S. Attorney and assist-
ing in trial preparation of beneficiary fraud cases.

3. Any criminal investigator training deficiencies for SSA
PI investigators are the problem of SSA management. It
is not 0I's position to judge the competence of PI's
investigators nor is it 01 policy to make their job more
difficult through an 01 superiority attitude. (0I has
experienced some of this from FBI personnel looking down
on 01 Special Agents. We do not like it nor do the PI
investigators.)

4. 01 personnel will assist SSA, upon request, in training
sessions for their investigators to the degree that 01
workload permits and a particular training expertise is
available. Such training may be at SSA Headquarters or

.in the Field.

5. The "rule of thumb" on when an SSA employee matter
should be referred to 01 is: When a possible violation
of law has been crtablished or when during an adminis-
trative inquiry interview by SSA the employee makes an
admission aainst interest of an action which is a
violation of law.

G. Definition of "referral to 01": A referral to 0 can
rangc% from a vorbal discunsion with the SAC or his
dscijtnatod rr'-oatativ0 to a formal written referral
to the SAC or t 0oI H! dquarter.
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7. OI options at time of referral:

a. Permit SSA to continue the inventigation under the
supervision and guidance of OI

b.. OI/SSA joint investigation
c. OI takes the case exclusively

It must be recognized that 01 staff is limited with a
heavy workload. Also there may be urgent program
reasons for an SSA desire to continue the case or parti-
cipate in the investigation. Use their talent and
assistance when appropriate. Make the partnership work.

8. When SSA dasires to take administrative action in a case
under 01 investigation the PIO will make this known to
the SAC. The SAC will seek approval from the U.S.
Attorney, whenever possible to do so, recognizing that
SSA must protect the public trust in the management and
operation of its programs.

9. There shall be an open line of communication between the
01 SAC and the SSA PIO. It should not only occur when
there is a problen but rather on a fairly regular basis
to facilitate a joint effort to accomplish the objectiva.

10. The PIO will assist 01 in obtaining SSA documents and
records when asked to do so. Frequently they are able
to save 01 time and trouble.

11. 01 will afford SSA employee referral cases appropriate
priority attention within existing 01 guidelines on all
employee cases--i.e., referral to thc Attorney General,
the U.S. Attorney or the FDI within ten work days after
receipt. When 01 workload is such that prompt investi-
gation of the alleged violation cannot be conducted by
OI or SSA PI/OI, consideration *should be given to
referral of thecase to the FBI for investigation.

Nathan D. Dick
Assistant Inspector General
for Investigations
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MEMORl ANDh i DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND VELF
HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADM1N:STrATION

TO Regional Administrators DA24

, P f emi FNV22

FROM Acting Director
Bureau of Quality Control

SUBJECT: Revised Memorandum of Understanding Between the Office of the
Inspector General/Office of Investigations and the Health Care
Financing Admin:.stration - Medicare/Medicaid Fraud-ACTION

Attached for your information is copy of a proposed Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) between the ::E E - f i -
Office of Investigations (01) and the Health Care Financing Adminis-
tration (HCFA), which revises and updates the current MOU dated
September 14, 1978, between the OIG and the Office of Program
Integrity (OPI).

In general, the proposed new MOU emphasizes the increased role of
01 in the investigation, coordination, and direction of overall
Medicare/Medicaid fraud investigative activities and HCFA's
increased responsibilities in the areas of validation/administrative
sanctions. Major specific revisions are set forth as follows:

1. Within 45 days of referral, 01 will inform HCFA
regionally in writing as to whether they have
specific objection to HCFA taking concurrent
administrative/sanction action (page 3).

2. HCFA will assume no responsibility for civil
fraud activity in the future except in an advisory
capacity on an ad hoc basis (page 4).

3. Effective July 1, 1980, HCFA will no longer perform
any monitoring role as regards fraud investigative
activities in those States which do not have
certified Medicaid fraud control units. 01 will
assume these duties as of the above date (page 8).

4. HCFA will maintain the national Medicare/Medicaid
Fraud and Abuse Workload Reporting System for both
fraud and abuse cases until July 1, 1980. All

- Medicare/Medicaid fraud data in the system, at that
time, as well as all historical Medicare fraud data
not included in the current system, will be trans-
ferred to 01. 01 will then have complete
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responsibility for the further maintenance of the
national Medicare/Medicaid fraud workload system
(page 11).

5. After July 1, 1980, compliance with all requests of
any kind, from whatever source, for statistical data
on past and present Medicare/Medicaid fraud cases/
investigations, will be the sole responsibility of
01 (page 12).

6. BCFA staff may be requested to assist 01 in a
specific case or related group of cases, but only
after formal written request has been made by 01, and
approval has been received from HCFA/CO. In these
instances, the ultimate presentation of the case(s)
to the U.S. Attorney will be made jointly by both 01
and HCFA staff members (pages 12-13).

Should members of your staff wish to discuss the revised MOD in greater
detail, contact should be made with Clarke Bowie, Field Operations
Branch at (FTS) 934-2077.

If you wish to comment on the proposed attached MOU, please do so
in writing, to the Field Operations Branch, Office of Program
Validation, no later than close of business February 4, 1980, in
order that we might comply with a very tight schedule for negotiation
with the Office of the Inspector General.

Your cooperation in this matter is appreciated.

-&tinXa rt

At hment

cc:
Program Integrity Directors
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Operating Statement

Office of the Inspector General/Office of Investigations

Health Care Financing Administration

Medicare/Medicaid Fraud

I. Introduction

This statement sets forth revised guidelines for a cooperative effort

to control thdicare/Medicaid fraud by the Office of the Inspector

General's Office of Investigations (01), and the Health Care

Financing Administration (HCFA).

These revisions are necessitated by the need to firmly establish

the current 01 role in the investigation, coordination, and direction

of overall fraud investigative activities in the Medicare/Medicaid

programs, as well as to set f6rth a clear delineation of the

decreasing role of HCFA in the fraud area, and the increased HCFA

responsibilities as regards validation/administrative sanctions.

This revision also updates the current OI/OPI operating statenent

dated September 14, 1978, to more clearly set forth the general

duties and responsibilities of the respective two offices, eliminates

those sections which are no longer applicable: adds appropriate new

sections, and provides for signoff by present top mnaganent officials.
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II. Preliminary Integrity Reviews

HCFA will perform an integrity review on complaints which it receives,

and on other information regarding aberrant practices which it

identifies or receives:

A. Cindnal and Civil Fraud

1. Criminal Fraud

At the point in the integrity review where .HCFA staff have

sufficient information to believe a strong potential for

fraud warranting full-scale investigation exists, the case

will be referred to 01, and all additional developeantal

work will be performed by 01.

In a non-institutional case (Part B), strong potential for

fraud would exist when the integrity review investigation

results in a 30 percent success ratio as regards beneficiaries

contacted (i.e., 3 of 10, 6 of 20, etc., beneficiaries

contacted during the integrity review phase deny receiving

seivices as billed by the provider).

In an institutional case (Part A), strong potential for fraud

would exist when an investigation is extended beyond the desk

audit stage into the field audit staga, and the field audit

reveals cost report entries which camnot be explained away as

clerical error (e.g., personal expenses are charged to the

cost report; nurses whose salaries are charged to the certified

portion of a facility are signing mdical records of patients

located in the non-cartified portion; costs disallae.:d in

previous years are included in the current year's costs, etc).
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The referral will consist of HCFA preparing a narrative

sunnary of all activity and infornation on the case, and

. transmitting this to 01 together with the ccmplete case file.

In the narrative, HCFA will set forth a listing of the various

administrative/sanction activities which it plans to take

concurrent with the criminal investigation to be undertaken

by OI.

Within 45 days of referral, 01 will inform HCFA regionally

in writing as to whether they have specific objection to the

taking of concurrent administrative/sanction action by HCFA.

In the same iranorandum, 01 will inform the regional HCFA office

tihether they intend to schedule the case for investigation;

and, if not, 01 will return the case to HCFA along with the

matorandum.

. CFA will irnediately refer to 01 any case where a Medicare

or Mdicaid fraud complaint has been received on a matter ubich

is Carrently under a full-scale Medicare or Medicaid investigation

by 01, any other Federal investigative agency or by a State

agency or State Medicaid Fraud Control Unit.

In the course of the settlennt of the criminal case, 01 will

* always involve the HCFA regional office in any presentencing

negotiations which would have a bearing on HCFA's ability to

take present or future administrative overpayment determination/

recovery action, as well as sanction activity as regards

termination/cclusion/suspe'ns ion.



2. Civil Fraud

In those cases investigated by 01 where a decision by the U.S.

Attorney to prosecute or not to prosecute criminally has been

made; 01 will have the responsibility for pursuing either civil

fraud under the False Claims Act (31 U.S.C. 231) or co-mm law

recovery action. HCFA will assume no responsibility for any

part of the civil fraud investigation except in advisory capacity

on an ad hoc basis in cases involving civil'negotiation as

opposed to prosecution by civil suit. HCFA will also be involved

in all presentencing negotiation which involves the

-settlement of the civil suit, where such negotiation would have

a bearing on HCFA's ability to take present or future

administrative overpayment/recovery action and/or termination/

exclusion/suspension activity:

3. Reporting in Criminal/Civil Fraud Cases

Until July 1, 1980, when 01 accepts a case for full-scale

investigation, it will be 01's responsibility to prepare a

HCFA-50 (HB+-654), and submit the form to the HCFA regional office

for entry into the Medicare/fedicaid Workload Reporting System.

01 will be responsible for all updating entries on the form and

tinely sulxnittal to HCFA, through ca-pletion of the civil fraud

disposition section of the form. (See Section VI below for

further discussion on workload reporting duties and

responsibilities.)



B. Non-Fraud Cases

Those situations where aberrant practices exist, but which do not

. present potential for fraud, will be developed by HCFA for

admdnistrative action.

III. Contacts with Other Offices and Organizations

A. In view of their ongoing relationship with Medicare contractors,

Medicaid State agencies and fiscal agents, and -Social Security

offices, HCFA will inform these organizations, upon learning that

01 has accepted a matter for criminal investigation, except

in those cases where such notification would in any way copromise

the investigation, that they may be contacted by 01 for

information to support their investigation. All other contacts on

individual fraud cases (with exception of those covered in item B)

will be made by 01.

-It is further understood that there may be occasions when 01 will

need direct contact with the agencies and entities mentioned in

this paragraph, at the very onset of an inquiry. W!here appropriate

01 will advise HCFA of.such contacts. HCFA will utilize its

relationship with these agencies and entifies to educate than to

this possibility. 01 will apprise HCFA of any problars in

obtaining information from contractors and States.
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B. With respect to withholding of paymants in criminal cases.

particularly where Grand Jury action has not begun, HCFA will

decide the appropriateness of the withholding actionaad will

instruct contractors and advise State agencies. At the time of

referral to the U.S. Attorney, or earlier if at all possible, 01

will provide HCFA access to case file information consistent

with applicable law, necessary to justify the withholding action

and the estimated dollar arount overpaid.

Upon indictment and disposition in any Medicare or Medicaid case,

0I will follow the requirements in the Medicare/Medicaid Workload

Reporting System i.e., update of HCFA-50 (HEW-654), and will

Inediately notify HCFA and furnish ECFA with copies of the

judgment so that HCEA can take appropriate suspension action

pursuant to HR 3, P.L. 95-142, termination or exclusion action

pursuant to HR 1, P.L. 92-603, or other appropriate sections of

the Social Security Act. In addition, in the case of a physician

or other practitioner, 01, consistent with applicable law, will

provide HCFA with all information necessary to determine the

length of the suspension.
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C. Continuing contacts with Medicaid State agencies and contractors

for nonitoring and management purposes will be maintained by HCFA.

01 will assume these responsibilities as regards State Medicaid

Fraud Control Units and State investigative agencies in States

which do not have certified units under Section 17, P.L. 95-142,

GHR 3).

D. Contact with the FBI, Postal Inspector (except in forgery

cases covered in Section V.C. of this paper) and other

investigative agencies on matters under criminal or potential

criminal investigation will be made by 01. 01 may ask HCFA to

provide ad hoc programatic assistance to investigative agencies.

E. 01 will consult with HCFA on any restitution of funds agreement

reached in plea bargaining or the probationary determination

process. (See also Section II, A. 1 and 2 above).

F. HCFA will expeditiously notify 01 of any suspension from

participation in the Federal Health Care Programs, of any

payment withheld, and of any terrination of a provider agreement,

in any case that was investigated by 01 or has been scheduled for

investigation by 01, in any case that has been referred to 01 to

another agency for investigation, Federal or State, or in any task

force effort uhere 01 had either an investigative or a mnitoring

role.
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G. If access to records is denied during any initial review, 01

should be inrnediately contacted to discuss the possibility of

their exercising subpoena power. Once the potential for fraud

is identified in the initial review process, all interviews

with potential suspects or defendants should be deferred to 01.

IV. State Medicaid Fraud Control Units

Total responsibility for the certificatical, recertification, monitoring_

funding, etc., of the State Medicaid Fraud Control Units will rest with

OIG. 01 will also assume the timely preparation and submittal of new and

updated Forms HCFA-50 (HEl-654) into the Yadicare/Medicaid Workload

Reporting System. These forms will be submitted according to a

predetermined singular plan either through the HCFA regional office

to HCFA central office or fran 01 central office to HCFA central

office. Only one: method of input into the systen will be allowed in

order to provide continuity, and to assure that all necessary forms

are, in fact, placed into the systan for control purposes.

01 will also establish liaison with State agencies idich do not have

certified units, and will provide similar assistance as described above

as reards input of case data into the system. Effective as of

July 1, 1980, HCFA will no longer have any nonitoring role as regards

fraud investigative activity of any type, either State or Federal.

(See Section VI below for further discussion of workload

reporting duties and responsibilities.)
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V. Special Categories of Cases

A. Primary responsibility for investigation and referral to U.S.

Attoeys of beneficiary/recipient fraud cases will rest with

HCFA unless there is'an indication of a conspiracy with a third

party such as an employee of the paying agent or a medical provider,

In which instance the case will be the responsibility of 01.

B. HCFA will refer to 01 without any preliminary investigation

all allegations involving the possibility of a crime by (1) a

Federal aployee. (2) a contractor of State agency employee, or

(3) organized and recognized major criminal elements.

C. HCFA will refer Yedicare check forgery cases to the U.S.

Postal Inspection Service or appropriate local authorities. 01

will continue to provide HCFA with handriting analysis support

through the FBI Docunent Lab on all cases of forgery which do not

Involve postal violations, or cases declined by the Postal

Service due to manpower limitations.

-D. HCFA will handle cases involving assignent violations, and will

refer cases involving potential prosecutions to 01 for additional

Jnvestigation and submission to a U.S. Attorney.

E. With respect to carplaints involving a practitioner, HCFA will

conduct its normal initial integrity review. Once the potential

for fraud is identified in the integrity review process, all

intervicvs with potential suspects or defendants should be

deferred to 01.



F. In cases involving supplier fraud, HCFA will conduct its integrity

review process which will include the analysis of supplier records,

laboratory records, etc.

G. With regard to instftutional fraud, including fraud in the

certification process, because of case coplexities and the various

kinds of fraud perpetrated, it is not possible to formulate the

type of case to be referred. HCFA will have the responsibility,

based on initial development, to document the facts of a case

which warrant a reconandatin for a full-field investigation by

01. However, HCFA will advise and periodically brief 01 on the

institutional case workload in which the potential for fraud may

exist.

H. 01 will be imediately notified of any allegations or

information concerning kickbacks or rebates coming to the attention

of HCFA. 01 will then assume the responsibility for that phase

of the investigation.

V]. Medicare/Medicaid Workload Reporting System

HCFA will maintain the national edicare/Medicaid Workload Reporting

System consisting of pending and closed fraud and abuse cases reported

-by 01, HiCF, State agencies, Medicare contractors, and State Medicaid

Fraud Control Units.

Ele system will be maintained by ICFA centrally at the outset, with

ultimate transfer of case input responsibilities to the various HCFA

regional offices at such time as regional data input capability can

be established.

87-144 0 - 81 - 23



HCFA will produce computer printouts for analysis by 01 on request,

or at regular intervals to be decided, involving pending and closed

fraud case data input from HCFA-50's (H-654's) prepared by 01.

State investigative agencies or State Medicaid Fraud Control thits.

OI-will be responsible for assuring the timely preparation and update

of HCFA-50's (iEW-654's) by the 01 regional dffices, State investigative

agencies and State Medicaid Fraud Control thits, and for proper

suisttal of all such form to HCFA for system input.

01 will also have responsibility for preparation, update, and

sulsittal of HCFA-50's (iE-654's) to HCFA on all full-scale cases

not referred to 01 by HCFA, Likewise, wen 01 is informed that another

investigative body has a Medicare or Medicaid fraud case under full-

scale investigation, 01 should prepare a HCFA-50 (HE-654), and transit

it to HCFA. 01 will also be -responsible for the submittal of all update

forms on cases of the above types until the criminal and civil fraud

aspects have been ccpletely disposed.

HCFA will continue to maintain the national Madicare/Medicaid Workload

Reporting System for both fraud and abuse cases until no later than

July 1, 1980. At that time all Medicare/Vadicaid fraud data then in the

system, as well as all historical Medicare fud data not included in

the current systan, will be transferred to OL 01 will then have

complete and total responsibility for the further maintenance of the

national Medicare/Medicaid fraud workload systan, and HCFA will assume

responsibility for maintaining data within its systan regarding national

Mbdicare/Yedicaid abuse case data only.
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After July 1, 1980, ccpliance with all requests of any kind, from

whatever source, for stati~stical data on past and present Medicare/

Medicaid fraud cases/investigations, will be the sole responsibility

of 0I.

VII. HCFA Reporting to 01

HCFA will continue to provide the present monthly report to 01 on

* all full-scale Medicare fraud cases under investigation by HCFA

regional offices without 01 involvaent, all HCFA Medicare cases pending

with U.S. Attorneys without 01 involvenent, and all Medicare convictions

obtained by HCFA during the month in cases in wiich 01 was not

directly involved, until such tihe as these cases have been

ccapletely resolved.

HoWever, as of July 1, 1980, H'CFA will no lonaer

report to 01 on a nonthly basis regarding Medicaid fraud convictions

obtained by non-certified State investigative agencies. 01 will establish

its own State agency liaison for purposes of gathering this data.

VIII. Administration

A. In some cases, it may be necessary for HCFA staff to assist 01 on

a specific case. These situations should-be rare, and HCFA

participation will be requested for a specific case or related group

or cases in a formal memorandum for the record. Such requests will

require Q)/HCFA clearance. kherever possible, staff and time

cdnsiderations will be estimated.
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hen HCFA does participate with 01 on a specific case(s), presentation

to the U.S. Attorney will be made jointly by both 01 and HCFA staff

menbers.

B. Case referrals mentioned in this menorandun will generally be

made at the regional level.

C. Issues on general questions of approach and policy, and issues

m specific cases between 01 and HCFA should be resolved locally.

Issues that cannot be resolved locally should be submitted to

01 and HCFA central office components for resolution. This

includes disputes between OI/HCFA staff on whether a case should

be concurrently administratively via overpayment determination/

recoupent and/or termination/exclusion/suspension action.

D. The 45-day rule mentioned in Section A.1 above will be closely

adhered to by HCFA. If no written 01 objection is received

in HCFA within this time, appropriate administrative action will

be begun by HCFA on the 46th day after referral to 01.

E. This statement supercedes all previous OltOPI agreements on

the matter of Medicare/Medicaid fraud, and gore specifically the

current, such agreement dated Septerber 14, 1978, as signed by

former Inspector General Thomas D. Mrris and Don E. Nicholson,

former Assistant Administrator for Prograa Integrity.

Richard lowe Leonard Schaoter
Acting Inspector Cneral, Adnnistrator
DIFEW
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Acting Director.
Bureau of quality Control

Regional Director
Office of Program Integrity, HCFA/Atlanta OPIIWDB

Revised Memorandum of Understanding Between the Office of the
Inspector General/Office of Investigations and the Health Care
Financing Administration-Medicare/Medicaid Fraud-ACTION-your
Mesorandum, January 24. 1980

Ve appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed revised memorandum
of understanding.

We certainly approve of the proposals to strengthen the MOU by
giving examples of what the term "strong potential for fraud" really
means. This has caused problems in the past which undoubtedly will
continue but pinning it down some will definitely help. Any further
"pinning down" you can do will be appreciated.

Thth written notice within 45 days of referral will also help considerably.
We would like to see the second paragraph on pane 3 further strengthened
by amending this section to read "O will inform ECFA regionally
in writin- as to whether they have specific objection to the taking
of concurrent administration/sanction action by nCFA and their reasons
for such objection". We would like to get something in here that
would prohibit such objection based on vaeue feelings that UCFA
actions will somehow "ness up" the crininal action. In this same
paragraph, we surgest adding the words "and when" after "...whether
they intend to schedule the case for investigation".

On page 4 with respect to civil fraud. we would like to see some
flexibility retained on a reFion-by-region basis. In regions where
01 is unable or declines to handle civil fraud, OPT should be able to
take up the slack. If we go with the HOU as written, we can only say
that in our opinion this will effectively end civil fraud actions
in this region. 01 here has never shown any inclination to get involved
with civil fraud. We have never been satisfied that sufficient
criminal investiration is done in cost cases; s&nce civil feaud
requires almost the sane effort in investigation, we simply will see
the demise of what can be an effective tobl for dealing with fraud.
Enough said.

Frank D. White

RFA:P:WDSJion:vrc: 2/8/80
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Office of the Inspector General

Acting Director
Bureau of Quality Control

Revised Operating Statement Between the ice of Investigations/Office of the
Inspector General and the Health Care Fina cing Administration-ACTION

Attached for your review is pm d ion the Operating Statement prepared
by your office (draft dated 5 e ave also attached a chart which compares
the language contained in your 5/15 document with the language contained in the
proposed document which we sent to you on-March 17, 1980, and which discusses
the revisions to your 5/15 document which have been proposed in the attached revision;
we hope that this chart will facilitate a discussion of the various proposed documents.

The revised Operating Statement which we are proposing corresponds in large part
. to your 5/15 draft. The changes we have proposed generally attempt to clarify

and make more specific the language contained in your draft document. Only in
limited instances (e.g., in forgery cases, administrative costs in 01 investigations)

* have we proposed revisions to your language which represent a m ajor policy/procedural
change. In addition, we have, proposed a new section (which was not contained in
either our March 27 version or your 5/15 draft) which would require the 01 and
HCF A regional components to meet periodically to discuss com mon problems, concerns,
and issues.

To expedite the finalization of an 01/H CF A Operating Statement, we propose that
representatives of our staffs meet on July 8, 1980 to discuss the revision we have
proposed and resolve any concerns or problems which may exist with regard to this
document. Necessary arrangements can be made regarding time and place for the
meeting by having your staff contact James Patton on (FTS) 934-8000. Should you
wish to discuss any concerns you might have prior to this July 8 meeting, please
feel free to contact either Mr. P atton, or myself on (FTS) 934-5878.

Martin L. Kappert

cc:
Nicholson
Patton
Broglie
File
RFC

F NV21/Broglie:l61-8
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OPERATING STATEMENT
OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS/OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL

AND THE
HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION

I. Purpose

The purpose of this document is to delineate the responsibilities of the Health
Care Financing Administration (HCFA) and the Office of Investigations (01),
Office of the Inspector General (OIG) with respect to the handling of suspected
criminal violations involving the Medicare/Medicaid programs. It also provides
guidelines to be used by HCFA and Ol in the- processing of such cases, and outlines
policy and procedures to be followed in certain related program and investigative
matters.

n. Background

HCFA is responsible for the administration of the Federal health care programs
(Medicare and Medicaid). 01 is responsible for the supervision, coordination,
and direction of all criminal investigations relating to the programs administered
by, and the employees, contgactors, and grantees of, the Department of Health
and Human Services. The HCFA staff consists of persons with extensive program
expertise, and experience in identifying various patterns of abuse, as well as
potential fraud, by the HCFA program participants. The 01 staff consists of
professional criminal investigators who specialize in the investigation of economic
and other white collar crime. The effective control of fraud against the HCFA
programs must involve the effective application of the strengths and skills of
both professional staffs.

III. Preliminary Review and Referral

HCFA will perform or direct an initial review on complaints it receives and on
other information regarding questionable practices which it identifies or receives.
At the point in the initial review where HCFA staff have sufficient information
to believe a strong potential for fraud warranting full-scale investigation exists,
the case will be referred to O, and additional developmental work will be performed
by 01.

A. Noninstitutional Fraud Cases

In a noninstitutional (Part B) case, HCFA will consider a strong potential
for fraud to exist when the initial review results in a 40 percent success
ratio with respect to beneficiaries contacted (i.e., including the initial complainant,
40 percent of the beneficiaries contacted during the initial review who can
definitely either affirm or deny that a service was provided, deny receiving
services as billed by the provider). While HCFA will use this success ratio
as a general guideline, it will also consider such factors as the extent of
the potential fraud in terms of potential loss or impact on the programs,
and prior or continuing problems with the provider in question, when deciding
whether referral to 01 is warranted. Once HCFA determines that there
is strong potential for fraud and re*:s :h: ca-a to 01, all interviews with
subjects or targets should be deferred to 01, except where HCFA is pursuing
administrative action in the case.
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If there is not strong potential for fraud, HCFA will initiate appropriate
administrative action without referral to 01.

B. Institutional Fraud Cases

In an instkutional (Part A) case, HCFA will consider strong potential for
fraud to exist when a review is extended beyond the desk review stage into
the field audit stage and the field audit reveals cost report entries which
cannot be explained away as clerical error (e.g., personal expenses are charged
to the cost report; nurses whose salaries are charged to the certified portion
of a facility are signing medical records of patients located in a noncertified
portion; costs disallowed in previous years are included in the current year's
costs).

While recognizing that the preliminary review for an institutional case may
vary as to the scope, depth, and type, HCFA's review will at a minimum
consist of the following activities: (1) analyzing the allegation or other basis
for investigation; (2) determining that, if true, the facts alleged would constitute
a violation of applicable law or regulations and citing such law or regulations;
(3) determining that the alleged unallowable cost(s) appears on the provider's
books and records; (4) determining that the unallowable cost(s) was carried
forward to and was jncluded in the cost report; (5) determining Federal reimbursement
to the institution and its Medicare and Medicaid utilization rates; (6) determining
action taken by the intermediary in its last audit or desk review in relation
to the costs under scrutiny; (7) determining ownership of the institution and
whether such owners are involved in other such institutions; and (8) determining
that the cost report was filed.

Where a strong potential for fraud does not exist, HCFA will pursue the
case administratively without referral to 01.

C. Beneficiary/Recipient Fraud Cases

Primary responsibility for investigation and referral to U.S. Attorneys of
beneficiary/recipient fraud cases at this time will rest with HCFA unless
there is an indication of a Controlled Substances violation by the prescribing
physician, pharmacist or recipient, or a conspiracy with a third party such
as an employee of the paying agent or a medical provider. In these instances,
the case will be the responsibility of 01 after an initial review by HCFA.

D. Kickback, Rebate, and Bribe Cases

Because of the unique nature of such cases and the level of investigative
effort required (i.e., discussions with individuals who have knowledge or
information of such alleged activities), HCFA will immediately refer to
01 ary allegations or information concerning kickback, rebate, or bribe situations
after first analyzing the allegations or information and determining that,
if true, the alleged facts would constitute a violation of applicable law.
01 will then assume responsibility for the ensuing criminal investigation.
HCFA will not contact or review the records of the provider.
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E. Certification Fraud Cases

HCFA will be responsible for conducting an initial review of alleged certification
frauds, but will refer cases involving strong potential for fraud to 01 for
additional investigation and presentation to a U.S. Attorney.

F. Assignment Agreement Violations

HCFA will handle cases involving assignment violations, but will refer cases
Involving potential prosecutions to 01 for additional investigation and submission
to a U.S. Attorney.

G. Cases Involving Alleged Fraud by Federal, State, or Contractor Employees,
or Organized Crime

HCFA will refer to 01 without any preliminary investigation, all allegations
Involving the possibility of a crime by: (1) a Federal employee; (2) a contractor
or State agency employee; or (3) organized and recognized major criminal
elements.

H. Medicare Check Forgery Cases

Pursuant to regulations at 42 CFR 405.1695-1697, HCFA will refer Medicare
check forgery cases to the U.S. Postal Inspection Service or appropriate
local authorities. 01 will continue to provide HCFA with handwriting analysis
support through the FBI Document Lab on all cases of forgery which do not
involve postal violations, or cases declined by the Postal Service due to manpower
limitations.

1. Information Relating to Ongoing Investigations

HCFA will immediately refer to 01 any complaint received on a matter which
Is currently under a full-scale investigation by 01, any other Federal investigative
agency, or by a State agency or State Medicaid Fraud Control Unit.

IV. The Referral Package

The referral will consist of HCFA preparing a narrative summary of all activity
and information on the case, and transmitting this to Of together with the
complete case file. A copy of the narrative and case file will be retained
by HCFA. In the narrative, HCFA will set forth a listing of the various administrative/
sanction activities, e.g., suspension of payments, overpayment determination/recovery,
termination/exclusion/suspension development, etc., which it plans to take
concurrent with the criminal investigation to be undertaken by 01.

V. Acceptance or Return of the Referral Package, and Followuo by HCFA

Within 45 days of referral, 01 will inform HCFA regionally in writing as to whether
they intend to schedule the case for investigation. In these cases, O will also
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state whether they have specific objection to the taking of concurrent administrative/sanction
action by HCFA, and their reasons for such objection. The effect of the 01 objection
will be that HCFA will take no concurrent administrative/sanction action pending
resolution of the criminal aspects of the case. If the case is not to be scheduled
for investigation, 01 will return it to HCFA.

VI. Recoveries

A. Civil Litigation

HCFA will be responsible for the development of all civil fraud cases, except
where a case has previously been referred to and accepted by 01 for criminal
Investigation. Therefore, in those cases which were lacking strong potential
for fraud which were not referred to OI and in those cases which were referred
to 01 but were declined by 01 for investigation, HCFA will be responsible
for civil action, including common law recovery and actions pursuant to
the False Claims Act (31 U.S.C. 231).

01 will be responsible for the development of civil action only in those cases
which were referred to and accepted by 01 for investigation. HCFA will
honor all reasonable requests by U.S. Attorneys or DOJ Attorneys in the
preparation of civil litigation in such cases that were developed criminally
by 01 or another investigative agency.

In addition, HCFA will be actively involved in all negotiations which involve
the settlement of the civil suit where such negotiations would have a bearing
on HCFA's ability to take present or future administrative overpayment
determination/recovery action, and/or termination/exclusion/suspension
sanction action.

B. Administrative Recoveries in Non-Fraud Cases

Where the initial review identifies an aberrant practice, but not a strong
potential for fraud, HCFA will develop the case for appropriate administrative
action.

C. Plea Bargains in Criminal Cases

To the extent of OPs involvement in the presentencing negotiations, HCFA
will be consulted and afforded the opportunity to participate fully where
such negotiations would have a bearing on HCFA's ability to take present
on future administrative overpayment determination/recovery action, as
well as termination/exclusion/suspension sanction action.

VII. Cooperation in HCFA Administrative/Sanction Action

With respect to withholding of payments in criminal cases, particularly where
Grand Jury action has not begun, HCFA will decide the appropriateness of the
withholding action and will instruct contractors and advise State agencies. In
order to avoid the less of ootential overonyments, not only through the u!tim'ate
settlement.. to L a -,at respcond t3 apeals on zce
of payments to providers, 01 will advise HCFA upon request, as to the stage of
the investigation/prosecution.
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Upon Indictment and disposition in any Medicare or Medicaid case, 01 will follow
the requirements in the Medicare/Medicaid Workload Reporting System, i.e.,
update of HCFA-50 (HEW-654), and a copy of the report of investigation will
be sent to the HCFA regional office. 01 will also notify the HCFA regional officeand furnish that office with copies of the indictment and report of the disposition,
so that HCFA can take appropriate suspension action pursuant to P.L. 95-142,termination or exclusion action pursuant to P.L. 92-603, or other appropriateaction of the Social Security Act. The purpose of the above documents is to
allow HCFA to determine the length of the suspension. OIG will obtain, wherepractical and not prohibited by law, and provide the report of investigation, indictmerit,and judgment for all cases investigated by either 01, the Medicaid State Fraud
Control Units, or State investigative agencies where no fraud control unit hasbeen certified. 01 will assure that the U.S. Attorney is advised of all possible
administrative/sanction actions that are available to HCFA (termination, exclusion,suspension, recovery, etc.).

HCFA will expeditiously notify 01 of any administrative/sanction action takenon an 01 case, either during the course of an investigation or subsequently. Byan Of case, we mean (1) any case that was investigated by 01 or has been acceptedby 01 for investigation; (2) any case that has been referred by 01 to another agencyfor investigation; or (3) any case resulting from a task force effort where 01had either an investigative or a monitoring role.

VIII. Miscellaneous Provisions

A. Administrative Costs in 01 Investigations

Whenever 01 requires the assistance (in providing information or records)
of a Medicare carrier or intermediary during the 01 criminal investigation,
or is contemplating the issuance of a subpoena to a provider for records,01 will consult with the appropriate HCFA regional office to discuss the
potential cost to the Medicare program of providing such assistance or complyingwith such subpoena, and to determine, in appropriate cases, whether alternative,
less costly means exist to obtain the information/records required by 01.

B. Technical Assistance by HCFA in 01 Investigations

In some specific cases, it may be necessary for HCFA staff to provide technical/programmatic assistance to an 01 investigation. When such a request is
made by OI, HCFA will, as expeditiously as practicable, provide such assistancewhere such a request is reasonable and essential to the successful outcome
of the case. Similar considerations will apply to HCFA's responding to similarrequests for assistance by other investigative agencies with HCFA cases.

C. Obtaining Cooperation in Investigations

When 01 notifies HCFA that it has accepted a case for criminal investigation,
HCFA will inform Medicare contractors, Medicaid State agencies and fiscal
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agents, and Social Security offices that they may be contacted by 01 for
information to support their investigation.

This notification will be withheld in those cases where 01 advises HCFA
that such notification would in any way compromise the investigation or
is otherwise not desirable. All further contacts on individual fraud cases
(with exteption of those covered in item B) will be made by 01, except where
HCFA is conducting a directly parallel development, for sanctions purposes.

HCFA will utilize its relationship with these agencies and entities to educate
them to the need to cooperate in 01 investigations. 01 will apprise HCFA
of any problems in obtaining information from contractors and States, and
HCFA will intercede to obtain cooperation.

D. Action Levels for 01 and HCFA

. Case referrals mentioned in this memorandum will generally be made at
the regional level.

Issues on general questions of approach and policy, and issues on specific
cases between 01 and HCFA should be resolved locally. Issues that cannot
be resolved locally should be submitted to 01 headquarters and HCFA central
office by the respective'field components for resolution.

E. Contacts with Other Agencies

Contacts with Medicaid State agencies and contractors for monitoring and

management purposes will be maintained by HCFA. Contacts with State
* Medicaid Fraud Control Units and investigative agencies in States which

do not have certified units under section 17, P.L. 95-142 will be maintained
by 01 or OlG.

Contact with the FBI, Postal Inspector (except for forgery cases covered
In section III, H. of this paper) and other investigative agencies on matters
under criminal or potential criminal investigation will be made by 01. 01
may request HCFA to provide ad hoc programmatic assistance to investigative
agencies.

F. State Investigative Agencies

Total responsibility for the certification, recertification, monitoring and
funding of the State Medicaid Fraud Control Units will rest with OlG.

OIG will monitor the Medicaid fraud investigative activities in States which
do not have certified units under section 17, P.L. 95-142. HCFA will provide
OIG with any information needed to evaluate the State agency fraud activities.
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G. Fraud Workload Reporting System

01 will, as soon as practicable, establish and maintain a system for tracking
the Medicare/Medicaid fraud workload. Until this system is in place, HCFA
will continue tracking the fraud on their present-system.

H. Form 1513 Procedure

HCFA will establish and maintain a system for compiling the information
described in sections 3 and 8 of P.L. 95-142. Such information will be furnished
to 01 upon request.

I. HCFA Reporting to 01

HCFA will continue to provide the present monthly report to 01 on all full-
scale Medicare fraud cases under investigation by HCFA regional offices
without O involvement, all HCFA Medicare cases pending with U.S. Attorneys
without 01 involvement, and all Medicare convictions obtained by HCFA
during the month in cases in which 01 was not directly involved, until such
time as these cases have been completely resolved. However, effective
with the signing of this statement, HCFA will no longer report to 01 on a
monthly basis regardingaedicaid fraud convictions obtained by noncertified
State investigative agencies. 01 will establish its own State agency liaison
for purposes of gathering this data.

3. HCFA Coordination with 01 When Access to Records is Denied

If access to records is denied during any initial review, 01 should be immediately
contacted to discuss the possibility of their exercising subpoena power.
Once the potential for fraud is identified in the initial review process, all
interviews with potential suspects or defendants should be deferred to 01.

K. Periodic Ol/HCFA Meetings

On a periodic basis (not less frequently than quarterly), 01 and HCFA regional
office staff will meet to discuss issues of common concern and interest.
Such meetings will include, at a minimum, a discussion of the following:
(1) cases that have been referred to 01 where HCFA is not pursuing administrative
action, but where 01 believes such action may be appropriate; (2) cases where
HCFA has proposed administrative action, but OI has objected to such action;
(3) specific cases where problems in initial development by HCFA or subsequent
investigation by OI have arisen; (4) other specific problems or concerns about
current procedures, practices, etc.

The first such meeting shall take place no later than 45 days from the signing
of this agreement.
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IX. Superseded Material

This statement supersedes all previous OI/HCFA agreements on the matter of
Medicare/Medicaid fraud,.and more specifically the agreement dated September
13, 1978.

Richard B. Lowe Ill Date Howard N. Newman Date
Acting Inspector General Administrator, HCFA
DHHS
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APPENDIX P

TRANSMIT VIA: AIRTEL

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLAS DATE: 724/81

FADM: DIRECTOR, FBI PERSONAL ATTENTION

TO: ALL SACs

OFFICES OF INSPECTOR GENERAL (01Gs)
JURISDICTIONAL MATTER

Enclosed for each office is a draft copy of Executive
Order 12301 and one copy of 'Policy Statement of the DOJ on its
Relationship and Coordination with the Statutory IGs of the
Various Departments and Agencies of the U. 5.'

PURPOSE: To bring f4*ld divisions current on the issue of FBI

jurisdiction as it relates to U. S. Government Departments and
Agencies with statutory Inspectors General (IGs) and to set forth
FBI policy concerning Fraud and Bribery investigations involving
the programs and functions of these governmental entities.

BACKGROUND: Historically with few exceptions, the FBI has exercised
primary criminal investigative jurisdiction involving allegations
of fraud and bribery in U. S. Government programs and operations.
Since the establishment of the various DIGs, the FBI's jurisdiction
has been seriously challenged.

By appropriate legislation, an DIG was established within
the Department of Health. Education and Welfare (HEW) and the Depart-
ment of Energy on 10/15/76. and 8/4/77. respectively. Effective
10/1/78, the Inspectors General Act of. 1978, (the Act), became law,
establishing an DIG within 12 additiongl U. S. governmental entities,
to wit: the Departments of Agriculture (DOA), Commerce. Housing and
Urban Development, Interior. Labor, Transportation. Community
Services Administration, Environmental Protection Agency, General
Services Administration (GSA). National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. Small Business Administration, and the Veterans
Administration. In addition, although an DIG was not established

Enclesures - 2
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for the Department of Defense (DOD). the Act mandates certain
requirements for DOD similar to those agencies with OIGs. Further,
on 5/4/80, when the "Education' function of HEW (redesignated the
Department of Health and Kuman Services (HHS) was elevated to a
separate entity. i.e., the Department of Education (DOED), an DIG
was created therein. At present, there are fifteen statutory IGs,
and for your information, U. S. House of Representatives bill
HR 2098 proposes the creation of OIGs within DOD. 00J. Department
of Treasury, and the Agency for International Development. .

Most IGs interpret their respective originating legislation
as granting the 016 primary jurisdiction in Title 18 violations
affecting their agencies. A few consider this jurisdiction as theirs
exclusively. As staffing levels permit, OIGs, with ever increasing
regularity, have engaged in criminal investigations which tra-
ditionally were handled by the FBI. FBIHQ has learned that some 0IGs
have established a policy of not referring any matters to the FBI.
even if they lack manpower to work the cases developed. They plan
to use the backlog to justify additional personnel. Other OIGs
presently refer what they cannot handle, however, in some instances
these are low priority cases with which the DIGs chose not to be
bothered. In spite of this, some FBI field offices, by setting up
target squads, developing informants and sources, stilizing hot lines
and other creative means, have been able to generate their own quality
cases, penetrating illegal schemes within the myriad of programs
administered by these agencies and departments. On a field-wide
basis, however, both the quantity and quality of cases in these
categories continue to decline and with few exceptions, referrals
from most of.these agencies have stopped.

Also as IG personnel become more involved in criminal
investigations, they have recognized that they are not equipped
to properly handle many of these mattirs. This has not, however,
deterred them from proceeding with these investigations nor has it
prompted them to refer these cases to the FBI. Instead, the OIGs
have requested technical equipment (GSA recently expended $20.000
for body recording equipment), specialized training and. via
legislative initiatives, full law enforcement powers including
authority to execute search warrants; make arrests and carry fire-
arms TSome GSA investigators, under color of authority extended
to the Federal *Protective Service, are carrying firearms). FBIHQ
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does -not believe this approach to be necessary. nor cost effective.
since the FBI is trained, equipped, nationally dispersed. and willing
to investigate all criminal allegations that the U. S. Attorney (USA)
considers worthy of prosecution.

Since the establishment of the 0IGs, FBIHQ has vigorously
attempted to solicit DOJ support in finally resolving the issue
regarding the respective roles of the 01G, the DOJ, and the FBI
concerning criminal investigative jurisdiction. It now appears that
a satisfactory solution is near.

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS: On 3/26/81, President Reagan signed Executive
Order 12301 (copy enclosed) establishing the *President's Council on
Integrity and Efficiency" (the Council) consisting of all statutory
IGs and others, including the Executive Assistant Director-Investi-
gations (EAD), FBI. The Council is chaired by the Deputy Director
of the Office of Management and Budget, presently Edwin Harper, who
is also a member of the President's White House Staff. The Council
is charged with the responsibility of developing plans for coordi-
nating Government-wide activities which attack fraud and waste in
Government programs and operations.

At the first Council meeting, held on 4/3/81, an IG
raised the issue of the ongoing jurisdictional disigreements between
certain IGs and the FBI and suggested that the prosecutor be allowed
to rule on a case by case basis whether the DIG would continue to
handle a particular investigation after criminality was detected.
EAD, FBI, disagreed and stated that the FBI is prepared to investi-
gate all allegations of criminality that a USA or the DOJ is willing
to prosecute. Thereafter, the Council Chairman advised that the
Administration had decided that the FBI would take.the policy lead
in the investigative/law enforcement area.

**

During the Council meeting on 5/4/81. the Chairman
designated the FBI representative to the Council, Chairman of the
Council's newly formed Investigations-Law Enforcement Committee.
This committee will resolve all issues involving criminal investi-
gative matters.

On 6/1-3/81, the Council held an Indoctrination/Orientation
Seminas -for all IG designates at the FBI Academy. During this
seminar the enclosed Departmental Policy Statement concerning the
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role of the IG within the criminal justice system was delivered.
The Department's position clearly re-establishes the FBI as the
primary criminal investigative agency and outlines the primary
role of the IG as a detection and preventive function.

FBI POSITION:

This section outlines the FBI's position on the issue
of criminal investigative jurisdiction involving all U. S. Government
departments and agencies (with and without a statutory IG). .

I. FBI has primary investigative jurisdiction over violations of
Title 18, United States Code (USC).

A. The FBI has exclusive jurisdiction in Bribery/COI and
fraud involving U. S. Government employees.

B. IGs will refer to the FBI all Bribery/COI, fraud involving
U. S. Government employees as well as all other matters,
when criminality is discovered and case meets USA's guide-
lines for prosecution.

C. Where no guidelines exist. the IGs will refer all
criminal matters to FBI.

1. FBI will present these cases to the USA for a pre-
liminary prosecutive opinion and initiate investi-
Sation if USA will consider prosecution.

2. Cases presented for preliminary prosecutive opinion
and declined by the USA will be immediately referred
back to the IG (by LHM).

D. The FBI will investigate all'matters USAs will prosecute
except certain cases which various agencies have tradi-
tionally investigated with the concurrence of the FBI.

For example, the Bureau does not usually investigate
Davis-Bacon Act violations; DOA's large investigative
force usually handles the vast majority of criminal
allegations concerning their programs and operations
unless Bribery/COI or fraud involving a U. S. Govern-
ment employee is present; DOL handles Unemployment
Compensation matters; HHS handles Social Security
AdministratitQA. cses. etc.- - - .-

Specific Information regarding these exceptions
will be provided the field as individual agreements
are reached with each agency. .

- 4 -
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E. IGs will investigate all matters not criminally prosecu-
table but targeted at alternative remedies.

1. False claims civil when prosecution is declined in
favor of civil suit.

2. Civil investigations stemming from completed FBI
criminal cases where civil remedies are also being
considered.

3. Administrative investigations for adverse action
against employees and debarment proceedings.

II. A 'Memorandum QfUnderstanding," where required, will be
entered into by FBI and appropriate IGs to eliminate FBI
involvement in the following criminal matters:

A. Minimum impact - high volume cases.

B. FAG - Procurement - isolated cases - low dollar amount.

C. FAG - Program - non pattern cases inv.olving individual
program participants.

D. TGPICGR - minimum dollar amount.

E. Exceptions referred to in Part I, D. above.

III. FBI will:

A. Provide 24-hour response time to all Bribery allegations.

B. Unless circumstances preclude. advise IG by LHM of
existence of criminal investigation within 30 days in
Bribery/COI and fraud cases. This LHM must contain
the initial allegation; any investigation to round out
allegation; a preliminary prosecutive opinion from
the USA and available descriptive data regarding
subject(s). :.-

NOTE: The OIG has a statutory right to be made aware of
FBI investigation involving thpir agency as soon
as possible.- Withholding such information must be
completely justified in-the c-over.communication
accompanying the LHM. An "Undercover Operation.'
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allegations involving OIG personnel, involvement

of an informant/source will usually justify no
dissemination until such time as disclosure will
not jeopardize the undercover Special Agent(s),
informant. or integrity of the investigation.
In some instances, however, providing information
(all or part) orally to the IG personally by
FBIHQ would be appropriate. In these rare cases. *
FBIHQ will fully discuss the matter with office
of origin.

C. Provide IG with summary of investigation upon its
conclusion.

Normally the initial notification will suffice until
the case is completed. Upon closing the case the agency
will be provided an LHM containing the facts and prosecu-
tive outcome (minus Rule 6(e) material, informant and
other sensitive information), as well as a complete
physical description of all subjects.

NOTE: Some cases, because of the large dollar amount,
agency employee involvement or pending contract
awards to the subject vendor, may'require more
expeditious handling and/or periodic LHM updates
.to keep the concerned agency informed of the
status. FBIHQ will, however, attempt to keep
these instances to a minimum.

D. Provide IG with information concerning program weaknesses
discovered during FBI investigations.

The closing LHM must also hlghiight any program defi-
ciencies detected during the course of the investigation
which were contributing factors, and suggested remedies
where appropriate. This information is extremely
important to the concerned agency or agencies, since
the Council has mandated that each agency report on all
corrective action taken to improve program controls, etc..
where abuses have occurred.

E. Furnish FBI reports (minus Rule 6(e) material and
source information) for administrative proceedings
against employees and for debarment of progra.a
articipants._J.3k.at-ed by OI.

- 6 -
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F. Provide Special Agent testimony on limited basis at
administrative proceedings initiated by 016.

G. Provide name checks for 01 at FBIHQ level.

H. Conduct laboratory examinations for 016.

1. Conduct NCIC inquiries for 01G.

J. Furnish identification records for 016.

K. Consider 01 UCO proposals.

L. Provide training at Quantico in specific topic areas
where demonstrated need exists to supplement current
IG training.

During transition period IG criminal investigations
already underway should not, absent special circumstances, be
accepted for FBI investigation.

INSTRUCTIONS TO SAC:

The enclosed policy statement has been f.orwarded by DOJ
to all USAs with a cover letter stressing the obligation of the FBI
and USA to respond to IG reports and keep the 16 informed. The
cover letter also stresses the requirements; 1) for IGs to report
criminal allegations at an early stage; 2) to get the FBI involved
more in fraud matters both independently as well as jointly (where
appropriate with IG personnel) and; 3) to make the criminal justice
system more responsive to IGs and their agencies in promptly investi-
gating a4d prosecuting fraud and corruption in their programs.

In this regard, each SAC is instructed to personally
contact USAs and Economic Crime Specialists in your Division to
insure there is a clear, mutual understanding of what the DOJ
policy statement imports. This meeting should also open lines
of communication for the early and immediate resolution of future
problems and disagreements, including any modification of the FBI
position set out above to accommodate.a situation unique to your
divis ion.

It would be extremely naive to presume that recent
developments and events will finally resolve the FBI - OIG
jurisdiction issue withoIut Aggressive actionon our part. For
example,.,dbme IG persormer'accustomed to investigating criminal
matterse'Without referral-to the FBI will undoubtedly find change
a difficult if not impossible process.:
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The personnel of your office are to be instructed to be
alert Yor instances where major criminal matters which should have
been referred for FBI investigation were not. In these cases,
immediate aggressive action will be expected of you to insure the
spirit of the DJ policy is adhered to. FBIHQ stands ready to
assist you in this regard at the headquarters level with the
agency involved, 003 and/or the Council.

Be assured that the OIGs will bring to the attention'of
the Council instances where cases referred experience lengthy delays
and/or a lack of appropriate investigative attention. Those cases
accepted for FBI investigation must receive the highest priority.
Therefore, field managers of your division must closely follow the
;rogress of all cases involving programs and operations of other
agencies to insure timely handling and reporting.

The Presi. z personally considers restoring public con-
fidence in the Federal Government's ability to properly manage its
programs and functions a number one priority of his Administration.
At the present time, the current Administration, the Council, DOJ,
and FBIHQ are confident the FBI is capable of efficiently and
effectively hafidling the "lion's share' of major criminal investi-
gative matters involving fraud and abuse in U. S. Government
operations. Fraud Against the Government (FAG) matters involving
U. S. Government officials or losses exceeding $25,000; bribery
and other public corruption cases involving Federal officials
have been redesignated the number one priority within the White-
Collar Crimes Program.

You will be kept apprised of future developments concerning
this matter.

87-144 0 - 81 - 25
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9-42.502

POLICY STATEMENT OF THE DEPARTMENT

OF JUSTICE ON ITS RELATIONSHIP AND

COORDINATION WITH THE STATUTORY

INSPECTORS GENERAL OF THE VARIOUS

DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES OF THE

UNITED STATES

June 3, 1981 (Revised)
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U.S. Department of Justice

Executive Office for United States Attorneys

Washington. D.C 20530

August 21, 1981

TO: Holders of the United States Attorneys' Manual Title 9

FROM: United States Attorneys' Manual Staff
Executive Office for U.S. Attorneys

D. Lowell Jensen
Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division

RE: Relationship and Coordination with the
Statutory Inspectors General

NOTE: 1. This is issued and EXPIRES unless reissued or
incorporated pursuant to USAM 1-1.550.

2. Distribute to Holders of Title 9.
3. Insert after 9-42.500,

AFFECTS: USAM 9-42.501 and 9-42.502

9-42.501 Relationship and Coordination with the Statutory
Inspectors General

The investigation and prosecution of fraud and corruption in federal
programs is a major priority of the Department of Justice. On June 3,
1981, the Deputy Attorney General issued a "Policy Statement of the
Department of Justice on its Relationship and Coordination with the
Statutory Inspectors General of the Various Departments and Agencies of
the United States." A copy of this statement appears at 9-42.502. The
statement was first announced at a meeting of the President's Council on
Integrity and Efficiency and was the result of a combined effort of the
Criminal Division, the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Executive
Office for United States Attorneys.
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The Policy Statement has two principal purposes -- early alert system

for prosecutors relative to ongoing investigations and increased, emphasis on

coordination and cooperation between the FBI and the Inspectors General.

Several particular provisions deserve special emphasis. Consistent

with the Inspector General's obligation to "report to the Attorney General

whenever the Inspector General has reasonable grounds to believe there has

been a violation of law," the Inspector General is to report .o 'the United

States Attorney in the District where the crime occurred..." Simultaneously,

the Inspector General is expected to notify the appropriate FBI field office.

The FBI is committed to investigating every criminal violation which the

prosecutor determines will be prosecuted, if proved.

The timing of the report to the prosecutor is discussed in the Policy

Statement (see 9-42.502). In an ordinary investigation involving completed

past events, the Policy Statement simply tracks the Inspector General legis-

lation and requires a report whenever there are reasonable grounds, i.e.,

some evidence, to believe that a federal crime has occurred. Immediate

report is required for crimes of an ongoing nature, as well as organized

crime allegations. Such urgent and sensitive matters often require use of

sophisticated investigative techniques, and the Inspector General is to make

an immediate report upon receipt of the information. The Policy Statement

requires the FBI to advise the Inspector General when the Bureau initiates

an investigation as well as to keep the Inspector General regularly informed

of its progress.

After the report is made to the U.S. Attorney, the Policy Statement

places special obligations on the prosecutor to make a variety of decisions,

including whether to initiate a grand jury investigation, decline prosecu-

tion, or refer the prosecutor, and the PI will address whether to ask the

Inspector General to conduct a joint investigation 
with the FBI.

Implementation of the Policy Statement requires the cooperation and

support of the U.S. Attorneys, the FBI and the Inspectors General. The

Fraud Section of the Criminal Division is charged with overseeing the opera-

tions of the policy and resolving any uncertainties or differing interpreta-

tions which arise in its implementation. Any questions or information should

be directed to the Chief of the Fraud Section at FTS 724-7038 or to the

Chief of the Government Fraud Branch of the Fraud Section at FTS 724-7028.
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INTRODUCTION

The serious problem of fraud and waste in federal programs is one of

the most important challenges facing the federal law enforcement community,

which includes not only the Federal Bureau of Investigation, other investiga-

tive agencies and Department of Justice prosecutors but also the audit and

investigation staffs of the Inspectors General. To meet this challenge we

must effectively use our limited audit, investigative and prosecutorial

resources and produce meaningful results. The Department of Justice has high

expectations for the Inspectors General, but in the past, in some circum-

stances, we have not addressed and resolved in any comprehensive way how

they are to work in the criminal justice system. The Department has now

developed a framework for coordination of its efforts with the Inspectors

General, which is outlined below.

LEGAL FOUNDATION

The implementing statutes place with Inspectors General the responsi-

bility for conducting investigations relating to the programs and operations

of their agencies. The statutes also require Inspector General to "report

expeditiously to the Attorney General whenever the Inspector General has

reasonable grounds to believe there has been a violation of criminal law."

The FBI is charged, in various sections of the United States Code, with

the duty of investigating violations of law of the United States, and every

Department and Agency head is required to report violations of Title 18

involving officers and employees of the Government to the Department of

Justice. The Attorney General is the chief law enforcement officer of the

United States, and the President's Executive Order 12301 establishing the
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Council on Integrity and Efficiency recognized "the pre-eminent role of the

Department of Justice in matters involving law enforcement and litigation."

GOAL OF POLICY

The Inspectors General were created in large part in response to the

need for increased detention of fraud, waste, abuse and mismanagement in

federal programs. In law enforcement, we have come to recognize that the

United States is best served by formally initiating matters of possible

criminality into the criminal justice system as early as possible. Accor-

dingly, current FBI procedures generally provide for a preliminary prosecu-

tive opinion before the initiation of a full-scale criminal investigation.

This early alert system enables the Department of Justice to mount a coordi-

nated and directed investigation and prosecution effort. In addition to

enhancing the opportunity for a successful investigation and prosecution,

this early review of the case allows for conservation of government resources,

as well as for the opportunity to consider alternative or 
additional remedies

such as civil and administrative action.

NOTIFICATION POLICY

With this as the background the Department offers the following 
guidance

to Inspectors General on how to initiate a matter into the criminal justice

system.

When to Report

The basic rule is that whenever there is reason to believe a federal

crime has occurred, the Department of Justice should be advised. There are

two subcategories.

One category involves possible crimes which are completed past events and

which, although they require prompt investigative and prosecutive attention,

are not so urgent, or so sensitive as to suggest accelerated reporting and/or

-3-
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utilization of special law enforcement techniques. This first category of

criminal allegations may require further investigation by the Inspector

General to confirm, and should be reported whenever there is a reasonable

indication, i.e., some evidence, to believe that a federal crime has occurred.

The second category involves possible crimes which are of such an urgent

or sensitive nature that upon receipt of the mere allegation, accelerated

reporting is required to allow for immediate prosecutive and investigative

action. This second category involves allegations such as bribery, conflict

of interest, fraud against -the government and the like involving federal

employees, and, in addition, any criminal conduct of an ongoing nature.

Because of the law enforcement sensitivity, this category also includes

information pertaining to the element generally known as organized crime.

These urgent and sensitive matters necessitate immediate reporting to the

Department because the FBI may be called on to employ body recorders, under-

cover operations, search warrants, TillW III and other specialized law

enforcement techniques which need FBI expertise and may require Department

approval.

The wide variety of criminal matters prevents any more detailed descrip-

tion of these areas. Criminal investigators and prosecutors who are experi-

enced in the criminal justice system generally know the types of allegations

that suggest criminality as opposed to program abuse and waste. The differ-

ences can be subtle at times. The best guidance the Department can give the

Inspectors General at this time is: if the case is close, report it. With

experience, guidance will develop which will assist the Inspectors General in

drawing the line between criminal matters and matters of abuse and waste more

appropriately addressed within their agencies.

-4 -
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Where to Report

The Attorney General's interests include not only criminal investigation

and prosecution but also the civil interests of the United States. To fulfill

all these interests and coordinate other actions, the Inspectors General

should report the above described possible violations to the prosecutor. This

normally will be the United States Attorney in the district where the crime

occurred or is occurring. In certain circumstances the reporting may be to

the appropriate section of the Criminal Division. These situations include

matters in which venue is uncertain or headquarters coordination or action is

suggested by the nature of the crime or program.

To assist the prosecutor and expedite any investigation by the FBI, the

Inspector General should notify the FBI field office simultaneously with the

report to the prosecutor concernig either category of alleration. The

prosecutor will be responsible for notifying the Civil Division in all cases

in which possible civil action is suggested.

What and How to Report

The report should generally consist of a written statement of the

allegation, the facts developed, the evidence -- both documentary and

testimonial -- supporting the facts, the history and status of the Inspector

General investigation. The Criminal Division is developing a recommended

reporting format which will identify important questions to be addressed in

the report to the prosecutor.

Presentation of the written report may be made by mail or in person. In

urgent or sensitive cases, the written report should be preceded by a telephone

call or personal visit from an authorized representative of the Inspector

General immediately upon receipt of the allegation.

-5 -
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THE FBI AND PROSECUTOR ROLE

The FBI stands ready to make a total commitment to the investigation of

fraud and corruption in federal programs. The FBI, with the primary role in

investigating prosecutable violations of federal criminal law, will investi-

gate every criminal violation which the prosecutor advises at the preliminary

opinion stage will be prosecuted, if proved. To fulfill this total commitment

in the fraud and corruption area the FBI is prepared to adjust its investiga-

tion priorities, if required.

At the time of reporting, the prosecutor, consulting with the FBI and

the Inspector General, will be called on immediately to make a number of

decisions, including whether:

- to initiate a grand jury investigation,

- to decline prosecution, or

- to refer the matter for civil and/or administrative action.

In many circumstanced,' with the early rkpbting system, the prosecutor and

the FBI will ask the Inspector General to conduct a joint investigation with

the FBI or continue the investigation. In any event, the FBI and the Prose-

cutor will often depend on the Inspector General and the agency to provide

technical support to the investigation in the form of program expertise,

location of documents, application of regulations, audit assistance and the

like.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE COMMITMENT

The requirement this policy places on the Inspectors General to report

matters at an early stage places special obligations on the Department. as

well. The Depatment has undertaken substantial new responsibilities:

-6-
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* 1. United States Attorneys and the Criminal and Civil Divisions will

give investigations of Inspector General matters a high priority and make

special efforts to keep the Inspectors General informed of the progress of

prosecutive actions.

2. The Fraud Section of the Criminal Division will be charged with

overseeing the operations of the policy and resolving any uncertainties of

differing interpretations which may arise.

3. Recognizing the importance to the Inspectors General of expeditious

action and reporting in investigations involving subjects who continue to do

business with the agency, or who are federal employees, or who are under

consideration for benefits, grants or contracts by the agency, the FBI will

keep the Inspectors General regularly informed of the progress of the

investigation except in those rare instances where disclosure might endanger

FBI agents or adversely affect tl investigation.

4. The FBI will notify the Inspector General, at the same time it seeks

a preliminary prosecutive opinion, of FBI investigations which are 
predicated

on information or allegations other than an Inspector General report (with

the same safety and security of investigation caveat).

5. The FBI will furnish a written summary at the conclusion of an

investigation on the nature of judicial action, if any, taken. If administra-

tive action is being considered by the federal agency, the FBI will, upon

written request, provide for the exclusive use of the agency Inspector

General, existing detailed investigative data less any Federal Grand Jury or

other material, the disclosure of which is not deemed to be in the best

interest of the FBI operations (such as informant data).

-7-
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6. The FBI will furnish, at the conclusion of the investigation and

upon a written request which identifies the exact data needed, FBI investiga-

tive documents and Special Agent testimony for use in administrative pro-

ceedings consistent with existing Department regulations.

7. At the conclusion of a case the FBI and the prosecutor will attempt

to provide for the Inspector General's use, an analysis of any underlying

problems in the federal program or procurement procedures and practices that

were uncovered during the course of the investigation and which need corrective

action.

8. The FBI will provide the following services:

a. Appropriate indices checks;

b. Laboratory examinations;

c. National Crime Information Center inquiries;

d. Identification record searches and other appropriate services.

9. The FBI has completed a majo nspector General/FBI undercover

operation and is seeking the sltpport of the Inspectors General in developing

other such efforts. Substantial progress has been made in coordinating the

prosecutive and investigation planning in this area through the Bureau's

Undercover Review Committee. The Department expects to increase the use of

this technique in the government fraud and corruption area.

10. Training is a major and important element to this relationship

between the FBI and the Inspectors General. The FBI Academy alone and jointly

with the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center will provide relevant

training to Inspector General personnel to enhance this new team relationship.

A dialogue between FLETC and the Academy has already begun.

-8-
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MEMORANDA OF UNDERSTANDING

As the Department and the Inspectors General gain experience with the

principles set forth in this statement, refinements within the framework of

the underlying policy will be formulated. It is contemplated that the FBI

and the Inspectors General, consultation with the United States Attorneys

and the Criminal Division will address matters such as local working

relationships, joint investigative procedures, threshold reporting require-

ments,.and delegation of investigative responsibility. These may take the

form of procedural and operating memoranda of understanding.

CONCLUSION

The Department of Justice intends that the new policy statement will

enhance the attention given to the problems of fraud and abuse in government

programs. This can only be achieved through the cooperative and coordinated
A

efforts of federal investigators,' Iuditors and prosecutors, both civil and

criminal. This policy is a first step in insuring that the limited law

enforcement resources available to meet the challenges are used to the best

advantage.

- 9-
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APPENDIX R

O"ICE OF

UNTED STATES ATrORNEY
WzsraN Dtarmer or TXEsan8
1058 FDEa Orncz BUZLuto

MxPMs. TE.ou 38103

August 15, 1980

Richard B. Lowe III
Inspector General
Department of Health

and Human Services
HHS North Building, Room 5451
330.Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, D. C. 20201

Dear Mr. Lowe:

A number of HHS cases have been referred to me, several of whichhave been the subject of extensive investigations and/or prosecu-tions, including, most recently, the case of United States ofAmerica v. Winston Hall Worthington, M.D. (CR. No. 78-20181).As you will recall, that case desulted in Dr. Worthington's con-viction on 82 counts of Medicare/Medicaid fraud, and involvedan extensive two-.year investigative effort, which continued throughthe nine-week trial.

I am in almost daily contact with your special agents assignedto both the Memphis and Atlanta offices, as we are presently in-volved in several investigations. Accordingly, I am to some extentaware of certain problems occurring with respect to investigativeneeds and manpower shortages. The purpose of this letter is todetail, briefly, some of the problems which I have experienced,and to request your assistance in the resolution of 'these problems.
I am aware that the agents assigned to the Memphis sub-office haveresponsibility for not only Western Tennessee, but six other judicialdistricts as well. Although it seems that to some extent theirefforts have been concentrated in the West Tennessee area, we have

rxperienced problem *s in marshalling manpower, at times, even inIWest Tennessee. For example, during the investigation of Dr. Worth-ington it was necessary for an agent in the Atlanta office (PhilPringle) to spend approximately ten to twelve entire months in/Memphis assisting on the case because the agents assigned to theMemphis sub-office were required to divide their duties between theWorthington case and other pending investigative matters. This was
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Page Two

not due to any reluctance on the part of the agents in Memphis to

assist in the Worthington investigation; but the extensive investi-

gation that was carried out in the Worthington case required more

effort than the four agents assigned to the Memphis office couldYcarry ouIt in conjunction with their other investigations. Therefore,
Phil Pringle from the Atlanta office and, additionally, an agent
from the Miami office, were assigned to assist in the Worthington

case. It would have been more economical to have been able to

assign two agents in the Memphis office to the Worthington case on

an almost full-time basis for a period of approximately fifteen

months than to have drawn on the Atlanta and Miami offices for

support.

/I'm also aware that the agents in the Memphis sub-office are currently
investigating approximately seventeen HHS fraud matters, and that

there are two or more extensive West Tennessee investigations still

eing handled by Pringle. We are always extremely pleased to have

Pringle assigned to West Tennessee cases because he does an excellent

job, as I noted in a prior letter. The lack of sufficient manpower
in the Memphis office makes these investigations to which an Atlanta

agent is assigned significally more expensive, however.

Additionally, we have had to rely on support from, the Postal Service

and the Tennessee Medicaid fraud unit where our manpower resources(were insufficient. In the former case, we have been pleased, and the
latter case we have not always been pleased with the quality of
investigative work and dedication to the pursuit of crime. Because

many HHS investigations require particular HHS program expertise, we

are n avestiative- assignments, and I

think we would do better if there were sufficient number of HHS agents

to keep our efforts uniform.

I should add that the fact that HHS agents are not authorized to

; carry firearms, make arrests and serve search warrants will, increasingly
handicatheir efforts. This is particury t whe our investi-

iraud.

This letter is too brief to fully address the manpower shortage problem

that exists in this area. If I can be of any assistance in this regard,

please feel free to get in touch. I am firmly of the opinion that
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Richard B. Lowe, III
August 15, 1980
Page Three

the number of HHS-based.indictments returned in the Western District
of Tennessee is dependent on the number of agents assigned to the
Memphis sub-office; and I urge you to consider the addition of atleast one agent in Memphis. May 1 say, however, that we'are fully
pleased with the work that your agents have done in this district.

Very truly yours,

W. J. MICHAEL CODY
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY

By________
Arthur S. Kahn

Assistant United States Attorney

ASK: ew
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ea a. EECKO Sqnurs STATE OF HAWAII ,a, m

DEPART-ENT OF TE AnOINEY GENE-L

MEDICAID FRAUD CONTROL UNFT

in BisCP STAUta. SUITE mT

August 29, 1980

Mr. Richard B. Lowe III
Inspector General

. Department of Health and Human
Services

HHS North Building, Room 5451
330 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Mr. Lowe:

You may recall that we met at the Medicaid
Fraud Conference in San Diego in early 1979. I am
writing to point out some problems and concerns of
which I am sure you are aware, but which I feel are
sufficiently important to call to your attention.

There are no Special Agents of the Inspector
fGeneral's Division of Investigation assigned to Hawaii
on a permanent basis. Agents do come to the islands
to cover leads and to work on cases, but I do not feel this
is sufficient coverage. I was instrumental in setting
up the Medicaid Fraud Control Unit at a time when there
were no fraud cases in-the islands. As you know, we
began with two investigators, two attorneys, and a secretary.
Our staff now consists of two attorneys, three investigators,
three auditors, and three clerks.

In a State that had no reported fraud or abuse
1we have in-icted and convictei sev.en prcividers fnr M aiicaiA

VE fraud. We believe the establishment of an OIG
sub-office on the islands would similarly uncover a signifi-
cant level of fraud since HHS distributes in excess of $600
million annually.
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Mr. Richard B. Lowe III
Page 2
August 29, 1980

You might also be interested to learn of the
support provided by the U.S. Attorney. My associate and
I have both been appointed Special Assistant U.S. Attorneys
and have prosecuted both in State and Federal Courts.

I would additionally recommend in order to do a
full professional law enforcement job, your agents should
be fully authorized, completely trained and equipped.

We have had an excellent working relationship with
your staff and look forward to continued cooperation.

Yours very truly,

Senior Attorney

RJE/cmy

87-144 0 - 81 - 26
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L ited Saijrs .4:torn

Northern District of Texas

RCP: i S 1100 0-nmerce Str,t. Ro I16 3

Dallas. T,.rer 734:

August 20, 1980

Richard B. Lowe, III
Inspector General, Designate
Department of Health and Human Services
HES North Bldg, Room 5451
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Mr. Lowe:

We would like to congratulate you on your recent designation as

the Inspector General of the Department of Health and Human

Services (HRS). Your mission "to root out all the fraud" in HES

with the very limited resources you have to work with is not an

envious one, but is certainly a challenge.

As you are aware, this office has worked primarily on BBS and HEW

matters for nearly six years now. An impressive list of

indictments and convictions has been compiled working with OIG

personnel. Most of these cases were much longer and more

complicated than the average cases presented to this office by
other agencies.. We have learned a lot from our association with

your auditors and investigators and appreciate all the long hours

and "above the call of duty" work that they have done.

We wish to share with you a few problem areas that you may or may

not already be aware of, but are of mutual interest:

1. Your local field office in Dallas has been most helpful
in supplying the investigative expertise as well as the
clerical support to aid in numerous prosecutions, but
there just are not enough Special Agents and support

personnel to take on any more cases of the magnitude of

LTV, Bishop College, Carl Wehling, or Bernstein and
Bowers. We have had to decline criminal prosecution on
Ia number of cases where audits had identified problems,
ut personnel were not available to follow up. When the

cases were reached, the statutes of limitation in the
criminal cases had expired or were close to expiration
and chances of any civil recovery were jeopardized by
the lapse of time. Other cases apparently have not been
worked in over two years due to the lack of

investigative, clerical and program personnel.
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Fichard B. Lowe, III August 20, 1980
Inspector General, Designate. Page 2

2. If your agency is to be pro-active in its mission, thereprobably should be at least another twenty agents forthe State of Texas alone. HEW funded over eight billiondollars in T last -ear in over 300 programs. Howcan BS expect twelve agents to police all these vastprograms? While ontining to vigorously prosecute
fraud cases, an emphasis is to be given to preventionthrough detection and agency house-cleaning. Whetherdetecting the fraud or trying the case, adequatemanpower is a necessity.

3. There has been very little work done in institutionalfraud (hospitals,. nursing homes. etc.) in the past fewears, webeieve -that the potential for fraud in thiarea is imite
an managers of these institutions. We need specialized
uflitS of investigators and auditors to work with theUnited States Attorneys in these areas. In 1975, wereceived information concerning the use of federal funds
by organized crime elements to acauire nUrSing omes.hese leads were not investgq edi ap to lack ofresources.

4. The Office of Investigations (01) recently convicted aSocial Security Administration (SSA) employee here inTexas for accepting bribes and selling SSA cards toillegal aliens. We are told that this case will involveat least six other individuals who are known to havepaid bribes to this SSA employee in order to purchaseSSA cards for resale to illegal aliens. We feel thatthe potential for future SSA investigations in a largeborder state like Texas is very good. A large scaleoperation such as "Project Baltimore" which is nowon-going in Chicago and New York could produce asignificant number of criminal cases in the state ofTexas. Here again, this type of large scale projectrequires a significant commitment of manpower by 01.

5. The Public Health Service grants millions of dollar forresearch with very little oversight by BHS. 01 recentlyworked a case at Tulane University in which a professorwas indicted for submitting the same bills foreimbursement to BBS and to the American Cancerociety. Since there seems to be no coordination
etween EBS and the private sector, this is a goodexample of what could be a widespread area of concernabout potential fraud. Again, it takes more manpower-todo projects that identify possible fraudulent activitiesin institutions.
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6. In nearly, all Head Start programs funded through the

states and local governments there appear to be no

coordination with other federal agencies. The

Department of Agriculture and Department of Labor as

well as CSA nearly always have money in the same

programs as HHS and yet there has been very little

coordinated effort to police these activities.

7. Finally, if the Office of Investigations is to be truly

effective in its investigative efforts, it must be given
the same law enforcement powers as the FBI, DEA, Postal

Inspectors and other law enforcement agencies. 01

should not have to continue to "borrow" agents from

agencies to serve search warrants simply because they do

not have the statutory authority to carry fire arms.

Additionally, their work can be and is dangerous. Your

agents are all professionals and are well-trained in all

aspects of criminal investigations, but they do not have

the tools of their trade. In recent bribery cases, they

even had to borrow recording devices from other

agencies. This is unprofessional.

In summary, we have been very pleased with the support that OI

has given us in the past. However, to put a dent in the fraud in

HBS, more agents with the full tools of law enforcement are

needed.

If we can be of any assistance or if you need any more

information involving our association with 01, please do not

hesitate to call.

ours very truly,

J. M IGH

United States orney
Northern District of xas

ROBERT C. PRATHER
Economic Crime Specialist
Special Assistant U.S. Attorney
Northern District and Western District of Texas

United States Department of Justice

cc: Donald Foster, Director, OECE, DOJ
Ray Jahn, AUSA, ECEUS, WD TX
Gene Richardson, SAC, 01, OIG, HES
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United States Attorney
Eastern District of Caifornia

Room 3305 FederaI Building 916/440-2331
United Stat Courrhouse

650 Capirolll

S sarto. California 958)4

August 29, 1980

Richard B. Lowe III
Inspector General
Department of Health and Human Services
HHS N. Building, Room 5451
330 Independence Ave., S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Mr. Lowe:

. Congratulations on your appointment as Inspector General
for the Department of Health and Human Services. The task
can be overwhelming, and the elimination of all program fraud
within the broad scope of HHS will require more agents than
you piesently have; and, in my opinion, will require that
the agents have more authority than they presently possess.

The amount of federal funds processed through our stateis almost immeasurable, and the task of tracking the money.requires persons who have been properly trained and are
familiar with and knowledgeable of all of the programs
funded by your agency. It is obvious to me that your agents
are the most qualified persons to fill that need.

The major problem, -of course, is that there is an
inadequate number of agents in the Eastern District to
properly police and audit all of these programs. I would
strongly urge that you seek additional positions, or in the
alternative, reassign personnel to our area. Although
there has been discussion of jurisdiction problems, restassured that, in our district, there has been a good workingrelationship between the agents from your agency and theagents from the FBI.

Looking forward to supporting you in your task andefforts, I remain

Very truly yoq

MAN SILLAS
United States Attorney

cc: Bob Evans
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Antb tts Peprbuni Di 'Jnsfir

UN'ITED STALTES ATTORNEY
SOtrBERN DISTRICT Or GEORGIA

F. 0. Box 999
SAVANNAR. GA. 31412

August 15, 1980

Mr. Richard B. Lowe III
Inspector General
Department of Health and Human Services
HHS N. Building, Room 5451
330 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Mr. Lowe:

This letter is to express the support of the
United States Attorney's Office in the Southern
District of Georgia for the expansion of the Office
of Investigation of the Inspector General's Staff.
We support the planned expansion of the resident
agent offices in the State of Georgia to include/establishing an office in Savannah staffed by two
investigators.

At the present time, there are no investigative
agents actively servicing in the Southern District
of Georgia. As a direct result of the lack of
investigators specifically assigned to the Department
of Health and Human Services, fraud and cases of this
nature are seldom made. Iixthe opinion of his
office th-at -incidentsfoLfxaud-ar-e-g-ifg--undetected,

cuigthe loss of m1~~o ~l~si a

caa
monies, simply for the lack of adeauate~ly trained
and properly motivated investigators specializing) Jneis area, Currently, the only cases presented
\to this office come from Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion agents, who because of their pressing other
duties are unable to devote full time to what we
feel may be existing fraud schemes within our District.

It is our view that the expansion of office of

investigations to include establishment of a regional
field office in Savannah with resident agents will
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Mr. Richard B. Lowe III
Page Two
August 15, 1980

have a positive impact on public opinion in our area.One source of constant criticism of Department ofHealth and Human Services constantly raised by theresidents of our District is the inability of the Depart-ment to adequately investigate and prosecute incidentsof fraud involving largq sums of taxpayers' money. Theemphasis appears to be on the disbursements of fundswithout adequate investigative safeguards that fundsare received in accordance with Program guidelines
and Department specifications. The United StatesAttorney's Office in the Southern District of Georgiaencourages investigations of these types .of programsand pledges a vigorous prosecution of cases whichwould be uncovered by these investigations.

The United States Attorney's Office supports theestablishment of a regional field office in Savannahand would be glad to cooperate in any possible way toassist in having an-office with agents established here.If we may be of further assistance, please contact us.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM T. MOORE, JR.
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY

William H. McAbee II
Assistant United States Attorney

WHM:fpr

cc: Mr. Austin Lemon
Atlanta Regional Office
Department of Health and Human Services
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Lrzizcd States Arrornry
liestern District of Kentuckr

JLS : s1g Room 21. US. P. 0. & Courthouse 502/58-5911

601 West Broadway FTS/352-5911
Louisfile, Kentucky 40202

August 14, 1980

Mr. Richard B. Lowe III
Inspector General
Dept. of Health and Human Services
HHS N. Building, Room 5451
330 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D. C. 20201

Dear Mr. Lowe:

On this date I have been visited by Jerald M. Messer,
Special Agent, Office of Investigations, Department of Health
and Human Services, presently stationed in the Memphis,
Tennessee office. Mr. Messer informed me of your current
plans to locate a resident office in Kentucky. Let me con-
gratulate me on your decision to do that. In our district,
the Western District of Kentucky, we take great pride in the
personal working relationship we have with all our federal
investigative agencies. In your agency's case that has been
P difficult thing to do because under your current organi-
zation you only have nineteen Special Agents for eight states.
Under your proposed changes we can work much closer with
your agents and better serve the public.

I personally believe you and your staff have done an
excellent job under trying conditions. I am certain under
this proposed change we will all do better.

It is my opinion that four Special Agents for both
districts in Kentucky will be sufficient. While our caseload
may not be as large as some of our other districts, neverthe-
less we must constantly strive to improve the quality of our
product.

Our office stands ready to support you in any way possible
to see that you receive the support you need to do an effective
job of law enforcement.

Respectfully,

HN L. SMITH
nited States Attorney
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District of Oklahoma

4434 Lnited Stte, Courthouse 4C!/231.J281

200 N k 4h S,,,,t F75/736-5281

OlAhom City. Oklahorn 73102

August 1, 1980

Richard B. Lowe III, Inspector General
Department of Health and Human Services
WHS N. Building, Room 5451
330 Independence Ave., S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Mr. Lowe:

The purpose of this letter is to point out some problems, which I am sure
you are already aware of, regarding the current status in Oklahoma of the
Inspector General's Office of the Department of Health and Human Services
(*ES). Recently, I have been assigned the responsibility of lead federal
prosecutor assigned to coordinate all major investigations of raud within
the many programs relating to the Department of HS. Our principal effort
to date has been in the area of medicade abuse within the Nursing Home
Industry.

Currently assigned to investigate all the fraud and program abuse which
may occur within the jurisdiction of HHS in this State is one agent,
Richard Boggs. Mr. Boggs has done a splendid job with the very limited
resources provided him by your department. However, his appearance and
efforts simply cannot be construed as anything other than token when
compared to the tremendous problem faced by your office in seeking to
carry out the congressional mandate to "clean house" and eliminate program
fraud and abuse within HS programs in Oklahoma.

No doubt, I am probably no more than echoing your frustration in statingthat the job simply cannot be done in Oklahoma with one agent who is not
even given a secretary. Obviously, more manpower is needed. The only
way the job can even partially be done is with the help of sister agencies,
such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation, who somehow always seem to
have enough manpower to carry out their charged responsibilities.

However, there is an obvious jurisdictional problem since Congress has
given primary responsibility to your office to investigate and eliminate
fraud in HHS. Fortunately, because of the good working relationship de-
veloped between Soecial Agent Boggs and the Agents from the FBI here locally,
we have not had a problem when working together. Nevertheless, the job
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' could be .jch more effectively done by those pec le who are properly traied

ithin your department. As you know, to invcstigate the types of fraud in-

volved in HHS programs requires a special expertise. This takes extensive

training and experience and is something that the average investigator cannot

be expected to adequately handle unless he has been especially equipped and

trained to deal in this area.

I would estimate that in a state the size of Oklahoma we could easily use

six or more agents fully supported with a staff of at least 
two secretaries.

If the government would commit the amount of money to pay these salaries

and provide the staffing necissary, I am-certain that we could save the

government, in the longrun, millions of dollars here in Oklahoma. For example,

in the nursing home case we just recently prosecuted, the evidence indicated

that the operators had bilked the government out of at least a million dollars.

One agent was able to successfully investigate the case. The net saving to

the taxpayers could run into the millions of dollars when the deterrent ia-

cact is considered.

One last note. It is my understanding that you are not only charged with

a tremendous task, that of investigating and eliminating all program fraud

within the broad scope of MoS, but are charged with doing so without adequate

tools to properly investigate. There is no question that if you are to do

your job properly, your Special Agents must be given the same law enforce-

ment capabilities as the FBI, Secret Service, Postal Inspectors, or any one

of the other numerous federal investigators. A castrated IG simply cannot

do the job. Your agents must have -the authority to carry a firearm, make

arrests, serve search warrants, and all the other indicia that accompanies

any other federal law enforcement agent. In other words, the IG force must

be upgraded and improved in not only number, it must become a full fledged

member of the federal law enforcement community.

Our office would be glad to support you in any way possible in your effort

to see that Oklahoma, as well as other states, receives the support you need

in order to effectively do a good job.

Respectfully,

Charles Lee Waters
Assistant United States Attorney

Western District of Oklahoma
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Richard B. Lowe, III
Inspector General
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Dear Mr. Lowe:

As you may know, this Administration has made -economic crimean enforcement priority; and, Alabama and Mississippi have beenselected 'as twq of the first states to reflect this new emphasisthrough the creation of an Economic Crime Enforcement Unit basedin the United States Attorney's Office in Birmingham, Alabama.One of the main goals of the unit is to combat fraud and abusein federal programs and agencies. In accordance with this goalI met with representatives of your staff assigned the duty ofpolicing these states and I.must say that I am troubled by thelack of manpower you have in this area. I know that yewr oulceis do the best job i iersonnel Et ha beectSauthorize , u t ink the time has com to apnnt aess tosekadirlonal. tU=I mra El-oal nvP j-ialr-E n4)0 ~tsI have no doubt that if additional funds were authorized andutilized for more investigators that, in the long run, we couldsave the government millions of dollars in these states.

Economic crime is insidious. It is the hardest to detect andyet causes a great loss of monies to the government every year.If the unit is to succeed in its goal of improving the detection,prevention and prosecution of economic crimes in Alabama andMississippi, it will be through the assistance of the Departmentof Health and Human Services; and this can only be accomplishedl1with additional investigators in these states.

Yours very truly,

AUlLAtDER, JR.crdc: sey A Economic Crime Enforcement Specialist
office of Investigations
Department of Health and Human Services
P.O.Box 2201
Atlanta, Georgia 30301
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APPENDIX S

ay 2, 1980 memorandum
ark L. Horwitz, AUSA

Medicare Fraud Cases

Gary L. Betz
United States Attorney
Tampa, Florida

Enclosed herewith please find the letter for your signature to

the Inspector General of Health, Education and Welfare.

As you will recall, we previously discussed the fact that this

office has not been receiving the quantity of medicare fraud
cases that were produced in the past, and that there is
apparently a problem within the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare in their investigations 'that has resulted in a
decline in the flow of cases and information into this office.

For your information, it is my understanding that the Bureau
of Program Integrity presently has the responsibility of initially
working up cases on medicare fraud. After they have developed

the case to the point where fraud is suspected, it is then
referred to the Inspector General for further action. It is
my understanding that cases are going to the Inspector General
concerning medicare fraud currently within the Middle District;
however, we are not seeing these cases.

Perhaps a meeting between yourself and the Inspector General
will have some positive effect in clearing any road blocks
that might exist within the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare that have caused the cases to be stalled in the

Inspector General's office. As you can imagine, this will be
a delicate topic because it involves the jurisdiction between
the Inspector General's office and the Bureau of Program
Integrity. Whenever. two baureaus are fighting over jurisdiction,
each ends to guard its area of responsibility in an attempt
to expand that area, and if possible to exclude other competing
agencies. It is possible that such a situation exists between
the Inspector General's office and the Bureau of Program
Integrity.

In light of the past experiences of the Bureau of Program
Integrity in making fraud cases, I believe that this office
as well as the public is not being served with its best
interests if, under the new organizational sEt up within
the Department of Health. Education and Welfare, the Bureau
of Program Integrity personnel are insulated from direct
contact with the United States Attorney's office in matters
involving fraud investigations.
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Gary L. Betz
Page 2
May 2, 1980

Perhaps, if you held a meeting with the Inspector General,
steps can be taken to insure that cases will flow quickly
through the system to this office and that any artificial
barriers imposed upon the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare investigators do not hamper successful investi-
gation prosecution.

MLH:ddd

enclosure
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Richard B. Lowe, III
Acting Inspector General
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare
Room 5262, North
330 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D. C. 20201

Dear Mr. Lowe:

RE: STATUS OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS

The Middle District of Florida, as you are well aware,
encompasses a large population of citizens who receive social

security benefits including medicare and medicaid. In the

past years, this office has successfully prosecuted numerous
cases involving frauds perpetrated upon the United States and
in particular the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

As you are no doubt aware, such prosecutions serve a vital
interest in safeguarding the integrity of Health and Human
Services programs through the natural deterrent effect of any
criminal proceeding.

In the past, social security, and in particular medicare
cases, were presented to this office by the Bureau of Program

Integrity. That Bureau constantly produced high quality
investigation reports as well as rendering invaluable assistance

to this office throughout the complex trials that were normally
associated with medicare fraud cases.

. As you know, the Department of Justice has given government
fraud cases a high priority. As the United States Attorney,
it is my responsibility to ensure that such cases are vigorously
investigated and prosecuted within the Middle District of

Florida. In that regard, I would like to meet with you to

discuss the status of investigations into medicare fraud, as

well as any imagined or real problems that may be hampering
hc flow of information and cases from Health and Human

Services investigators to this office.

Please contact me in the near future so that a
convenient time to meet may be arranged.

-Very truly yours,

GARY L. BETZ
United States Attorney

GLB:ddd


